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PREFACE TO THE ENGUSH EDITION 

Since the publication in 1991 of my Die Anfdnge der islamischen Jurispruden;:. 
I/zre Entwickhmg vz Mekka bis zur Mi/ie des 2.1 8. JahrhwuIerts several English
speaking colleagues have suggested that it be made available in 
English. The realization of the project, which had already begun in 
1993, was not making good progress until it received a fresh stimulus 
in 1999 by a new demand for the translation from the Middle East. 

The text has been thoroughly re\~sed. The errors which I detected 
in the course of time' or which were brought to my attention by col
leagues and reviewers have been corrected. Recent literature has 
been added but only where appropriate. The references in the notes 
serve to support the argument; completeness of references was not 
aspired to. In some places I reacted to critical comments by review
ers and tried to remove misunderstandings. 

I am grateful to Dr. Marion H. Katz (Mt. Holyoke College) for 
her accurate translation of the German text, to Fransje Zweekhorst, 
M. A., who compiled the index,and to Dr. Lawrence 1. Conrad 
(Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine) who was the first 
to suggest translation of the book. lowe a great debt to Shaykh 
Ni"am Y a 'qubl (Manama) who made the publication of the book 
possible by supporting its translation and editing with a grant. I also 
wish to thank Professor Wadad al-Qa<;ll (University of Chicago) who 
agreed to accept the book for publication in her series Islamic History 
and Civilization and offered valuable corrections and suggestions. 



INTRODUCTION 

The question of when, where, and how Islamic jurisprudence came 
into being has occupied research in Islamic studies for over a cen
tury. Initially, a continuous development starting in the lifetime of 
the Prophet and ultimately leading into the legal schools of the sec
ond and third centuries A.H. (approximately the eighth and ninth 
centuries A.D.) was assumed. This has also been the Muslim view 
of things since medieval times. This view was put into question 
toward the end of the nineteenth century of our era by Ignaz 
Goldziher, and was refuted definitively by Joseph Schacht in his book 
The Origins of Muhammadan }U1isprudence, which appeared in 1950. The 
different opinions are essentially dependent on the state of the sources 
available. If one considers the Qur'an as a work which-at least in 
its earthly form-originated in the lifetime of Mul)ammad and was 
put down in writing in the course of about two decades after his 
death, a hole of ahnost 150 years yawns between it and the first 
collections of legally relevant texts which are recognized as authentic, 
i.e. which really go back to the author or compiler clalined for them. 
The debate has thus revolved around the question of what histori
cal worth the texts of these works have as sources for the preceding 
phase. 

Schacht's theory was largely accepted in western Islamic studies 
and strongly influenced subsequent research. The present study 
attempts to demonstrate that Schacht's conceptions, in substantive 
points, are no longer tenable or are greatly in need of modification
above all, that he estimated the beginnings of Islamic jurisprudence 
a good half to three-quarters of a century too late. The reservations 
about Schacht's conclusions result in part from the nature of his 
work itself: it contains a number of questionable premises, historical 
inferences, and methods. This is described in the first chapter of the 
present study, which contains an outline of the history of research 
on the subject. For, one can better demonstrate the problems of 
research, understand Schacht's approach, and clarifY the point at 
which the present study begins when the earlier, pre-Schachtian, and 
the more recent studies as well as the critical voices addressing the 
theses of Schacht and his followers are reviewed. 
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Decisive arguments, however, are here provided by the utilization 
of a new source which was not yet at Schacht's disposal, the Mu,annaj 
of the Yemeni 'Abd al-Razzaq al-i;>an'anl (d. 211/826). This work and 
its author are introduced in the second chapter. It is an important 
source for the history of law, if only because its author, although a 
contemporary of al-Shafi'l (d. 204/820), whose work Schacht took as 
a point of departure, was clearly not influenced by al-Shafi'l. Thus, 
in contrast to the classic Hadith collections of the third/ninth century, 
it represents an earlier stage of the development of the reception of 
tradition, and is several times more voluminous than comparable older 
works like the Muwalla' of Malik ibn Anas (d. 1791795). However, 
the special significance of 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu,annaj lies in the fact 
that it contains sources from the first half of the second/eighth cen
tury which are lost as independent works or at least have not sur
faced until today. It is the principal concern of the second chapter 
to demonstrate this. 

The method of reconstructing sources which is used in this study, 
and "\vhich consists of extracting older texts or tradition complexes 
out of later works on the basis of the statements of transmission 
(isnads), is not new. In Biblical, and especially Pentateuch, research 
it has a long history reaching into the eighteenth century. And it 
was students of the Old Testament, such as Julius ''''ellhausen, who 
introduced it to western Islamic Studies1 These methodological 
attempts were followed up, supplemented and refined by Heribert 
Horst, Fuat Sezgin, Georg Stauth, Albrecht Noth, Gernot Rotter, 
''''alter ''''erkmeister and Khalil Athamina, to name only a few.' The 
principle is acknowledged; differences of opinion persist only on 
details, like the form of such sources (authored books or not) and 
the mode of their transmission (written, oral, or a combination). The 

1 J \IVcllhausen, "Prolegomena zur altestcn Geschichte des Islams," Sf.."izzen und 
Vorarbeiten, vol. 6 (Berlin, 1899). 

2 H. Horst, "Zur Dberlieferung im Korankommentar at-Tabaris," Zeitschrift der 
Deuvichen 1I1orgenliindischen GesellschaJt 103 (1953), pp. 290-307. F. Sezgin, Bukhfirf'nm 
kaynaklan hakkmda araJtll7Jlalar (Istanbul, 1956). G. Stauth, Die Uhetlieftrung des Koran
kommentars Mugflhid ibn Gahrs (Ph.D. thesis, Giessen, 1969). A. Noth, "Der Charakter 
der ersten grossen Sammlungen von N achrichten zur fruhen Kalifenzeit," Der Islam 
47 (1971), pp. 168-199. rd., Quellenkritische Studien ;:,u 7hemen, Fonnen und Tendenzen 
fiiihislamischer GeschichtsiiberlieJerung (Bonn, 1973). G. Rotter, "Zur Uberlieferung einiger 
histonscher vVerke Mada'ini"s in Tabans Annalen," Driens 23-24 (1974), pp. 103-133. 
\"T. \Verkmeister, Qy,ellenuntersuchungen zum Kitiib aVIqd al-Jarfd des Andalusiers Ibn 
~bdrabbih (Berlin, 1983). Kh. Athamina, "The sources of al-Baladhun's Ansab al
ashraf," Jerusalem Studies on Arabic and Islam 5 (1984), pp. 237-262. 
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argument over the textuality or orality of transmission in early Islam, 
however, miss the historical realities. Gregor Schoeler has pointed 
this out repeatedly,3 and the present study confirms it. 

The question now presents itself: what meaning do the newly 
tapped older sources have for the early history of Islamic jurispru
dence? It is true that Schacht, in his utilization of the legally rele
vant tradition collections of the second half of the second/eighth 
century, like Malik's Muwalla' and the Athiir of AbU Yusuf (d. 1821798) 
and al-Shaybanl (d. 189/805), noticed that they also contain older 
sources. For example, he assumed that the Athar of these two Kufans 
originated predominantly with their teacher AbU I:J:arnfa (d. 150/767), 
and that Malik used a source of Nafi"s which Schacht dated to the 
middle of the second/eighth century.4 But his mistrust of the chains 
of transmission (isnads) which precede the individual texts blocked 
him from undertaking a consistent source analysis aimed at recon
structing the history of transmission. Instead, he relied primarily on 
the criterion of content and attempted to place the texts chrono
logically by ordering them "in the overall context of a problem.'" 
He resorted to the isnad when its statements could be reconciled with 
the chronology developed through content; otherwise he rejected the 
isnad as forged. 

This study advances the thesis that Schacht's premise, that por
tions of the isnads which extend into the first half of the second/eighth 
and the first/seventh century are without exception arbitrary and 
artificially fabricated is untenable, at least in this degree of general
ization. A relative chronology of the texts based primarily on aspects 
of content, and a representation of the development of Islamic jurispru
dence constructed upon it, do not lead to definite conclusions. The 
third chapter attempts to demonstrate this. The central question 

S G. Schoeler, "Die Frage der schriftlichen oder miindlichen Uberlieferung der 
VVissenschat1::en im friihen Islam," Det Islam 62 (1985), pp. 201-230. rd., "\\T. Werk
meister: Quellenuntersuchungen zum Kitab al-'Iqd al-Jarfd des Andalusiers Ibn 
'Abdrabbih, Berlin 1983," Zeitschrifl d£r Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellsch'!ft 136 (1986), 
~p. 118-128. Id., "Miindliche Thora lUld lladil: Uberlieferung, Schreibverbot, Redak
non," Der Islam 66 (1989), pp. 213-251. rd., "Schreiben und Veroifentlichen. Zm 
Verwendung und Funktion der Schrift in den ersten islamischenJahrhunderten," Der 
Islam 69 (1992). pp. 1-43. 

, Cf. J. Schacht, The Origins of Mulwmmadan Jurisprudence (Oxford, 1950), pp. 149, 
177. 

5. C£ J. Schacht, "A Revaluation of Islamic Tradition," Journal qJ the RO)tal Asiatic 
Socwty 49 (1949), pp. 143-154, esp. 147. rd., Origins, p. 1 and passim. 
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under consideration is this: Is it possible to find criteria which enable 
us to determine whether the information· about the provenance of 
the earlier sources contained in 'Abd al-Razzaq's M~annaf is trust
worthy or forged? 

Using the examples of two strands of sources, it is possible to show 
that a number of arguments, which I call criteria of authenticity, 
speak for the credibility of the statements of transmission which are 
made by the authors or compilers of these sources of the first half 
of the second/eighth century. The criteria of authenticity on which 
I fall back relate predominantly to form and not to content, such 
as the distribution of the texts among sources; the shares of ray and 
Ijadzth; the ratios of traditions going back to the Prophet, the ,ahaba 
and the tiibi'iin; the use and the quality of chains of transmitters; the 
terminology of transmission; the existence of personal ray; divergent 
or contradictory comments about texts; indirect transmission found 
next to direct transmission; uncertainty about exact wording;. the 
reporting of changes of opinion, of contradictions, of cases of ignor
ance in legal matters, and so forth. 

The conclusion that the texts which 'Abd al-Razzaq's informants 
claim to have received from specific people do indeed go back to 
them makes it possible, in turn, to extract from within these strands 
of sources older sources which can be dated to the first quarter of 
the second/eighth century. They supply a firm and extensive tex
tual basis for delineating the state of the development of law towards 
the end of the first and the beginning second/eighth century. They 
thus bring us back into a period in which, according to Schacht, 
only a few reliable traditions existed which can, however, seldom be 
firmly assigned to historical persons. 

By the same method-the determination of criteria of authentic
ity and forgery-it is possible, starting out from this new textual 
basis, to venture further back into the first/seventh century. In Islamic 
terminology this is the generation of the ,a&iiba, which represents the 
link to the Prophet himself There are good arguments that a num
ber of the traditions attributed to this generation are reliable. 
Occasionally it is even possible to verilY among them reports about 
the Prophet which quite probably are authentic, that is, they were 
really reported by one of the Prophet's contemporaries, and their 
genuineness, that is, that they have a historical kernel, cannot be 
simply dismissed. 

For argumentation and for the development of the criteria of 
authenticity not all of the major strands of older sources contained 
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in 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu,annaf will be used, but only the Meccan 
ones. The purpose is to combine the critical analysis of the sources 
,,~th a study of early Meccan legal scholarship, about which next to 
nothing is known. Thus the third chapter is divided according to 
the most important legal scholars of Mecca in the first and second 
Islamic centuries. The findings about those scholars which are derived 
from the textual material transmitted by them, are then contrasted 
~th the biographical traditions about them. The investigation of the 
Meccan strands of sources leads to the conclusion that the roots of 
legal scholarship in Mecca can be traced back to the middle of the 
first/ seventh century, and that their further development up to the 
middle of the second/eighth century can be ascertained mth a stun
ning wealth of detail that exceeds our dreams. 

One issue which has played a large role in the scholarly discus
sion of the genesis of Islamic jurisprudence since the nineteenth cen
tury mil be consciously bracketed in the present investigation: the 
possible influences on Islamic jurisprudence by pre-Islamic non-Arabic 
systems of law. One reason lies in the conclusions of this study itself. 
Starting from the assumption that Islamic jurisprudence developed 
only toward the end of the Umayyad period, scholars have sought 
its pedigree in Islamic Iraq (Schacht) or Syria (Crone). Our conclu
sions, conversely, limit the scope for such an influence, temporally, 
to the end of the first/seventh century (including pre-Islamic times) 
and, spatially, to the Arabian Peninsula.' It is true that, even ~thin 
these temporal and spatial limits, fertilization by Near Eastern provin
cial law, which was strongly infused with Roman law, and especially 
by Jemsh legal forms, is conceivable; but since we so far know noth
ing precise about the dissemination and substance of these laws in 
the Arabian Peninsula in the sixth and seventh centuries of our era, 
or about pre-Islamic law in Mecca, concrete proofs of the develop
ment of Islamic legal institutions out of other systems of law or of 
their being influenced by them are difficult to adduce. Patricia Crone 
has recently attempted this.7 Her study is extremely ingenious, and 
shows how one can approach the problem. The dating and local
ization, however, remain speculative.8 

.6 This statement concerns only issues which can be ascertained to be early. There 
mIght have been later influences as well. 

7 P. Crone, Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law: The Origins if the Islamic Patronate 
(Cambridge, 1987). 

8 Cf. ~. Motzki, "P. Crone, Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law-The Origins 
of Islannc Patronate, Cambridge 1987," Der Islam 65 (1988), pp. 342-345. W. B. 
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In the decade since the publication of the original German edi
tion of the present study, two books with a similar title have been 
published: Norman Calder's Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence (1993) 
and Yasin Dutton's The Origins qf Islamic Law (1999). They deal with 
the emergence of the juridical schools associated with the names of 
early legal scholars such as Abu I:Ianffa, Malik and al-Shafi'f, i.e. 
the stage of development that .followed the period on which the pre
sent study focuses. Both books, which are valuable in themselves, 
ignore the results of the present study. Dutton considers Malik's 
Muwat!a) as "our earliest formulation of Islamic law') and as "our 
earliest record of that law as a lived reality.'" He is concerned only 
with the interpretation of the Muwatta' and the description of the 
state of juridical development which it reflects. The period before 
the Muwatta' remains outside his scope and is only perfunctorily 
touched on in the conclusions. lo For Calder "Islamic jurisprudence 
is an organic product of Arabic-speaking Muslim society in the third 
century."" He claims that "the instability or creativity of oral or 
notebook traditions," "organic texts, pseudoepigraphy, and long-term 
redactional activity" prevent us from recovering earlier stages of his
tory and, for that reason, he doubts whether 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu:;armqf 
really goes back to him and whether it can be used as a basis for 
the history of Islamic jiqh in the second/eighth century.l2 This is an 
"ideologicaP' statement which is based neither on a literary analysis 
of the Mu:;annaf nor on a critical dialogue with the literary analysis 
which I have presented of this work. Calder's theories and literary 
analyses of juridical texts certainly raise crucial issues but they are 
in many respects not convincing, as some reactions to his book have 
already shownY 

Hallaq, "The Usc and Abuse of Evidence: The Question of Provincial and Roman 
Influence on Early Islamic Law," Journal qf American Oriental Society 110 (1989), pp. 
79-91. U. 1v1itter, Das friihislamische Palronat. Eine Untersuchung zur Rolle von fremden 
Elementen bei der Entwicklung des islamischen Rechts (Ph.D. thesis Nijmegen 1999). 

9 Y. Dutton, The Origins of blamic Law. The Qy."" an, the Muwatta' and Madinan ~mal 
(Richmond, Surrey, 1999), p. 4. 

10 Op. cit., p. 180. 
11 N. Calder, Studies in Earry Muslim Jurisprudence (Oxford, 1993), p. 244. 
" Op. cit., pp. 194-195. 
13 Cf. Y. Dutton, "N. Calder: Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence, Oxford 

1993," Joumal qfIsWmic Studies 5 (1994), pp. 102-108. Id.: "'Ama] v. Hadfth in Islamic 
Law: The Case of sadl al-yadayn (Holding One's Hands By One's Sides) ·When 
Doing Prayer," Islamic Law and Society 3 (1996), pp. 28-33. rd.: Origins, pp. 26-27. 
M. Muranyi, "Die fruhe Rechtsliteratur zwischen Quellenanalyse und Fiktion," 
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The present book tries to leave aside generalizing preconceptions 
about the reliability of textual elements, such as isnads and mutiln, or 
of genres of sources, such as Prophetic hadfths or biographical reports; 
and it does not take for granted special characteristics of the trans
mission process such as stability, creativity, organic growth, and the 
like. It analyzes the sources with the same goal that my teacher, 
the late Albrecht Noth, formulated in his source-critical study of the 
early Arabic historical tradition: "[toJ establish reliable criteria accord
ing to which individual traditions or groups of traditions can be 
assessed-not only for their 'historicity,' but in other ways as well."l4 
If this study can contribute to bringing back the debate on the ori
gins of Islamic jurisprudence and early traditions in general to a 
more "philological" level of interpreting the texts-"philological" does 
not necessarily mean "uncritical" or "essentialist"-then it will have 
fulfilled its purpose. 

Nijmegen, December 2000 HARALD MOTZKl 

Islamic Law and Socie!:y 4 (1997), pp. 224-241. H. Motzki, "The Prophet and the 
Cat. On Dating Malik's Muwatta' and Legal Traditions," Jel71Salem Smdies in Arabic 
and Islam 22 (1998), ]8-·83. 

I~ A. Noth/L. L Conrad, The Earb' Arabic Historical Tradition. A Source-critical Stur!y 
(Pnnceton, New Jersey, 1994), pp. 24-25. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE BEGINNINGS OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE 
IN THE RESEARCH OF THE NINETEENTH AND 

TWENTIETH CENTURIES 

The good old custom of preceding or following the investigation of 
a problem with a sketch of its research history pertains in Islamic 
studies as well. Think, for instance, of Friedrich Schwally's research 
report in his adaptation of Theodor Noldeke's Geschichte des Qgrans,J 
on which many a scholar has fed since then, and which is still worth 
reading today. Following his example and that of many others, let 
us precede this study as well with a chapter not only about the state, 
but also about the history of research on the origins of Islamic law 
and its jurisprudence. It will clarity the point at which my investi
gation commences and the problem which it attempts to solve. 

The conclusions of historical research are fundamentally deter
mined by two factors: firstly, by the questions. that are asked, i.e., 
by the knowledge in which the researcher is interested. This is sub
ject to constant change, and can sometimes also be dependent on 
external conditions and developments-political, social, economic, 
and ideological, among others. Secondly, by the the sources that are 
available. The tapping of new sources or revised findings about 
already known material can lead to the rejection of existing theo
ries and to the formulation of new hypotheses. The question what 
intellectual interest motivated specific orientalists who concerned them
selves with the origins of Islamic law and Islamic jurisprudence, and 
whether specific subjective attitudes to Islam and to political and 
legal developments in the Islamic countries influenced their framing 
of questions and their results, is a delicate' but legitimate subject of 
scholarly reflection. However, it is not to this that we will now turn 

1 F. Schwally, "Die muhammedanischen Quellen und die neuere christliche 
Forschung fiber den Ursprung der Offenbarungen und die Entstehung des Qoran
huches," in: Th. Noldeke/F. Schwally/G. Bergstrasser: Geschichte des Qgrans, vol. 2 
(2nd ed., Leipzig, 1919), pp. 122-224, esp. 193-224. 

~ Cf. J. \IVaardenburg, L'Islam dans Ie miroir de l'occident (Den Haag, 1963). E. \'\T. 
Smd, Omnlalism (London, 1979). 
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our attention, but to the connection benveen the state of the sources 
and the conclusions of research. That is, I will undertake an attempt 
to sketch the history of research on the emergence of Islamic law 
and Islamic jurisprudence from the point of \~ew of the sources on 
which the contributions are based, and to ask what effect the selection 
and evaluation of the sources have on their theories and representations. 

A. EARLY RESEARCH 

The question of the ongms of Islamic law and the development of 
jurisprudence up to the beginnings of the classical schools of law has 
occupied Islamic studies intensively since the second half of the last 
century. The prerequisites for any in-depth work on this subject were 
pro0ded by the sifting of the oriental manuscripts scattered in Europe 
and their listing and description in catalogues, which intensified at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, as well as the editing and 
publication of numerous works.' The first significant attempt to illu
minate the problem on the basis of the sources accessible to him 
was made by Eduard Sachau in an essay which appeared in 1870 
under the title "Zur altesten Geschichte des muhammedanischen 
Rechts. l '4- Sachau assumes that Islamic law "can be traced back to 
two fundaments,'" the Qur'an and the sunna of the Prophet. He does 
not understand this only to mean that these are the theoretical 
sources, but also historically: the Qur'an and the sunna in the form 
of traditions about statements and active or passive beha00rs of the 
Prophet stand at the beginning of the development of Islamic law 
as the legacy of Mu\.lammad. The "earliest adherents of the new 
teaching," the "Companions,"6 availed themselves of these two sources 
in order to reach a verdict in cases of conflict. This legal situation 

3 F1orence, Venice, Cambridge, Oxford and l\1adrid had already published the 
first catalogues of manuscripts in the eighteenth century; Leipzig, Dresden, Vienna, 
Copenhagen, Lund, Upsala and St. Petersburg follO\ved their example in the first 
half of the nineteenth century. Cf C. Brockehnann, Geschichte deT arabischen Litteratur, 
Supplement voL I, pp. 5-11 and id., Arabische Grammatik (13th ed., Leipzig, 1953), 
pp. 212-221. 

1 Appeared in: Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akadernie det HTmenschqften in Wien, Phil.
histon,che Jt1.osse, vol. 65, pp. 699-723. 

5 Sachau, op. cit., p. 699; 
6 Op. ciL, p. 700. 
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characterized the entire first/seventh century, until the generation of 
the Companions had died out. The following generation of "Successors" 
resorted in cases which were not covered by Quean and sunna to 
"opinions and decrees of the Companions, which had been unani
mo~sly ,,~hared by them and decreed on similar occasions (ijmii' al
,a&aba). Accordmg to Sachau, this is the third source of Islamic 
law8 At the same time, that is, starting in the second/eighth cen
tury, Junsprudence begins to establish itself "as an independent sci
ence" "through systematic treatment of the confrontation of the facts 
with the regulations of the Qur'an and the sunna.'" This is reflected 
first in the emergence of tlle concept of ray, which according to 
Sachau ongmally means the same thing which is later characterized 
by the term qiyiis (deduction) and regarded as the fourth source of 
law, I~ .and in the differentiation between aeMb al-&adzth (scholars of 
Tradiuon) and ae&iib ai-ray (jurists).ll This development culminates 
around the middle of the second/eighth century in the elaboration 
of complete systems of law which become the points of departure 
for the later schools of law. 12 

This depiction of the beginnings of Islamic law rests essentially on 
the Sunm teachmg of the ",ill ai:fiqh, the theoretical sources of law 
which has been a branch of Islamic jurisprudence since al-Shafi'r (d: 
204/819-20)13 Sachau drew his information on this subject mainly 
from the hereslOgraphical work Kitiib ai-Mila! wa-l-nilJal of al-Shahrastanr 
(d. 52811134),14 the Prolegomena (Muqaddima) of Ibn Khaldiln (d. 808/ 

, Op. cit., p. 701. 
8 Thi~ limitation of ijl~ii~ to the generation of the ,m&iiba does not correspond to 

the cl~SSlCal theory of u;ul. C£ C. Snouck Hurgronje "Le droit musulrnan" Rev 
~e ~~HlStoire des Religions 37 (1898), pp. 296 £; id., "The :foundations' of Islami~ Law ~~ 
mId. Selected. Tl'o~ks .. O:~~r~s cllOisies, ed .. G. H. Bousquet/]. Schacht (Leiden 1957), 
p. 273 if. ArtJ.:le. IdJma 111 Enqyclopaedw qf Islam, First and Second editions. Presum
ably S_ac~au 1S m~uenced by the representation of the discipline of usill in Ibn 
Khfdun s Muqaddl:na and al-Shahrastallls's Kitiib al-Milal (see below not~s 14 15). 

Sachau, op. CIt., p. 708. ' 
lOOp. cit., pp. 708 715. 
110· ' p. Cit., p. 711. 
12 Op. cit., pp. 716, 718. 

d'113 ~f. M. Hamidullah, "Hi~toire d'T)sfll.a!-Fiqh," Annale.l· de la Faculte de Droit 
o ~ta~ ul1959.' pp. 72-90, pasSIm; G. Makdisl, "The Juridical Theology of Shafi'i: 
~pns and Slgmficance of T)s111 al-Fiqh," Studia 1,lamica 59 (1984) pp 5-47 passim 

r B.0ok qf Religious and Philosophical Sect<,> ed. VV. Cureton (London' 1846)' In th· 
lo11owm I will . th b·b· .' , . c th g grve. C I hographical data of the sources; in the earlier works 

ey are usually lacking. 
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1405-6)15 on the philosophy of history, and the lexicon of technical 
scientific terms of al-Tahanawi (d. 115811745),16 which contaffis quite 
lengthy excerpts from standard works. A true book of ~i11 was not 
yet available to him. Characteristic of Sachau's approach is that
following the example· of his sources-he historicizes the categories 
of ~i11, which are actually systematic, and uses them to describe the 
genesis of law. He fills out the framework thus formed with his own 
hypotheses about the causes and driving forces of the development 
of law and with information from biographical and historical sources. 
Among his a priori assumptions is, for example, that the conquests 
and the associated economic, political and social upheavals were 
important causes for "the foundation of a jurisprudence," and that 
this arose from "a practical need,'1l7 which he illustrates by refer
ences to an early elaboration of the law of inheritance-the Com
panions Zayd ibn Thabit and Ibn 'Abbas were considered the first 
specialists in this area-, of war, of slavery, and of the dhimma. In 
the firstl seventh century, however, law "was not yet independently 
developed and elaborated into a system," and jurisprudence con
sisted "merely of applied knowledge of Qur'an and sunna."IB He 
attempts to demonstrate this through a portrayal of "the practical 
administration of the law" in this period. He cites the reports about 
Companions and Successors who made names for themselves as 
judges (quIP it) or legists (foqahii,). The list begins with 'Al! and Mu'adh 
ibn Jabal, who are supposed already to have performed the duties 
of qadfs in the time of the Prophet, and ends with the "seven Medinan 
juristS."19 The material comes mainly from biographical sources, above 
all from the Kitiib al-Ma'iirif of Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889-90)20 and 
the Tahdhfb al-asmii' of al-Nawaw! (d. 676/1277-8).21 It is lacking in 

1" Prolegomenes d'Ehn lOwldoun, ed. E. M. Quatremere (Paris, 1858). 
16 rJfashshiiJ iJtiliiMt al:fonun] Dictionary if Technical terms, ed. A Sprenger (Calcutta, 

1862). 
17 Sachau, op. cit., p. 702. 
13 Op. cit., p. 707. 
19 Op. cit., pp. 704-707. 'Utba ibn Mas'ud erroneously appears among the 

"seven," which clearly results from a misreading of 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah 
ibn 'Utba ibn Mas'ud as 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah wa 'Utba ibn Mas'u~. Von 
Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Orients unler den Chalifen (Vienna 1875), p. 485 displays 
the same mistake. 

20 Handbuch der Geschichte, ed. F. vViistenfeld (Gottingen, 1850). 
21 The Biographical Dictional] qf Illustrious Men . .. } ed. F. Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 

1842-47). 
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substantive statements about the legal decisions and opinions of the 
persons named. 

"How a complete system of law was built up from these four 
s~urces of law-Qur)an, sunna, consensus of the Companions and 
qryiis--by the Successors (al-tiibi'iln) and the "Successors of the Suc
cessors': (tiibi'il l-tiibi'fn) ~y the time of Abu J.Ian!fa is still partially 
discermble from the available reports."22 Sachau leaves the research
ing of this process to future legal historians-indicating, however, 
that the bIOgraphIcal works should be consulted for this purpose. He 
then turns his attention to the men "who first assimilated and unified 
the material accumulated from the foundation of Islam until the mid
dle of the first half of the second! eighth century into complete sys
tems oflaw as they still in our time, with relatively minor modifications, 
form the legal basis in the life of all Muhammedan nations":" Abu 
J.Ian!fa (d. 1501767), al-Awza'! (d. 1571774), Sufyan al-Thawr! (d. 
161/778) and Malik ibn Anas (d. 1791795-6). Of these, al-Thawrl 
~nd al-A"",a'! produced no lasting effect, and thus almost nothing 
IS known of them. Of the works of the four, according to Sachau, 
nothing IS preserved, but the oral and written transmission of their 
views forms the basis of the entire Islamic legal literature of subse
quent times,24 whose actual founder does not come until al-Shaybarn. 25 

Sources for these statements are the above-mentioned biographical 
lIterature and the bibliographical opus Kitiib al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Naclfm 
(wrote 377/987-8).26 The fact that no writings are preserved from 
the great jurists of the first half of the secondl eighth century does 
not mean that there was no ,,,,ritten transmission at this time. Sachau 
assumes that "the recording of relatively large quantities of traditions 
had already begun in the third decade of the second century" and 
became generally prevalent "between the years 120 and 150."27 AI
Zuhr! (d. 1241742), IbnJurayj (d. 1501767) and Sa'!d ibn ab! 'Aruba 
(d. 156/773 or 1571774) are regarded as the protagonists of written 
transmission; a dozen other scholars of the secondl eighth century 
followed their example." The older compilations-before ca. 1401 

22 Sachau, op. cit., p. 716. 
23 Op. cit., p. 718. 
21 Op. cit., p. 719. 
25 Op. cit., p. 723. 
26 It was available to him in manuscript 
27 Op. cit., p. 721. . 
28 Op. cit., pp. 721 f 
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757-8-should hardly be imagined as completely ordered books. 
These appeared only between 140 and 1501767.29 These statements 
of Sachau's, too, rest indirectly on biographical sources, even ,vhen 

they are drawn from other works. . 
This first attempt to portray the beginnings of Islannc law and 

jurisprudence makes use of certain types of sources and method
ological approaches which were subsequently used over and over 
again: l. The sequence of the sources of law (~iil) serves ~s a hIs
torical framework for the development of law until the nnddle of 
the second/eighth century. This is assumed as a historical necessity. 
2. Details about individual persons who played a role in tlle devel
opment are drawn from the biographical and bibliographical sources. 

Alfred von Kremer, who does not mention Sachau's essay, pro
ceeds similarly in his Culturgeschichte des Orients unler den Chalifen.

3O 
At 

the death of Mu\:lammad the two fundamental sources of IslamIc 
law, Qur)an and sunna, were present. The first four caliphs, who 
were among the closest confidants of the Prophet, made do ,,~th 
them and other,,~se shaped their juridical practice in conformity mth 
the ideas of the Prophet. The saiJiiba added new traditions to those 
available according to need, and like,,~se the following generation of 
the tabi'iln, so that the sunna swiftly assumed enormous dimensions.

31 

The transmission of the traditions of the Prophet was initially predom
inantly oral, but also partially in writing. The process of ordering, 
sifting, and systematic compilation began, according to von Kremer, 
"not only at the middle, but already at the beginning of the second/ 

d h li "32H eighth century after Mu\:lammad an per aps even ear. er. . e 
emphasizes more strongly than Sachau the role of Medina m the 
discipline of Tradition: Medina was the site "wh~re TradITIon ,~o:"ed 
from the purest springs, where the most genmne memones lived 
on and "where the complete mass of traditions recognized as trust
worthy and well-authenticated was first collected in a great corpus 
juris divini et humani."" Here knowledge of a new sour~e, the Muwatta' 
of Malik ibn Anas (d. 1791795-6), which Sachau dId not menTIon 
and mth which he was probably not yet familiar, makes itself notice-

29 Op. cit., p. 723. 
30 Cu[turgeschichte, vol. 1, pp. 470-504. 
31 Op. cit., pp. 470-474. . . 
32 Op. ciL, p. 476. This is probably directed agamst Sachau. 
33 Op. cit., p. 477. 
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able. 34 Nevertheless, von Kremer's portrayal of the "legal school of 
Medina" is based mainly on biographical sources-in addition to al
NawawI's Tahdhzb, Ibn al-Athlr's (d. 63011233) Usd al-ghiiba"-, 
although it is also conceivable that he used the Muwatla' as a guide
line mthout citing it. Accordingly, "a school of Tradition and law 
was already formed under the first caliphs."" Its founders were 'Abd 
Allah ibn Mas'ud and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas. They were followed 
by the seven legal scholars of Medina. They "sifted and put in order 
the excessively rich material, they gave a large portion of the Tradition 
the scholastic stylistic form, they collected in addition to it the deci
sions of the first caliphs, used them as a source of law and brought 
Qur)amc exegesis into being. "37 Thus Medina can be seen as "the 
oldest workshop of Islam, where the still fluid ideas, opinions and 
dogmas were forged, cemented and given definite form."" Malik was 
able to build upon the preliminary work of the "Seven." "Thus, his 
C01Pas juris is the embodiment of the legal views which achieved gen
eral acceptance in Medina itself in the first century,"39 which Malik 
arranged systematically. 

In addition to the Medinan, "historical school of law"-historical . ' 
because It rested essentially upon Tradition-there developed in Iraq 
at the same time, according to Kremer, "the school of the specula
tive jurists (ash.iib ai-ra»)," who made "extensive use of the deduc
tive method (qiyiis)," "by means of which they reached decisions in 
cases for which there was no precedent in Qur)an, sunna and athar."4O 
Von Kremer draws details about their earliest representatives, Ibn 
abl Layla (d. 148/765-6) and Abu I:Ianlfa (d. 150/767), from the 
biographical literature-Ibn Qutayba, al-Nawawl-but, as in the case 
of 1ifedina, he is in a better situation than Sachau, because a manu
script of Abu Yusuf's (d. 1821798) Kitiib al-KhaTiij was available to 
him. He believes that this work literally reproduces the legal views of 
the author's teacher Abu I:Ianlfa41 but does not use it to illuminate 

" P' d . ~nte \Vlth the commentary of al-Zurqanl, Biilaq, 
35 Pnnted Cairo, 1286/1869. 
3G Von Kremer, Culturgeschichte, vol. 1, p. 483. 
37 Op. cit., pp. 484-485. 
38 Op. cit., p. 486. 
39 Op. cit., p. 488. Emphasis mine. 
40 Op. cit., p. 490. 
11 Op. cit., p. 492. 

128011863. 
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the latter's legal methodology in greater detail, simply drawing from 
it the conclusion that Abu J::lan!fa's foundation of public and admin
istrative law is ultimately connected with the 'Abbasids' ascension of 
the throne and the transfer of the seat of government to Iraq42 He 
reports on Abu Yusuf, al-ShaybanI, al-Shill'! an.d Ibn J::lanbal, among 
other important legal scholars of the second! eighth and thlrd!nmth 
century, only from the well-known biographical and bibliographical 

sources.43 

Von Kremer evaluates the traditions of the Prophet distincdy more 
critically than Sachau. According to him, they were largely created 
by the generations of the Coml'anions and the Successors.H A few 
of the Prophet's wives-like 'A'isha4'-and Compamons-like Ibn 
'Abbas46-particularly distinguished themselves in the creation of leg
ends and the fabrication of traditions of the Prophet. The seven legal 
scholars of Medina are not to be counted among the inventors of 
hadfths but were provided with a constant flow of forgeries for almost 
~ll le~al problemsY In their day the demands for authentication of 
traditions by means of the isniid were not solidly formed. A stricter 
criticism of Tradition began only with Malik ibn Anas,48 but even 
then the large scale forgery which was being performed did not 
cease-a fact which can be seen from the collections of traditions, 
which become ever more extensive as time goes on. The Kufans in 
particular were known as notorious forgers." The method of Muslim 
source criticism, which attempted to distinguish false from genume 
traditions through evaluation of the quality of the chains of trans
mission, should be regarded as "a very clumsy, a blunt weapon:" 
with which it was impossible to succeed in filtering the authenhc 
matter from the mass of forged traditions. One must doubt whether 
the biographical reports about the vast number of transmitters are 
really trustworthy, and take into account the fact that religrous ortho
doxy tended toward the acceptance of those traditions "which cor-

" Op. cit., pp. 492-493. 
13 In contrast to Sachau (see p. 5, note 26), von Kremer could already use 

G. Bugel's edition of the Fi.krist (Leipzig, 187l12). 
44 Von Kremer, op. cit., pp. 472-474. 
" Op. cit., pp. 472, 486-487. 
46 Op. cit., p. 484. 
47 Op. cit., p. 487. 
" Op. cit., pp. 478, 479 If. 
49 Op. cit., p. 481. 
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responded with the prevailing religious \~ews."50 This critical evalu
ation of the sunna of the Prophet, with which von Kremer prepares 
the terram for Goldziher, takes its orientation from early intra-Islamic 
criticism, especially that coming from the ranks of the Mu'tazila. 
The details come from unnamed sources on ljadzth criticism and 
;ro~ h:storical works like Ibn al-Athlr's (d. 63011232-3) Kiimil,51 Ibn 
Asakirs (d. 57111175-6) Ta'nkh madznat Dimashr/' and al-MaqrlzI's 

(d. 845/1441-2) !tllijal.53 Finally, von Kremer devotes himself inten
sively to the question of outside influences-above all, that of Roman 
law-on Islamic law, and discusses the possible modes of transfer. 
Similarities and parallels between a few J::lanafi and Roman legal 
mshtuhons and terms form the point of departure. 51 

The pattern of interpretation sketched by the pioneering works of 
Sachau and von Kremer remained unchallenged in its basic features 
for decades. In two essays from the years 1882 and 1898,55 Christian 
Snouck Hurgronje further elaborated the portrayal of early legal 
history startmg out from the development of "Jul on the basis of 
several "Jul works in manuscript-especially the Waraqiit of Imam 
al-J::laramayn (d. 478/1085-6). His first contribution is still quite 
speculahve, the second draws supplementarily on historical sources 
about the early period-Ibn al-Athir's Kiimil, al-TabarI's (d. 309/921-2) 
Ta'rikh,56 the Chronicles of the city of Mecca'7-and on al-BukharCs (d. 
257/871) $af:z1f:i.58 

Alois Sprenger's "Skizze der Entwicklungsgeschichte des muslim
ischen Gesetzes," which appeared in 1892,59 presents substantially 

50 Op. cit., p. 482. 
51 Cronicon quod pClfictissimum (el-KiimiV inscribitur, ed. C. J Tornberg (Lugduni 

Batavorum, 1851-1876). 
'J~ \~ch he has used as manuscript. 
" Pnnted Bi"ilaq, 1270/1853. 
54 ~on Kremer, Culturgeschichte, vol. 1, pp. 532-547. On the history of research 

on t~lS problem, c£ P .. Crone, Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law. The Origins if the 
Islar:zu: Patronate (Cambndge 1987), pp. 1-17. I will not treat this issue in the [01-

lo~nJf; ~most ~ of the authors n~ed expressed opinions on it. 
Nleuwe hlJdragen tot de kcnms van de Islam," Bifdragen tot de Taal- Land- en 

Volke~nde van Nederwndsch Iudie; 4th Series, vol. 6, 1882 (Reprinted in: id.: Verspreide 
£?es~hriften, vol. 2, pp. 3-58. Partial translation: "The 'Foundations' of Islamic Law" 
111: rd., Selected fl1orks. Oeuvres ciwisics, pp. 268-289). "Le droit musulman "pp 1-22' 
174-203. ' . , 

~; A~nales, e~l. J. Barth et al. (Lugduni Batavorum, 1879-1901). 
Die Chmniken d" Stadt Mekka, ed. F. Wustenfeld (Leipzig, 1857-1861). 

~g Prmted B11laq, 1290/1873. 
" In: Zeitsch,-jftfiir ""gleichendc Rechtswissmschrifi 10 (1892), pp. 1-31. 
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nothing new other than a few additional biographical details; many 
statements are imprecise or false, sources afC seldom cited, and the 
entire argnmentation lags behind the above-mentioned works as a 
result of its vagneness. Similarly without exact citation of sources, 
but much more precise, is the outstanding oven~ew of the state of 
the discussion reached at the end of the nineteenth century which 
B. Duncan MacDonald offers in his book The Development of Muslim 
Theowgy, Jwisprudence and Constitutional Theory.60 

D. S. Margoliouth too proceeds according to the usual nineteenth
century pattern of generating the origins of Islamic jurisprudence 
from the ,",ul, the sources of law, in his "lectures" held m 1913, 
entitled "The early development of Mohammedanism."6l Nevertheless, 
he offers a number of new details and conclusions which are based 
chiefly on his reading of al-Shafi'l's newly accessible work Kiwb al
Umm62 and on greater consideration of historical sources, chiefly al
Tabar.'s Ta'nkh al-rusul wa-l-muluk, while biographical sources are 
hardly used. Margoliouth places "the construction of a system of 
jurisprudence" approximately at the beginning of the second/eIghth 
century. It was made possible by the classificatory groundwork of 
the Medinan jurists of the first/seventh century, and climaxes ,,~th 
the "great Pandects, which were compiled by the doctors of the sec
ond century."" The fabrication of traditions of the Prophet relevant 
to law took place predominantly, if not exclusively, in the first/sev

enth century.'+ 
Common to all of the above-mentioned works is that they pad 

out the usul schema used as a historical framework, sometimes spec
ulatively,' sometimes with biographical or historical reports about the 
early period derived from relatively late sources-between the~ and 
the events about which they report lie two or more centunes. At 
the same time, an increasingly critical stance toward the biographi
cal and historical statements is discernible, but no clear method for 

their evaluation. 
It was Ignaz Goldziher who turned against the idea that Islamic 

jurisprudence developed out of the application of the fundamental 

>0 New York, 1903, pp. 65-117. 
6! London, 1914. Lecture III: The Legal Supplement. 
" Printed Billaq, 1321-13251l904-·1908. 
63 Margoliouth, op. cit., pp. 91 f. 
64 Op. cit., p. 98. 
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sources of law, Qur)an and sunna, an idea which presupposed that 
the sunna of the Prophet and the Companions was available from 
the. ~arliest times and offered sufficient material for the purpose. His 
posItIOn should he scrutinized in more detail, since it deeply influenced 
the re;,earch of t~e. twentieth ~entury. In his study about the "legal 
school of the ?:ahinyya,65 whIch developed in the mid-third/ninth 
century, he already emphasizes the importance of ra'y-decision 
accordmg to personal insight66-in the first/seventh century, and 
assumes that th,S method developed "in Muhammedan jurisprudence 
as an meVItable postulate of the exigencies of practical legal life in 
the performance of the legal office"67 in addition to "the stud of 
the traditional sources."" Out of the indefinite and unsystemati~ally 
handled ra'y of the ,aJ,ziiba generation there later-i.e., in the first 
half of the second/eighth century-developed the domesticated "log
ICal form of analogy (qiyiiS)."69 The hypothesis that a source of the 
forging of traditions was to be ;een in the effort to escape from ra'y, 
and that fabncated traditIOns slillply represented ra'y clothed in the 
form of ~adzths, is already present here. 70 In other words, a portion 
of the sunna IS only a cons:quence of jurisprudence based on ra'y, 
a~d thus secondary. Goldziher states these assumptions more pre
CISely m later works. In h,s Muhammedanische Studien, he speaks of the 
"few stones laid" and "scanty material" of the first/seventh century 
for the development of jurisprudence,'l and expresses the opinion 
that "a freer ~evelopment of the study of the traditions of the Prophet" 
came only WIth the religious policies of the 'Abbasids, and that only 
from that pomt was there a large-scale quest for Prophetic docu
mentanon for ~aliil wa-~ariim (the permissible and the forbidden), that 
IS, for a legal baSIS for relIgIOus and social life. 72 

Goldziher most clearly formulated his theory that Islamic jurispru
dence developed primarily from ra'y, and not from Qur'an and sunna, 

5:; Die ,ziihiriten. Ihr Lehrsystem und ihre Geschichte (Leipzig 1884). 
65 Op. cit., p. 11. ' 
67 Op. cit., p. 5. 
6g Op. cit., p. 3. 
69 Op. cit., p. 11. 
70 Op. cit., p. 7. 
71 Goldziher, J:1uslim Stu,dies, ed. S. M. Stern, trans. C. R. Barber and S. M. 

Stern, vol. 2 (ChIcago: Aldm~, A~hcrton, 1971), pp. 73; cf. also op. cit., pp. 28-29. 
~All referenc,es are to the pagmatlOn of the original German edition which appears 
ill 7~rackets. III the margins of the English translation.) , 

Op. CIt., p. 72. 
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in his article "Fik;h" in the Encyclopaedia if Islam: 73 "In the oldest period 
of the development of Islam the authorities entrusted with the admin
istration of justice and the conduct of religious life had in most cases 
to fall back on the exercise of their own ray owing to the scarcity 
of legislative material in the J>.ur'an and the dearth of ancient prece
dents."" Ray was, along with 'ilm-the "knowledge of the legal deci
sions handed down from the Prophet and the companions"-an 
equally valid factor, and the ray of early authorities later became 
an element of 'ilm. 75 In adclition to the thesis of the meagreness of 
both of the sources (u,ill) of Islamic law later regarded as funda
mental, it emerges from the statements quoted that Goldziher con
sidered the level of jurisprudence in this time extremely poor. For 
him, its development actually begins only at the beginning of the 
second/eighth century, and really gets under way only from its sec
ond quarter. He expresses this most clearly in the article mentioned 
above: "In the beginning of the second century," "in l\1edina, Syria 
and the (Ira~" "the first endeavor" was made "to evolve a finished 
system of Muhammedan law." "The sporadic attempts that were made 
during the 'Omaiyad period in the field of Law" clid not lead to a 
systematic codification of the material in existence. It was only with 
the rise of the 'Abbasid caliphate that this attempt was made, favoured 
and indeed even furthered by the pronounced religious character of 
the government. "77 

On what are Goldziher's opinions, which diverge from those of 
his contemporaries, based? Methodologically he does not proceed 
very differently from Sachau, von Kremer or Snouck Hurgronje. 
However, he takes as his starting point not the doctrines of "fill 
which gained acceptance from the third/ninth century, but the conflict 
between the ahl al-i}adfth (scholars of Traclition) and the ahl ai-ray 
(speculative legal scholars), which reached a climax in the second 

" Vol. 2 (Leiden/London 1927), pp. 101-105. 
74 Op. cit., p. 101 J column 2. 
75 Op. cit., p. 101, columns }-2. 
i6 On this subject cf. also Goldziher, "Muhammedanisches Recht in Theorie und 

Wirklichkeit," Zeitschriftfiir vergleichende Rechtswissenschqft 8 (1889), pp. 406-423, quoted 
from id., Gesammelt.e Schriftcn (Hildesheim, 1967-1973), vol. 2, pp. 353-370, esp. pp. 
356 ff, 360. 

77 Id. "FUll," p. 102, column 2 (emphasis mine). C[ also Goldziher, IntroductWn 
to Islamic Theology and Law, trans. Andras and Ruth Hamori (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1981), pp. 44-47. 
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half of. the second/eighth century, and draws from it hypothetical 
conclUSIOns about the first and early second/eighth century.73 While 
Sachau and von Kremer illustrate their historicized "fill theories with 
biographical reports, Goldziher is highly critical of them insofar as 
they concern the time of the Prophet and the Companions. He like 
S k H . 79 ' . nouc urgronJe, considers the evidence for the express recogni-
tIOn of ray as a source of law in this early phase apocryphal, a pro
Jecnon back from later times.80 He laments the "lack of nonpartisan 
sources for the history of the earliest development of Muhammedan 
law," the "tendentious coloring of the data-which are largely invented 
ad hoc-upon which such [a history] could be constructed. "31 

Nevertheless, he does not completely eschew this material. Goldziher 
accepts reports about legal scholars of the generation of the tiibi'iln 
~nd their opinions, such as Mujahid, Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab, 'Ata' 
Ibn abI Rabal;!, I,Iammad ibn abI Sulayman or Ibn Shihab al-ZuhrI 
who were active in the last quarter of the first/seventh century and 
In th~ first quarter of the second/eighth, 82 or about the earlier sys
temanzers of the second/eighth century such as Abu HanIfa al
Awza'I, al-ThawrI, or Malik,83 as long as they do not strike ~ as 
excessively ane~dotal, polemical or anachronistic. For this purpose, 
he uses a mnlntude of works of various literary genres-not only 
bIOgraphical and historical-, but preferred Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqat after 
this work became available in print. 84 

Goldziher's critical treatment of biographical-historical traclitions 
makes his statements about the beginnings of the development of 
law seem more speculative and less precise than the earlier por
trayals. Because of his evaluation of the sources, he can produce 
almost nothing about the first/seventh century and little that is definite 

:: Cf Goldziher, Die Z.iihil~ten, Chaps. I and II. 
80 Cf Snouc~ Hurgron}e, Foundations," pp. 285 f. and note 4. 

C( Goldzlher, op. CIt., pp. 8-10' id. "Fikh" p. 101 col 2' 103 c 1 
" G Id'h n~_ ' , ., "', o. L 
fl2 0 ZI e.:, .LFW zak~ritcn, p .. 12. 

C( op. CIt., p. 13; Id., Muslun Studies vol. 2 pp 19-20,38-40, 206, 210-211, 
21~. Id., "Fi/dt,." p. 1~1, c:?l: .2; 103, coL' 1. ' . 

80, 8~.( Goldziher, Die <iihzn,,", pp. 13-16. Id., Muslim Studies, voL 2, pp. 32, 67, 

84 Kil!ib ~l-Ta~~at.al-~bzr, :d. E. Sachau et al. (Leiden, 1905-1917). The pref
:e~ce IS disceml~le III ~ arhcle "FJJ.ill." In his earlier studies Goldziher used pri
G~Y aJ-Nawa~ s T ~hlb and al~~~ahabf's Tabaqat al-fl1.iffo?, (ed. F. VViistenfeld, 

tmh·gen, 1833 1834, the newer edillons have the title Tadhkirat al-huffaz) as bio-
grap lcal works. . W<. 
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about the first half of the second. Thus it is understandable that he 
has the development of jurisprudence truly begin only in the second/ 
eighth century and attributes the decisive impetus to the 'Abbasid 
dynasty, because it is only in this period that for him the first "sys
tematic codification" of fiqh is demonstrable in the form of preserved 
works or bibliographically and biographically certain information." 
Let us leave aside the question of whether this conclusion of causal
ity from a chronological coincidence, on the basis of the sources he 
considered usable, is tenable. What is more problematic is that infer
ences of this kind become the standard of source criticism. That is, 
whether Goldziher accepts a historico-biographical tradition as trust
worthy depends less on aspects of the history of transmission, form, 
or genre than on the compatibility of their content with his theories 
of development. These, however, are primarily derived from infer
ences from the development as displayed in fortuitously preserved 
later legal and Hadzih works, i.e., on the basis of data which, although 
secure, are incomplete. Because this procedure started a trend,86 let 
us demonstrate its implications by an example from Goldziher: his 
ideas about the beginnings of the legal and f{adzth literature. 

In his Muhammedanische Studien he opposes the view that the collec
tion of !zadzths was the point of departure of juridical literature, and 
that the law books only developed from the theoretical and practi
cal assimilation of these sources. "The facts of literary history show 
us precisely the opposite line of development for this literature. The 
true literature of jurisprudence, which represents the result of syn
thetic thought, precedes f{adzth literature in terms of chronology."87 
This is demonstrated not only by the existence of the works of Abu 
Hanlfa Abu Yusuf al-Shaybani and al-Shafi'I, but by the many .' , 
early works on individual areas of law which are listed in the Fihrist 
of Ibn al-Nadlm (written 377/987-8) but are lost today. This state
ment is surprising, because it basically contradicts his own ideas about 
the early textuality of a portion of f{adfth transmission."8 He harmo-

85 Cf. Goldziher, "FiI,<h," p. 102, col. 2. He did not venture to make a dec!siv~ 
judgment on the Zaydite Majmii' al:fiqh of Zayd ibn 'AIr (d. 1221740), ed. E. Griffini 
(Milano, 1919). Additionally, cf. Goldziher's comments on Malik's Muwat!a' In Mushm 

Slwiies, vol. 2, pp. 213-226. 
86 See below, pp. 18-27. 
87 Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, p. 208. 
88 Cf. op. cit., pp. 9 f., 38, 194-196. Goldziher does not consider a~l statements 

about early books credible, but he definitely assumes the existence of wntten records 
as early as the first century. 
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rnzcs the existence of older ;;uhuf and kutub of Jj adzth with his the
ory by supposing that these should not be imagined as books in the 
literary sense, but as "scripta," collections of individual sayings intended 
for private use.89 In addition to reports about early notebooks and 
books, Goldziher is faced with reports about initial efforts to collect 
Hadzth material. Since, firsdy, the pious Umayyad caliph 'Umar ibn 
'Abd al-'Azlz appears as their instigator, secondly, some contradic
tions are noticeable in the traditions about them, and, finally, the 
oldest appear only in al-Shaybanf's version of the Muwatta' and not 
in the other recensions, Goldziher considers these reports apocryphal. 9O 

However, his arguments are anything but compelling-the last one 
is very weak in view of the many different recensions of the Muwatta> 
to which Goldziher himself refers in other places.9I .. 

Mter Goldziher has ruled out the existence of collections of HadUh 
in the Umayyad period, he investigates corresponding indic~tions 
about the early 'Abbasid epoch. According to a statement of Al;lmad 
ibn J:Ianbal (d. 241/855-6) found in later biographical works, for 
instance al-NawawI's Tahdhzb, Ibn Jurayj (d. 1501767) in the J:Iijaz 
and Sa 'fd ibn abl 'Aruba in Iraq were the first to compose books 
organized into chapters (awwal man ;;annafa l-kutub).92 Contrary to the 
view of the Muslim "historians of literature"" Goldziher is of the 
opinion that these were not collections of f{adfth but books of fiqh, 
"first attempts at codices organized according to the chapters of the 
law, not ,,~thout utilization of the appropriate transmitted material 
from the sunna. "91- He considers the information itself trustworthy; he 
disputes only the "literary-ltistorical fact derived from it." He argues 
this mainly on the basis of the statements of Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist 
which characterizes Ibn Jurayj's book as a sunan work, exhibiting th~ 
division into chapters which was later customary in books of fiqh-

39 Op. cit., p. 196. Cf. his similar remarks on early jiqh books in "FilP1," p. 102, 
col. 2. 

90 Goldziher, Muslim Studies, pp. 210-211. 
91 Op. cit., pp. 220-226. 
92 Op. cit., p. 211. 
93. Ibid. It is still held by some people today; cf. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen 

Schrifttums, voL 1, p. 58. 
94 Goldziher, op. cit., p. 212. Sachau was not at all certain how he should class 

these ?ooks;, but b_clieved that they consisted largely of traditions (cf. "Zur altestcn 
Geschichte, pp. 122 f); Sprenger, on the other hand, characterizes Ibn Jurayj's 
book as "~andects" (cf. "Eine Skizze," p. 12.--The death date of Ibn Jura)j given 
here as bemg 707 should be corrected to 767). 
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a conclusion which is not convincing, since the great ljadlth collec
tions of the mueannaf type from the third/ninth century also have 
such chapter divisions and are sometimes also characterized as sunan 
works. The argument that legal compendia belter corresponded to 
the practical needs of the 'Abbasid regime than "comprehensive 
works of Haduk" does not hold either, because connections between 
the Mecc~n Ibn Jurayj and the 'Abbasids in Iraq are unknown and 
rather unlikely, and his work probably originated at a time when 
the 'Abbasids had only just come to power.95 Until today, the SUiUln

book ofIbnJurayj has been considered lost. In this study I will show 
that this is not the case, at least that Goldziher's statement "not a 
line," "no citati.ons preserved"96 is no longer accurate, and that his 
idea that it is a compendium of fiqk and not a collection of Ijadzth 
is not confirmed by the portion which survives. It is neither the one 
nor the other, if one understands IjadUh exclusively as traditions from 
the Proph.et. It is, however, to be categorized more as a work of 
Tradition in the broader sense than as a legal codex. It is better to 
drop this distinction altogether as inadequate. It is artificial, and only 
serves Goldziher to prove that there were collections of Ijadzth which 
could be regarded as Ijadzth literature only from the third/ninth cen
tury on. Goldziher also pursues this goal in his portrayal of Malik's 
Muwafta' as "a corpus juris, and not a corpus traditionum"97-an unpro
ductive distinction, because it is both-which only serves to bring 
the work into harmony with the starting thesis, that in the devel
opment of legal literature "plain fiqh" stands at the beginning, and 
the Haduk collections organized according to legal aspects stand at 
the end.98 

Goldziher's treatment of biographical and historical reports is cer
tainly more critical than that of Sachau, von Kremer and Sprenger, 
but by too quickly dismissing those reports which do not fit into his 
preconstructed theories as inauthentic or fabricated he leaves him
self open to criticism. 

In the twenties of this century, Gotthelf Bergstrasser made two 
contributions to the question of the beginnings of Islamic legal his
tory. In his reflections on the "beginnings and character of juridical 

95 On this see below, pp. 274 £ 
96 Goldziher, Muslim Studies, p. 213. 
g; Op. cit., pp. 213-220, esp. 213. 
"" Op. cit., pp. 219, 232. 
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thought in Islam," which are characterized as "provisional," he takes 
a methodological path which before him had been used only in rudi
mentary form:99 to draw from the oldest preserved legal works, espe
cially Malik's Muwatta', conclusions about the development which 
proceeded them. Bergstrasser sees in Malik's Muwatta' "the most 
important source for the history of old Medinan, and thus also of 
primitive Islamic law," in addition to "reports about old Medinan 
decisions and teachings" in other sources, for example in the ikhtiliif 
works.lOo The goal of juridical thinking which is revealed in the 
Muwatta' is the pervasion of legal life with ethico-religious ideas. JOI 

This presupposes on the one hand material to be pervaded, which 
Bergstrasser identifies as the customary law (sunna and ijmii') of Medina, 
and on the other ethieo-religious points of view. 102 Thus the achieve
ment of the earlier jurists did not consist in "elaborating the sparse 
framework of Islamic law which was created by Mu!,Iammad to sat
isfY the more multiform needs of the time after his death, in part 
by borrowing from alien forms of law," but in "fleshing out accord
ing to a series of Islamic ethico-religious principles" "the customary 
law of Medina, which was not at all primitive, but was sufficient to 
rather high demands of social interaction and itself already contained 
many elements of non-Arabian origin, especially from Roman provin
ciallaw."'03 In addition, this existing law will have been further devel
oped mainly in the practice of the administration of justice, but also 
through theoretical casuistry.,04 

Bergstrasser follows this hypothetical attempt to specify the basic 
outlines of the early development of Islamic law in his GrundZiige des 

99 E.g. by Goldziher in his analysis of the A1uwatta'. Cf. Muslim Studies, vol. 2, 
pp. 213-220. 

100 C£ G. Bergstrasser, "Anfange und Charakter des juristischen Denkens im 
Islam," De< Islom 14 (1925), p. 77. The Majmil' aljiqh of Zayd ibn 'Alf published 
in 1919 by E. Griffini, which the editor characterized as the earliest work of Islamic 
law yet discovered, was rated by Bcrgstrasser as a later forgery which had merely 
been attributed to Zayd ibn 'AlI. C£ his discussion in: Orientalistische Literatur;::,eitung 
25 (1922), pp. 114-123. Similar conclusions were reached by R. Strothmann in 
"Das Problem der literarischen Personlichkeit Zaid b. 'All," Der Islam 13 (1923), 
PP: ~-52, and VIi. Madelung in Der Imiim al-Qgsim b. Ibriihfm und die Glaubenslehre der 
~,ai41ten (Be~lin, 1965), pp. 54 £ F. Sezgin, on the other hand, votes for authentic
Ity In Geschuhte des arabischen Schrjfttums, voL 1, pp. 552-556. 

101 Bergstrasser, "Anfange," p. 79. 
102 Ibid. 
lfi3 Gp. cit., p. 80. 
Hl4 Ibid. 
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Islamiscfwn Rechts'05 with a rather conservative overview of its devel
opment, which reproduces without citation of sources much of what 
was already current in the nineteenth century. 

B. MORE RECENT RESEARCH 

It was a quarter of a centuryl06 before another attempt to solve "the 
secret of the development and the origins of jiqh" 107 was published: 
Joseph Schacht's The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence. !Os Schacht, 
a student of Bergstrasser and Snouck Hurgronje, followed up the 
methodological approach which his teacher Bergstrasser had intro
duced in his essay entitled "Anfange und Charakter des juristischen 
Denkens im Islam." However, he takes as his point of departure not 
the Muwatta' of Malik ibn Anas (d. 1791795-6), wbich originated 
around the middle of the second/eighth century and is considered 
the oldest preserved legal work, but the tractates of al-Shafi.'f, which 
originated towards the end of the second/eighth century to the begin
ning of the third/ninth, and in which he critically analyzes the the
ory and practice of the jurisprudence of his time (i.e., in the second 
half of the second/eighth century) and attempts to place Islamic jiqh 
on methodologically firm foundations. 109 Mainly from the indications 
that this source material provides about the "ancient schools of law"
i.e., the trends of legal scholarship which were prevalent in the I:Iijaz, 

105. G. B:rg~trasser's Gnmdz.,iige des Islamischen Rcchts, reyised and edited by J. Schacht 
(Berlin/LeIpzIg, 1935), pp. 8-19. The first chapter, "Uberblick tiber die islamische 
Rechtsgeschichte," dates from about the year 1925 (cf. the preface, p. VII). 

106 The subject was touched upon in the intervening period. Cf. for instance, 
C. A. Nailino, "Diritto musulmano," Nuovo Digesto Italian.o 4 (1938), pp. 1109-1116, 
reproduced in id., Raccolta di scriti editi e inediti, vol. 4 (Rome 1942), pp. 1-16, esp. 
pp. 6-9 ?r R. Hartmann, Die lI£ligion dRS Islam (Berlin, 1944), pp. 51 f.; but new 
aspects did not come to light. Muslim research on legal history in the first half of 
the 20th century and the influence exercised on it by western scholarship is a sep~ 
arate topic which requires separate treatment. Stimuli from it scarcely reached non~ 
Muslim scholarship. 

]07 "Le mystere de la formation et des origines du fiqh," the title of an essay by 
G.-H. Bousquet, appearing in 1947, which comes to the conclusion that the ori
gins of Islamic jurisprudence remain a mystery (in: Revue Algb7enne, Tunisien.ne et 
Marocaine de Legislation et de Jurisprudence 1947, pp. 66-81, esp. pp. 80-81). 

108 Oxford, 1950. 
109 At the same time-independently of Schacht-tlle research of Robert Brunschvig 

was moving in a similar direction in his essay "Polemiques medievales autour du 
rite de Malik," al-Andalus 15 (1950), pp. 377-435. 
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Iraq and Syria in the second half of the second/eighth century
and from the older sources which have been preserved from this 
period, such as the two recensions of Malik's Muwatta' and the Atha,. 
of Abu Yusuf (d. 1821798-9) and al-Shaybanf (d. 189/805), Schacht 
reconstruds "the development of legal theory." That is, he pursues 
the questron of whIch sources of law the "ancient schools of law" 
take as a basis and to what extent, and compares al-Shafi'l's con
ception of the subject. Schacht extrapolates the lines of development 
thus produced back approximately to the beginning of the second/ 
eighth century, partially on the basis of indications which he draws 
from sources of the first half of the second/eighth century like the 
Risaiajli-,aJ;aba ofIbn al-Muqaffa' (d. ca. 1401757-8)'10 or from still 
older texts like the dogmatic tractate of al-I:Iasan al-Ba;;rl (d. 1101728-9) 
wnttcn at the request of the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al_Malik,'ll less 
frequently from later historical and biographical works, and some
times speculatively. The most important results of this part of Schacht's 
investigation have to do with the juridical relevance of the clifferent 
kinds of Tradition and the conception of the sunna in the "ancient 
schools of law" of the second half of the second/eighth century. 
Their adh:rents did not yet recognize the absolute priority of Prophetic 
~adlths which al-Shafi." demands, but argued mainly with traditions 
of Companions and Successors.'l2 Thus it sometimes happened that 
they neglected or interpreted away traditions of the Prophet in favor 
of systematic conclusions or traditions of the Companions.] J3 Even 
a more or less clearly manifested resistence against hadfths of the 
Prophet can be demonstrated1l4 . 

From these facts Schacht draws historical conclusions which are 
methodologically problematic. For instance, he establishes that among 
the IraqIS traditlOns of the Companions predominate in terms of 
quantity, and that these are regarded as equal in value to hadfths of 
the Prophet. From this he concludes that reference to the genera
non of the Companions is the older procedure. ll5 He further observes 
that for the Iraqi's the traditions of the Successors are at the same 

UO Cf Schacht Q,;wns pp. 58 f 95 102 f. 
IU Cf .'"b" , ." 

. op. Qt. pp. 74 141 "'Op.' , . 
. Clt., p. 20. 

1I3 Op. cit., p. 21. 
114 Op. cit., pp. 40 ff. 
liS C£ op. cit., pp. 29-30. 
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level as the traditions of the Companions, and are even cited more 
frequendy. From this he concludes that reference to the Successors 
preceded reference to the Companions. ll6 Thus he succeeds in con
structing a schema of development in which reference back to the 
Successors is the earliest, and that to the Prophet the latest, stage. 
The conclusion that the lesser quantity of the textual attestations is 
an indicator of the lesser age of their use or of the texts themselves 
appears, in view of the fact that-as Schacht expressly emphasizes
they were considered of equal value, not to be plausible. The oppo
site could just as well be true. Quantity and age do not necessarily 
coincide. 

Schacht notices a defensive posture of the ancient schools toward 
traditions of the Prophet, and sees in it "the natural reaction of the 
early specialists on law against the introduction of a new element," 
From this he concludes that "the traditions from the Prophet do not 
form, together with the Koran, the original basis of Muhammadan 
law, but an innovation begun at a time when some of its founda
tions already existed."117 This conclusion contradicts his awn state
ments that the opposition of the ancient schools was not directed at 
the traditions of the Prophet as such, but at those which were newly 
appearing, at the recent growth of fjadfth, which threatened to destroy 
the "living tradition" of the schools. ll8 Their reaction is understandable 
only if at the same time the demand was raised that the traditions 
of the Prophet must have superior authority. It is not reference to 
traditions of the Prophet which is the innovation, but their demand 
for recognition. The enmity toward newly appearing &adfths which 
were not compatible with the existing doctrines says nothing about 
the role which &adiths per se played in the schools of law. Schacht 
is surely right ,vhen he writes, "It is not the case, as has often been 
supposed a priori, that it was the most natural thing, from the first 
generation after the Prophet onwards, to refer to his real or alleged 
rulings in all doubtful cases."ll9 Probably no one-even in the ranks 
of the Muslim scholars-has ever seriously supported such a univer
sal statement. But neither the observation that ~adfths of the Prophet 
as such only achieved primacy as a source of law rather late, nor 

]]6 Cf. op. cit., pp. 32-33. 
117 Op. cit., p. 40. 
118 Op. cit., p. 60. 
]19 Op. cit., p. 57. 
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the fact that in the second!eighth and third!ninth centuries the num
ber of the Prophetic traditions gready swelled, justifY the conclusion 
that no ~adfths of the Prophet were significant in the beginnings of 
Islamic jurisprudence. Through such exaggerated conclusions, cor
rect observations become errors. 

Schacht's theory produced in this way can be summarized as fol
lows: The "living tradition" of the ancient schools, which was orig
inally anonymous and has been secondarily and arbitrarily assigned 
to certain personalities of the generation of the Successors,120 was 
largely based on individual thought (ray); this "living tradition" was 
put under the aegis of Companions only in a second stage; and this 
entire system was finally disturbed and influenced by traditions of 
the Prophet which were brought into circulation by "traditionists" 
in the middle of the second! eighth century.l2l Schacht attempts to 
refine his theory by an investigation of the growth of traditions. One 
goal of this enterprise was supposed to be the development and test
ing of a method making it possible to reconstruct the development 
of legal doctrine in the pre-literary phase, for which the traditions 
are the sole source. 122 Methodologically, Schacht proceeds by attempt
ing to determine when, and attributed to which authorities, specific 
texts or opinions first appear in the legal works and the Tradition 
collections of the second half of the second! eighth century and the 
third! ninth century. Starting from the assumption that legal tradi
tions were adduced as arguments as soon as they came into circu
lation, he concludes that traditions, as long as they produced no 
precipitate which was literary or datable through the isniid, were 
unknown, i.e., did not exist. 123 This is a conclusio e silentio. Schacht is 
aware of the general problems surrounding such a conclusion, but 
in this case considers it safe. 

As the result of this investigation it emerges that all three kinds 
of traditions, those of the Prophet, the Companions, and the Successors, 
exhibit a process of growth between 1501767 and 250!864, which 
in the case of the Prophetic ~adfths was particularly strong in the 

120 Cf. op. cit., pp. 84 fr., 113 f. This, too, is not a necessary deduction from 
the. SOurces used. The concept of the "living tradition" is a construct of Schacht's 
which pretends a greater doctrinal homogeneity of the "ancient schools" than is 
demonstrable, at least [or the first half of the second! eighth century 

121 Cf. op. cit., p. 138. . 
122 Ibid. 
123 Op. ciL, pp. 140 ( 
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fifty years between al-Shafi', and the classical collections, which 
Schacht attributes to the joint influence of al-Shafi', and the tradi
tionists.124 Since he postnlates the same growth process for the pre
literary period as well,I25 he comes to the conclusion that the legally 
relevant traditions of the Prophet and the generation of the ,ahaba 
are to be regarded as generally fictive, and the traditions of the 
tabi'un as largely inauthentic. I26 Although the growth of Tradition in 
this period is indisputable, in view of the many uncertainties which 
adhere to the e silentio procedure this conclusion too, in its general
ity, must be provided with several question marks. Among the inter
fering factors which Schacht does not take sufficiently into account 
are the following: I. Not all tlle texts that Schacht compares are 
elements of a legal discussion which would necessarily demand the 
naming of all usable traditions. 2. A number of compilations are 
only textual selections. 3. The volume of the surviving sources is 
only a fraction of the originally existing stock. 4. Given the relatively 
prolonged regionally separated development of jurisprudence and 
Tradition, wltich--as Schacht ltimself assumes and this work will 
show-still prevailed in the first half of the second/eighth century, 
the lack of a text in a regional source says little as long as we have 
no contemporary sources from the other centers. 127 

Another central element of Schacht's argumentation has to do 
with the meaningfulness of the chains of transmitters ,,~th which 
legal traditions are generally provided. Schacht claims that there are 
no grounds to assume that the regular practice of using isniids is ear
lier than the beginning of the second/eighth century.128 However, 
this is not meant as cautiously as it is formulated, because he adds 
that the idea that the origin of the isniid is in the last quarter of the 
first/seventh centnry is untenable. It is not clear upon what this 
absolute certainty is based. The regular practice of the use of isniids 
at the beginning of the second/eighth century does not preclude an 
origin at the end of the first! seventh century. On the contrary! Both 

124 Op. cit., pp. 140, 150, 151. 
125 Op. ciL, p. 149. 
126 Op. cit., pp. 149, 150, 151, 176. 
127 It is true that Schacht assumes a "common ancient doctrine" and an influence 

by Iraq on the I:Iijaz, but he nevertheless presumes separate developments in the 
individual centers. Cf. op. ciL, pp. 214-223 and passim. Cr., however, also the crit
icisms of Flick and Azami; see below, pp. 28 f., 39 f 

128 C[ op. cit., p. 37. Emphasis mine. 
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pieces of evidence Schacht adduces tend to speak in favor of an ori
gin in the first/seventh century. Only ltis prejudice that there were 
not yet any isnads in the first! seventh century induces him to inter
pret them othe",~se. 

According to a statement of Ibn Srrfn which he cites, the use of 
isnads began as a result of "the fitna."129 Because an isnad in the 
first/seventh century is unthinkable for Schacht, he interprets "the 
jitna" as the murder of al-Walld ibn Yaz,d in the year 1261744, 
along mth the subsequent events wltich led to the fall of the Umayyads. 
Since tltis conflicts ,,~th the fact that Ibn Slrln died already in 
110/728-9, he declares the attribution to Ibn Srr,n to be fabri
cated130 He thus assumes that the tradition originally had another 
author and that someone was later interested in transferring the ori
gin of the isniid into an earlier time, not the end of the Umayyad 
period, and for tltis reason fathered it on Ibn Slrln. He does not 
even consider as a conceivable possibility that this observation could 
really come from Ibn Slrln and that ''jitnd' perhaps means an episode 
other than the murder of al-''\T al,d, for example one of the great 
jitnas of the first/seventh century, wltich would actually be ilie more 
natural interpretation. I31 Even if the tradition were forged, the forger 
would have expressed by the reference to Ibn S'rln that he meant 
a jitna of the first/seventh centnry. The claim that only the name 
Ibn Slrfn is fabricated is arbitrary; it would only be defensible if 
other clear indications spoke for the development of the isniid toward 
the end of the Umayyad period. Schacht's other piece of evidence, 
however, does not do this either: the tradition that Sa'rd ibn Jubayr 
(d. 951713-4) rebuked a listener who asked him for an isnad for a 
tradition. 132 It implies only that at the end of the first/seventh cen
tury there were people who demanded isniidf-consequently, there 
must also have been people who customarily named isniids-, but 
that Sa'rd ibn Jubayr, for unspecified reasons, (once?) refused this. 

129 .This note is found in Sadith collections of the third/ninth century. Cf. Schacht, 
op. CIt., p. 36. 

130 Op. cit., pp. 36 f. 
]~] ~f. J. Robson, "The Isnad in Muslim Tradition," Transactions of the Glasgow 

Unwn-Slty Omnlai Society 15 (1953-54), pp. 21 £ M. M. Az[a]mi, Studies in Early lfadzth 
Lztcrature. (2~,d ed.'. BeIrut, 1978), p. 216 £ G. H. A. Juynboll, "The Date of the 
Great Hlna, Arabu:a 20 (1973), pp. 142~59.J van Ess, "Das Kitiih al-irga" des Basan 
b. ]:;1ul).ammad b. al-I:Ianafiyya," Arahua 21 (1974), pp. 23, 27 f. 

Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 37, note 1. 
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It cannot be interpreted to mean that no isniids existed in the first/ sev
enth century or that the custom was not generally prevalent. The 
examples show that Schacht's conclusions must be approached with 
caution, because they have a tendency toward exclusivity which results 
from preformed opinions. 

Schacht considers the isniids of traditions highly arbitrary constructs 
which are often very carelessly cobbled together. The transmitters, 
according to him, were sometimes chosen at random. He derives 
this assumption from the observation that alternative names appear 
in otherwise identical isniids of identical or similar texts, "where other 
considerations exclude the possibility of the transmission of a genuine 
old doctrine through several persons."133 VVhat the "other considera
tions" are specifically, one does not learn, although it would actually 
be important to know why, for instance, two students of the same 
teacher or two different members of the same family should not be 
in a position to pass on traditions about them almost identically. 

The isniids were-according to Schacht-initially rudimentary, were 
gradually improved, and achieved their complete and unbroken form 
only in the classical collections of the third/ninth century. This back
ward growth of the isniids is a process related to the projection of 
teachings back to earlier and thus higher authorities. Thus the gen
eral rule applies: The most complete isniids are the latest.'34 This 
leads to the conclusion: As a result of the artificial growth of the 
isniids and of the ballooning of the number of traditions in the pre
literary and literary periods, neither the legally relevant traditions 
from the Prophet nor those of the sa/.liiba are to be considered authen
tic. The latter are thus also not responsible for the extensive forg
ing of ~adfths. 135 Here, too, the problem presents itself whether correct 
observations cannot become false through generalization. Can one-
or should one, for methodological reasons-rule out the possibility 
that there were complete isniids from the beginning? In Schacht's 
earliest sources incomplete and unbroken isniids are found side by 
side. The fact that holes were later filled and invented texts were 
supplied with complete chains of transmission does not permit the 
conclusion that all isniids were originally discontinuous, and in con
sequence all complete chains of transmission are forged. 

133 C£ op. cit.) p. 163. 
134 Op. cit., pp. 163-l65. 
135 Op. cit., pp. 169, 170. 
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Although Schacht considers the chains of transmission to be wholly 
or partially fabricated, he uses the isniids to establish from what time 
a tradition came into circulation. In this context he refers to the 
curious phenomenon that numerous traditions which are preserved 
with several different isniids have one or several common transmit
ters-Schacht calls them "common links." The earliest commOn link 
in the isniids of a tradition marks-according to Schacht-the point 
in time at which, at the earliest, a text was was brought into cir
culation, whether by the common link transmitter himself or by 
anonymous persons' who used his name. 136 Since the early common 
links belong predominandy to the first half of the second/eighth cen
tury, Schacht concludes that the origin of the greater part of the 
legal traditions present at the beginning of the literary period (ca. 
1501767) is to be placed in this period. 137 That this supplies a sure 
criterion for dating, as Schacht believes, is to be doubted. I38 Firsdy, 
it is inoperative-according to his owu theory about the develop
ment of the traditions of the Prophet-in the case of all texts which 
are attested only in the classical collections and not earlier, since 
these texts and their chains of transmitters were fabricated only in 
the third/ninth century. This consequence was later taken into con
sideration too litde. Secondly: The fact that there can be several 
common links at different stages of the process of transmission and 
that numerous comlnon links are known as collectors or compilers 
of works which, among other things, contained traditional material
for example al-Zuhrf, Ibn Juraxj, Ibn 'UyaynaI39-at least permits 
the additional possibility of explaining the common link phenome
non as a result of the activities of these people as collectors and the 
spread of their compilations by systematic teaching. That is, their 
material would generally be earlier and might come from the SOurces 
named. This does not preclude the possibility that they also occa
sionally produced forgeries or were taken in by them. 

As the most important result of his investigation of the deVelop
ment of legal theory and legal traditions Schacht emphasizes that 

136 O· 17 . p. ClL, pp. 1-175. The Prophet or a fal;abf are-according to Schacht-
fabncated as a common link and are excluded from consideration [or dating 

137 Op. cit., pp. 163, 176. . 
138 Cf. M. Cook, Earl;' Muslim Dogma. A Source Critical Study (Cambridge, 1981), 

pp. 107 ff. 
139 Cf. op. cit., pp. 174 f. 
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the beginnings of Islamic jurisprudence lie essentially in the waning 
Umayyad period, i.e. in the first three decades of the second/eighth 
century. The point of departure is represented not by the Qur'an 
and the sunna of the Prophet, but by the legal practice of this time, 
which cannot be regarded as specifically Islamic and which was 
Islamicised by the "religious specialists."14{) As a consequence, Schacht 
cannot identifY himself with the conventional picture of the devel
opment of the Islamic schools of law in the pre-literary phase which 
is drawn by the Arabic sources-especially in legal theory and biog
raphy-since the third/ninth century and was to a great extent 
adopted by western scholarship. Eschewing these sources, he devel
ops a counter-outline based purely on the basis of the early legal 
works and collections of traditions which were at his disposal. The 
guiding methodological principle is the idea that all statements about 
the pre-literary period which are not verifiable are subject to the 
suspicion of having been forged or falsely attributed to someone. 
Verification can be attempted by the methods developed by him, 
such as consideration of the stages of growth of traditions, the com
mon link, and so forth. 

Schacht's picture of the development of Islamic jurisprudence in 
the pre-literary period looks like this: 

1. The Iraqis: The teachings attributed to their early authorities 
who lived in the first/seventh century, such as 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud 
and his companions, Shuray\;t, al-l:lasan al-B3'!rl, al-Sha'bl and Ibrahltn 
al-Nakha'!, are generally not authentic."! The first who can be con
sidered to be fully historical is l:lammad ibn ab! Sulayman (d. 120/ 
738), the teacher of Abu l:lan!fa (d. 1501767). With the latter, the 
Kufun school of law enters the literary phase. 142 His contemporary 
al-Thawr! (d. 1611777-8) is an independent representative of the 
ancient school of Kufa whose vie"", are only fragmentarily preserved143 

2. Medinans: The so-called seven legal scholars of Medina, who 
died around 1001718-9 (± 10) are not a group which was established 
early. The names vary. The information about their teachings is 

140 Op. cit., pp. 190-193. These views were already held by Bergstrasser and 
Goldziher (see above, pp. 12, 17), many of whose ideas in lfadUh criticism Schacht 
adopted. 

'" Op. cit., pp. 229-236. 
142 Op. cit., pp. 237-239. 
113 Op. cit., p. 242. 
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largely inauthentic. The "living tradition" of Medina is originally 
anonymous.'44 Only starting with al-Zuhr! (d. 1241742) can authen
tic Medinese doctrines be established with some certainty. Of Malik's 
traditions from al-Zuhrl, however, at best only his answers to ques
tions and the "heard" traditions can be considered authentic. Thus, 
in many traditions he was introduced into the isniid ex post facto. 145 

The same is true of Rabl'a ibn ab! 'Abd al-Ral;tman (d. 1361753-4) 
and Yal;tya ibn Sa'!d al-An1an (d. 1431760-1). Schacht regards the 
latter as a forger. All three were teachers of Malik (d. 1791795-6), 
with whom the Medinan school entered its literary period.'46 

In both centers there was an oppositional minority with a strong 
inclination for the material of the traditionists, who were trying to 
change the prevailing teachings with traditions of the Prophet and 
the Companions. l47 The intellectual center which Islamic jurisprudence 
took as its point of departure, and which played the role of a kind 
of intellectual pioneer, was not Medina-as is usually assumed-, 
but Iraq.'48 The Qur'an was not generally the first and pre-eminent 
basis of early legal theory, but was in many cases adduced as evi
dence ouly secondarily.l4' Schacht's ideas about the origins and the 
development of Islamic jurisprudence are diametrically opposed to 
the Muslim view, which in its fundaments---w:ith the exception of 
Goldziher-had also been adopted by the older research in Islamic 
studies. 

Schacht finishes his study with the words, "I trust that the sketch 
by which I have tried to replace it [the conventional picture of the 
development of Muhammadan jurisprudence] comes nearer to real
ity. Beyond the detailed evidence on which this book is based, the 
coherence of the picture which emerges ought to confirm its essen
tial outlines."'50 In view of the problematic premises and methods 
on which his portrayal is based, this will have to be provided with 
a question mark. 

The immediate echo of Schacht's book was predominantly posi
tive to enthusiastic. H. Ritter: "[ ... ] This thorough methodical and 

'" Op. cit., pp. 243-246. 
145 Op. cit., p. 246. 
'" Op. cit., pp. 247-248. 
,., Gp. cit., pp. 240 ff., 248 £ 
148 Op. cit., pp. 222 f. 
149 Op. cit., pp. 324-327. 
150 Op. cit., p. 329. 
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highly original book, has advanced considerably our knowledge of 
the early development of one of the most important branches of the 
history of Islamic thought and has established a methodical base for 
investigations of this kind."151 H. A. R. Gibb: "[ ... J What emerges 
is no theoretical reconstruction; on the contrary, the pattern of events 
is so consonant ,,~th the general development of the early Islamic 
society and so adequately documented that it will become the fonn
dation of alI future study of Islamic civilization and law, at least in 
the West." "[ ... J His main structure is not likely to be impugned 
on any but a priori grounds."152 

Similar unreserved endorsement was expressed by, for instance, 
the fjadfth specialist J. Robson,'53 the Qur'an experts A. Jeffery'" 
and R. Paret,I55 the kaliim and sfm authority W. Montgomery Watt, 156 
the expert on pre-Islamic Arabia G. Ryckmans,I57 and J. N. D. 
Anderson,'58 an authority on Islamic law and the legal systems of 
the modern Islamic countries. 

The hynms of praise of this select chorus of fellow specialists were 
jarred by only a few voices like those of A. Guillaume'59 and J. W. 
Flick. 'OO That these should be precisely two experts on Ibn IsJ:taq is 
no coincidence, because their principle objections rest upon the 
demonstration that several of Schacht's conclusions cannot be rec
onciled ~th evidence in Ibn IsJ:taq's Szra, which is earlier than the 
legal sources used by Schacht. Flick dealt most thoroughly ~th 
Schacht's Origins and presented his criticism unvarnished. Several of 
his remarks and assessments are worth quoting. Flick observes that 
Schacht constructs from his analysis of the development of 10ul under 
al-Shafi'l and his predecessors and of their method of construction 
of juridical concepts and argumentation a developrrwntal progression'6l 

>;, OrUms 4 (1951), p. 312. 
152 Journal if Comparative Legislation and Intemational Law, 1951, p. 114. 
,,~ Muslim World 42 (1952), pp. 61-·63. 
'" Middl, East Journal 5 (1951), pp. 392-394. 
155 C£ "Die Lucke in der Dberliefenlllg tiber den Urislam," in: Westiistliche Abhaml

lungen Rudolf Tsclludi zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. by F. Meier (Vviesbaden, 1954), pp. 147-
153. 

156 Journal if the Royal Asiatic Society, 1952, p. 91. 
>0, Le MuseDn 65 (1952), pp. 314 f. 
'" Die Wdt des Islams, 2 (1953), p. 136. 
159 Bulletin qf the Schoolfor Oriental and Afiican Studies 16 (1954), pp. 176 f. 
160 Bibliotheca Orientalis 10 (1953), pp. 196-199. A French translation by]. Cantineau 

appeared in: Hespiris 45 (1958), pp. 333-338. 
161 Emphasis mine. 
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"which leads from primitive forms of law, rough analogical conclu
sions and simple maxims through abstract principles of law to ever 
more complicated concepts, until it finds its croVYIIing conclusion at 
the end of the second/eighth century in al-Shafi'l's system. Schacht 
equates the stages of this developmental progression ~th the his
torical course of Islamic jurisprudence in the second/eighth century 
and thus produces a standard for the chronological placement of the 
legal principles, decisions, and doctrines transmitted in the sources, 
while he declares inauthentic the reports which will not fit into this 
schema."'62 Schacht's dating of traditions ~th the help of the e silentio 
procedure is not compelling and in a number of cases is refutable 
through material in Ibn IsJ:taq's Szm I63 The same is true of his thesis 
of the late development of the isniid. 164 In the evaluation of chains 
of transmission his hypotheses about the development of juridical 
thought lead him to false interpretations or the unjustified rejection 
of statements about sources. Fiick demonstrates this on the example 
of Schacht's statements about "the golden chain" Malik-Nafi'-Ibn 
'Umar, and he comes to the conclusion: "If the traditions of Nafic 
thus show an advanced stage of juridical thinking, they prove only 
that Islamic jurisprudence is older than Schacht ~shes to admit."'65 
Flick puts Schacht's theory on a level ~th Lammens' theses about 
the szra: "It, too, rests on the inadmissable generalization of indi
vidual observations and fails [ ... J because of its incompatibility ~th 
the sources."166 

Schacht subsequently composed several outlines of legal history, 
alI of which were based-for the early period-on his book The 
Origins of Muhammada:n Jurisprudence. ,07 A further development or sub
stantial revision of the theses put forward there is not observable in 

16'2 Op. cit., p. 197, col. 1. 
163 Op. ciL, p. 197, col. 2; 198, col. 1. 
164 Op. cit., p. 198, col. 2. 
165 Op. cit., p. 198, col. 1. 
165 Op. cit., p. 199, col. 1. 
167 "Le droit musulman: solution de quelques problemes relatifs a ses origines," 

Revue Algirienne, Tunisienne et Marocaine de Ligislafwn et de Jurisprudence, 1952, pp. 1-13. 
Esquisse d'une histoire du droit musulman (Pans, 1953). "Pre-Islamic Background and 
Early Development of Jurisprudence" and "The Schools of Law and Later DeVelop
ments of Jurisprudence" in: M. Khadduri/H. J. Liebcsny (eds.), Law in the Middle 
East, vol. 1: Origill and Development qf Islamic Law (\V"ashington, 1955), pp. 28-84. An 
Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford, 1964) (Historical Section). "Fi..ip1" in: En0'clopaedia 
rf Islam, Second Edition, ,vol. 2, pp. 886-891, esp. pp. 887 if. "Law and Justice," 
Ill: The CambrUig' History of lslam, vol. 2B, pp. 539-568. 
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them. His portrayal of the beginnings of Islamic jurisprudence became 
a standard work in non-Muslim legal and Islamic studies. The Origins
although a book which demands the highest degree of motivation 
and endurance from the reader-has been reprinted regularly since 
its appearance,168 even in a paperback edition. Beyond this, as the 
author of articles on legal subjects in the second edition of The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 169 Schacht managed to ensure the greatest pos
sible diffusion for his theories. Despite the extensive acceptance with 
which Schacht's study was received in western scholarship, in the 
case of some scholars a certain ambivalence in their evaluation is 
noticeable. H. A. R. Gibb, who in his review characterizes Schacht's 
central conclusions as unassailable, does revise the chapters on Ijadfth 
and shan'a in the second edition of his book Muhammedanisml70 "in 
the light of recent studies,"I7I but the changes do not indicate that 
he completely identifies with them,l72 at least as far as the develop
ment of Hadfth and the evaluation of its historical relevance are con
cerned. 173 The same is true of J. Robson, who in an essay appearing 
shortly after Schacht's book does still unreservedly endorse his con
clusions-"impossible to discover an authentic saying of the Prophet 
in the Tradition" I 74_, but only two years later distances himself 
from them and registers significant doubts about Schacht's statements 
about the genesis of isniid and Ij adith: "There seems to be some gen
uine early material."J75 

S. G. Vesey-Fitzgerald also indicates an ambivalence toward Schacht's 
theses on the worth of hadfths in an essay which appeared together 
with an outline of the early development oflaw written by Schacht. 176 

lti~ Four editions: 1950, 1953, 1959 and 1967. Reprints: 1975, 1979. 
169 In the first edition, among others, the articles "Shan--<a" and "U~Ql" come 

from him. In the second edition he revised Goldziher's contribution "FiJ.ill." A list 
of all of Schacht's publications is found in Studia Islamica 31-32 (1970), pp. xv f. 

170 The first edition appeared in 1949, the second in 1953. 
171 Note to the Second Edition, p. vii. 
172 This has been pointed out by D. Forte, who gives some examples which could 

be multiplied, in: "Islamic Law: The Impact of Joseph Schacht," Loyola qf Los Angeles 
International and Comparative Law Annual 1 (1978), pp. 1-36, esp. 16-18. 

m C£ MohammedOflism (3rd ed., 1969), pp. 49 ff., 55 £, 58 £ 
174 Cf. "Muslim Tradition: The Question of Authenticity," Manchester Memoirs 93 

(1951~1952), p. 102. 
17:, Cf. "The Isnlid in Muslim Tradition," Transactions qfthe Glasgow University Oriental 

Society 15 (1953~1954), p. 25. 
m "Nature and Sources of the Sharf'a," in: M. Khadduri/H. J. Liebesny (eds.), 

Law in the Middle East, vol. 1: Origin and Development qf Islamic Law (\Vashington, D.C., 
1955), pp. 85~112. 
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Vesey-Fitzgerald assumes that there was already fabrication of ~adZths 
from the earliest period, the generation of the Companions, and that 
later as well much was projected back into the early period, "but 
the unreal clarity with which this process invests these traditions does 
not always preclude a foundation in fact."177 What he means by this 
he demonstrates on the example of the tradition of Mu'adli, which 
had already been categorized as inauthentic by Snouck Hurgronje 
and Goldziher. 178 According to him it has a genuine historical nucleus, 
which was later enlarged by additions; the fact that the Prophet del
egated a man as qiir/f and agreed with him on appropriate rules of 
conduct can be inferred from it, only its wording is unmistakably a 
projection into the past. "It is the formalism rather than the sub
stance of the tradition which lays it open to suspicion, and also its 
attempt to create a legal theory out of what can hardly have been 
more than administrative advice."179 This was an interpretation 
which-despite Goldziher-was current in the first half of the twen
tieth century,180 and which Schacht considered himself to have just 
refuted. 181 On the other hand, he states that Schacht has given "very 
strong reasons" for the thesis that at the time of the founders of the 
Sunn! schools of law the forgery of traditions was pursued on such 
a scale that no purely legal tradition of the Prophet can be consid
ered immune to suspicion. "The new evidence revealed by Schacht's 
researches raises the strong suspicions of previous scholars to the 
level of prooC'182 

The objections of Erwin Graf tend in a similar direction. In his 
Untersuchung zur Entwicklung der islamischen Jurisprudenz,183 which appeared 
in 1959, he writes: "Mter the pathbreaking works of Goldziher, 
Snouck-Hurgronje and J. Schacht have definitively destroyed naive 
credulity toward the statements of Islamic tradition and thus opened 
the way for true historical consideration, there is now a danger, 

177 Op. cit., p. 93. 
173 See above p. 13, notes 79, 80. 
179 Op. cit., p. 93. 

lRO Cf. D. Santill~na, Istituzioni di Diritto Musulmano Malichita) vol. 1 (Rome, 1926), 
p. 39. J ~iick, "DIe Rolle des Traditionalismus im Islam," Zeitschrift der Deutschen 
Morgen/ii"d"cilen Gesellschafl 93 (1939) p. 19. 

181 ., 
Cf. Schacht, Origin;, p. 4. 

182 Vesey-Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 94. 
183 Thus the subtitle. The main title: Jagdbeute und Schlachtti.er im islamischen Recht 

(Bonn, 1959). 
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which already becomes discernible ,,~th the masters of this area of 
research, that source criticism may grow into a misleading scepti
cism toward the sources and an overly great confidence in one's OVVIl 

exegetical judgment. If this method were to be carried through one
sidedly, our sources would desintegrate more and more into an ulti
mately uncontrollable force-field of multiple tendencies."l84 Contrary 
to Schacht, Graf is of the opinion that the formation of Hadith in 
jurisprudence was closed, at the latest, at the time of the founders of 
the schools-i.e., Malik, al-Shaybanl, al-Shafi'l. The process of the 
genesis of legally relevant ~adfths is more complicated than Schacht 
assumes and has a longer pre-history, which reaches back into the 
first/ seventh century. It is necessary-according to Graf-to clifferentiate 
between the literary form and the content: "Seen from the point of 
view of literary form, all ~adfths are late, revised according to the 
needs of fiqh." "This literary-historical judgment, however, does not 
yet say anything about the age of the content."135 However, Graf 
does not believe that the authenticity or inauthenticity of all com
ponents of a ~adith-exceptions aside-can be established mth cer
tainty. Thus, for the moment one must limit onself to the observation: 
"The development of the Islamic jurisprudence of the 150 years 
between the Qur'an and the first works of fiqh is reflected in the 
Ijadfth."l86 To which individual early jurists the decisive advances in 
this progress are owed, cannot be said exactly. Graf does agree mth 
Schacht that rationales for judgments were regarded as necessary 
only relatively late, but he thinks that the quest for authorities which 
began in this way leads through pure practice into jurisprudence 
already in the second half ofUmayyad rule (ca. 801700-1301747-8).137 
Both-Graf and Schacht---otart largely from the same sources in 
making their judgments, but Graf's is an impression from his work, 
not a concrete proof which Schacht claims for his conclusions. 

Starting out from an approach like those of Vesey-Fitzgerald and 
Grafl88-the distinction between literary form and content-, Noel 
Coulson attempted to evade and take the sting out of Schacht's posi-

124 Op. cit., pp. 1 f. 
18~ Op. cit., p. 338. 
186 Ibid" p. 338. 
187 Cf E. Graf, "Vom \Vesen und \Verden des islamischen Rechts," Bustan 60 

(1960), pp. 10-21, esp. p. 1l. 
133 He mentions, however, neither of them. 
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tion. It is true that in A History of Islamic Lawl89 he declares Schacht's 
thesis about the origins of Islamic law to be "irrefutable in its broad 
essentials"l90 and adopts his schema of historical development in its 
broad outlines and in many of its details: the role of legal practise 
and the significance of the activities of the qar/is as a preliminary 
stage; the genesis of a jurisprudence at the beginning of the second/ 
eighth century as a reaction and counter-movement on the part of 
"pious scholars" against prevalent practices; the development of "the 
early schools of law" with their concepts and methods which fuelled 
the process of the Islamic revision of law; and al-Shafi'l's decisive 
role in the \~ctory of the idea that the sunna of the Prophet-embod
ied in the traditions from him-must have superior authority in legal 
determinations. However, he attempts to do away with the discon
tinuity arising in Schacht's theory of legal development between the 
activities of MuJ:>ammad and the "early legal schools" which only 
came into being a hundred years later. He assumes that the sub
stance of many traditions from the Prophet and the first caliphs
especially those traditions dealing mth every-day legal problems that 
inevitably emerged from Qur'anic regulations-, despite their fictive 
isniids and possible later recasting, have authentic nuclei and were 
preserved through originally oral transmission until they were gath
ered into the stock of traditions of the early schools of law. 191 From 
this he derives the methodological principle: "An alleged ruling of 
the Prophet should be tentatively accepted as such unless some rea
son can be adduced as to why it should be regarded as fictitious"l92-
a method which is diametrically opposed to Schacht's of regarding 
all traditions as fabricated until the contrary is proven. It allows 
Coulson to extend the legal development of the second/eighth cen
tury backward, and to describe the legal situation in MuJ:tammad's 
lifetime not only through the Qur'an but through-what he con
jectures to be-authentic traditions of the Prophetl93 and the epoch 
of the "Riishidun" and the Umayyad caliphs on the basis of legal 
verdicts ascribed to them or to their governors and qar/fs. 194 Thus, 

189 Edinburgh, 1964. 
190 Coulson, op. CiL, p. 4. 
191 Op. cit., pp. 64 f. 
192 Op. cit., p. 65. 
193 C£ op. cit., p. 22. 
194 Cf. op. cit., pp. 23'-35. 
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he allies himself with the ideas of earlier research. Coulson relies 
essentially on the source material set forth by Schacht in his Origins. l9

.
1 

Schacht reacted to Coulson's book extremely sharply. In a twelve
page review v.~th the indicative tide "Modernism and Traditional
ism in a History of Islamic Law,"l96 he accuses him of "minimizing" 
the "accepted conclusions" of "modern scholarship," which were 
based primarily on his-Schacht's-own researches and those of 
R. Brunschvig, and of undermining them mth assumptions that were 
sometimes "fanciful') and sometimes "old_fashioned."197 Schacht largely 
contents himself v.~th noting Coulson's divergences from his teach
ings in schoolmasterly fashion and dismissing them as "incorrect," 
"fanciful," "quite out of date," "misunderstood," or "positively wrong," 
or simply contradicting him. However, on the key point, that of the 
methodological treatment of Islamic traditions, he condescends to a 
more thoroughly grounded refutation of Coulson's dleses, using an 

d . 198 
example that the latter had used for emonstratlOn. 

Coulson responded to this discussion mth an open-and no less 
outspoken-letter which appeared in the same journal,199 and attempted 

. hi ll' B to show that Schacht's arguments agamst m are not compe mg. 
Both lines of argumentation are very speculative. Theoretically, 
Schaches more critical position is certainly superior to Coulson's, 
but the latter is correct in his thesis that the historical inferences 
that Schacht draws, among other things, from the "formal criteria" 
of traditions like the isnad, are "artificial" and scarcely as certain as 
he claims, and that other conclusions are at least as conceivable or 
probable as Schacht's. The unprofitable discussion between the two 
does, however, make one thing clear: The placement of a tradition 

19.'; Occasional supplements are dravm from al-KindI, Kiliib al-Umarif wa-I-qu¢iih 
(The governors and judges of Egypt), cd. Rh. Guest (Leicien/London, 1912) (c£ 
op. cit., p. 228, note 29, 5). 

'"" In: MUidIe Eastern Studies. 1 (1965), pp. 388-400. 
197 C£ op. cit., p. 389. 
'"" Cf. op. cit., pp. 392-395. 
''" Middle Eastern StudiR.s 3 (1967), pp. 195-203, esp. pp. 195-200. Warmed over 

as "European Criticism of ljadflh Literature," in: A. F. L. Beeston et al. (ed.), ArabIC 
Literatum to the End of the Umayyad Period (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 317-321. . 

200 The hadfth that plays an important role in this argument has to do VVlth the 
testament ~f Sacd ibn abl \Vaqqa~. On it d. R. 1v1. Speight, "The \Vill of Sacd b. 
AM Waqqar The Growth of a Tradition," Der Islam 50 (1973), ,Pp. 248-267. D. S. 
Powers, "The \Vill of Sacd b. Abr \Vaqqa~: A Reassessment, Studw IslamtGa 58 
(1983), pp. 33-53. 
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within the development of law, i.e., whether it is rudimentary or 
advanced-a question which plays a central role for Schacht as well 
as for Coulson-is difficult to determine objectively, and mth both 
depends decisively on the premises upon which their picture of the 
development of Islamic law is based. A resolution of the dilemma 
on the basis of the the sources utilized by Schacht and Coulson does 
not seem to be possible. 

The reaction of Muslim scholars to Schacht's depiction of dle ori
gins of Islamic jurisprudence was just as mixed as that of western 
scholarship. Some simply ignored his works, others rejected them 
mthout engaging in a discussion, others accepted them on substan
tive points but nevertheless set aside his theses about the discipline 
of Tradition Or at least limited them.20l Only a few accepted the 
challenge to seek for points of departure from which to refute Schacht's 
theory. Their efforts tended in two directions: The indirect method 
aimed to test and shake some of Schacht's fundamental assumptions: 
his ideas, based on the work of Goldziher, about the authenticity of 
Jfadfth and its development from its beginnings to the emergence of 
the classical collections. Here, it was above all necessary to deal mth 
the works of Goldziher. Another possibility was to attack Schacht's 
Origins direcdy and to attempt to prove him guilty of methodological 
or factual errors. 

Fuat Sezgin opened the debate in 1956 ,,~th the first variation. 
In his Bukhdrf'nin kaynaklarz hakkznda arajtumalar,202 and later in the 
introduction to the chapter "Hadfth" of his Geschif;hte des arabischen 
chift 203h .. 
0C rz tums, e attempts to demonstrate that the claSSical H adfth col-
lections of the third/ninth century do not represent the 'beginning 
of the HadZlk literature-as Goldziher assumed-, but the continu
ation of a process of recording such traditions in writing which began 
in the lifetime of Mul;!ammad and led to collections as soon as the 
beginning of the second/eighth century and soon thereafter to ordered 
compilations, that is, to the Jfadlth literature. In doing this he depends 
on biographical source material in the broadest sense, which he draws 
chiefly from works of Muslim Jfadltk scholarship such as the T aqyld 
al-'ilm of al-Khalfb al-Baghdadf (d. 403/10l2-3)-a work which had 

201 D. Forte gives an overview of these reactions, "Islamic Law," op. cit., pp. 
26-,31. 

202 Istanbul, 1956, esp. pp. 3-68. 
203 Leiden, 1967, pp. 53-84. 
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long been known to western scholars204-the Jami' bayan al-'ilm of 
Ibn 'Abd ai-Barr (d. 463/1070-1), the al-Mul;addith al-Jiisil of aI
Ramhurmuzl (d. 360/971) and others, as well as from rijal and bib
liographical works from the third/ninth to ninth/fifteenth centuries. 
Sources of this nature had been completely neglected by Schacht in 
his Origins--not, however, by Goldziher. Sezgin concludes, firstly, 
"that the isniids by no means indicate oral transmission, but that they 
name authors and authorized transmitters of books,"205 secondly, that 
the isniids did not emerge only in the second/eighth century, and 

. . d 206 
thirdly, that the names of the transrmtters were not lnvente, as 
Schacht assumed. It is in this generalization of numerous and quite 
valuable observations and their extension to other branches of Islamic 
tradition that the weak point of Sezgin's argumentation, which sparked 

off criticism, lies.207 

Sezgin's theses received support from other works. In 1961 there 
appeared M. Z. :;!iddiqI's book lfadith literature,'08 Mul).ammad Harmd
u1lah's edition of the $af:zifat Hammiim ibn Munabbilz provided with an 
English-language introduction,209 and MU1tata aI-Siba'l's book Al
sunna wa-makiinatuhii fi I-tashl?' al-isliimz21O in 1963, Mu!).ammad 'Ajjaj 
ai-KhatIb's study AI-sunna qabla l-tadwzn,211 in 1967 and 1968 the 
studies of Nabia Abbott,'12 who is certainly not Muslim, and of 
Muhammad M. Az[a]mi.213 Methodologically, they are all similar to 

204- A. Sprenger already gave selections under the title "On the Origin an~ ~rogr~ss 
of \'\Triting down Historical Facts among the Musalmans," Journal qf the ASzatlC Soczery 
'!! Bengal 25 (1856), Pl'. 303-329, 375-381. 

205 F. Sezgin, Geschichte, op. cit., p. 79. Emphasis mine. 
206 Op. cit., p. 83. . 
207 Cf. \v. \tVerkmeister, Quellenunlersuchungen zum Kitab aVIqd alj"arid des Andaluszers 

Ibn 'Abdrabbih (2461860-3281940) (Beclin, 1983), Pl'. 12 £ G. Schaeler, "Die Froge 
der schriftlichen oder miindlichen Uberlieferung der ''\Tissenschaften im friihen Islam," 
Der Islam 62 (1985), pp. 201 if. 

203 Calcutta, 1961. Large parts of the book were, however, already written .betvveen 
1930 and 1936! A new edition, revised by A. H. Murad, has been pubhshed by 
the Islamic Texts Society (Cambridge 1993). 

209 5th cd., Luton 1961. vVhether the first edition, which appeared in Da~ascus 
in 1953, already contained the introduction I have not been able to detenrune. 

210 Cairo, 1961 (it was ""ritten at the beginning of the forties). 
211 Cairo, 1963. On the books of al~Sibaci and CAjjaj and the intellectual con~~xt 

in which they are to be seen, cf. G. H. A. Juynboll, The Authenticiry if the Tradttwn 
Literature. Discussions in Modem Egypt (Leiden, 1969). . . 

212 N. Abbott, Studies in Arahic Literary Papyri, vol. 2: Qj;r'anic Commentary and Tradztwn 
(Chicago, 1967). 

213 M. M. Az [a] mi (the fonn of the name varies between the fir~t and .the sec~ 
and edition), Studies in Earty lfadilh Literature (Beirut 1968/2nd ed., Indianapolis 1978). 
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Sezgin's studies; they use primarily the same type of sources and 
supplement the material set forth by Sezgin with much additional 
e\~dence. ''Vas Schacht's theory of the late emergence of the Prophetic 
hadzths, or-from a methodological point of view-the impossibility 
of demonstrating the existence of authentic Prophetic traditions, or 
of ones originating as early as the first/seventh century, thus refuted? 
Surely not for the adherents of Schacht's thesis, for in view of the 
supposedly massive dimensions of the forgery which was pursued in 
the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries and which-although 
not on this order of maguitude--was certainly admitted by the Muslim 
scholars, no more credence can be lent to the reports about the early 
transmitters than to the reports from them, especially when the bulk 
of this information derives from sources which came into being 200 
years and more after the time about which they report. 

Some of the above-named authors attempted to counter this objec
tion by concretely pointing out texts or fragments of texts of early 
If adfth collections whose existence is asserted in these sources, but 
which had thus far not been discovered. A beginning had been made 
by Hamidullah, who published the Saf:zifat of Hammam ibn Munabbih 
(d. 1011719-20), supposedly the oldest preserved lfadzth work, in 
1953.214 Sezgin unearthed the Jiim{ of Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770) 
and assigned it to its place in the development of lfadUh Iiterature;2l' 
Az[a]mi edited three small manuscripts of Tradition collections, as 
the authors of which he named Nafi' (d. 117/735), the mawlii of Ibn 
'Vmar, aI-Zuhri (d. 1241742), and Suhayl ibn abI :;!aIiI). (d. 1381755-6); 
and Abbott edited and annotated a series of papyrus fragments, 
among which was a small collection of ~adiths, as the author of which 
she identified al-Zuhn. 

Were Schacht's theses about lfadith thus rendered absurd? In the 
eyes of their sympathisers, scarcely. None of these texts is an autograph. 
Who can guarantee that the supposed $al;ifa of Hammam ibn 
Munabbih is not a forgery or a collection of fabricated traditions by 
Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770) or by 'Abd a1-Razzaq (d. 2111827), 

To this gr<?up a!so belongs the more recent work of S. H. Abdulghaffar, Criticism 
am~ng Mushms Wltlt Rr!firence to Sunan Ibn Maja (2nd ed., London, 1986; 1st ed., 1983), 
which more strongly emphasizes the significance of Muslim ljadfth criticism since 
the first century for the question of the authenticity of the Mad 

214 See p. 36, note 209. . 
115 "Hadis musannefatlllm mebdei ve Macmer ibn Ra§id'in 'C§mici'," Tiirkiyat 12 

(1955), pp. 115-134. 
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who both appear before Hammam in the isniid? 'Abd al-Razzaq is 
the common link of all preserved versions of the text!2l6 What assur
ance does one have that the supposed texts of al-Zuhrf really OIig
inate with him aud were not ascribed to him by anonymous persons 
or by the Shu'ayb ibn abf I;!amza (d. 1621778-9) or Abu l-Yarnan 
(d. 222/837)217 named in some riwiiyiit, or 'Uqayl ibn Khalid (d. 
1421759-60 or 1441761-2) or al-Layth ibn Sa'd (d. 1751791-2) 
named in auother riwiiya?218 In his review of Abbott's book, John 
Vvansbrough summed up the reservations of the adherents of Schacht 
toward the evidential value of the works mentioned above: "In illu
minating the dark centuries of Islam she [AbbottJ is not content to 
shed just a little light, but proclaims from nearly every page the exist
ence of written records from the very beginning." "But this is surely 
za'm, not burhlin! Unless these records can be produced, the present 
situation will not have much altered. We have never lacked for asser
tions that such (oral or written) existed." "It has been suggested that 
this kind of tradition was put into circulation from the first half of 
the second/eighth century (Schacht, Islamic Law, 34), and that the 
elaboration of isniids can be dated from the generation preceding 
Malik (idem, Origins, 163 ff.). [ ... J These papyri do not take us fur
ther back than that, if indeed so far, and do not really make more 
compelling the arguments for a genuine sunnat al-nahf [ ... J ."219 Thus 
opinion stands against opinion, without either of the two sides being 
able to deliver to the other proofs which will convince them. 

The other path on which some Muslim scholars embarked was 
that of directly engaging oneself with Schacht's results and the sources 
and methods he used. For instance, Fazlur Rahman attempted to 
defuse Goldziher's and Schacht's results interpretatively. He distin
guishes-like some of Schacht's westc,m critics220-between unhis
torical form (i}adUh) and authentic content (sunna), and regards the 
ljadfth as having "developed" from the Prophetic sunna, the latter as 
its basis, the former as its "gigantic and monumental commentary 
[ ... J by the early community."221 Ahmad Hasan, a student of Fazlur 

2JG Cf. Hamidullah, op. cit., p. 69. 
217 Cf. Azami, op. cit., pp. 277 £ 
218 Cf. Abbott, op. cit., pp. 166 if. 
"" Bulletin of the Sdwol ofOnmtul and AfiUan Studws 31 (1968), p. 615. 
220 See pp. 31-34. . 
221 C£ Fazlur Rahman, Islamic Methodology in History (Karachi, 1965), pp. 1-87, 
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Rahman, developed a depiction of the early development of Islamic 
jurisprudence222 on the basis of essentially the same basic sources 
which Schacht took as his point of departure, which is intended to 
show that on the basis of these sources one must not necessarily 
come to Schacht's conclusions, but may also reach some which are 
completely compatible with the traditional picture confornting to the 
theory of ",ill. True, many of his conclusions from the sources of 
the second half of the second/eighth century and later are specula
tive and more postulative than demonstrative, but this is just as true 
of Schacht, for instance, of his thesis of Umayyad praxis as the point 
of departure of Islamic jurisprudence223 or his conception of the "liv
ing tradition" of the ancient schools,224 of a common early doctrine,225 
et cetera. The decisive difference between the two approaches is that 
Schacht regards the Prophetic traditions as a late creation, while 
Ahmad Hasan does not accept this in this degree of generalization, 
but assumes the existence of the conception of the sunna of the 
Prophet and of a quantity, if a limited one, of Prophetic /.zadfths as 
early as the first/seventh century.226 It is true that in his study Ahmad 
Hasan at various places explicitly distances himself from Schacht,227 
but he scarcely attempts to show him guilty of concrete errors. In 
general, he contents himself ,vith presenting his ov.'ll interpretation. 

In contrast, Az[aJmi sought direct and occasionally polemical 
engagement with Goldziher and Schacht. He confronted their state
ments with the e\~dence from the sources upon which they relied, 
and attempted to demonstrate that their interpretations were wrong 
or one-sided or impermissibly generalized specific pieces of infor
mation and neglected others. Already in his Studies in Early ljadfth 
Literature (1968) he attacked Schacht's ideas about the inauthenticity 
of the lj adftlz material and the isniids, as well as the methods which 
he used in his work, more thoroughly than any other critic.'28 
Seventeen years later he published a renewed refutation in book 

esp. p. 76. The first two chapters, which are the most interesting in this context, 
already appeared in the years 1962-1963 in Islamic Studies. 

222 The Early Development if Islamic Jurisprudence (Islamabad, 1970). 
223 C[ Schacht, On"gins, pp. 190 ff. 
221 Cf. op. cit., pp. 58 ff. 
225 C£ op. cit., p. 214. 
226 Ahmad Hasan, the Earb! Devewpment, pp. 88-95, 109. 
227 C[ op. cit., pp. xvi, 28-30, 45 ff., 89 [, 135 f., 145 f., 159 £ 
228 Azami, Studies in Early ljadlth Literature, pp. 18 f., 215-267. 
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form, under the title On Schacht's Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence,229 
this time going into even greater detail and taking into account 
Schacht's conclusions about legal history. Since it is the only trnly 
substantive critique since Flick of a work which has deeply influenced 
western Islamic studies and Islamic legal history in the last four 
decades-Azami ironically calls it "the bible of Orientalists"230_, let 
us eXaInine its argumentation more closely. Azami's accusations are 
grave: "Schacht has apparently failed to consult some of the most 
relevant literature; he often misunderstands the texts he quotes; the 
examples he uses frequently contradict the point he is trying to make; 
on occasion he quotes out of context; and most important, he applies 
unscientific methodology for his research, thus drawing conclusions 
that are untenable when the evidence of the text as a whole is 
weighed."231 However, if one goes into Azami's arguments in detail 
one will have to class these accusations as highly exaggerated and 
excessively generalized. Azami often simply offers another interpre
tation which he postulates as the correct one, and his polemical atti
tude toward Schacht's statements sometimes clouds his vision of what 
Schacht meant by them. Thus, his criticism is often inaccurate, rests 
on misunderstandings, and at most convinces those who consider his 
premises correct a priori. A few examples: 

Schacht considers Islamic law more as a corpus of religious duties 
than as a true system of law. "Law [in the strict sense 1 lay to a great 
extent outside the sphere of religion, was only incompletely assimi
lated to the body of religious duties, and retained part of its ovm dis
tinctive quality. No clear distinction, however, can be made."232 Azarni 
declares that this is untrue; the dichotomy of secular law and reli-

. hi d .. II '" tL tie t"233"L glOUS teac ng oes not eXlst ill s am, In /u::01y a as . aw can 
be seen to be an integral part of Islam. There was no aspect of 
behavior that was not intended to be covered by the revealed law."234 
The concept of Islamic law is already given by the Qur'an. 

The emphases clarifY the differences in point of view. Schacht's 
statements are quantitative and aim at a description of historical reality. 
Strictly speaking, he does not differentiate between religion and law, 

229 Riyadh, 1985, 237 pages. 
230 Azarni, On Schacht's Origins, p. 1, note 3. 
231 Azami, op. cit., p. 3. 
232 Schacht, Origins, p. v. Emphases mine. 
233 Azami, op. cit., p. 3. 
234- Op. cit., p. 13. 
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religious and secular-as Azami accllses-, but betvveen law in a 
more or less technical sense or with a more or less religious content.235 

Azami's statements, on the other hand, are qualitative. They are 
descriptions of the nonn or theory. As such, Schacht would not dis
pute them.236 

Schacht is of the opinion that it was not Mu~ammad's aim to cre
ate a new, comprehensive system of law. His authority as prophet 
and lawgiver was not legal in the narrower sense, but religious or 
political. The Prophet's legislation was an innovation within the legal 
system of Arabia.237 Schacht's description of the role of the Prophet 
depends only on the Qur'an as a source. Here he is not interested 
in the question of whether Mulfammad had the intention or the idea 
of creating a completely new, comprehensive system of law or not
the expression "aim" here is open to misinterpretation-, but whether 
he in fact did and, if so, with what sources this can be proven. From 
the Qur'an at most the idea can be verified,238 but not such a sys
tem itself, at most beginnings of one. Azami responds to this that 
the Qur'an accords the Prophet legislative, interpretative, judicial 
and executive functions. Consequently, it was God's intention239 to cre
ate a new system of law, ergo the Prophet did so. His systematic legal 
activities are present in his sunna.'40 While Schacht describes that 
which is historically palpable and in doing so leaves the sunna aside, 
since its authenticity is not assured, Azami depends on theory and 
reasons from the possibility of facts to their probability or reality, in 
doing which he merely asserts the authenticity of the sunna but does 
not prove it. 

It is Schacht's thesis that for the greater part of the first/seventh 
century, Islamic law in the technical sense of the word did not exist. 
The first caliphs did not lay the foundations of later Islamic legal 
administration. Corresponding biographical reports are products of 
the third/ninth century. '%ere there were no religious or moral 
objections, pre-Islamic legal practices were preserved. 241 Schacht 

235 C£ also Schacht, Introduction, pp. 11-13. 
236 C( op. cit., p. 11. 
237 Ibid. 

238 C£ also S. Goitein, "The birth-hour of 11uslim Law? An essay in exegesis" 
Mudim World 50 (1960), pp. 23-29. ' 

239 Azami, On Schacht's Origins, p. 15. 
240 Cf. op. cit., pp. 3, 17. 
211 C( Schacht, Introduction, Chap. 4. Id., Oriuins 5 230 1 

''1:>" ,pp., ,note. 
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depends for this on sources of the second half of the second/eighth 
century. Azami disputes this and adduces as evidence for the exist
ence of Islamic law at the time of the Prophet and in the first/ sev
enth century: legal rulings of the Prophet (source: Ibn TalBi" d. 497/ 
1103-4, Aqrjiyat Rasul Alliih, who supposedly has his material from 
sources of the second/eighth and third/ninth century), a list of judges 
appointed by him (according to sources of the second/eighth cen
tury and later), a list of the qii¢fs of Basra (primarily compiled accord
ing to Khallfa ibn Kbayya!,s, d. 240/854-5, Tabaqiit), letters of 
'Umar to his qii¢fs (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq, d. 211/827, Mueannqf), 
rulings of other figures of the first/seventh century which are based 
on the sunna of the Prophet (source: Malik, d. 1791795-6, Muwa!!a'), 
and texts of legal content from the first/seventh century (according 
to sources of the third/ninth century and later). From this evidence 
he concludes that Schacht's theory of the emergence of Islamic law 
in the early second/eighth century is untenable."2 This conclnsion 
is surely not compelling: firstly, strictly speaking Schacht does not 
mean the beginning of Islamic law, but of Islamic jurisprudence, and 
secondly he considers reports from later sources about the first/ sev
enth century to be generally unreliable and sometimes neglects them 
intentionally. Azami does nothing more than to assert their authen
ticity without supplying proofs. Thus, at most one can evaluate his 
depiction of the legal development as an antithesis, but not as a 
refutation of Schacht. 

Azami engages himself very intensively 'A~th Schacht's theory of 
the development of the conception of the sunna. Here, too, he fields 
facts against him which Schacht did not dispute in the first place, 
overlooks Schacht's fine distinctions in his apologetic zeal, and pos
tulates the opposite on the basis of sources whose authenticity remains 
unclarified. Meanwhile, he occasionally attempts to prove that Schacht 
misunderstood his sources. However, only in the rarest cases is this 
accusation justified. An illustrative example is Schacht's and Azami's 
interpretation of the Risiila of Ibn al-Muqaffa'243 (d. ca. 140/757-8). 
Schacht's main argument is: Ibn aI-Muqaffa' observes that in his 
time sunna is not based on authentic precedents of the Prophet and 

242 Cf. Azami, op. cit., pp. 20-25. 
243 "Risalat Ibn al-Muqaffa' ft l-~al:taba," in: 11. Kurd 'Ali" (ed.), Rasii'il al-bulaghii' 

(Cairo, 1331/1913), pp. 120-131. 
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the first caliphs, but largely on administrative regulations of the 
Umayyad dynasty. Azami contradicts him, but in doing this does 
not refer to Ibn al-Muqaffa"s observation of fact, but on the con
ception that the latter himself has of sunna: Sunna should rest on prece
dents of the Prophet or of the "rightly guided" caliphs (is the 'Abbasid 
dynasty. also meant?). Schacht: According to Ibn al-Muqaffa', the 
caliph lS free to establish and to codify the supposed sunna. Azami: 
According to Ibn al-Muqaffa', the caliph must follow the Qur'an and 
the sunna, that is, the sunna of the Prophet and of the rightly-guided 
caliphs of the pre-Umayyad period. Schacht refers to Ibn aI-Muqaffa"s 
statement that the caliph alone has the right to make decisions on 
the basis of ray in cases in which no tradition [of precedents of the 
Prophet and the imams] is available (al-bukm bi-ray ji-mii lam yakun 
jihl athar). Azami, on the other hand, emphasizes the follo\\~ng sen
t~nce: The caliph alone has the right to impose [Qur'anic] penaI
lies and sentences on the basis of the scripture and of the sunna (im¢ti' 
al-budud w~-I-aJ.zkiim 'alii l-kitiib wa-l-sunna). Schacht stresses the caliph's 
nght of reVlSlon on the basis of his divinely inspired ray according 
to Ibn al-Muqaffa', Azami his suggestion that it was the scholar's task 
to explain on what sunna or what qiyiis their judgments and norms 
were based.244 

Azami argues that one cannot deduce from the Ibn aI-Muqaffa' 
text that law in the first/seventh century was not based on Qur'an 
and sunna. Schacht does not draw such a conclusion from this source 
at all; rather, he only wishes to demonstrate with it that at the end 
of the Umayyad period the legal practice postulated as sunna was 
not generally based on the precedents of the Prophet and the early 
caliphs. Ibn al-Muqaffa' does assert precisely that, and later al-Shafi'f 
reproached the scholars of his time with it. The two-Schacht and 
Azami-accentuate different aspects of the text which are not mutu
ally exclusive. Azami distorts Schacht's argumentation and also does 
not take into account all of his references to the text of Ibn al
Muqaffa'.245 The accusation that Schacht understands this source in
cor~ectly is unjustified. Azami does not understand Schacht correctly. 

SImilarly twIsted and unconvincing reinterpretations of Azami's 
in making which he sometimes does not correctly reproduce th~ 

244 Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 58-59, 95, 102 f.; Azami, On Schacht's Origins, pp. 
41-43. The emphases are mine. 

245 He neglects pp. 95 and 102 f. 
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literal sense of the source,246 are found in his discussion of the con
ceptions of the early schools as well. 247 It is frequently to be observed 
that Azami draws conclusions from the material cited by Schacht 
which Schacht did not draw, or did not draw in this way, and fathers 
them on Schacht, and that he then refutes these ostensibly Schachtian 
theses. Naturally, he only discusses those examples which he believes 
himself able to refute, and ignores others. Azami also proves Schacht 
guilty of some manifest misinterpretations, it is true, and, for exam
ple, his reservations with respect to the evidential value of al-Shafi'l's 
often polemical statements about his contemporaries are not to be 
dismissed. But Azami's apologia for the classical conception of the 
development of Islamic law-based on the source material used by 
Schacht to reconstruct the "ancient schools of law" and reinterpreted 
by Azami-can only convince those who believe in the authenticity 
of the traditions of the Prophet from the outset. 

Stronger, and in places convincing, is Azami's treatment of Schacht 
on the subject of Hadnh and isniid. He shows that the e silentW method 
stands on a very insecure basis, and that Schacht's datings can eas
ily be shaken by sources which escaped him or which have newly 
emerged.'43 His objections with respect to Schacht's dating of the 
beginnings of the isniid, his evaluation of certain types of isniid and 
his common-link theory249 are partially well-founded, even if in the 
process he occasionally adduces evidence the authenticity of which 
remains unproven, and now and then polemically distorts Schacht's 
argumentation. The reservation as to whether the lj adfth material 
contained in the fiqh literature, which Schacht used as the basis for 
his theses on the isniid, allows generalizations of this kind at all is 
also justified.2.'iO However, Azami's counter-depiction of the emerg
ence and development of ljadfth is based completely on sources of 
the third/ninth to eighthlfourteenth centuries,25l without his even 

246 Cf., for example, Azami, op. cit., p. 44: Schacht translates "Qgla Alalik: ~lii 
dhtilika i-surmatu ilatl; Iii ikhtiliifafihii <indanii" more correctly as " ... to the same effect 
is the sunna ... " (Origins, p. 61). Azami: " ... this is the sunna . .. ," a small, but deci-
sive difference of \'.lhich Azami takes advantage for his thesis. 

217 Op. cit., pp. 43-108. 
24E Op. cit., pp. 118-153. Cf. also Z. L Ansari, "The Authenticity of Traditions: 

A Critique of Joseph Schacht's Argument e silentio," Hamdard Islamicus 7 (1984), pp. 
51-61. 

249 Op. CiL, pp. 166-205. 
250 Cf. op. cit., pp. 206--212 and id., Studies in Ear6' f:ladTth literature, pp. 218-222. 
251 Azami, On Schacht's Origins, pp. 109-115. 
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posing tlle question to what extent the information about the first/ sev
enth and second/eighth centuries contained in them is reliable or 
whether conclusions about the technique and criticism of trans:nis
sion of earlier centuries may be drawn from later practice. Even if 
they were datable as early as the second/eighth century, are they 
then to be assumed for the first/seventh century? His representation 
of the development of the isniid252 rests primarily on conjectures. The 
existence of multiply tv.~gged branches of transmission for individual 
badiths is not yet any prooffor the authenticity of their isnam. Schacht's 
adherents will not be moved to abandon his entire theory as absurd 
by Azami's proof that a few of Schacht's datings and textual inter
pretations are incorrect. His argumentation is too imprecise and 
polemically tinged to convince. What he offers as a substitute for 
Schacht's theory is based on sources whose reliability is doubted by 
many non-Muslim scholars. Azami has not eliminated this doubt. 

The most recent works of western Islamic studies dealing with the 
beginnings of Islamic law, appearing since the seventies, all stand 
under the influence of Schacht's researches. Some adopt his results 
without qualification;253 others see in it a by and large assured and 
acceptable representation of the development of Islamic jurisprudence 
but have reservations on some points or suggest concrete modifications. 
Thus, for instance, Klaus Lech in his Geschichte des islamischen Kultus , 
voL I: '.'These [Schacht's] theses have proven themselves extremely 
fruItful In many respects ... " "Aside from the contribution of hav
ing made an initial examination of the voluminous and remarkably 
dIfficult matenal and established at least debatable ordering schemata 
for the evaluation of Muslim legal development, a number of impor
tant mdl\'ldual observations remain completely secure." "At the same 
time, it also becomes clear that in the future we should proceed 
differently methodologically. "254 

G. H. A. Juynboll is an admirer of Schacht's Origins and has taken 
his inspiration from Schacht's methodology.'55 It is true that he esti
mates the origins of the lj adzth to be earlier than does Schacht, 

252 Op. cit., pp. 154-156. 
~ _ 25:_ ~or example Ph. Rancillac, "Des origines du droit musuhnan a la Risiila d'al
Safi 1, MIDEO 13 (1977), pp. 147-169. 

254 Dos rama4iin-Faslen (\'Viesbaden 1979) pp 4 5 
255· " .,. 

1 . Cf. A!usbm Tradition (Cambridge, 1983), p. 3. Schacht's methodological exam
p e IS parhcularly clear in chapters three and five. 
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specmcally, in the second half of the first/seventh century and the 
beginning of its standardization, the isniid, towards its end,256 but thi~ 
does not conflict ,,~th his theory about legal development in general 
and of the role of tradition in it. Nevertheless, Schacht would prob
ably have had serious misgivings about Juynboll's representation of 
the preliminary stages and beginnings of JiadZth, because it is essen
tially based on biographical and historical tradition material from 
sources of the third/ninth century and later, toward which he had 
strong reservations. He certainly would not have been able to acquire 
a taste for "awii:Jil evidence."257 

Da\~d S. Powers begius his Studies in Qyiiin and Hadith-Th FormatWn 
of the Islamic Law of Inheritance253 ~th a discussion of Schacht's the
ses: "The writings of the late Joseph Schacht, in which he sketches 
the broad outlines of the history and development of Islamic law, 
constitute the benchmark of all modern studies on this subject."259 
He reports on a few critiques and sums up, "Schacht's thesis, despite 
these negative considerations, has stood the test of time. "260 He him
self however has obiections similar to Coulson's: Schacht underes-, , " 
timates tlle importance of the Qur'an for the development of law in 
the first/seventh century, when it is difficult to imagine a vacuum
an a priori assumption, as Powers himself admits. By means of a 
sharper clifferentiation between "law" and ')urisprudence," he attempts 
to leave Schacht's theses to a large extent unscathed and at the same 
time to clear the ,vay for an investigation of "positive lav/' in the 
first/seventh century.261 This, however, then turns out to be very 
speculative and lacks Schacht's critical standard in the treatment of 
tradition material, especially where Powers uses the content of texts 
which he identifies as late anecdotes directed against the traditional 
Qur'anic interpretations of the foqaha' to describe historical facts of 
the first half of the first/seventh century.'62 

Patricia Crone's study Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law. Th 01igins 
of the Islamic Patronate263 stands completely in the Schachtian tradi-

256 Op. cic, Chap. 1: A tentative chronology of the origins of Muslim tradition. 
257 Op. cit., pp. 10 if. 
252 Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1986. 

"+c2j:cccc.: .. ~." .• ~.~~"",.-..O,~ fit., p. 1. 
pt., p. 6. 
pt., pp. 6-7. 
'y review in Der Islam 65 (1988), pp. 117-120. 
"ridge, 1987. C[ also P. Crone/M. Hinds, God's Caliph (Cambridge, 1986), 
,4 (Caliphal law). 
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tion. It is true that she considers his contributions to the question 
of the influence of extra-Islamic legal systems-a problem which 
plays only a passing role in the Origins, but was later taken up by 
Schacht several times264-to be meager, and attempts to replace them 
with better founded hypotheses; but to a large extent she identifies 
~th the basic outlines of the Schachtian schema of development 
and, although she admits some methodological inconsistencies in his 
dating of /:tadZths, she defends his Jiadlth-critical position against dilu
tions such as those which had been suggested by Coulson and oth
ers.265 Crone, like Schacht, emphasizes the importance of "pre-classical 
law" as a decisive source for the investigation of origins,266 and largely 
neglects biographical material of later Muslim sources. "Pre-classical 
law," according to Crone, can be reconstructed partially from the 
"early lJadZth," partially through "a systematic comparison of Sunnf 

dh \I' all "267 A f 1 UJ,. an ere caw. s sources 0 ear y 1.1aazth, according to Crone, 
the classical compilations do not come into consideration, but rather 
the two earlier collections of 'Abd al-Razzaq (d. 211/827) and Ibn aM 
Shayba (d. 235/849-50), the much later one of al-Bayhaql (d. 458/ 
1066), and a few later legal works, such as those of Ibn I;!azm (d. 
456/1064), Ibn Qudama (d. 620/1223), and others.268 She assumes 
that into these later sources earlier ones are assimilated, although 
the indices of what can be considered old are not precisely. defined 
by her. The criterion that a tradition is not contained in the "clas
sical" collections is surely not sufficient. It also remains unclariiied 
why the material of the pre-classical collections can lay claim to more 
authenticity than that of the classical ones-aside from the fact that 
they were compiled a few decades earlier-and why the isnarls can 
serve as indicators of the origin and age of the traditions contained 
in these works, in view of Schacht's conclusion that as late as the 
second half of the second/eighth century and the third/ninth century 
traditions of every kind-even ones from tiibi'un269-were fabricated.270 

261 C£, ~or inst.,mc.e, Schacht, "Foreign Elements in Ancient Islamic Law," Journal 
rr( Compar~twe Legzslatl.On and International Law 32 (1950), pp. 9-17. Id., "Droit byzan
tm et drOIt musulman:" in: XII Convegno di scienze morali stonche e filologiche 1956, pp. 
197-230. rd., IntroductIOn, pp. 19-22. 

265 C£ P. Crone, Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law Chap 2 
266 Cf. op. cit., p. 16. ' .. 
267 Ibid. 
263 C£ op. cit., pp. 26-27. 
2~g C£ Schacht, Origins, .p. 245. 
2/0 F .. f 

or an appreCIatIOn 0 her actual subject-the influence of extra-Islamic law--
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The history of research on the question of the origins and begin
nings of Islamic law and its jurisprudence, regarded from the point 
of vie\v of the source basis used, displays some characteristic lines 
of development. It began with depictions drawing on the material of 
the Muslim discipline of 1l!jul, that is, the science of the "fundaments" 
of Islamic jurisprudence, from sources of the fifth/eleventh century 
and later, as well as from biographical and historical sources of the 
third/ninth century and later. To a large extent, they mirror the 
Muslims' traditional ideas about the development of their jurispru
dence. At most, doubts were registered about the authenticity of a 
portion of the traditions from the Prophet. Through his studies of 
Hadfth, Goldziher came to the conviction that in the first century 
the sunna of the Prophet was not yet a "generally valid norm"271-

except perhaps in Medina-and that consequently the theory of the 
1l!ju! scholars did not correspond to the historical facts. Accordingly, 
in questions of legal development he chose another type of source 
as a point of departure: the earliest preserved legal works of the sec
ond half of the second/eighth century. They had become accessible 
in print only towards the end of the nineteenth century, and could 
provide definite information about the development during the sec
ond half of the second/eighth century. From them one could also 
draw reasonably reliable conclusions about pre-history back to approx
imately the beginning of that century, which could in some cases be 
supported with biographical source material in the widest sense. 
Further back, into the first/seventh century, it was possible to pro
ceed only speculatively. Bergstr;;sser offered an example of how the 
development might have looked. Both, the traditional and the source
critical points of view-as I would like to call them-had their pro
ponents in the first half of the twentieth century, nor were syncretisms 
lacking. 

Schacht attempted to gain the source-critical trend exclusive recog
nition. His schema of development, based on criteria of form and 
content and illustrated by rich textual material, seemed consistent 

c[ my discussion of the book in Der Islam 65 (1988), pp. 342-45; \\T. B. Hallaq, 
"The Use and Abuse of Evidence: The Question of Provincial and Roman Influence 
on Early Islamic Law," Journal qf Arnerican Oriental Society 110 (1989), 1-36; and 
U. Jvlitter, Dus fiiihisiamische Patronat. Eine UntersudLUng zur Rolle von fiemden Elementen 
bei der Entwicklung des islamischen Rechts (Ph.D. thesis, Nijmegen 1999). 

27\ Goldziher, Muslim Studies, voL 2, p. 20. 
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and at first glance hardly refutable, as the immediate response to 
his Origins shows. He depended almost exclusively on the early legal 
works and the Tradition material contained in them and in the clas
sical ljadfth collections, which, however, he accepted only as a source 
for the second/eighth and third/ninth century. He used biographi
cal reports from other works rarely and ,,~th the greatest distrust. 
The result was that he abbreviated the timespan about which he 
could make definite statements by two more decades. Only from 
1201738 on did he believe that he had historically reliable informa
tion about the early foqahii'. If one accepts Schacht's source-critical 
premises, one can indeed scarcely go further back on the basis of 
the legal works of the second half of the second/eighth century. 

The reaction against Schacht's depiction of the beginnings of 
Islamic jurisprudence consisted primarily of contesting his source
critical premises. Insofar as this did not take place on the theoreti
cal plane only-for example, through proof of impermissible or faulty 
methods and conclusions-, but through recourse to the sources, 
peoplc turned again to the biographical material, which meanwhile 
had become quite voluminous through the editing of a number of 
works on the science of ljadfth and of biographical lexica. At the 
same time, the quest for the testimony of older Islamic and extra
Islamic sources was activated. However, until now all efforts to dis
pel the suspicion of forgery to which biographical reports and 
supposedly earlier sources are exposed by source-critical research 
have failed. The fact that the majority of Schacht's critics have been 
Muslims probably contributed to the fact that their objections and 
attempts at refutation have met with little approval from the Schacht's 
adherents. That is the present state of affairs. The opinions are con
trary and irreconcilable. A solution to the dilemma has not yet 
emerged. As long as no one succeeds in finding juridical sources 
from, or biographical materials about,foqahii' or 'ulmnii' before 1201738 
whose genuinness is demonstrable, one will have either to content 
onself with the realization that on the basis of the available sources 

definite statements about the development of law and jurispru
,~.~ .. --- before 120 A.H. are possible, or to expose oneself to the accu

of uncritical use of the sources. 



CHAPTER TWO 

NEW SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF THE 
BEGINNINGS OF ISIAMIC JURISPRUDENCE 

The term mUJannqf designates a specific kind of If adzth work, namely, 
the collection of hadzths ordered in chapters by subject. AI-Bukharf's 
and Muslim's Jami"s are considered typical examples of this genre.! 
Thus, it is a \'Jidespread idea that mUJannqf works are as a rule col
lections of ~adzths of the Prophet. However, the earliest preserved 
works known under the title of MUfannaj, for example the MUJannqf 
of 'Abd al-Razzaq (d. 211/827) or that of Ibn abf Shayba (d. 2351 
849-50), show that mUJannqf works were not originally compilations 
limited to ~adiths in the narrower sense-that is, traditions of the 
Prophet. Rather, they contain reports of the statements and modes 
of behavior of all past generations, including the immediate teach
ers of the compilers. Traditions of the Prophet represent only part 
of the collected material. The earlier mUfannqf works can thus bet
ter be compared to the compilations of the second/eighth century 
such as the Muwatta' of Malik and the Athar of Abu Yusuf than with 
the classical Ifadith collections of the third/rlinth century. The lat
ter represent special forms of the mUfannqf type. 

Like the Muwatta' and the Athar, which have played a central role 
in the works about the emergence of Islamic jurisprudence, the ear
lier mU$allnqf works thus come under consideration as potential sources 
for the early history of Islamic law and Islamic jurisprudence. While 
the versions of the Muwa!fa' are limited primarily to the transmis
sion from Ma!ik and the Athar almost exclusively to that from Abu 
I;Ianffa, and thus contain Medinan and Kufan material respectively, 
the MUJannqf works of 'Abd al-Razzaq and Ibn abf Shayba are more 
proadly structured and are not confined to a single scholarly tradi
tion. Both works have been available in edited form only since the 

Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, pp. 231-234, 261. MacDonald, Development, 
79. Th. ''\T. Juynboll, "J:Iadfth," in: Encyclopaedia qf Islam, First Edition, vol. 2, 

Robson, "I:Iadi1h," in: Enryclopaedia if Islam, Second Edition, vol. 3, p. 24. 
Geschickte, vol. 1, p. 57; SiddIqi, lfadith Literature, p. 16. 
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seventies and ,vere not available, for instance, to Schacht. It is thus 
to be expected that through them the picture of the development of 
Islamic law in the second century, which until now has been strongly 
centered on Medina and Kufa, can be broadened, and that perhaps 
knowledge can be gained which will necessitate modifications of the 
depiction of the emergence of Islamic jurisprudence which is largely 
accepted in western Islamic studies.' 

The usefulness of the mu,annaj works as historical sources is, how
ever, dependent on the solution of a central problem, namely, whether 
the materials they contain can be dated and geographically located 
with reasonable certainty, or more precisely, whether and to what 
extent one can lend credence to the statements about their prove
nance in the chains of transmitters. The problem is as old as Jfadzth 
itself. The Muslim science of Jf adzth has engaged itself ,,~th it inten
sively since the close of the second/eighth century and set forth its 
results in the classical collections of Jf adith and the works on criti
cism of transmitters and transmission.3 For centuries, they were largely 
the object of consensus and, exceptions aside, were accepted at least 
in Sunnl circles. However, they have been placed generally in ques
tion by European scholars, especially by the work of Goldziher and 
Schacht, since the beginning of this century. Since then, the Hadith 
material as a whole-traditions of the Prophet, ,a~iiba, and tiibi'iin
has been subject to an all-encompassing suspicion of forgery, and 
they are consequently usable as historical sources only when the 
authenticity of their alleged origin is demonstrable or the forgery 
can be dated, unless one contents oneself mth a wholesale date of 
origin in the second/eighth or third/ninth century, depending on 
the date of origin of the collection that one is using. In his investi-

2 Both works have been used repeatedly since their appearance, for instance by: 
j. van Ess, Zwischen ljadi£ und Theologie (Berlin, 1975). Cook, Earty Muslim Dogma 
(Cambridge, 1981). M. Murau)ri, Ein altes Fragment medinensischer Jurisprudenz aus 
Qgirawan (Stuttgart, 1985). P. Crone, Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law (Cambridge, 
1987). The latter very explicidy indicates their importance for "pre.classical law" 
(see p. 47), as does Muranyi in Materialien ;:.ur malikitischen Rechtsliteratur (\'\Tiesbaden, 
1984), p. 26, note 59. M. J. Kister, in addition to Sezgin, was among the first who 
recognized the value of 'Abd al-Razzaq's Muyannqf and Ma'mar's Jiim{ He used 
them even before they were edited. Cf. his "!:laddithu 'an banI Isra'ila wa·la l~araja," 
Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972), pp. 215-239. 

3 Cf. Goldziher, Vorlesungen, p. 38 and the surveys of the literature in question in 
~iddiqi, lfadith Literature, Chaps. 4, 5, 7, 8; Azami, lfadith MetJwdology, Part 2. 
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gation of the origins of Islamic jurisprudence, Schacht expended a 
great deal of effort and ingenuity on the solution of these problems 
and employed a combination of internal criteria (of content) and 
external criteria (ha\@g to do with the isniid) in order to place indi
vidual traditions historically. Nevertheless, in examining his decisions 
about authenticity or forgery and his datings one is often unable to 
avoid the impression that a great deal of arbitrariness and uncer
tainty is in play, and that he does not apply his methods uniformly 
and consistently. Because of this, and because Schacht's ideas have 
met with broad acceptance in western Islamic studies, one cannot 
overlook his judgments on the worth of the mu,annaj works and the 
material contained in them. 

The follomng early works of the mu,annaj type were available to 
Schacht: The two Athiirs of Abu Yusuf and al-Shaybanl and the two 
Muwatta' versions of al-Shaybanl and YaJ:>ya ibn YaJ:>ya. In the case 
of the Athiir he assumes that the ascription of the material to Abu 
I:Ianifa is credible,4 but that even the latter's ovvn informants are 
not always the true authors or transmitters of the traditions pre
sented under their names, and that their citation of figures of the 
end of the first/seventh century is almost completely fictive.' The 
certainty mth which Schacht accepts Abu I;Ianlfa as the true source 
of the Athiir, for which he gives no detailed rationale, is surprising 
in view of his opinion, expressed in another context, that Abu Yusu[ 
and al-Shaybanl were in the habit of ascribing their own opinions 
to their teacher Abu I;Ianlfa, which according to him was a cus
tomary procedure.' Similarly, Schacht assumes that the materials 
indicated as originating mth Malik by al-Shaybanl and YaJ:>ya ibn 
Yalfya in their recensions of the Muwatta' were in fact received from 
him,7 although the two versions are inconsistent in a number of ways. 
On the other hand, in many cases he expresses doubts about the 
authenticity of the statement, of origin mth which Malik supplied 
his traditions,8 and rejects the ascription of texts to the so-called 

4, ,This em~rges from Schacht's use of the Athiir, cf. Origins, Part II, Ch. 2 and 
pasSim and Id., "Abu !:lanifa," in: E11f::l!clohaedia 01' Islam, Second Edition voL 1 

123. '~J Y !J " 

Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 238. 
Ibid. 

Schacht, "Malik," in: Encyclopaedia qf Islam, First Edition, voL 3, pp. 205-209. 
Schacht, Origins, pp. 163 If, 176 ff. 
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"seven lawyers of Medina" as largely unhistorical. Even if he does 
not expliddy place Abu J::IanIfa and Malik under suspicion of forgery, 
he does insinuate that they at least presented as direcdy received 
traditions which they did not have direcdy from the indicated author
ities, and that they either did not know that the texts they indirecdy 
adopted were forgeries or knowingly passed on fictive traditions. Both 
premises are so weighty that they require independent proofs, that 
is, ones which do not depend on his theories. Schacht does not sup
ply these. He does not even provide plausible reasons for the assump
tion that, for example, Abu Yusuf's reference to Abu J::Ianlfa is 
reliable, that of Abu J::Ianlfa to J::Iammad not necessarily so, and that 
of J::Iammad to Ibrahim al-Nakha'l only rarely credible9 

It does not seem advisable to adopt such a procedure, which rests 
on unfounded and unproven presuppositions, for the analysis of the 
newly accessible sources. It presents itself as an alternative to inves
tigate the mu,annqf works from the point of view of their history of 
transmission and to seek concrete evidence of falsification of the 
information about sources, thus not asserting it a pl'imi but-when 
possible-proving it. In order to test the practicability of this pro
cedure, I have preferred the M~annqf of 'Abd al-Razzaq as exper
imental material for tVI10 reasons, among others: It is the earlier of 
the newly accessible mu~annaf works, and its structure of transmission 
is at first glance more homogeneous than that of Ibn abl Shayba. 

A. 'ABD AL-RAzZAQ.'S MU$ANNAF-THE WORK AND ITs SOURCES 

1. The Edition 

The M~amwJ of 'Abd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam al-San'am (d. 211/827) 
has been available since 1972 in an eleven-volume edition prepared 
by J::Iablb al-Ral;1man al-A ':::aml and published by al-Majlis al-'lIml, 
Beirut. It is unfortunate that an introduction to the manuscripts used 
and the principles of editing is lacking. One was planned as an inde-

9 He only gives reasons why particular texts from them are inauthentic, for 
instance: "express secondary stages in the development of the Iraqian doctrines," 
among other things (cf. p. 235); but the criterion he is applying is based on a 
fictitious legal development constructed with the exclusion of early material. 
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pendent publication, but never saw the light of daylO From remarks 
of the editor and some illustrations of manuscripts used, it is possi
ble roughly to reconstruct the manuscript basis: 

l. The manuscript Murad Mulla (Istanbul) is the basic text1l It 
consists of five sections and is-by al-A(?amf's estimation-complete, 
aside from small losses at the beginning of the first and fifth sec
tions. I2 This judgement can only apply to the part of the text cov
ered by this manuscript, because the end of the work is ntissing. 
This manuscript dates from the year 747/1346-7 n It represents the 
basis for volumes one through ten, page 145 of the edition. 

2. For the rest, the manuscript Faye) Allah Efendf (Istanbul), from 
the year 606/1209-10, was used. I4 

Al-A':::aml consulted three other fractional texts for comparative 
purposes: 

3. A manuscript of the :(':ahiriyya (Damascus) from the seventh 
century. It begins on page 15 of vol. I and ends on page 5715 

4. A manuscript from al-Maktab al-Islaml (Damascus). It begins on 
page 353 of vol. 3 and ends in vol. 4, approximately on page 406. '6 

5. A manuscript from J::Iaydarabad which comprises the text from 
vol. 9, page 271 to voL 11, approximately page 23.17 

The work as a whole consists of 33 "books" (kutub), which are 
subdivided into chapters (abwab) and provided with headings. They 
do not all originate from the same transmission; rather, five different 
riwiiyas are to be observed: these are found at the beginning of the 
kitab in 22 books, in four books they are repeated once or several 

10 <Abd al-Razzaq, al-A1u:mnnqf-abbreviated below to AlvI-, vol. I, p. 4. I used 
the first edition. A second edition has been published in 1983. 

II Cf. Sezgin, Geschichte, vol. 1, p. 99. 
12 Al\1 1, p. 1. There are photographs of a few pages of the manuscript on pp. 

[15], [17], [21], [22]. 
13 See AM 10, p. 145. 
14 See AM 10, p. 126 (note); vol. 11, p. 471. On this cf. Sezgin, Geschichte, pp. 

99, 291. 
15 Cf. Sezgin, Geschichte, p. 99 (here identified as a separate Kiwb al-~'aliit, this 

should probably be corrected). 
16 See th: photographs of the first folio in AM 1, pp. [19], [20]. The beginning 

apprmamate end of the manuscript can be inferred from the references in the 

Sezgin lists further, later manuscripts, Geschichte, p. 99; he is lacking the PNO 

named, however, about which no more precise information can be derived from 
edition. 
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times at the beginnings of chapters, and eleven books have no explicit 
riwiiya before 'Abd al-Razzaq. In general, this probably means that 
tbat of the preceding text is still applicable. In three cases, however, 
the heading of tbe book is also missing, which could be tbe result 
of the loss of a folio. In one case tbe riwiiya changes without indi
cation as a result of this. IS 

1. Riwiiya A: 19 Abu Sa 'fd AJ.>mad ibn Mul:Iammad ibn Ziyad ibn 
Bishr al-A'rabf al-Ba§rf-Abil Ya'qub Isl:Iaq ibn Ibrahfm ibn 'Abbad 
al-Dabarf-'Abd al-Razzaq. From this tradition come tbe first four
teen books, that is, vols. 1-5 of the edition, book 16 (al-nikii~) and 
17 (al-ta1iiq), that is, two thirds of vol. 6 and all of vol. 7, and books 
27 (al-ashriba) to 29 (al-luqta) in vols. 9 and 10.20 It ends witb the 
manuscript Murad Mulla. 

2. Riwaya B: Abul-I.lasan 'Alf ibn AJ.>mad al-I§bahanf in Mecca
Mul:Iammad ibn al-I.lasan ibn Ibrahfm ibn Hisham al-Tusf
Mul:Iammad ibn 'Alf al-Najjar-'Abd al-Razzaq. It is found in only 
three books of the manuscript Murad Mulla: in book 15 (ahl al-kitiib), 
tbat is, at the beginning of vol. 6, in book 18 (al-buyu') and prob
ably also the immediately following kitiib al-shahadat with which vol. 
8 starts. This tradition is externally distinguished from the first in 
tbat it much more regularly introduces 'Abd al-Razzaq witb "akhbarana." 

3. Riwiiya C: Abu l-Qasim 'Abd al-A'la ibn Mul:Iammad ibn al
I.lasan ibn 'Abd al-A'la al-Busf, qar/f in $an 'a'-Abu Ya 'qub Isl:Iaq 
ibn Ibrahfm ibn 'Abbad al-Dabarf-'Abd al-Razzaq. It begins in 
vol. 8 witb tbe twentieth book (al-mukiitab) and probably extends to 
the end of the kitab al-mudabbar in vol. 9. This is not completely cer
tain, because in these books the riwaya is either missing or reduced 
to the last link (al-Dabarf). This could also indicate riwaya A, which 
is externally hardly different from C. 

These three riwiiyas are limited to the manuscript Murad Mulla, 
and the next two to the manuscript Fay<;l Allah Efendf. 

4. Riwaya D: [Abu 'Umar] AJ.>mad ibn Khalid [ibn Yazfd al
QUr\Ubf]-Abu Ya'qub Isl:Iaq ibn Ibrahfm al-Dabarf-'Abd al-Razzaq. 

18 A1vf 10, p. 146. 
19 The sigla for the liwayas are mine. 
20 In vol. 9, p. 271 one should probably read Abu Sa'rd .Al).mad ibn Mu1:tammad 

instead of '''Abd al-Razzaq AlJ-mad ibn I\1ul).ammad." 
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This manuscript probably begins witb it (vol. 10, p. 146). Since the 
beginning of tbe thirtieth book is missing along witb its heading, one 
can conclude this only from the outer form, which corresponds to 
that of the following book (aljarii'U/.). There, and in the last (33rd) 
book, the kitiib aljami', the riwilya is specified. It generally introduces 
the individual traditions ,,~th "akhbaranil 'Abd al-Razzaq," and is 
differentiated by this from tbe following riwaya. 

5. Riwiiya E: Abu 'Umar AJ.>mad ibn Khalid [ibn Yazfd al
Qurtubf]-Abu Mul:Iammad 'Ubayd ibn Mul:Iammad al-Kashwarf
Mul:Iammad ibn Yusuf al-I.ludhaqf-'Abd al-Razzaq. It is limited to 
the kitab ahl al-kitabayn and the w~ilyii cited in its appendix, and is 
externally to be distinguished from all of the other riwayas in that 
'Abd al-Razzaq is not named before each individual tradition. 

The riwayas A, C and D run through Isl:Iaq ibn Ibrahfm al-Dabarf. 
Thus, 29 of the 33 books of tbe M~annqf derive from his tradition, 
that is, the greater part (90%) of tbe text available in the edition. 

The existence of different strands of transmission in one and tbe 
same manuscript indicates that the textual stock it presents is a col
lection of parts of tbe work. This implies tbat we cannot be sure 
whether tbe work is really complete and tbe order of all tbe books 
really original. The collectors who put together the existing recen
sions between tbe second half of the fourtb/tenth century and tbe 
beginning of the seventh/thirteenth or tbe eightblfourteenth century 
do not seem to have had at their disposal a complete version in a 
single riwaya. This also makes it difficult, if not impossible, to deter
mine with certainty whether all the "books" contained in the edi
tion were originally part of tbe M~annqf. This question presents itself 
not only in tbe case of the last book, the kitab aI1ami', which tbe 
editor characterizes as a work of Ma'mar ibn Rashid transmitted by 
'Abd al-Razzaq, 21 but also in tbe case of the kitiib al-maghiiZz, which 
also contains primarily texts of Ma'mar." However, botb books con
tain not exclusively traditions of Ma'mar, but also-if in smaller 

21 See the tide page of vol. 1. On al-Jiim{ of Ma<mar c( Sezgin, "Hadis musan~ 
nefatmm mebdei" and id., Geschichte, vol. 1, p. 291. 

22 o~ ~e Kitiib al-Maghii;:.f of Ma<mar cf. op. cit. Possibly <Abd al-Razzaq's /"''itiib 
~l-,,!agllii.;:'f IS on1~ an ~xce:pt from .. this work. Cf. M. Jarrar, Die Prophetenbiographie 
un 1Slam1SCken Spanten. Ein &trag ;:.ur UberlieJemngs- und Redaktiomgeschichte (Frankfurt/Bern 
1989), p. 29. 
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numbers-ones which 'Abd al-Razzaq purports to have from others. 
Thus, it is possible that 'Abd al-Razzaq or his students already 
regarded them as part of his tradition work. This, in any case, is 
the view of the earliest manuscript (Fay<;l Allah Efendi), which closes 
tbe kitiib aljiimi' witb tbe comment: TamJ1Ul kitiibu l:jiimi' [ ... ] wa bi
tamiimihi tamma jamfu kitiibi l-musannafi Ii-aM Bam 'Abd al-RaZZiiq ibn 
Hammiim ibn Niifi' al-San'anf al-ramiinf [ ... ] (['Vitb this] closes tbe 
kitiib aljiimi', and witb its completion the entire Kitiib al-Mueannaf of 
'Abd al-Razzaq, and so fortb, is complete).23 This does not exclude 
tbe possibility that the Kitiib al-Jiimi' of Ma'mar is contained virtu
ally in toto in the section of 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mueannaf of the same 

name. 

2. The Sources if the Work 

Even in a fleeting overview of the work, it is conspicuous that most 
of its books (kutub) contain materials which are supposed to derive 
largely from three people: Ma'mar, Ibn Jurayj and al-Thawr!. 
Exceptions to this rule are the books al-maghiiZf and aljiimi', which 
contain primarily texts of Ma'mar, and tbe kitiib al-buyu', which has 
only very few traditions of Ibn Jurayj. On tbe basis of a repre
sentative spot check of 3810 individual traditions-or 21 % of the 
relevant parts of the entire work24-the supposed Ol~gin of 'Abd 
al-Razzaq's texts appears, more precisely, as follows: about 32% are 
from Ma'mar, 29% from IbnJurayj and 22% from al-Thawn. Tradi
tions from Ibn 'Uyayna follow at a wide remove (4%). The remain
ing 13% are distributed over 90 names, to which only 1 % or less 
are attributed; among them are found other famous legal scholars 
of tbe second! eighth century, such as Abu I:Ianifa (0.7%) and Malik 
(0.6%). 

Let us assume for the moment that 'Abd al-Razzaq's statements 
of origins are correct. Then tbe work is compiled from three major 
sources. Each of the three major sources contributed several thou
sand individual traditions. This enormous volume makes it natural 
to suppose that they are either originally independent works, or parts 

" AJvJ: 11, p. 471. 
21 The three "atypical" books have been excluded. 
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thereof, or the content of the instruction of these tbree figures, who 
in terms of age could have been his teachers, recorded in ,vriting 
by 'Abd al-Razzaq. On the otber hand, the possibility that 'Abd al
Razzaq fabricated his statements of origin in general is not to be 
precluded. The question which of tbe two hypotbeses is more prob
able can, without recourse to external-for instance, biographical or 
bibliographical---;;ources, most readily be answered on the basis of 
the four more voluminous complexes of tradition. Assuming that 
'Abd al-Razzaq arbitrarily attributed them to tbe four people named
Ma'mar, Ibn Jurayj, al-Thawri and Ibn 'Uyayna-, tbey ought to 
be similar in their structure of transmission. To make a comparison 
possible, it suffices to quantify tbe statements of origin of the four 
sources and assemble them into profiles. 

1. The Ma'mar source consists 28% of materials from al-Zuhri 
and 25% of materials from Qatada. II % goes under the name 
Ayyub, just over 6% is anonymous, and 5% comes from Ibn Tawils. 
Ma'mar's own statements make up only 1%. The remainder (24%) 
is distributed among 77 names.2\ 

2. The IbnJurayj source consists 39% of material from 'Ala', 8% 
is anonymous, 7% is allotted to 'Amr ibn D,nar, 6% to Ibn Shihab 
[al-ZuhrI], and 5% to Ibn Tawus. Ibn Jurayj's own material comes 
to I %. The remainder (34%) is divided among 103 persons. 

3. In the case of tbe al-Thawri source, his own statements dom
inate with over 19%; tbere follow, at some distance, the material of 
Man~ur (7%) and of Jabir (6%); 3% of tbe texts are anonymous, 
and the remaining 65% is distributed among 161 sources. 

4. The Ibn 'Uyayna source contains 23% traditions of 'Amr ibn 
Dinar; 9% are allotted to Ibn abi N ajll,t, 8% to Yal,tya ibn Sa'Id, 
6% to Isma'jJ ibn abi Khalid, 3-4% are anonymous, and the remain
ing 50% represent 37 persons. His O'wn opinion is not present. 

Arranged in a table, the results appear as follows: 

25 The calculations are based on the sampling given on pp. 58, 74 and 78, 
note 13. 
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Sources: Ma'mar Ibn Jurayj al-Thawrl Ibn 'Uyayna 'Abd al-Razzaq 

Number if 
mmn 
infolmants: 2 1 0 1 3 

Shares qf 
the main 
iliformants: 28/25% 39% - 23% 32/29/22% 

Number qf 
less frequent 
informants: 3 3 2 3 1 

Shares qf 
less frequent 
informants: 1116/5% 7/6/5% 7/6% 9/8/6% 4% 

Number if 
rarer 
infolmants:26 77 103 161 37 90 

Residual 
shares qf 
rarer 
infonnants: 24% 34% 65% 50% 13% 

Personal 
material: 1% 1% 19% 0% 0.03% 

Anoll)'mous 
materiaL" 6% 8% 3% 3-4% 0.5% 

Plumber if 
traditions per 
infomwne-7 17 10.4 5.6 4.7 40.5 

These profiles show that each source has a completely individual 
face. It is unlikely that a forger ordering materials and equipping 
them with false labels would create units so strongly differentiated 
from each other. At the same time, it is to be noted that the profiles 
only represent very rough outlines and that the differences are rein-

26 These numbers are limited to the sampling; the others are representative of 
the work as a whole. 

27 This is the quotient from the total number of traditions and the number of 
transmitters. 
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forced as Olie goes into greater detail, for instance, inquiring into 
the geographical affiliations of the sources or the formal character
istics of the texts. Thus, analysis of the structure of transmission of 
the Mw;annaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq and his main sources leads to the 
conclusion that we are more probably dealing with real sources than 
with fictions of 'Abd al-Razzaq's. 

Some further formal characteristics which are conspicuous in 'Abd 
al-Razzaq's presentation of the traditions point in the same direc
tion," for instance, the fact that 'Abd al-Razzaq occasionally expresses 
his uncertainty about the exact origin of a tradition. An example: 

'Abd al-Razzaq from al-ThawrI from IVlughfra or someone else-Abu 
Bakr [i.e., 'Abd al-Razzaq] was unsure about it-from Ibrahfm, who 
said: ... 29 

In the case of a notorious forger such doubts are scarcely to be 
expected, because they would compromise his actual aim, the feign
ing of certain and unbroken transmission. 

'Abd al-Razzaq claims to have received thousands of texts directly 
from Ibn Jurayj, al-Tha'A'fl and Ma'mar. This could be a fabrication. 
However, the fact that, for instance, isniids such as 'Abd al-Razzaq
al-Thawrl-IbnJurayj ... ,30 or-more rarely-'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn 
Jurayj-al-Thawr131 or 'Abd al-Razzaq-al-Thawrl-Ma'mar .. 32 

appear, and thus that indirect transmission from his main informants 
also occurs, is an indicator that 'Abd al-Razzaq's statements about 
origins are not arbitrarily chosen but really designate the sources 
from which the relevant traditions derive. This fact is just as unrec
oncilable 'A~th the forgery theory as 'Abd al-Razzaq's transmitting 
anonymous reports from people for whom he otherwise names one 
of his main sources, for instance, 'Abd al-Razzaq from a Medinan 
scholar (shaykh), who said: I heard Ibn Shihab report from ... , or 
'Abd al-Razzaq from someone (rqjul) from I.Iammad from ... 33 In 

28 I use the term "tradition," in addition to its common meaning, as a synonym 
for I;.adith, athar or Mabar. 

29 Al\.1 6: 11825 (The number before the colon indicates the volume; the mUll-

ber after it is always the number of the text). 
'" Cf. AM 6: 11682; 7: 12631, 13020, 13607. 
" C[ AM 6: 10984. 
" C[ AM 6: 10798. 
" C£ AM 7: 12795, 13622. 
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general, he has traditions of Ibn Shihab from Ibn Juraxi or Ma'mar 
and texts of I;!ammad from al-ThawrI or Ma'mar. 

The resnIts obtained from within the work find confirmation through 
reports of biographical character contained in various later works. 
Separate evaluation of these sources is advisable for methodological 
reasons, because the authenticity of the biographical traditions is no 
less controversial than that of the Jj adith and the early legal traditions. 

B. THE AUTHOR AND H,s WORK IN THE LIGHT OF THE 

BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES 

According to the biographical literature, his full name is Abu Bah 
'Abd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam ibn Nafi'.34 As nisbas we find: al
San'anI," al-YamanI36 and al-I;!imyan.37 The last should indicate 
that he was a maw/a of the I;!imyar.38 Born in the year 1261744,39 
he grew up in Yemen and studied there, but also undertook busi
ness trips to Syria which surely led him through Mecca and Medina, 
where he used the opportunity to meet with the scholars there." 
Later he lived and taught in Yemen and died there at the age of 
85 years'1 in the middle of the month of Shawwal of the year 
211/827.42 

34 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 399. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 289. al
Bukharf, Ta'ifkh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. Ibn abI Ijatim, Jar&, vol. 3, p. 38. Ibn 'Asakir, 
Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, p. 160. Ibn Khallikan, J1!qfoyiit, vol. 2, p. 371. Ibn al-NadIm, Fihrist, 
p. 318. al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. rd., MU:/in, vol. 2, p. 126. al-~afadf, 
Nakl, p. 191. Ibn I:iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 6, p. 310. (For the complete bibliographical 
information, see bibliography.) 

35 Ibn abI Babm, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 38 and the literature following Ibn abI l:!atim 
in the preceding note. 

36 al-BukharI, Tdrfkh, ·vol. 3/2, p. 130. Ibn 'Asakir, Ta~rfldz, vol. 36, pp. 164, 165. 
37 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rfldz, vol. 36, p. 160. al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, voL 1, p. 364. Id., 

Mfzan, vol. 2, p. 126. al-~afadf, .Nak!, p. 191. Ibn ~ajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 310. 
38 See note 34 and Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, pp. 164, 166. 
39 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rfldz, vol. 36, p. 163. Ibn Khallikan, vVqfqvtit, vol. 2, p. 371-

al-Dhahabf, Mfzan, voL 2, p. 126. al-~afadf, Nakt, p. 191. Ibn ~ajar, Tahdlzfb, vol. 6, 
p. 314. 

40 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, pp. 160, 162, 178. al-Dhahabr, Tadhkira, vol. 1, 
p. 364. al-~afadf, Nakt, p. 19l. 

41 al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. Less precisely: Ibn al-'Imad, Shadharat,' 
vol. 2, p. 27. 

42 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat, vol. 5, p. 399. al-Bukharf, Ta'1ikh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. Ibn 
'Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, p. 192. Ibn Khallikan, wqfqyat, vol. 2, p. 371. Ibn al
Nadlm, Fihrist, p. 318. al-Dhahabf, TarlJzl-ira, vol. I, p. 364. rd., Mfzan, vol. 2, 
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'Abd al-Razzaq's most important teacher was Ma'mar ibn Rashid 
who originated from Basra but had settled in Yemen 13 A di' hi . ccor ng 
to S140wn stateme~ts, h~ studied VIlith him for seven, eight or nine 
years. On the baSIS of his age, this must have been in the last years 
of the life of Ma'mar who died in 153/770 45 H h' d 46' . e was present at 

IS. eath; presumably at that time he was still his student. The 
begmmng of his studies with Ma'mar is thus to be dated approxi
mately In hIS twenTIeth year. 47 Earlier, however, he seems to have 
taken advantage 0:8 a visit of the Meccan Ibn Juraxi in Yemen to 
attend h:s lectures. ~c,cording to the statement of an older class
mate of Abd al-Razzaq s, the later muFt'i and qad'i of San'-' H· h-
·b Y- f (d - v'. . a IS am 
I n .~su. . 19;/812-3),49 he was then 18 years old,so that is, Ibn 
.luraY] s tnp to Yemen would have to have taken place in the year 
1441761-2. That I.S qUlte possible, since Ibn Juraxi's journeys in the 
last years of his life-he died in 1501767-are documented else
:vhere as 5~ell, a_nd his presence is indicated in Basra in the follow
:~~Jear. Su_fY~n al-ThawrI (d. 1611777-8) also numbers among 

al-Razzaq s more slgmficant teachers:" He made a stay in 
Yemen m the year 1491766,53 and 'Abd al-Razzaq probably obtained 

~ ,:29:dlb~,~,athfr, Bidiiya, vol. 9, p. 265. Ibn Haja" TaMhfb vol. 6 p 314 Ibn 
- rna , 01lwmarat, vol. 2, p. 27. ' ,. . 

.43 ?£ Ibn ~a~d, Tabaqtit, vol. 5, p. 397. al-Bukhari, Ta'rfklt, vol. 4, 378 Ibn 
Iji~b~~ Ma:.hah:r~ no. 1543. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdh.fb, vol. 10, p. 243; voL [. p 3'11 
Ibn 'AS~~l ~~IJ._7:h }arb, vol. 3, p. 38 (source: Mul,:tammad ibn Aban' al-·Balkhi). 
Tadhk"' , art, voL 36, p. 167 (source: Al}.mad ibn Hanbal). al-Dhahabr 
of 'D:~rjoL I, p. 364. Id., MrZtill, vol. 2, p. 126 (Ma'mar should be read instead 

15 Variants: 152, 154. 

hi:;l~). Sa'd, Tabaqtit, vol. 5, p. 397 (source: Ibn 'Dyayna from 'Abd aI-Razzaq 

17 This is probably what is referred to by al-Dhahabf's statement Mf - I 2 
p. 126, that he de~lOted. himself to the study of Tradition (talaba l-"ilm) ~~n,~~. ~ 
of 20._ On the relatIOnship benveen 'Abd al-Razzaq and Ma'mar c( al Ib H ~ 
T~'fhzb, voL 6, pp. 311, 312, 313. . so n. ajar, 

Cf. also Ibn abf Hatim T.aqdima pp 52 f AI lb H· 
pp. 311, 312. ., ". so n. ajar, Tahdh.fb, vol. 6, 

19 a hi 
5(1 n, ~ ~( al-.J?hahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 346. 
c, SIbn AsakIr, Ta nkh, voL 36, p. 167. al-Dhahabi Mfztin vol 2 p 
~ ee below, p. 282. ' ,.,. 127. 

D~~~b~uk~ari,. Td.rfkh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. Ibn abi ~atim, }arb, vol. 3, p. 39. al-
53 C( 'I~;d~:~, ~~b I,y. 364. Id., Mfztin, .vol. 2, p. 128. al-~afadf, Nakt, p. 191. 

'U an' ,.:.; aq~~ voL 5, p. 365 (bIOgraphy of Ibn 'Uyayna; source: Ibn 
ibn_~ ~n akA) s~i>hTa nM:' vol. 36, pp. 167, 168 (sources: 'Abd al-Razzaq, Zayd 
T- u ar . - ahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1 p 346 (bio h f H' h- 'b 

\usuf; source: Ibrahim ibn Musa). Ibn !:Iajar,' T;hdhfb, voL~~~;' ~11, ~I~ 1 n 
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the bulk of the material transmitted from him on this occasion. The 
same is true of SufYan ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/813-4), who visited 
Yemen in the years 1501767 and 1521769" and is named in the 
biographical literature as a teacher of 'Abd al-Razzaq." That at this 
time he was already studying with Ibn 'Uyayna can be inferred from 
a remark of 'Abd al-Razzaq's that he presented a hadfth of Ibn 
'Uyayna to Ma 'mar. 55 Furthermore, it is not impossible that 'Abd 
al-Razzaq repeatedly contacted the Meccans Ibn Jurayj and Ibn 
'Uyayna, as well as the Kufan al-ThawrI, who spent most of the 
years 1551772-1601777 in Mecca,57 on the occasion of the ~a:jj. A,ide 
from the people named, further names of informants are listed in 
the biographical works, among them 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Umar, al
Awza'I and Malik, to name only the better known. 58 Most can also 
be documented as such in the Mu,annaj. Thus, the statements of the 
biographical literature about 'Abd al-Razzaq's teachers to a large 
extent correspond to the information which can be gained from his 
work itself about his more significant sources. Since, as far as I can 
tell, a direct dependence of the biographical reports on the work of 
'Abd al-Razzaq-in the form of their being extracted from it-is 
not to be observed, they may be regarded as an independent 
confirmation of the conclusions drawn from the work itself 

'Abd al-Razzaq achieved such fame as a scholar in the last quar
ter of the second/eighth century that he attracted students from all 
corners of the Islamic oikoumene. Among them were the Iraqis AJ:tmad 
ibn I:Ianbal and Yal.lYa ibn Ma'In, two of the outstanding 'ulama' of 
the first half of the third/ninth century, who studied with him for 
a year before the turn of the century.59 Also found among the numer
ous students of 'Abd al-Razzaq is the name IsJ.taq ibn IbrahIm al-

5+ Ibn Sacd, as in note 53. 
55 Ibn Khallikan, Wqfa)'at, voL 2, pp. 129, 371. a1-~afadl, }/Gkt, p. 19l. Ibn I:Iajar, 

Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 311. 
5G Ibn abr I:Iatim, Taqdima, p. 52 (Source: AJ:tmad ibn Man~iir al-Ramadi, d. 265/ 

878-9, a student of 'Abd al-Razzaq. On him cf al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 2, pp. 
364, 564 £ a1-~afadI, Naja, p. 191). 

57 Cf. al-Baghdadi, Ta'rfkh, vol. 9, pp. 71, 153, 159 £ 
S8 Ibn ab! I:Ia'(im, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 38. Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, p. 160, 165: 

Ibn Khallikan, vVqfqylit, vol. 2, p. 371. al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. Id., 
M'iziin, vol. 2, pp. 126, 128. al-~afadf, ]{akt, p. 191. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdh'ib, vol. 6, 
p. 311. 

59 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, vol. 36, pp. 174, 176. Ibn Khallikan, Jtllqfqyiil, vol. 2, 
p. 371. a1-DhahabI, Mfzan, vol. 2, pp. 126, 127, 128. al-~afadI, Nakt, p. 192. Ibn 
I:Iajar, Tabdhfb, voL 6, pp. 311, 312, 313. Ibn al-'Imad, Shadha,-at, voL 2, p. 27. 
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DabarI,60 from whom a large part of the version of the Mueannaf 
\vhich has come down to us derives. 

'Abd al-Razzaq's reputation rested above all on his book or books. 
The earliest references to them derive from his students Ibn Ma'In 
(d. 233/847) and Ibn I:Ianbal (d. 24l!855-6) and their student al
Bukharl (d. 256/870)61 From them it can be inferred only that the 
books came into being before the turn of the century and that, 
among other things, they contained /:zadzths, but the references pro
vide neither a tide nor any details about their structure. Ibn al
Narum (d. 385/995) mentions a Kitab al-Sanan ji- ljiqh and a Kitiib 
al-MaghiiZz by him.52 The designation "sunan book" leads one to 
assume that it was a work of the mu,annqf type. This is also implied 
by a number of characterisations of his work from the fourth/tenth 
century and later: Ibn 'Adl (d. 365/975-6) remarks of 'Abd al
Razzaq that he possessed ,¥niif and a voluminous Hadfth. Ibn Hibban 
(d. 354/965) numbers him among those who gathered (jama;a) and 
ordered thematically (eannafo).63 Al-Khushanl(d. 37l!981-2) speaks of 
a "Kitab 'Abd al-Razzaq fi khtilaJ al-nas fi ljiqh."61 Ibn Khayr (d. 575/ 
1179-80) knows the Mueannafby 'Abd al-Razzaq in different nwayas 
and mentions a kitab al-maghaZf and a kitab aljami' as parts of it. 65 

Al-Dhahabr (d. 748/1347-8) writes: "$annafa al-Jami' al-kabfr" (he 
composed the Jami' al-kobzr arranged according to subject areas),66 
and in another place, "He was the author of al-T '¥anif."67 al-~afadr 
(d. 764/l363) has: "$annqfa l-Tqfsfr wa-l-Sunan."68 This last indicates 
the existence of a T qfsfr transmitted from him.69 Ibn Kathlr (d. 7741 
1372-3) mentions him as the author of the Mu,annaf and of the 

~o Jbn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, vol. 36, p. 161. al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. Id., 
Mizan, v_ol. 2, p. ~28. al-t;;afadi, }/akt, p. 191 (al-Dayri should be corrected to 
al-~aban). Ibn !:IaJ_ar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 311. On him see below, pp. 68 f. 

,cr ~-Dhahabl, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 127. al-Bukhari, Ta'rikh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. 
Ibn Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, pp. 164, 181, 183. 

62 Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 318. 
63 Ibn !:Iajar, Tahdh'ib, vol. 6, pp. 313, 314. 
61 _C~. M. IvIuranyi, "Das -!?tiib. Mu:nad ftadfl Millik ibn Anas ,:'on Isma'll b. Is1.laq 

al-QaQ.l (l99/815-282/895), Zettschrifl del' Deutscllen Morgenliind7Schen Gesellschqft 138 
(1988), p. 134. 

65 Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, pp. 127-130, 236. lowe this reference to Maribel Fierro. 
66 al-Dhahabr, Mtziin, vol. 2, p. 126. 
57 Id., Tadhkim, voL 1, p. 367. 
M al-~afadf, Nakt, p. 192. 
69 The T qfSf~ has b~en edited recently several times: al-Riyaq., 1989; Beirut, 1991 

~nd 1999. It IS partially preserved in al-Tabari's Jami'. Cf. Horst, "Zur Uber
lieferung," pp. 295, 297. Sezgin, Geschichte, voL 1, p. 99. 
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Musnad,70 al-:;lafadl and Ibn al-'Imad (d. 1089/1687) as the composer 
of the Mu,annafiit.71 It is to be assumed that the Kitiib al-sunan.fi 
l:fiqh, the Jami' al-kabfr, the T aeiinif, the Mueannaf and the Mu,annafat 
are one and the same work, of which d,e present edition of the 
manuscripts entided al-Mu,annaf represents a recension.72 Possibly all 
of these tides do not derive from the author himself, but designate 
the genre.73 

However, 'Abd al-Razzaq was already controversial in his lifetime. 
Several reasons for this can be discerned: 1. Inaccuracies in his oral 
transmission. It is true that it is emphasized by his students that he 
knew the fjadfth of Ma'mar by heart and was better versed in this 
area than other students of Macmar,74 that his transmission from Ibn 
Jurayj was more reliable than that of others," and that the mate
rial of his book consisted exclusively of direct, "heard" traditions," 
but Ya\.lya ibn Ma ',n and A\.lmad ibn I:Ianbal were able to observe 

" Ibn Kathir, Eidilya, vol. 9, p. 265. al-Dabbagh (d. 696/1297) also has "Musarmaf" 
in Ma'alim al-i:miin, according to Muranyi, "Das Kitiib Musnad badfl Miilik," p. 134. 

71 al-SafadI, W4fi, vol. 6, p. 394. Ibn al-'Imad, Shadhariit, vol. 2, p. 27. 
72 I:Ia1r Khalrfa asserts the identity of 'Abd al-Razzaq's M~annaJ and his Jam{ 

.ft I-hadith, c[ Kashf, vol. 2, col. 1712 (ef. vol. 1, col. 576). . .. . . 
73 It would be wrong, however, to conclude, as G. R. Hawtmg dId m his reVIew 

in Bulletin qf the School qf Oriental and Afiican Studies 59 (1996), p. 142, that early schol
ars did not associate a work called al-MuJannqfv.~th 'Abd al-Razzaq simply because 
the title "al-AIu;annif' appears only late in Islamic biogTaphical literature. <Abd al
Razzaq's MUJannafwas knovvn by this title to Ibn Mufarrij (d. 380/990-1), i.e. in 
the fourth/tenth century al-Andalus (cf. Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa (Saragossa, 1894), pp. 
128-130), and-obviously independently from that transmission-:-to Ibn abf Zayd 
al-Qayrawanf (d. 386/996) (cf. M. Muranyi, Beitriige zur GesChlcht~ der lfadft.- und 
Rechtsgelehrsamkeit der MiililiJ'Ya in Nordafoka bis zum 5. lh. d. H. (\V"lesbaden, 1997), 
p. 256). Muranyi also mentions (p. 206) that al-Dabarf's transmission had already 
been brought to Qayrawan a generation earlier by Ibn abf I-Man~ur (d. 337/948) 
under the title Kitiib <.Abd ai-RaZZ.iiq fl khtiliif ai-niis fll-jiqh. The fact that the work 
was transmitted with different titles almost from the beginning does not necessar
ily mean that the work achieved its literary stabilization only much later, as Ha~vting 
suggests (op. cit, p. 143). If the work is not ~n aut?0red book b~t-as. I thmk
the transcription of 'Abd al-Razzaq's lectures m which he transrrntted his themat
ically arranged collections of legally relevant traditions, it is easily understanda?le 
that the \",hole had no title given to it by <Abd al-Razzaq himself. The lack of utle 
does not mean, however, that there was no work by him at all or that it v.:as very 
different from that presented in the manuscripts vvritten in the seventh/thIrteenth . 
and eighthlfourteenth centuries. 

74 al-Dhahabf, Tadhf..-ira, voL 1, p. 364. Id., Mfziin, voL 2, p. 127 (source: Al)mad 
ibn I:1anbal). Ibn abf I:1atim, Jarll, vol. 3, p. 38 (source: Yal;ya ibn Ma'In), 39 
(source: Abu Zur'a). Ibn J:Iajar, Tahdhrb, voL 6, p. 31~. _ 

75 al-DhahabI, MTziin, vol. 2, p. 127 (source: Al.unad Ibn J:Ianbal). al-$afadI, NaId, 
p. 191. Ibn I:Iajar, TahdllTb, vol. 6, p. 312. 

76 Op. cit. (source: Yal).ya ibn Ma'fn). 
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that he made mistakes when he was not reading from his written 
texts.77 It was also reported of him that he once let himself be pre
vailed upon to read aloud hadiths written by others that were unknown 
to him, which was regarded as passing on materials One had not 
heard oneself and was strongly condemned by the critical scholars. 78 

Because of this, Yal.Iya refused to write down traditions from 'Abd 
al-Razzaq which were not recorded in his "book."79 A1-Bukharl fol
lowed him in this, and considered as "{a/:t7J:t" only the traditions con
tained "in his book."oO 2. In the last years of his life 'Abd al-Razzaq 
lost his eyesightS! and could not himself check against the original 
the copies of his book presented to him, but depended in cases of 
doubt on the versions of the students whom he knew to be parti
cularly accurate,82 a procedure which he had perhaps also practiced 
before becoming blind. Furthermore, he is supposed to have dic
tated texts from memory. Because of this, A\.lmad ibn I:Ianbal deemed 
the traditions of people who studied with him in this period to be 
¢a'if(unreliable).83 Later scholars such as Ibn al-:;lalal.I (d. 643/1245-6) 
joined him in this opinion" and-following al-Nasa'l (d. 303/915-6)
insisted that texts deriving from 'Abd al-Razzaq be tested, whether 
to distinguish the later from the earlier, good transmission, or because 
they generally distrusted him and only wanted to aecept the tradi
tions attested elsewhere as well.85 

3. Such fundamental reservations were based less On 'Abd al
Razzaq's transmission practices than on his sympathy for the Slu~a. 
It is attested by his profession to Ya\.lya ibn Ma'in and by numer
ous pro-'AIid statements.86 'Abd al-Razzaq was won for the ShI'a-

JI al-$afadl, J./akl, p. 192 (source: Abu I:Iaythama Zuhayr ibn J:Iarb). 
78 Ibn abf I:iatim, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 39 (source: yal;tya ibn Ma'In from Abu Ja'far 

al-~uvvaydi). On a similar case see Goldziher, Muslim Studies, voL 2, p. 176. 
19 al-Dhahabf, MrZiin, vol. 2, p. 127. al-$afadf, }/aki, p. 192. 
80 al-BukharI, Ta'nkh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. 
B] al-Dhahabf, Mzziin, voL 2, p. 127 (source: A..Q.mad ibn I:Ianbal). al-$afadf, }ltak!, 

p. 191; Ibn J:1ajar, Tahdlnb, voL 6, p. 312. 
8~ al-Baghdadf, Kifiiya, p. 259 (source: Isl;laq ibn abI Isra'fl, i.e., Abu Ya<qub ibn 

IbrahIm al-Manvazl, d. 245/859-60, a student of 'Abd al-Razzaq's. On him cf. 
al-Dhababi, Tadhkira, vol. 2, pp. 484 f.). 

83 al-Dhahabf, Mrziin, vol. 2, p. 127. al-$afadI, Nala, p. 191. Ibn I:1ajar, Tahdhrb, 
vol. 6, p. 312. 

34 al-Dhahabf, J.\1zziin, vol. 2, p. 128. 
:: al-$afadI; .J\~~, p. 1,9~. al-Dhahabf, op. cit. I~n I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 314. 

Cf. Ibn Asakir, Ta nkh, vol. 36, pp. 186, 18/. al-Dhahabf, MTziin, vol. 2, pp. 
127-128. al-~afadi, Nakt, pp. 191-192. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 313. 
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clearly only at a rather advanced age-by J a 'far ibn Sulayrnan al
Quba'f (d. 1781794-5) during the latter's sojourn in the Yemen." 
Some of his students deserted him for this reason,88 but EJadzth spe
cialists such as Yal,tya ibn Ma 'fn and Al,tmad ibn I;!anbal did not 
regard his transmission as devalued by it. The statement is reported 
from Yal,tya: "Even if 'Abd al-Razzaq were to lapse from Islam, we 
would not give up his EJadZth."" His Shf'ism is generally described 
as moderate.90 He is supposed to have distanced himself from more 
radical movements like that of the Rawafiq9! Nevertheless, some later 
scholars apparently took his conversion to the ShIca as an occasion 
to put his reliability in question. According to Abu I;!atim (d. 277/ 
890-1), for instance, one may indeed write down 'Abd al-Razzaq's 
EJadith, but not depend on it.92 Others, such as al-Bukhan (d. 256/870), 
al-Dhuhlf (d. 258/872), al-'Ijlf (d. 261/874-5), Abu Dawud (d. 
275/888-9), al-Bazzar (d. 292/905), and al-Daraqu\Ilf (d. 385/995), 
considered him, aside from exceptional cases, to be reliable.

93 

The edition of the Mu,annqf is based mainly on the version of the 
work transmitted by AbU Y a 'qub Isl,taq ibn IbrahIm ibn 'Abbad al
Dabarf.91 Not very much can be learned about him from the bio
graphical literature'" He came from the village of Dabar near to 
!;lan'a' and already attended 'Abd al-Razzaq's lectures as a small 

87 Op. cit. in note 86. On Ja<far ibn Sulayman cf. al-Dhahabl, T adhlcira, vol. 1, 

p. 241. __ 
88 fun <A"akir, Ta'rfkh, voL 36, p. 187, 188. al-Dhahabf, Mizan, vol. 2, p. 127. 
89 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta>rfkh, vol. 36, p. 192. al-Dhahabi, Mf;:,iin, voL 2, p. 128. Ibn 

Bajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 314. On AIJ-mad's opinion cf .. also Ibn .'Asakir, Ta:'rfkh, 
vol. 36, p. 186. al-Dhahabf, op. cit., pp. 127, 129; Ibn I:1apr, op. ClL, pp. 311,313. 

90 Op. cit. (source: ADmad). al-Dhahahi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. 
91 Ibn <Asakir, Ta'rfkh, vol. 36, p. 191. al-Dhahabf, Mf:din, vol. 2, p. 128 (source: 

Abu Bakr ibn Zanjawayh). On the Rawafi<;l cf. VV. M. '¥att/M. Marmura, Der 
Islam. II Politische Entwicklungen und tlleologische Konzepte (Stuttgart 1985), pp. I59~164 
and passim. . < _. ) _ 

92 Ibn abI I:Iatlm, Jar&, vol. 3, p. 39. Cf. also Ibn Asakir, Ta nkh, vol. 36, 
p. 172. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfh, vol. 6, p. 314 (here the "liJ." before ''yuJ:ttajju hiM' has 
clearly been dropped.) . 

"' al-Bukharl, Tlifikh, vol. 3/2, p. 130. al-Dhahabr, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 364. rd., 
Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 127. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfh, vol. 6, p. 314·. Ibn al-<Imad, Slladhariit, 
vol. 2, p. 27. 
·~p.57 ._ 
95 Cf. al-DhahabI, Mfzan, vol. 1, p. 58. Id., 'lbar, vol. 2, p. 74. Ibn I:IaJar, lisan, 

vol. 1, pp. 349-350. al-Sam<anI, Amab, vol. 5, p. 304. al-~afadI, fl'aft, vol. 6, 
p. 394 £ Ibn al-<Imad, Shadhariit, vol. 2, p. 190. 
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boy with his father. He "heard" the Mueannqf96 in 210/825-6-
thus, a year before 'Abd al-Razzaq's death-under the supervision 
of his father (bi-'tina' walidihi), at the age of approximately six years.97 

His father was thus a student of 'Abd al-Razzaq's, and it is to be 
assumed that he produced the manuscript which later passed into 
the possession of his son. Since, however, Isl,laq "heard" the text as 
a child or at least claimed to have done so, he was able to omit his 
father from the isniid. Isl,taq al-Dabarf is characterized as ",a/;1l.z al
sama'" (impeccable in oral transmission) and ",aduq" (upright)," but 
al-DhahabI (d. 748/1347-8) notes that he also transmitted unac
ceptable (munkara) /;adZths from 'Abd al-Razzaq, of which it was doubt
ful whether they really derived from 'Abd al-Razzaq because they 
were unique, and texts about the authenticity of which his teacher 
was himself unsure. Muslim (d. 261/874-5), Abu 'Awana (d. 316/ 
928-9), al-TabaranI (d. 360/971), al-Daraqutnf (d. 385/995) and 
others, however, considered him reliable and drew 'Abd al-Razzaq 
material from him. The suspicion that he belonged to the Shf'a 
seems to feed exclusively on the fact that he was a student of 'Abd 
al-Razzaq and transmitted some of his pro-'Alid statements.99 He 
died in 286/899.100 

According to the criteria of critical Hadith scholars of the dllrd/ninth 
century of the stature of an Al,tmad ibn I;!anbal, the transmission of 
'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu,annqfthrongh Isl,taq ibn Ibrahfm should be cat
egorized as worthless. It was took place in the last years of his life, 
when he had become blind and was no longer able to check what 
was read to him with the necessary exactitude. The "heard" acqui
sition of the text by a six-year-old-even with the help of an adult
certainly does not contribute to a more positive evaluation. 

The historian must not necessarily adopt the strict standards of 
ljadith criticism. For his purpose, a purely written, not "heard" textual 

96 al-Dhahabf: al-T aJiinif; al-~afadf: al-M1.0annafiit. 
97 Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, p. 130. al-BaghdadI, Kifiiya, p. 64. al-Dhahabf, Mfziin, 

vol. 1, p. 58 (in the Beirut edition no. 731). One source for this information is al
Daban's Iraqi contemporary IbrahIm al-I:IarbI (d. 285/898). On him cf. al-Dhahabf, 
T adlildra, vol. 2, pp. 584 f. 

98 The precise meaning of this and other termini of evaluation in lfadith criti
cism is difficult to define and probably varies from author to author. Cf. Juynboll, 
Muslim Tradition, pp. 184 ff. 

99 Mu1)sin aI-Amfn, Ayan at-Sllf'a, vol. II, p. 35. 
100 Cf. Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, p. 130. al-Dhahabf's date of 182 is an error. 
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transmISSIOn is completely usable, even at the risk that it is faultier. 
It is to be inferred from a comment of 'Abd al-Razzaq's stndent 
IsJ.taq ibn aM Isra'll that at lectures several students simultaneously 
checked over their copies and when differences occurred the master 
clarified tbe valid version of the text. Despite his blindness, tbrough 
this procedure a high degree of agreement between original and 
copy could be achieved. Since it is to be assumed that IsJ.taq ibn 
Ibrahlm al-Dabar,'s manuscript was prepared by his fatber or some
one else from a text of (Abd al-Razzaq's intended for instruction, 
IslJ-aq's age has no significance for the written process of transmis
sion. Since, so far as I can sec, neither Is1).aq nor later transmitters 
substantially expanded or changed the text-aside from minimal 
clarifications I01_, it is to be assumed that Is.Q.aq's tradition is an 
authentic version of tbe works of 'Abd al-Razzaq102 The fact tbat 

10] Cf., for instance, AM 7: 12120, 13423, 13855. 
]02 Specifically, the last version taught in his circle during his lifetime. ~he po~

sibility cannot be precluded that 'Abd al-Razzaq supplemented or abbreVlated his 
collection several times in the course of his life. 

Havvting doubts the conclusion that the part of the text which is ascribed to. al
Daban reproduces 'Abd al-Razzaq's teaching (cf his review, p. 142). He clmms 
that the text "should be seen as the work of a later generation." His arguments 
are: I) "Reports in the sources indicate" that expressions such as "qari'nii ~alii" are 
"often perfunctory", i.e. are not an indication of direct transI?ission; 2) most. of the 
traditions in the work begin with "qiila <Abd al-Razzaq." NeIther argument IS con
vincing. 1) Reports (\Vhich reports? In which sources?) that the expression qara'nii 
'alii was used although the text had not been read to the transmitter or author, 
cannot be generalized. It is dangerous to conclude on the basis of single reports 
that this happened "often" or almost always and that the term, .therefore, has ~o 
specific meaning at all. 2) The claim that "most of the traditions ill the work begm 
with qiila 'Abd al-Ra;:;:.iiq" is not correct. Al-DabarI's riwiiya is usually introduced 
at the top of a kitilb, rarely at the beginning of a chapter, with qara'nil 'alii and 
then mostly confines itself to giving only the name 'Abd al-Razzaq at the head of 
the isniids. Only three books of al-Dabari's transmission have "akhbaranii 'Abd al
Razzaq" (vol. 2, p. 335, vol. 9, p. 199 and vol. 10, p. 379) and only two books 
(voL 2, p. 271 and vol. 9, p. 137) have "'an 'Abd al-Razzaq" in their introductory 
formulae. This system is frequently interrupted by the expression "akhbaranii 'Abd 
al-Razzaq" which obviously means the same as "qara'nii 'alii 'Abd al-Razzaq." In 
al-Qurtubi's riwiiya the words "akhbaranii 'Abd al-Razzaq" are even regularly u~e~ 
to introduce the isniid~. Two other transmissions from al-Dabari, those of al-A'rabl 
and al-Busi, correspond, however, in not giving akhbaranii every time. Therefore, 
their method of quotation seems to be al-DabarI's original text which has been sys
tematically corrected by a1-Qurtubi. The method of quotation displayed in t:h: (ong
inal) transmission of al-Daban's text does not necessarily indicate later edltJng but 
this method may, of course, have been used by pupils when making copies of the 
material collected from their teacher. 
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IsJ.taq was still a child at tbe time of 'Abd al-Razzaq's deatb could 
also speak for tbe assumption that the text remained largely in its 
original form and was not supplemented with oral traditions to any 
great extent. j 03 

In c?mparison, very ~e~v texts begin with "qiila 'Abd al-Razzaq" and they are 
clearly m most. cases addltIOns by 'Abd al-Razzaq himself to traditions quoted before 
or they are his comments on them. Strikingly, many of the additional traditions 
i?-troduced ~ith '.'qiil~ 'Abd al-Razzaq" continue ."vith "sam{fu X" or another expres
SlO!l of same wluch IS nomlally not the case vVlth the other types of introduction. 
It IS :rroneous to assume .that the expression "qala X" necessarily indicates that the 
text IS . of a later genera~on. It may also be a comment made by the author or 
transmItter of a work dunng the transmission process written down by the students 
in the margin of their copies and later integrated in the body of the text, as seems 
to be the case in al-Dabari's transmission of 'Abd a1-Razzaq's MUJannqf. 

For a more detailed discussion of the question whether the MUJannqf really goes 
back to 'Abd al-Razzaq c( my "The Author and his \"Tork in Islamic Literature 
of t~e First Centuries. The Case of 'Abd al-Razzaq's MUJanllqf," Jerusalem Studies in 
ArabIC and Islam (forthcoming). 

103 Hav.,rting objected to such a reconstruction that it \'Vas based on an "undy
namic ~~w of the. traditior:-" and that "the effects of the continuous reworking of 
the tra.ditron, the lDtroductIOn of glosses and improvement..'l, the abbreviation and 
expanSlOn of material" and so forth, "let alone simple errors of scribes and narra
tors" do . not allow :me to speak of authentic material. This objection has three 
shortcoillmgs: 1) It IS not true that I neglect those "effects," as can be seen for 
example, in the discussion of the corpora of traditions ascribed to Ibn Jurayj' and 
Ibn ~Uyayna, both allegedly going back to 'Amr ibn Drnar (see below pp. 180-185) 
and m my articles "Der Fiqlz des -Zuhrr," "Quo vadis ija.d1f-Forschung," "The Prophet 
~? the Cat," and "The Murder of Ibn Ab! l-I:Iuqayq." 2) The possibility that tra
ditlOns changed during the transmission process must not lead us to conclude that 
we must give up the idea of reconstructing their original form and documenting 
~he changes. 3) The concept of "continuous reworking of the tradition" which 
lr:-cludes. all possible changes is too general to be of any practical use. '''Te must 
~erentIate between types o~ changes that occur during the transmission process. 
It IS one. of the results of this s~dy that 'Abd al-Razzaq and Ibn Jurayj can be 
c?aract:nzed as collectors who tn~d to reproduce as accurately as possible the mate
nal which they had collected. ThIS result does not exclude the possibility that they 
someti~es made mistakes and that later transmitters, copyists and even the mod
em edItor of the work also made mistakes. I indicated obvious errors where I came 
across them. But these types of changes do not justifY the conclusion that, for exam
ple, 'Abd al-Razzaq's transmission from Ibn Jura)j is not authentic as a whole, i.e. 
that we canno~ be ~ure that the texts really go back to him and that they are gen
erally so hea~y. dls~orted that they cannot be ascribed to Ibn Jurayj anymore. 
Th:re are ~? m~cau?ns o~ such dramatic changes. Hawting's comparison with his
toncal ~raditlOns 1$ illlsleading. The free use of traditions in tlus genre may not be 
gen?ralized and u"ansferred to the field of legal If adith even if instances of manip
ulatron can be observed here as \'Vell. 
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C. THE MUSANNM~A SOURCE FOR THE LEGAL HISTORY OF 

THE FIRST HALF OF THE SECOND/EIGHTH CENTURY 

Thus we have clarified two prerequisites on which the utility of the 
work as a historical source ultimately depends: 

1. The recension available in an edited form very probably repro
duces faithfully 'Abd al-Razzaq's teaching material-aside from the 
sequence of all the books, textual losses and errors which crept in 
during copying and editing. In other words, the Mw;annaf represents 
a text which is in principle trustworthy and whose origins can be 
dated in the first decade of the third/ninth century-perhaps even 

earlier. 
2. The work itself seems to be a compilation of the texts of older 

sources of varying size. They can be reconstructed from the state
ments of provenance (isnads).104 'Abd al-Razzaq came into possession 
of the materials of his four main sources largely between the years 
1441761-2 and 1531770. They are presumably texts which go back 
to scholars of the first half of the second/eighth century-only Ibn 
'Uyayna lived much longer-, which the author acquired directly 
from them. Consequently, the materials of 'Abd al-Razzaq's main 
sources originated in the course of the first half of the second/eighth 
century and are thus among the earliest legally relevant textual col
lections of large dimensions which have appeared to date and whose 

th .. b ·d d d 105 au entIClty can e conSl ere ensure. 

10+ \'Vith "reconstruction of sources" I do not mean here that we can reconstruct 
earlier works in their original form, but only that we can compile all the texts which 
are -ascribed by 'Abd al-Razzaq to main teachers. . 

105 The word "authenticity" used here must not be misunderstood. I d? not mean 
that the content of the traditions ascribed by 'Abd al-Razzaq to Ibn Jura)J, for exam
ple, is reliable, but only that his ascrip~on t? Ibn Jurayj .can be tru~ted. 'Vh~ther 
the material transmitted by Ibn JuraY] IS rehable or not IS another IssUe. BesIdes, 
my judgement that the corpus of Ibn Jura)j traditions is auth.entic is limited to .ct:e 

material contained in 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu,wnnqf Texts ascnbed to Ibn JuraY.J ill 

other sources are not included. The question as to whether his name was used by 
someone else to confer legitimacy cannot be answered ",rithout a detailed st~dy of 
the sources in question. In the case of 'Abd al-Razzaq's MUfannaj, however, It can 
be ruled out that Ibn Jurayj's name was used by someone else. 

G. H. A. Juynboll expressed some reservation about my .co~clusion that the tex~s 
which in the MUJannaJare ascribed to 'Abd al-Razzaq's mam mformants !bn~uraYJ, 
Ma'mar and al-ThawrI really derive from them (cf. his "New Perspecllves m the 
Study of Early IslamicJurisprudence?", Bibliotheca Orje!"talis 49 (1.992), pp. 358-361). 
He considers it possible that <Abd al-Razzaq had fictl~ously ascnbed several or even 
many texts to his alleged infonnants. He argues that It was common among ljadftk 
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Since all four of the scholars from whom 'Abd al-Razzaq has the 
greater part of his material are also kuown as the authors of writ
ten works which have until now been considered lost-for instance 
the Kitiib al-Sunan of Ibn Juraxi or the Jami' al-kahzr and al-faghfr of 
Sufyan al-Thawrf106

-, the question presents itself whether such 
works-received in lectures-are not completely or partially 'Abd al
Razzaq's sources. It is imaginable that he cannibalized them and 
reworked them into a new synthesis. This impression is unavoidable; 
whether it is tenable can only be decided after reconstruction and 
a detailed investigation of the individual strands of sources. 

Another important problem is what informational value these 
sources have for the question of the origins and development of 
Islamic jurisprudence, how old the material that they contain is, 
where it comes from, what characteristics it clisplays in terms of form 
and content, and what conclusions can be drawn from it with respect 
to our question. To get to the bottom of these questions and to test 

scholars of the third/ninth century to invent additional isniids and mutiln. As evi
dence)uynboll refe:~ to the f~ct that collections of the third/ninth century and later 
contam man? tradrllons ascnbed to <Abd al-Razzaq, Malik, Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna 
and al-Tayalisi that cannot be found in the collections preserved under their names. 
!hese traditions must, therefore, have been forged. This argument is not convinc
mg, h?wever,. because it is improbable that these collections are complete records 
of theIr teachmgs. Juynboll thinks, furthermore, that the textual elements which I 
interpr.eted as "criteria of authenticity" were introduced by cAbd al-Razzaq on pur
pose "m the expectation that even a critical lfadith student such as Motzki, living 
many, say twelve centuries later, might fall for this, being taken in by these frills 
an? tassels as 'hallmarks of authenticity. ", This and Juynboll's other highly specu
lat:ve arguments as to why forgery of infonnants on a large scale may be "con
ceIvable" need to be substantiated in order to be acceptable. In the meantime we 
can safely ~t;art from the \~orking hypothesis that 'Abd al-Razzaq's main sources 
~re not fic~~ous. I agree WIth Juy~boll that it is desirable to check "diligently every 
slli&"le o:adit:'-0n ~u~posedly .t~ansn:Itted by Ibn Jura)j to his alleged pupil," by com
panng It WIth snnilar tradItIons m all other sources available in order to be cer
tain whether it really goes back to Ibn JuraY.:i. Yet testing' all traditions of the 
Mu~annqf ascribed to Thn Jurayj, Ma'mar, al-Thawrf and others in this manner 
nee?s g~nerations. ?f scholars devoting their energies to that enterprise. By com
panng smgle tradrtwns of the M~annqf with parallels in other sources, I have until 
now not detected a tradition which <Abd al-Razzaq or his transmitters purposely 
falsely ascribed to one of his main informants. 

105 Cf. Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, pp. 315, 316. According to him Ibn 'Vyayna did 
n?t have a book; one could only hear his lectures. This probably means that he 
dId. not supply a written text to be copied. However, works are ascribed to him, 
which consequently are probably notes by his students: a T qfsfr (thus op. cit., p. 316) 
and a Kitiib al-Jawami' fi l-sunan wa-l-abwiib (thus Abu Tilib al-Makki, Qilt al-qulilb, 
vol. 1, p. 324. C£ also ~ez??-n, E,ukhdrf'nin kaynaklan, p. 42). On Ma'mar's Jami', see 
above, p. 57, and Sezgm, Hadis musannefatmm mebdei." 
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whether they can be answered at all ,,~th the help ~f these sources, 
I have chosen two of 'Abd al-Razzaq's textual traditIOns-those of 
Ibn Jurayj and Ibn 'Uyayna-for a pilot study. One reason for this 
choice is that both are Meccan scholars. Since we know as good as 
nothing about the development of jurisprudence in. Mecca in the 
first/ seventh and second/eighth centuries-condillons m Medina and 

d d . d lO7 
Kufa have been much more thoroughly researched an epICte -:-
there is an opportunity to fill this gap mth the help of the maten
als of the two figures named. Another, decisive factor was the 
observation of certain formal characteristics of the Ibn JuraY) source 
which seemed particularly favorable for the determination of the 
provenance and authenticity of the texts contained in it. 

In view of the predominantly homogeneous structure of the Mu;;annaf, 
it would not have been very efficient to extend the study over the 
entire work. Despite the expenditure of several extra years, the con
clusions would not have looked very different. For this reason, I have 
chosen a sufficiently large textual basis-the books ai-niMh and al-

t 1- 108 that is three quarters of the sixth and the entire seventh .a aq" .' 
volume of the work-, but took pains to depIct the results m a rep-
resentative way. In principle, they are valid for the entire work Wlth 
the exception of the appended kitab aljami' and t~e kitiib al_":.agha;:},109 
which contain material from neither Ibn Juray] nor Ibn Uyayna, 
and of the kitab al-buyu', where texts of Ma'mar and al-Thawrr dom
inate. This limitation, furthermore, will-I hope-contribute to the 
transparency and testability of the argumentation, which often leave 
something to be desired in Schacht's work on the ongms of Islanuc 
law which may in part explain his lasting success. Not least, a cer
tai~ familiarity ,,~th the Islamic law of marriage and ~vorce result
ing from some of my earlier work also played a role m the ~hOlce 
of the extract. It was, in fact, a great help m the clarificallon of 

many difficult passages. 

lOi Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 8-9.. . _ . 
108 This book also contains material on al-ri¢ii', al-nafaqa, ai-batfd, al-zma and so 

forth which in later works are often to be found in their Q',\,Il or III other chapters,. 
109' For a first investigation of this kitiib cf. N. van del' Vaort, Zoektocht naar ~e 

waarheid met behulp van het Kitiib al-Maghfizf in de M.UJannqj van 'Abd m:-Ra,:zaq 

b. Hammam ~-$an<anI (gest. 211/827), l\1.A._ thesis (N~_m:?,en 19~6)~ and ld., Hge)' 
Kitiib al-magluizi van cAbd al-Razzaq b. Hammam al-~an am, Sharq!yyat 11/1 (199 , 

15-31. 

CHAPTER THREE 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE 
IN MECCA TO THE MIDDLE OF THE 

SECOND/EIGHTH CENTURY 

A. THE STATE OF RESEARCH 

Schacht admits in his chapter on the Meccan school of law in the 
"pre-literary period,'" by which he designates the time before the 
middle of the second/eighth century,' that we know onJy little about 
it. 3 Its main authority among the Companions of the Prophet was 
Ibn 'Abbas and its "representative scholar" at the beginning of the 
second/ eighth century 'Ata' ibn abr Rabal,1. He is-according to 
Schacht-the onJy one among the Meccan legal scholars of this time 
who is historically palpable as an indi\~dual. The information pre
served about him and his teachings contain an "authentic core'l 
which was overlaid mth fictive attributions in the course of the sec
ond/ eighth century.4 The sources on which Schacht relies are pre
dominantly al-Shafi'l's (d. 204/820) Kitiib al-Umm, from which he 
draws nine references to him, and later commentaries on the Muwattri 
of Malik ibn Anas such as those ofaI-Zurqanr (d. 1122/1710), whom 
he cites three times and who once names as his source the com
mentary of Ibn 'Abd aI-Barr (d. 463/1070), and al-LaknawI (d. 1304/ 
1887) (one attestation). In addition, he mentions Abu Yusuf (d. 182/ 
798), al-Shaybam (d. 189/805), al-Darimr (d. 255/868), and al-Maqrrzr 
(d. 845/1442)5 once each. In an article on 'Ata' Schacht adds a few 
biographical sources;6 however, he seems to have obtained from them 
no new information about his teachings. 

The basis on which Schacht rests his conclusions is-as one can 
see-very narrow. A third of it consists of works whose authors lived 

I Schacht, Origins, p. 228. 
2 Cf. op. cit., p. 140. rd., Introduction, p. 40. 
3 Schacht, Origins, p. 249. 
4 Op. cit., p. 250. 
5 Cf. op. cit., pp. 7, 131, 160, 167, 173, note 3; 186, note 6; 250 ff. 
G EIU)'Clopaedia qf Islam, Second Edition, vol. 1, p. 730. 
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several centuries after CAt~f and whose sources are largely unknown. 
Even between his main source, al-Shafi'f, and 'Ati:f there gapes more 
than a half-century. The credibility of the reports about the Meccan 
scholars of the close of the first/seventh century and the beginning 
of the second/eighth is thus anything but assured. Schacht assumes 
a critical attitude toward them and takes it for granted that opin
ions and doctrines were falsely attributed to 'Ala' after his death. As 
a criterion to distinguish the authentic from the false serves his the
ory about the historical development of Islamic jursiprudence, in 
which Iraq acted as a pioneer with respect to the I;Iijaz. This the
ory was developed essentially on the basis of the writings of al-Shafi'., 
and is thus only conditionally appropriate as a criterion to measure 
the credibility of information which also derives from him. Schacht's 
categorization of specific traditions on the basis of their content as 
authentic, of others as "spurious," ''fictitious,'' "forged/' "ascribed," and 
so forth is consequently subjective to a high degree, which is some
times expressed by careful formulations such as "possibly authentic," 
"probably genuine," "presumably genuine," "certainly fictitious," or 
"probably fictitious," and so forth. 7 

G. H. A. Juynboll infers from the biographical work of Ibn I;Iajar 
that 'Ala' is supposed to have been the most important legal scholar 
of Mecca in his time, whose legal information was greatly in demand. 
He considers him to be one of the foqahii' whose legal decisions in 
the course of time were transformed into Prophetic hadzths, either by 
themselves or by anonymous persons. This assumption is based on 
the observation that CAt~fs sami{ from numerous companions was 
doubted and that many hadzths were attributed to him which report 
about the Prophet without naming a source at the level of the 
Companions (mursaliit)B Juynboll thus believes that the traditions of 
the Prophet transmitted under 'Ala's name are predominantly for
geries in which texts which were originally 'Ala's were put into the 
mouth of the Prophet (and probably also of the Companions). 

The more recent studies by Muslim scholars on Islamic legal his
tory, too, treat Meccan fiqh grudgingly in comparison to that of 
Medina and Kufa. One learns only that Ibn 'Abbas was its founder 

7 Schacht, Origins, pp. 250 ff. and passim. 
a Cf. Juynboll, Muslim Tradition, p. 40. 
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and that some of his students, above all 'Ata' ibn ab. Rabah9-in 
addition to him, further names are sometimes ~ven: Mujahid, 'rknrna, 
TawUs and 'Amr ibn D.nar1o-elaborated it. Scholars such as Abu 
I-Zubayr, 'Abd Allah ibn Khalid ibn As.d, 'Abd Allah ibn TawUs 
and after them Ibn Juraxj and Ibn 'Uyayna continued the school. 
They were followed by Muslim ibn Khalid and Sa'd ibn Salim. Its 
endpoint is represented by al-Shafi'l.J1 Ultimately this all derives from 
biographical source material and is limited to the listing of names 
and occasionally some additional biographical information. 

B. 'AT1\.' IBN AIl! RABAI;! 

I. The main source: authenticity and mode if transmission 

Unlike J. Schacht in his time, today we have at our disposal a source 
which-if it is historically reliable-allows a comprehensive and 
detailed insight into 'Ala"s legal scholarship: the tradition of Ibn 
Jurayj from 'Ala' ibn abf Rabal, in the Mueannif of 'Abd al-Razzaq. 
The decisive question is whether or to what extent this tradition can 
be regarded as authentic. Can this problem be solved with more 
objective criteria than those used by Schacht? 

a. External Jarmal criteria if autlwnticity 

Magnitude 

It is possible to identifY a number of formal criteria which speak for 
the genuineness of the corpus of 'Ala' traditions in the work of Ibn 
Juraxj. Its magnitude should be mentioned first. The traditions of 
Ibn Juraxj from 'Ala' ibn ab. Rahal) comprise almost 40% of all 
the texts of Ibn Jurayj contained in the Mueannif of 'Abd al-Razzaq. 
The next 25% are distributed among the following five scholars: 

" Cf. 'A. I:l. 'Abd al-Qadir, Na;.m 'iimmafi /a'nkh alfzqh al-~liimI (Cairo 136111942) 
p. 138 [. , , 

10 C( ~ _ al-KhU(;larr, Ta>1ikh al-tashrfc al-islami (5th ed., Cairo, 1939), p. 156. 
M. al-I:IaJaWl, Alfw a!-siimzji taJfikh al-fiqh al-islamr (Rabat and elsewhere, 1345-49/ 
1926::-31),vol. I, pp. 297-298, 301. M. Yilsuf Mils§., MUhiidariil fi /a'nkh alfzqh al
ts.'iimt (CaIro, 1954--55), vol. 1, pp. 38-39 (sources: al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira and other 
bIOgraphical lexica). 

11 Yusuf Musa, op. cic, vol. 2, p. 24 (source: Ibn I:iazm, al-Jftkitm.Ji Uful al-aJ:tkiim). 
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'Amr ibn DInar (7%) 
Ibn Shihab (5.8%) 
Ibn Tawils (4.9%) 
Abil l-Zubayr (4.1 %) 
'Abd ai-KarIm (3.3%)12 

CHAPTER THREE 

Five further sources to be classed as Meccan 
have a share of only 8.1%. These are: 

Hisham ibn 'Urwa (2.1%) 
YaJ:>ya ibn Sa'id (2%) 0 

Ibn abi Mulayka (1.43 ~o) 
Milsa ibn 'Uqba (1.3%) 
'Amr ibn Shu'ayb (1.25%) 

or Medinan together 

There follows in the list of frequency a group of ten people ~th t 
1 h f 6 9% The quota for individuals lies between are Y tota s are 0 . . 

1 and 0.5%: 

Sulayman ibn Milsa 
{At~f al-KhurasanI 
N~fi', mawlii of Ibn 'Umar 
J::Iasan ibn Muslim 
Mujahid 
Ja'far ibn MuJ:>ammad 
Da"",d ibn abi Hmd 
Ayyilb ibn aM Tamima 
IbrahIm ibn Maysara 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr 

1'h .. 21 5% are distributed among 86 people-among 
eremammg· - dlHk 

them famous Iraqifoqahii' such as al-J::Iasan [al-Ba,ri] an d.a - . a alil
d r nlm anonymous tra luans an ibn (Utayba, but also a lew u owns, 

• 13 
Ibn Jurayj's own Views. 

------ d· I "th ebeenroundedoff. 
12 The digits after the ecnna pom av l' f 1 117 traditions of Ibn 
13 The frequency calc~lations are b~s:d on a_sa~p~~fs °6_7 Nos. 10243-14053). 

Jurayj from the kifiib al-nikii~ and th~ltab al-tal~q ~e M~annaj as a whole is sure~y 
The total number of less fr~que~t -h ormtalDts ~bnJma)'ri's own opinions. On this, 
far above 100. The 1% lacking III t e to a arc J 

see p. 83. 
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The curious proportions of Ibn Jurayj's alleged sources strongly 
speak against the possible assumption that he was a forger who pro
jected his own legal ideas and those current in his time in Mecca 
and elsewhere back into the previous generation of scholars and 
fathered them upon them. Why shonld he have made the task so 
difficult for himself? Would one not expect that he would have 
referred to one or at the most a few of the most valued earlier 
foqahii' and transmitters, and to these practically evenly? Why does 
he expose himself to the danger of having his hoax uncovered with 
a legion of sources? 

It seems to me more plausible to interpret the distribution of fre
quency of Ibn Jurayj's sources as follows: 'Ata' ibn aM Rabal) was 
Ibn Jurayj's teacher over a relatively long period of time. Since, mea
suring by date of death, he was the eldest of Ibn Jurayj's significant 
authorities-he died in 115!733-one can conclude that he was 
probably his first teacher. After his death-or perhaps even during 
his lifetime-Ibn Jurayj also heard the lectures of other Meccan 
scholars such as 'Amr ibn DInar and Abil l-Zubayr and of some 
who were not resident in Mecca, for instance Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl, 
whether he traveled to them or contacted them when they stayed 
in Mecca for the /Jajj, or whether he obtained written texts from 
them or their students. The high number of sporadic informants can 
be explained by Ibn Jurayj's place of residence, Mecca, which as a 
place of pilgrimage offered him the opportunity to meet with schol
ars from all corners of the Islamic oikoumene. The relatively frequent 
appearance of Medinans with Ibn Jurayj is probably also geograph
ically conditioned. 

Genres 
A second argument for the authenticity of Ibn Jurayj's 'At'" mate
rial can be drawn from an analysis of its genres. From this point of 
view, one can first divide it into two categories: the genres of responsa 
and of dicta. By a respansum I mean an answer (jawiib) to a question 
(mas' ala); in the sources it is occasionally also characterized as a legal 
opinion Uatwii). An example: Ibn Jurayj said: "I asked 'At'" about ... 
He said: ... " 

A dictum, in contrast, is defined as a statement (qawl, /Jadith) which 
is not preceded by a question in the text. In the material transmitted 
by Ibn Jurayj from 'Ata' the shares of the two genres are practically 
equal in size. Mixed forms occur relatively rarely. The responsa can 
be subdivided into the transmitter's, i.e. Ibn Jurayfs, O\lV11 questions 
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and those from others; the former can be asked directly or indi
rectly, i.e., through an intermediary, and the latter anonymously or 
not anonymously, i.e., the questioner can be Idenhfied by na~e .. 

An example of the anonymous type of queshon: Ibn JuraYJ saId: 

"<At~f was asked (su>ila) about ... He said: ... " . 
On the other hand, the answers-the same is true for the dIcta-

can be classified as personal material and that from others. By the 
material of others is meant citations of statements or descnptlOns of 
actions of persons other than 'A,a', thus, for example, i}adiths and 
iitMr. Mixed forms occur. 'A,a"s own material can be subdIVIded 
according to considerations of content, and material from oth~rs 
according to the circle of people from which it comes or to whi~h 
it refers-thus, for instance, the Prophet, ~aftiiba, Of contemporanes 
of 'Ata"s. I regard Ibn Jura)j's occasional statements that 'A,a' 
reject~d or approved sometlung, and so forth, as disguised dicta. For 
a better overview of the classification of the Ibn Jura)j-'Ata' tra

dition, let us represent it in a di~OTam. 

reJponsa 

own questi~ ~stions of others 

/~ ~~ 
direct indirect anonymous not anonymous 

duta / 

~ 
OVvll material 

~l~ 
ra) other tajsfr 

responsa 

--------------- . matenal of others 

Pro~ ,a/zkba ~i'un 
'Ata"s answers to questions from Ibn Jura)j comprise by far the 
lar'gest portion of the respansa; the anonymous cases do not even 
come to 10%, while those from identified other persons are very 
rare. In the genre of the responsa personal material predominates 
strongly; material from others comes to only 10%. Among the dIcta 
the difference is not so sharp. Here, the proporhon of matenal from 

others is 30%. 
If one compares the relationship between the two main genres, 

which is 50 : 50 in the case of 'Ata', with that in other important 
sources of Ibn Jura)j's a large difference is conspicuous: In the case 

I 
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of 'Amr ibn DInar the share of responsa is only 9% (exclusively to 
questions of Ibn Jura)j's), in the ease of Ibn Shihab approximately 
14% (of these, however, only 1.5% to questions of Ibn Jura)j's!), in 
the case of Ibn Tawus 5.5% (exclusively to questions of Ibn Jura)j's), in 
the material from Abu l-Zubayr no responsa are to be found at all 
and in that of 'Abd aI-KarIm 8% (only to questions of Ibn Jura)j).14 

What can the analysis of the genres contribute to the question of 
the authenticity of the texts? The fact that the two main genres 
appear in such different proportions in the cases of Ibn Jura)j's var
ious sources in itself seems to me to speak against the assumption 
of systematic projection back into the preceding generation of schol
ars. In such a case one would expect more uniformity in the method 
of forgery. The same applies to the different frequency of the types 
of question within the respo71Sa that Ibn Jura)j transmits from 'Ata'. 
Can one dismiss the indirect, the anonymous and the non-anony
mous questions from others as mere stylistic means that Ibn Jura)j 
employed according to the principle variatio delectat? 

The question-answer schema implies a strong claim to truthful
ness, insofar as the question is directed by the transmitter or stu
dent himself to the source or teacher whose statement is reported. 
Through the question, the questioner participates in the answer to 
a certain extent as its actual originator. The immediacy of the trans
mission can scarcely be expressed more strongly. Formulations such 
as "sami'tuhu yaqui," "akhbaranz," or "qala Pi," also introductions that 
signal direct, oral transmission--which does not exclude the possi
bility of written records-have a distinctly lesser authenticity con
tent, not to speak of the simple '''an X qala."15 If one assumes from 
Ibn Jura)j's many direct questions to 'Ata' that he wanted to feign 
the highest degree of genuineness, how does one explain the fol
lowing two introductions: Ibn Jura)j said: "I asked someone to ask 
'Ata' about ... , when I could not hear him (!,taythu Iii asma'u)" or "I 
sent someone to <At~l' with the question about ... "?16 VVhy does he 
invent anonymous questions, which have a lesser authenticity COD

tent, since they presuppose the transmitter only as a hearer and not 

14 On the basis of the calculations, see p. 78, note 13. 
• 15 Here I am not basing myself on the rules of the later science of ljadith relat
~ng to. these terms, since they cannot be assumed to have been [oUm·.."ed systemat
ICally In the early period; rather, I proceed from the plain meaning of the terms. 

'" AM 6: 10825; 7: 13893. 
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as a co-actor? Why does he transmit, instead of exclusively responsa, 
a quantity of dicta from 'Ata' as well, two thirds of them ,,~th the 

simple formula "can 'At:f qala"? 
vVhoever defends the hypothesis of projection or forgery must be 

able to answer these questions plausibly. To me, the analysis of the 
genres seems to speak against such an assumption. On the other 
hand, it seems natural to interpret the genres and their clifferences 
historically. This may seem somewhat speculative at first glance; how

ever, this impression will be dispelled below. 
The large number of 'Ata"s responsa to questions from Ibn JuraY.i 

indicates an actual, long-term student-teacher relationship between 
the two. The questions from others, in which the asker of the ques
tion is occasionally identified by name, imply a circle of students 
around 'Ata' or that his instruction was public." The quantity of 
the transmitted material and the precise clifferentiation between resparlSa 
and dicta, as well as between his own questions and those of others, 
rather certainly presuppose written records of Ibn Jurayj's18 It is 
imaginable that he first wrote down questions which he later asked 
during instruction. The answers, which are usually very short and 
pithy, he could have immediately noted down. That he also had the 
opportunity to ask questions spontaneously is shown by the not infre
quent cases in which 'Ata"s answer stimulates Ibn JuraY.i to further 
questions, and by the dicta which are immediately followed by ques
tions, whether he demanded a more detailed explanation in this way 
or attempted to make the case more specific. 19 The combination of 
dicta from 'Ata' with a following question from the student makes 
clear that Ibn JuraY.i did not receive the genre of dicta, for instance, 
in the form of a collection of sayings left in written form, but in the 
lectures or presentations of his master. One may probably imagine 
that 'Ata' presented legal problems or theoretical cases with his solu
tions in his classes. Interrupting questions were clearly allowed in 
such lectures. In addition, there may have been pure question-and-

!7 Cf. especially AJvI 6: 10440 (anonymous question with following question by 
Ibn Jurayj); 7: 12862 (sami'tu 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd [ibn 'Umayr] yas'alu 'At"an), 
12614, 13883 (sami'tu 'Ata'an),us'alu---in the latter case with a further question by 
Ibn Jurayj). On the circle of students, cf. also pp. 105 £ 

18 On the question of written records, see below, pp. 95-99. 
19 Cr., for instance, for questions on answers; A1v1 6: 10651, 10706; 7: 11954, 

12917. For questions on dum: AM 6: 10673, 10816, 10912; 7: 12435, 13586. 
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~nswer session~: perhaps following the treatment of a specific sub
Ject. Ibn JuraY] s many questions can probably best be explained in 
this way. The relatively small amount of other people's material in 
the respons,a a~d its larger 8h":,,e of the dicta leads one to suspect that 
although Ala was supenor m legal questions and lectured without 
notes, his knowledge of traditions related to law was limited and it 
was necessarily for him to rely on written texts for this. 

b. Internal formal criteria of authenticity 

In addition to the. two ext~rnal formal criteria of authenticity, mag
mtude and genre, It IS pOSSIble to ascertain further indices that speak 
for the genumeness of the Ibn Jurayj~'Ata' tradition. I call them 
intern.al formal criteria of authenticity, since they are based on an 
mvestIgatlOn of the way in which Ibn Jurayj presents 'Aia"s mate
rial. Here, the central question was to what extent a personal profile 
of Ibn JuraYJ IS recogrnzable and whether there are critical remarks 
of h,s about the views of his teacher or other formal indications 
which are not reconcilable with a thesis of projection into the past 
or forgery. 

Ibn Jurayj's legal oplillOns 
It has already been mentioned in passing that 'Abd al R - t . .. - azzaq rans-
nuts from. Ibn JuraY] some of h,s own legal opinions as well.'o He 
generally mtroduces them mth '''an Ibn Jurayj qala," rarely with 
"sam,'tu IbnJuraY.iyaqulu."21 It is true that the number ofIbnJurayj's 
legal d,cta IS small m the context of the tradition as a whole (1%), 
but when One compares the frequency of his dicta with that of the 
matenal transmitted from his sources, he nevertheless takes twelfth 
place." However, the quantity is less important than the fact that 
h,s own legal vie:,,~ exist. If one imputes that Ibn JuraY.i projected 
h,s own legal op,mons onto earlier legal scholars in order in this 
way to ~end them greater authority, one must have a convincing 
explanatIon why legal pronouncements which do not refer to his 
teachers or any informants are transmitted from him at all. 

.20 See above p 78 note 13 
21 ' ., • 
22 On the. latter formula cf., for instance, A1v1 6: 10729. 

the grAccordifng to the frequency list on p. 78, he would be placed at the head of 
oup 0 ten before Sulayman ibn Milsa. 
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Ibn Jurayj's commentaries . 
The untenability of the thesis of projection becomes stdl clearer 
through the commentaries of his own with which Ibn Jurayj from 
time to time provides the 'Ata' material he transmits. One can cl.as
suy them into additWns, which are of either clarifYing or amplifYing 
character, and contradictions. Both types of comment have obvlOusly 
been added to the text later by Ibn Jurayj. It is clear that the young 
student-if our assumption that 'Ata) was his first teacher is cor

rect-did not have the competence and self confidence to supple
ment or criticize his master's remarks at the stage when he received 

them. 
Two examples of additions: 

IbnJurayj said: I said to (At~f: "The umm walad of Maysara, the mawlii 
ofIbn Ziyad, claims that her child is not Maysara's." ['A\a'] said: "No 
[her claim is not accepted], the child belongs to the bed and to him 
who engages in illegitimate sexual relatlOns belongs nothmg (al-wau:d 

li+firash wa-/i-l-'ahir al-liajm)." Ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr [thereu~,onl sal~ 
to him: "Aren't the physiognomists (gaJa) called m for this? [A\a] 
said: "The child belongs to the bed and to him who engages III Ille
gitimate sexual relations belongs nothing." Ibn Jurayj said: "[ sqy: 'If 
the \\'oman says this, she is charged with lying and beaten."'23 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to 'Ata': "A youth (ghuliim) married a woman 
without having reached [the capability of] elIllSSlOn of semen (lam 
yablugh an )unzila). Mter this he conunitted fornication. Is he ston~d?" 
[CAta'] said: "No! I am not of the opinion that he is stoned until he 
has' an emission when he sleeps with her." I said [to 'At§.']: " [Assuming] 
h-VO men bear witness 'We saw him on her belly/ without adding 

, " Ib anything."24 [CAla'] said: "An example is u:ade of both of them. . n 
Jurayj said: 1 S(~y: "Neither of the two ~eceIVes the lJa:Id penalty, smce 
neither of the h-VO [witnesses] bore \Vltness to fonncatlon, but they 
receive an exemplary punishment."25 

23 Ml 7: 12381 (the emphasis is mine). A parallel is 12529. It has a few.more 

words. The other divergences seem to derive from scribal.errors.~The me~mng. of 
al-&ajar chosen here is preferred in the !fadUk co~mentanes and the ArabIC leXica 
to "stoning" (rajm), which vo/Ould also be concelvab~~, for .?"ood reason. Cf. Ibn 
Manzur, Lisiin aParab, vol. 4, p. 166. al-Zabidi, TaJ al-carus, vol. 3, p .. 127. ~
Qastillaru, Irshiid ai-sari ilii shar& al-Bukhiin., .voL 4, p. 10. E. Vol. Lane, ArablC~1f:'!!~1S~ 
Lexicon (Cambridge 1984; reprint of the editIOn Londo~ 1863-77), vol. 2, s.v. aktr. 

24 Instead of: "[wa-Ia] yufidiinf" I readyazidanz, as m.AM: 7: 13578. 

" AM 7: 13393. 
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In the first example there is an amplifying addition, in that Ibn 
Jurayj supplements 'Ata"s statement, which is limited to the case of 
the umm walad, i.e., the slave, with the case of the free woman. The 
second example consists of an ex post facto justification of 'Ata)'s 
solution. 

Even more unequivocally than the additions, the contradictory 
commentaries speak for the thesis of later additions: 

Ibn Jura)j said: I said to 'Ata': "The man divorces the woman, and 
she spends a part of her waiting period. Then he returns to her dur
ing the waiting period and divorces her without having slept with her. 
Starting from what day must she observe her waiting period?" ['Ala'] 
said: "She must complete the rest of her waiting period." Thereupon 
he recited: "Thumma talaqtumiihunna min qabli an tamassiihunna"26 ([If] 
you then divorce them [the women] before you have sexual relations 
with them). Ibn Jurayj said: "1 sqv: 'That is in [the case of] marriage; 
this [however] is a return."'27 

Ibn Jurayj puts 'Ata"s Qur'anic justification for his legal ruling into 
doubt by pointing out that the verse cited refers to the case of mar
riage and not to that of returning during the waiting period. The 
verse means that in the case of marriage with subsequent divorce 
before consummation no waiting period is necessary. 'AtaJ also uses 
the verse for the case of returning during the waiting period, which 
in his opinion is analogous, and concludes from it that no new wait
ing period is to be observed, but only the remainder of the one that 
was broken off. Ibn Jurayj, on the other hand, rejects this qiyas. 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to CAta': "A man is absent from his wife. She 
had not asked him beforehand for permission to go out. J\1ay she leave 
the house to circumambulate [the Ka'ba] or to care for an ill blood 
relative?" ['Ata'] said: "No." [Ibn Jurayj]: He refused this very decid
edly.-I said: "[Assuming] her father dies?" He ['Ata'] refused to allow 
it to he~ in the case of her father['s death]. I [however] say: "She can 
go to ~lm and to [another] close blood relative. Ibn 'Vmar [even] left 
the Fnday prayer service to see a relative to whom he had been 
called."23 

last example: 

Qur'an 33:49. 
AM 6: 10948. 
AM 7: 12538. 
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Ibn Jurayj from 'Ara). 
[Ibn Jura)j] said: I said to him: "A slave married a free woman whom 
he mislead about himself v.;ith the claim that he was a free man. He 
sent her money that belonged to his master." eAt~e] said: "'Vhatever 
of that same money of his he [the master] can [still] find, he can 
[again] take possession of; [on the other hand], for whatever she has 
already used she is not responsible. If, however, the money belonged 
to the slave, it remains her property." Ibn Jurqyj: "I and 'Ubayd Allah 
ibn [abf] Yazfd29 [however] say: My property (mitl) and that of my 
slave are the same. He [,the master, may] take it a\vay [from her], 
[but] she is entided to the bridal gift of ber kind."" 

If Ibn Jurayj had already had a divergent opinion at the reception 
of these teachings of 'Ata"s, then he would have discussed them with 
his teacher. Such cases are attested, if only rarely.51 

The assumption that Ibn Jurayj added the comments to the tra
dition of 'Ata', and not only those which I have called contradic
tions but supplements as well, only at a later stage may be considered 
sufficiently certain.32 The example in which Ibn Jura)j bases his argu
ment on the behavior of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar is particularly con
clusive in this respect, since Ibn Jurayj has it from the Medinan 
tradition of transmission, "vhich he received only secondarily.33 In 
the tradition of Ibn Jura)j, projection of his own legal opinions or 
t1,ose of others onto 'Ata' is out of the question. His own profile as 
a legal scholar is clearly recognizable in his legal dicta and his sup
plementary and critical comments on some of 'At;:e's opinions. The 
development of Meccan jurisprudence after 'Ata' is also reflected in 

them.34 

With Ibn Jurayj's legal dicta and his comments on the tradition of 
'Ata', the arguments which can be marshalled in favor of the lat
ter's authenticity are not yet exhausted. Four more points seem to 

me noteworthy in this connection: 

29 The text has <Ubayd Allah ibn Yazld; intended, however, is probably the 
<Ubayd Allah ibn abi Yazid mentioned also in 7: 12791, 12793. On him cf. Ibn 

Sa'd, Tahaqiit, vol. 5, p. 354. 
" AM 7: 13072. 
" Cf. AM 6: 10440, 10816, 11496; 7: 12369, 1375l. 
32 On another type of comment which also supports this hypothesis, see 

pp. 92 IT. 
3:1 On this see p. 207. A similar case is AJv1 6: 11113, where Ibn Jurayj prefers, 

instead of 'Ata"s opinion, that in a tradition of 'Umar and Ibn Mas'ud. 
34 On this see pp. 186, 205. 
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Indirect traditions of 'ALI) 
'Ata) is~as has been shown~Ibn Jurayj's main source. If 'Ata)'s 
authorshIp of texts were wholly or partially forged, it would not be 
to be expected that he would also report opinions from 'Ata' of 
which he claims that he did not get them directly from hi~, but 
learned them by way of a third party. There are, however, such tra
dItIOns. For example: 

;bn_!urayj ~aid: '''Abd al-I:Iamid ibn Rafi' transmitted to me from 
Ala a.fter hIS death that a man said to Ibn 'Abbas' 'A rna d' d hi .£ 10 ,. , . n Ivorce 

S WI e 0 urnes. Ibn 'Abbas replied, 'Take three of them and leave 
out the 97. "'35 

In view,ofth_e fact that IbnJurayj generally transmits 'Ata"s traditions 
of Ibn Abbas dIrectly from 'Ala', such a text is to be evaluated as 
an rndicator of the precision and credibility ofIbn Jura)j's statements 
of ongrn. Had h~ been a forger, he would surely have credited this 
traditIOn of Ibn Abbas to his own account. In another case, Ibn 
JuraY.] transmIts a responsum of Ibn 'Abbas botll directly from 'Ata' 
and through someone who heard 'Ata' 36 The tw' . . . . . 0 verSIOns are not 
completely IdentI~al, which similarly speaks for Ibn Jurayj's precision 
and credIbilIty, smce he could have eliminated the h rt . . . S 0 er verSIOn 
of his source m favour of his own. Ibn Jurayj also transmits a few 
Ie~a~ OPIruO~S and ~adzt~s from 'Ata' through his teachers 'Amr ibn 
Dmar and Abd al-Kanm al:Jazarf37 or anonymously." 

Ibn Jurayj's uncertainties 
Occasionally Ibn Jurayj expresses uncertainty about precisely what 
'Ata) meant or said. For example: 

Ibn Jura~j ~aid: I s~d to 'Ata): "Maya slave marry four wives vvith 
th~ pe~IssIon of hIS master?" Ibn Jurayj: He acted as if h did 
reject It. 39 e not 

35 Al\ . ... 
vol. 2 2~.~· (~!48 (emphasIs mme). yanants of it are also in Malik, A1uwatta' (Y), 
<Al a'·, nymous) ~~d .Ibn abl Shayba, M~annqf, vol. 5, pp. 12-13 (thrau h 

Jur~Y.J~a; .c.Antara ~nd Sa Id Ibn Jubayr). 'Abd al-I:Iamid ibn Rafi' is among ~n 
36 s mlrequent mformants. 
" C[ AM 7: 12553 and 12571. 
'" AMCf. ~ 6: 11080; 7: 14001 ('Arnr ibn Drnar)' 6' 11460 ('Abd al K - ) 

I: 13121 ' . - anrn. 
39A1vf7·1· .. 

reports fro~ I~~8b~~h~hs!b~~ur~:J was D1lstake~ ~n this case, since Ibn 'Uyayna 
a 1 fijI. at A!a was of the op1Illon that the slave could marry 
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He is similarly unsure in the case of the concubinate of a slave 
whether 'Ala' allowed it generally, if the slave financed it fr~m his 
Ov<"D money, Of only "vith the permission of the master.

4D 
ThIs cau

tious mode of expression in cases of doubt bears witness to Ibn 
JuraY.i's uprightness and to his intention of reporting the teachings 
of his master as faithfully as possible. 

'Ata)'s variants 
A ~oncern for exact, verbatim transmission is also to be observed in 
places where Ibn Jurayj notes <At;f's divergences ~ro~) traditi~ns 
which he has obtained from other sources as well as Ala, or which 
he heard from him several times. The following examples are instruc-

tive in this respect: 

Ibn Jurayj said: 'Ata) transmitted to me (akhbaran'i): "A ,:?man ,:as 
brought to 'All ibn abI Talib who had married in her wartmg. penod 
and with whom the marriage had been consummated. He divorced 
her and ordered her to complete the remainder of the waiting period, 
and then to observe the following waiting period. '''Then her waiting 
period was over, she had the choice: if s~e. wishe?, she ~ould marrr, 
[the man whom she had married in the WaItIng penod agam], or not. 
[Ibn JuraY.i:] Someone other than 'Alii' said to me in this ~adith: "And 
she has the right to her bridal gift." tAj:3.' sai~ [as a suppler:nent ~o 
the hadfth or in another context]: "She has a nght to her bndal gIft 
for that which he received from her [in terms of sexual satisfaction]."fl 

Here Ibn Jurayj differentiates precisely between 'Ala"s transmission 
of the text and his own opinion about the case represented, while 
in another source this view is annexed to the &adith, and thus ascribed 

to (AlL 
In another place Ibn JuraY.i notes 'Ala"s divergences from a story 

about a verdict of the caliph 'Umar, which he transmits in full from 
Hisham ibn 'Urwa from his father, in a similarly meticulous way." 
(Ata"s variants are quite insignificant; they are two textual expan-

only two women, but that Mujahid allowed four (13139). Ho~~ver, it i~ also con
ceivable that 'Ata' later changed his mind and that Ibn JuraY] IS reportmg a later 

position. . . 
40 .A1V[ 7: 12835. The text is confused in places, but the meanmg lS clear. 
41 .A1V[ 6: 10532. A similar verdict is also transmitted from 'Vmar, "vith the 

difference, however, that they may not remarry. Cf. Motzki, "Der Fiqh des -Zuhrl: 
die Quellenpmblematik," Der Islam 68 (1991), pp. 29-34. 

41 C£ M1 7: 13650, 13651. T~e st~ry is relativel~, long; for .thi~ ~eason, I ~a~~ 
eschewed a translation. 13651 begms W1.th the words: IbnJura)J SaId. I heard Ata 
report the same (yu/laddithu), but he said: ... " 
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sions of a few words. One may ask oneself why Ibn Jurayj did not 
cite (Ata"s version, which he presumably learned earlier, in toto and 
note 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr's divergences instead. This could be for 
the simple reason that it is simpler to add supplements than omis
sions. It could also, however, have to do with (At~f's defective isnii~ 
Ibn JuraY.i does not name any source from whom 'Ala' got this 
case-a state of affairs which I will have occasion to discuss later. 43 

Another example of Ibn JuraY.i's striving for exactitude: 

Ibn Juraxi transmitted to us from tAra': "The Prophet did that: he 
made her manwnission her bridal gift." [Ibn Jurayj:] "He ['Alii'] did 
not mention that it was $afiyya. )'44 

IbnJuraY.i presumably added the note about ~afiyya when he became 
familiar with the corresponding traditions about her. 'Abd al-Razzaq's 
Muwnnqf, it is true, contains-as far as I can see-no correspond
ing tradition of Ibn JuraY.i's, only one each from Ma'mar ibn Rashid 
and SufYan al-Thawr!,45 but that is clearly no proof that he did not 
know it. Ibn JuraY.i's note shows how false such a conclusion e silen
tio would be. The following examples as well illustrate the unten
ability of the theory of projection and the weakness of inferences e 
silentio. 

Ibn Jura)j from 'Aia': "Ibn al-Zubayr made her [the umm walad] a 
portion [of the inheritance] of her son.)'46 

With traditions from the early period of Islam it is sometimes to be 
observed that later sources, whether compilations or commentaries, 
provide the names of people involved who are not named in the 
texts of older collections. It has been concluded from this that these 
names were not known to the original transmitters and that they are 
the inventions of later generations. This may occasionally be true, 
but one may not regard it as the rule, as the following variant of 
the above tradition proves: 

Ibn Juraxi transmitted to us with the words: 'Am) transmitted to me 
(akhbamnf): "Ibn al-Zubayr included Umm I:!abf-thc urnm walad of 
Mu!)ammad ibn $uhayb, known as Khiilid-in the property (miil) of 
her son."47 

43 See pp. 151 L) 158. 
" AM 7: 13108. 
" Cf AM 7: 13107, 13110. 
'" AM 7: 13217. 
" AM 7: 13220. 
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Thanks to the precision and completeness of Ibn Jurayj's trans
mission from (At~f, which is visible in such examples, one can con
clude that the precise knowledge of details must not eo ipso necessitate 
their mention. Since only a fraction of dle sources from which the 
Muslim scholars of the third/ninth to fifth/eleventh century could 
draw are at our disposal today, the greater detail of later sources is 
in itself no proof for the unreliability of their additional informat'on. 
Rather, such proof must be adduced case by case. The assumption 
that in the above text the names originated with Ibn Jurayj or 'Abd 
al-Razzaq can be ruled out, since in this case the forger would surely 
have eliminated the superfluous original version. 

The inadmissibility of the conclusion e silentio does not apply only 
to individual elements of traditions, but also to whole traditions. 
Schacht often reasons according to the schema: If the tradition T is 
not yet present with the early compiler E but is present with the 
later compiler L, then it must have come into existence between E 
and L. 48 That this conclusion is not generally valid is demonstrated 
by dle following two traditions of Ibn Jurayj from 'Ata': 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to 'Ala): "He divorced her while she was men
struating (bii'i4an)." ['Ala'] said: "He should take her [the woman] back 
(yamdduhii) and then, when she is pure [again], pronounce the divorce 
or keep [her]. "49 

In this mponsum 'Ala' refers to no tradition to support his opinion. 
If only this text had been preserved, Schacht would have had to 
conclude that during 'Ala"s lifetime no corresponding tradition yet 
existed, or at least it could not have been knnwn in :rvlecca, in adher
ence to his motto: "The best way of proving that a tradition did 
not exist at a certain time is to show that it was not used as a legal 
argument in a discussion which would have made reference to it 
imperative, if it had existed. [ ... J We may safely assume that the 
legal traditions with which we are concerned were quoted as legal 
arguments by those whose doctrine they were intended to support, 
as soon as they were put into circulation. "50 This does sound obvious, 
but is not always correct, as the following responsum of <Ata"s shows: 

48 Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 140 ff. 
¥l AM 6: 10962. On 'Ata"s opinion about the correct time for divorce, cf. also 

10919, 1095!. 
50 Schacht, Origins, pp. 140-141. 
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Ibn Jura)] said: I said to 'A~a': "He divorces her while she is men
st~ating (l;ii'Ufan)." rA~a)] said: "She may not calculate her waiting 
penod according to It [her menstrual period] (Iii ta'taddu hihii), [rather,] 
she should fulfill three [cycles of] menstruation (bayd)." I s<rid: "[Assuming] 
he divorced her lr: the hour III whIch she menstruated [i.e., in which 
her menstrual penod began]." ['Ata)] said: "It was reported to us (ba
laghanii) that the Prophet said to Ibn 'Umar: 'Take her back until the 
time \'\'hen she is pure, then divorce [her] or keep [her]."'SI 

'Ata"s Prophetic dictum is a very abbreviated version of a tradition 
of the Prophet which is preserved in numerous variants. I will return 
to !t i~),another. place:52 His version strongly resembles the respansum 
of Ala s on thIS subject mentioned first. Thus we can assume that 
'Ala' already knew the Prophetic /.zadfth in some form when he 
answered Ibn Jurayj's question, but did not consider himself obliged 
to CIte It. There are several imaginable reasons, which will be dis
cussed later, for his not doing SO.53 

. There are several cases in which Ibn Jurayj quotes a legal solu
bon once as an opinion of 'Ata"s and another time as his trans
mission of a i}adfth. Another example is the controversial" early legal 
maxrm "al-walad li-l-firiish wa-li-l-'iihir al-/.zajm" (the child belongs to 
the bed, and to the one who engages in illegitimate sexual relations 
belongs nothing), which IbnJurayj cites twice as 'Ata"s ray and once 
as a PropheTIC dutum known to him." 

The existence of suc~ variants from one and the same authority 
can hardly be brought mto harmony with the assumption that mate
nal was merely fathered upon him. One would have to estimate Ibn 
Jurayj as very limited in intelligence to suppose that he would not 
have noticed the contradictions. 

On the theme ray versus /.zadfth let us also give the following exam
ple, which similarly contradicts the thesis of projection. Ibn Jurayj 
notes about a number of 'Ala"s legal ideas that this position was 
also held by one of the Companions of the Prophet or the caliphs. 
In general he clearly identifies this as his own comment, without cit
mg a source for it. It is hardly likely that a forger would have resisted 

" AM 6: 10969. 
02 See pp. 132-136. 
"" See pp. 120··123. 
:: Cf S~hacht, Origins, pp. 181 f 

AM I: 12369, 12381, 12862. Also see pp. 126 If. 
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the temptation to enlist 'Ala' for the purpose. Two attestations of 

this: 

Ibn Jurayj from (At~l' about a man who divorced his v.rife three ti~es 
but then slept ""rith her and denied that he had divorc.cd her, agm~st 
whom [however] the divorce was witnessed. [(At~l'] .sald ~~bout thlS]:. 
"The t\\'o are separated; he is not stoned or pumshed. Ibn Jura)!) 
said: "It was reported to me (balaghanf) that (Vmar ibn al-Khanab ruled 

accordingly."56 

Ibn Jura)j transmitted to us from 'Ata' the. pr~nounce~ent: "He [the 
slave] is allowed no renunciation (flil') [of his wife, W~·lO. IS also of sl~ve 
status] without [the permission of] his master, and It IS [for a ~enod 
of] t"va months." Ibn Jurayj said: "It w~s report~d. to ~e (balaghanz) ~~~ 
'Umar ibn al-Khanab said: 'The slave s renunCiatIOn IS two months. 

(Ata) 's "weaknesses" 
I s~mmarize a further cluster of internal formal criteria of authen
ticity under the designation of "weaknesses" of (~ta). It is not. par
ticularly felicitous, since it might suggest value Jud~e~ts whIch I 
would not like to have associated with it. I mean by It sImply those 
data which do not show 'Ata' as an infallible legal scholar who has 
the correct answer to all questions and adheres to them unwaver
ingly. With a student who was passing off his own teachings as those 
of his teacher in order to share in his glory, one would presumably 
seek such references to the latter's deficiencies in vain. W'ith Ibn 
]urayj, one finds them in abundance. Four "weaknesses" of 'Ata)'s
which Ibn ]urayj in some cases surely did not see as such-can. be 
observed in his tradition: ignorance, uncertainty, changes of opmlOn, 

and contradictions. 
'Ata) answered a few of Ibn ]urayj's questions with "mil <alimtu," 

"Iii ;drf' (I don't know) or "lam asma' fihii bi-shay'" (I have heard 
nothing about that).58 In other cases he nevertheless follows such 
confessions of ignorance with a conjecture. For instance, Ibn luraY] 
asks 'Ata) after the latter has cited a dictum of 'A'isha's: "From whom 
are yo~ transmitting that" (ta'thiru)? ['Ata']: "I don't know. I think 
(&asabtu) that I heard 'Ubayd [ibn 'Umayr] say it."59 Or: Ibn ]uraY.) 

SG Al\![ 7: 13408 (emphasis mine). 
57 A..\1 7: 13188 (emphasis mine). 
'" AM 6: 11522: 7: 12658, 13655, 14030. " " 
59 fu\i[ 7: 14001. The manuscript text is somewhat corrupt: Instead of qultu 

A 1 rl tl1P 'tor smrQ"ests. read Qiila, and instead of '''abdan,'' <Ubaydan. 
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said: I said to 'Ala': "Is whoever intentionally ('iimidan) makes a 
woman permissible to her former husband [through an intervening 
marriage] to be punished?" ['Ala'] said: "I don't know. I think he 
should be punished."60 

Ibn Jurayj reports on CAta)'s changes of opinion several times with 
the words: "Earlier I heard him say ... "61 or "later he said ... ",62 in 
one case noting that he likes 'Ala"s first opinion better than his later 
one. 63 An example for illustration: 

Ibn Jura)j transmitted to us from 'A~a) the statement: "Stoning is not 
performed when someone who has never yet been married (bikr) or 
someone who has already been married (thayyib) commits fornication 
with a female slave. Both [the bikr and the tluzyyib] are whipped one 
hundred [strokes] and exiled for a year." [Ibn Jurayj] said: "The same 
is true when a frec woman commits fornication with a slave. CAta) 
used to say something else before that, until he heard that said by 
J:Iabfb ibn [abf] Thabit. After that he said it [toO]."54 

That 'Ata' changes his mind and adopts the legal opinion of a rel
atively unknown Kufan scholar cannot be a projection. 

Finally, it speaks against the thesis that Ibn ]urayj fathered his 
own views on 'Ata' that sporadically he cites contradictory state
ments from him on the same subject. A glaring example is afforded 
by two responsa on the question of the [/ii': 

Ibn Jurayj said: (A~a) was asked about a man who had sworn not to 
approach his wife [sexually] for a month, and stayed away from her 
for five months. CAt.a) said: "That is no renunciation (laysa dh?ilika bi
fla)in)"!65 

To precisely the same question he responds on another occasion: 
"That is a renunciation (dhiilika flii'un), regardless of whether he 
specified a date or not. When four months have passed-as God, 
the Exalted, says-it is a [divorce]. "66 

Since 'Ata' also shows a further uncertainty in the question of the 
[/ii' which indicates a process of development and perhaps originates 

6(1 AJV[ 6: 10780. A further example of this type is present in A1v[ 7: 11954. 
" E.g. AM 7: 11954, 11966. 
m AM 7: 11680, 12974. 
OJ AJvl 7: 11680. 
51 AJV[ 7: 13391. In the text is I:Iahib ibn Thabit. Presumably, however, the 

I:Iabib ibn abr Thiibit mentioned in 6: 10323, 10644 is intended. On him cf. Ibn 
Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 6, p. 223. 

"' AM 6: 11620. C[ also 11603, 11618. 
'" AM 6: 11627. C[ also 11610. 
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in the influence of others,67 this contradiction could be based on a 
chronological remove between the two questions. Then we would 
similarly be dealing with a change of opinion, which Ibn ]urayj does 
document, but does not-as in some other cases--identifY as such. 
A forger of the stature of Ibn ]urayj-if he in fact were one-could 
presumably be trusted not to commit the error of discrediting his 
master through contradictory statements. 

c. The results of the test of genuineness 

It would be possible to adduce some further internal formal criteria 
which speak for the genuineness of Ibn ]urayj's 'APi' tradition. 
However, I think that the foregoing two external and six internal 
formal criteria of authenticity are sufficient to support the follO\,~ng 
conclusions: 

Ibn ]urayj's 'Ata' material in the M~annrrf of 'Abd al-Razzaq actu
ally derives from 'Ap.' ibn abf Rabah, who must have been one of 
Ibn ]urayj's most important teachers. Ibn ]urayj generally differentiates 
precisely between statements of 'Ata)'s, those of other informants and 
his own opinion and does not hesitate to diverge from his legal teach
ings. It is not to be expected that there are intentionally false ascrip
tions of opinions to {At~e in this tradition. It can be considered a 
historically reliable source for the state of legal development in Mecca 
in the first decade of the second/eighth century. This chronological 
placement results from the traditional death dates of 'Ata' and Ibn 
]urayj. 'Ata' died in 115/733 and Ibn ]urayj in 1501767. 68 The 
difference of 35 years and the assumption that Ibn ]urayj began his 
studies at the age of 18 make it likely that he studied with 'Ala' 
only in the last two decades of the latter's life. 'Ata"s legal opin
ions, however, surely did not spring from the void only at this time
that is hard to imagine on the basis of their enormous bulk alone-; 
rather, their development reaches back at least into the last two to 
three decades of the first/seventh century. Whether he had prede
cessors on whom he could rely, i.e., whether the origins of Islamic 
jurisprudence are to be placed in his time or perhaps even earlier, 
is to be clarified by an investigation of 'Ata"s legal sources69 I have 

" AM 6' 11610 11627 with 11648. 
63 On this see b~low, pp. 253 ff., 269 £ 
69 See Chap. III.B.2.b. 
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70 C£ G. Schader "Die Frage der hrifili h 
de~l vVissenschaften ~ fruhen Islam," ~~r Ist::n en oder miindlichen Oberlieferung 

Cf. van Ess, Zwischen Ijadu und Thol
o

' 62. (1985), pr· 201-230. 
'/{le, p. Vll and Schaeler, op. cit., p. 226. 
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Conclusions from the criteria of authenticity 
According to my calculations, the MUfannaf of 'Abd al-R~zzaq c~n
tains approximately 5,250 individual texts from Ibn JuraY.) , of whIch 
about 2,000 refer to 'Ala' 72 One half of them are responsa to ques
tions of Ibn Jurayj's, such texts often consisting of more than one 
question and answer, the other half dicta and traditions of 'Ata"s, 
some of which display considerable length. The remammg appro,:,
mately 3,250 texts are distributed among 100-200. sources, who m 
turn name up to three or more sources in the zsniid. It IS qUIte 

unlikely that this mass of heterogeneous material was kept by Ibn 
Jurayj exclusively in his memory and transmitted by heart. . 

If poems, anecdotes, stories and short legal. maxIms c~n be retamed 
relatively well, juridical dialogues and descnptlOns of mtncate legal 
situations are as inappropriate for memorization as can be ImagIned. 
For illustration, let us enjoy the following-admittedly extreme
example: 

Ibn JuraJd said: I said to 'Ala': "[What do you think about] the man's 
saying 'anti khaliyya' and 'Malawti minnf?'" ['Ala'] said: "[They are] the 
same [in value]." I said: "[And the v'lOrds] 'anti bariy)!a' and 'bzntz 73 

minnl?'" ['Ata'] said: "[They are] the same." I said: "[And the words] 
'anti biiJina' ~r 'gad binti minnf?'" [,Ata'] said: "[They are) th: ,same. 
As to his words 'anti khaliy)la,' 'anti sariib,' 'i'taddr' or 'antz tiilzq, th.ey 
arc a sunna with respect to which ~o freedo~ ~f c~oic,e is }eft. to_)~IIT~ 
(Iii yuda)yanu); it is a divorce. As to hIS wo~ds anti barryya or _a~ti ba ma; 
they are something that has been newly mtroduced (aMathu), [for this 
reason] freedom of choice is left to him V.'lth respect to them, If he 
desires divorce, it is one, and if not, then not." I said: "V\~at i~ your 
opinion if he said: 'anti (illiq,' 'anti khaliyya,' 'anti bariyya,' 'antz ba)ma' or 
'anti sarilh' and aftervvards said: 'I intended three [divorces],' ~then] 
regrets [it] and loves his wife (ahlahu) [again]?" ['Ap.'] said: ':He IS left 
no freedom of choice." I said: "[Assummg] he sald nothing mdic~tlng 
divorce?" [CAt~i'] said: "[vVhat he said about hi~ intention] is suffiClen:; 
he has pronounced a definitive divorce,. [and ,!n{ cons~quen~e]_ she. 1: 
separated from him; it is a [thre~fold] divorce. ~r ?bn .Dmar s~ld. 
"No rather there is [only] one [divorce], as long as antI banyya, khahyya, 
b[i'i~a' or 'binti minnz' came from his mouth." He said [further]: "And 
he is given freedom of choice [whether it should be a divorce at all]." 

72 This is extrapolated on the basis of my sample of about 21 % of the total text. 
Cf. pp. 58, 74, 78, note 13. .. . .. 

73 Clearly a mistake in transmlsSlOn. Presumably It should ongmally have been 
"ban'ti!" 
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I said: "If he intended three [divorces] by his words 'qad binti miJlnf' 
or 'bari)ti minJlz?'" ['Aml~ said: "It is [nevertheless] only one."74-

It is hardly imaginable that anyone is in a position to keep such 
instructional dialogues in his head without notes. It also speaks in 
favor of Ibn Jura)j's transmission from 'Ala' having depended essen
tially on written records which he prepared in and immediately fol
lowing classes with 'Ata' that he cites slightly divergent stances of 
(Atii"s on the same subject,75 notes additions or omissions of only a 
few words in traditions of 'Ata"s that Ibn Jurayj knows from other 
sources as well/

6 
is able to differentiate later from earlier views of 

'Ata"s, n and can specifY whether he has a text directly from him 
or through an informant.78 Ibn Jurayj's commentaries and remarks 
on the 'Ata' traditions79 also suggest written documentation. Otherwise 
how, Over the course of time, could he keep separate his teacher's 
statement and his own explanations and amplifications of it, as he 
usually neatly does? The criteria adduced for the authenticity of Ibn 

Jurayj's 'Ala' tradition without exception speak for a written mode 
of transmission. One can hardly escape this conclusion if one has 
accepted the premises. 

Ibn Jurayj's references 

A further argument in favor of this thesis can be derived from Ibn 
Jurayj's comments. Until now we have spoken only of two types of 
comments, additions and contradictions.so A third type could be called 
references. They are notes about the opinions or statements of other 
scholars about the case in question or about a ~adith. Just 10% of 
the traditions from CAta) contain such references. They refer to 
approximately a dozen persons, at their head 'Amr ibn Dinar, from 
whom Ibn Jurayj also transmits the most after 'Ata'.81 60% of the 
references are to 'Amr. In second place follows 'Abd aI-Karim (20%), 
more rarely Ibn Shihab, Mujahid, ['Abd Allah 1 Ibn Kathir, Ibn 
Tawils and others. They are distributed in approximately equal 

" A.cVf 6: 11190. 
" See pp. 88-92. 
76 See pp. 88 f. 
;; See pp. 93 £ 
iB See p. 87. 
'" Sec pp. 84 ff 
80 See pp. 84-86. 
81 See pp. 77 f. 
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portions between the two main ge,:res of mponsa and dicta .. Since 
only a few of the references (15%) IdentifY I~~ luray') ex pres",: ,~e1blS 
as the originator of this form of note wIth qala Ibn Juray'), .the 
names and their distribution of frequency are an Important mdIca
tion that they in fact derive from him and not, for instance, from 
'Abd al-Razzaq. Further indicators of this are their content and form. 
In these respects they are clearly different from the latter's references. 
In terms of content, half of Ibn Jurayj's references say only that "X 
said the same" (e.g., "wa-qlllahu cAmr" or "qala cAmr mithl~hu");82 the 
other half give concrete indications of additions to or dIvergences 
from 'Ata"s statement, but generally only in a few words. The content 
and siz~ of these references clearly indicate that they are subsequent 
additions of Ibn JuraY.i's to 'Ata's ttaditions. One might im~gine. that 
he originally wrote them in the empty lines between the mdiVIdual 
texts between the lines or in the margin and that he himself or a 
cop;st later integrated them into the running tex~. For this th_es:s 
and against the imaginable hypothesIs that they are Abd al-Razzaq s 
notes on oral commentaries of Ibn Jura)j's speaks-m additIon to 
the fact, already mentioned, that 'Abd al-Razzaq's comments on 
other texts are different from these-the occurrence of abbreVIated 
references. They consist simply of the conjunction "wa" and a name, 

. " a-'Amr" or "wa-Ibn al-Musayyab wa-'Arnr"83 and mean the e.g., W . 
same thing as "wa-qalahu X." These abbreVIated fonus appear not 
only at the end, but also in the middle of the text, which clearly 
identifies them as marginal notes or th" eqmvalent. An example: 

Ibn Juray] said: I said to 'Ata': "The man gives the div~r.cc, but. do~,~ 
not make it irrevocable. \t\There does she spend her waltmg penod. 
['A1a'] said: "In her husband's house, whe~~ she is .. " I s~id: ""Vhat ~o 
you think if he allows her to spend the waltmg penod WIth her. family 
(ah~?" He said, "No, then he participates vvith her ~n the, sm ~which s~e 
may commit]." [Ibn Jurayj:] "Thereupon he reCited: wa-la yakh17gna 
iliii an ya'tfna bi:fiihishatin mubayyinatin'84 (and they should [or: need] not 
leave [their houses], unless they have ~ommlte~ ~ prova?le,,[sex~al] 
transgression). "fl5 I said: "This verse applies to thIS? He sal,d: Ycs.
and 'AmI". I said: "It was not abrogated?" He said: "NO."86 

"' AM 6: 10976, 11392, 11807. 
"' AM 7: 12246; 6: 10422. 
24 Quotation from Qur'an 65: 1. . _., _,' . _ _ _ 
35 On the tenn Jii&i..sha, cf. I'vlotzki, "T11al-mu&~'anatu mtna n-/nsa z tIla ma malakat 

aimiinuJrum (Koran 4:24) und die koranische Sozialethik," Dcr Islam 63 (1986), p. 195. 
86 A11 6: 11009. Emphasis mine. 
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From the mode of transmission of Ibn Jurayj's comments one can 
conclude that 'Abd al-Razzaq copied them and the corresponding 
text from a written document. This does not exclude the possibility 
that the material was the subject of lectures of Ibn Jurayj's in which 
'Abd al-Razzaq participated and in which he, a classmate or Ibn 
J urayj himself read the texts aloud.87 I will go even further and 
advance the hypothesis that the references were entered by IbnJura)j 
in his lecture notes from {Ata' in the course of the second phase of 
his studies, in which he heard 'Amr ibn D,nar and other predomi
nantly Meccan and Medinan scholars, while initially''' collecting the 
others' texts separately. Here I base myself on the observation that 
in his traditions from other, uniformly younger, teachers and sources 
abbreviated references do not turn up at all,89 and those of the type 
"wa-qiilahil X" only very rarely. He thus did note in his 'Ata' docu
ments when others agreed with him or diverged from him; but not 
in the records of the younger Sources what (Ata)'s position was and 
only sporadically the positions of others. 

The autonomy of the individual texts 

For the solution of the problem whether the transmission of a text 
?r a work took place in writing Or orally, one can also, in my opin
IOn, make use of the criterion of autonomy. By this I mean the ques
tion of whether the transmitted textual fragments or individual texts 
are autonomous in themselves and understandable as such, or are 
not autonomous and are meaningful only within a larger context. 
Here it seems to me permissible to assume that in general a purely 
oral tradition reproduces no non-autonomous textual fragments and 
does not tend as easily as a written one to tear apart autonomous 
texts in order to incorporate them into other contexts. 

In Ibn Juraxj's tradition from (Ata) often90 non-autonomous texts 
are to be found which are only meaningful within a context. It is 
true that a context is created by 'Abd al-Razzaq, whether it be 
formed through chapter headings or through thematically related 

87 On metho9s of instruction cf. ~iddfqf, ljadfth Literature, 158 f[ Sezgin, Geschichte, 
pp. 53-84 pasSlill. Azami, Studies ill Earl), ljadIth Literature pp. 183-211. Schoder 
"Die Frage," passim. " 

83 See below, pp. 204 IT. 
89 Th' t I· I . IS S atement app les to my se ecnon of texts· on this see p 78, note 13. 
90 In about 16-17% of the cases. '" 
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traditions from other sources, but the original context which was 
constituted by other traditions of 'A,a' is no longer, or only par

tially, present. An example: 

J . ·d· I ·d to 'Ata'· "I sent them my sandals and they Ibn uraYJ Sal. Sal . . dal 
. Ii d ·th this" ['Ata'] said· "What good are your san s to were sailS e VvI . . ' . ffi 

them?" He said [further]: "It is said [yuqiilu]: 'The least whIch su ces 
hi h 1 d ,))91 

is his ring or a dress w c le sen s. 

Without additional information, only specialists in Isbmic law will 
divine that the subject here is the minimum of the. bndal. gIft. Th,s 
necessary aid to understanding is offered by the Immediately pre
ceding chapter heading and the following texts .. Three further texts 
of 'Ata' on the subject of the bridal gift follow In the Mu:;annaf only 
seven· pages later. In between come 26 traditions fron: other author
ities. The original, reconstructable context of the 'A,a traditrons has 
been destroyed in the Mu:;annaf in favor of a new thematrc ~ompo
sition. The question is whether 'Abd al-Razzaq IS responslbl~ or 
already Ibn Jurayj. From the fact that in the Mu,annafthe t~adltrons 
of Ibn Jurayj often appear in blocks one can conclude that Abd al
Razzaq found these units ready-made, and thus that he es~e~trally 
limited himself to cutting up Ibn Jura)j's work and combrmng It 
with other sources, in doing which, however, he left related thin~s 
together. This can also be seen in the above e~ample, whIch IS 
direcdy followed by three traditions of Ibn JuraY): 1. the opnnons 
of 'Arnr ibn DInar and 'Abd ai-KarIm, his most Important teacher: 
after CAt~f, 2. a tradition received from 'Amr ibn DInar about 'All 
and 3. a Prophetic tradition of Ibn abi 1-J::Iusayn. Only after ,these 

te ts which 'Abd al-Razzaq has from other sources-Ma mar, 
come x 'A) h" h 
al-Tha'A'l"l and others." Before the next traditions of ,a, w IC 
also form a block, comes a tradition with the isniid Ibn JuraY)-

S Ibn 'Umar-Ibn Mas'ud which probably ongInally anonymou- , 
ended Ibn Jurayj's chapter, while the 'A,a' texts began a n:w chapter 
for him as well." It is thus to be assumed that the headings of the 

~.AM: 6: 10394. Descriptions of situations by Ibn Jurayj in the. first :perso~ ~e 
ve rare. This certainly does not necessarily mean that they descnbe ~!ngs \\~lC~ 
reJty occurred. Here, too, one should probably mentally add the word assummg 
and understand the sentence as a hypothetica1. 

" AM 6, pp. 174 ff 
"' AM 6, pp. 180-81. 
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two chapters also already derive from Ibn Jurayj. One encounters 
such compositional features relatively frequendy, but not invariably. 
Individual texts of Ibn Jurayj also occur in the midst of other mate
rial. Nevertheless, I think that the conclusion that Ibn Jurayj already 
organized his material thematically into chapters, and that with him 
the traditions of 'A,a' generally came at the beginning, can be drawn 
with some certainty from the text of the Mu,aJ1naj.91 The hypothesis 
that Ibn Jurayj undertook this ordering of the traditions he had col
lected exclusively in his head and presented it to his students from 
memory with the chapter headings is quite unlikely. One will thus 
not go wrong in assuming that Ibn Jurayj recorded a thematically 
ordered compilation of legally relevant traditions, including his com
ments and his O\Vl1 opinions about them, in writing, i.e., that he 
composed books. One should most likely imagine these as notebooks, 
each of which contained a "kitiib" about a specific subject or part 
of one and served him as lecture notes, thus, for instance, a kitiib 
al-nikii~, a kiliib al-Ialiiq, a kitiib al-walii'. It is not necessarily the case, 
but highly probable that he did not begin his writing only at a rela
tively ripe age. Even his collecting activities will have consisted of 
writing from dictation and copying those texts which he later re
edited. The other features of the Ibn Jurayj tradition already men
tioned also speak for this assumption.95 

The terminology of transmission 
In the discussion of the orality or textuality of early Islamic tradi
tion, and above all of }fadJ/h, until now the defenders of early tex
tuality have particularly invoked the terminology of transmission." 
Because of this it is necessary in closing to examine this question 
too and to investigate whether it offers such clues in the case of the 
Ibn Jurayj-'Ara' tradition as well. 

In order to have opportunities for comparison, it seemed to me 
useful to classify the isniids separately according to the two genres of 

94 Another organizing principle is used in Malik's Muwa.t!a", where generally
insofar as they are cited-the traditions from the Prophet come at the beginning 
and the rest follow according to the seniority of the authorities cited, Malik's teach
ers and himself thus comprising the end of a chapter (recension of YaDya ibn 
Ya4y'). 

" See pp. 96-97. 
% Cf. Abbott, Studies, vol. 2, pp. 57, 63, 126, 181, 193, 196-198, 236. Sezgin, 

Geschichte, vol. I, pp. 53-84. 
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Tesponsa and dicta. In both cases the same three mam types can be 
differentiated; however, their frequency in the two genres is com

pletely different. 
Type I has the basic pattern: 

'Abd al-Razzaq 'aa Ibn Jurayj. Oftla. 

In the case of the Tesponsa it usually has the continuation: "qultu li
CAta)," but also "sa> altu {At~i' ," "qultu lahu," "sami'tu X ya/ alu 'Ata'" 
and "qala X li-'Ata'." In the case of the dicta the continuation usu
ally runs "gala CAt~f" or "akhbaranz 'Ata\" more rarely "qala Ii (At~f" 
oder "sami'tu 'Ata' yaqui." This type represents 70% of the isnads of 
the responsa but only 12% among the dicta. 

Type 2 has the basic pattern: 

Akhbaranii 'Abd al-Razzaq. Oftla: akhbaraal Ibn Jura,j. 

In the case of the mponsa this is generally followed by: "qala: qultu 
li-'Ata) ," rarely "qala: sa' altu (At~f ," "qala: sU'ila 'Ata'" or "qala: sam{tu 
'Ata) yus'al." The dicta usually proceed: '''an 'Ata). Qgla:') or -"qala: 
akhbaranz 'Ata' ," "qala: gala CAt~f ," "qala: kana (At~i' yaqul," "gala: 
sami'tu (At~C yaqul" Of, extremely rarely, "qala: (wddathanf 'At;f." 
Among the Tesponsa this type represents 22%, among the dicta 31%. 

Type 3 has the basic pattern: 

'Abd al-Razzaq 'an Ibn Jurayj 'an <Atil'. 

In the case of the genre of mponsa the continuation is usually: "qala 
[Ibn Jurayjl qultu iahu," more rarely "gala [Ibn Jurayjl qultu," "qala 
[Ibn Jurayjl: sa' altuhu" or "qala [Ibn Jurayjl qultu li- 'Ata"'; in a few 
cases" qala" is also missing. The dicta continue the isnad in the major
ity of cases with "qala," which sometimes, however, is missing, or
more rarely-with "'an X." Extremely rarely one finds "qala [Ibn 
Jurayjl sami'tuhu yaquI." This basic pattern has a frequency quotient 
in the case of the mponsa of only 8%, but among the dicta of 57%. 

Among the responsa the ranking of the basic patterns is thus: type 
I: 70%, type 2: 22%, and type 3: 8%, among the dicta, on the other 
hand: type 3: 57%, type 2: 31 %, and type I: 12%. If one calculates 
the distribution of frequency of the isnM types in the genre of d,cta 
divided according to personal opinion and material from others,97 in 

97 On these sub~categories see above, p. 80. 
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the case of personal opinion there results the ranking: type 3: 68%, 
type 2: 23%, and type 1: 9%, in the case of material from others, 
on the other hand: type 2: 48%, type 3: 34%, and type I: 18%. 

These statistics are to be interpreted as indicating that there are 
correlations between types of isnM and textual genres: For responsa 
the pattern "'Abd al-Razzaq 'an Ibn Jurayj. Q.ala:" is preferred, for 
dicta, on the other hand, the pattern "'Abd al-Razzaq 'an Ibn Jurayj 
(an 'At;f. Qflla:"; while the material from others (i.e., (At~C's reports 
from others) is most often introduced with: "akhbarana 'Abd al-Razzaq. 
Qaia: akhbarana IbnJurayj" ,'\lith the continuation "'an CAtam or "qala: 
akhbaran'il qala/ /.taddathanf 'Ata'." 

These are, however, only tendencies which reflect particnlar pref
erences. Type 2, for instance, which introduces almost half of all 
traditions from others, is nevertheless represented among the responsa 
and 'Ata"s own dicta with 22% and 23% respectively. There is no 
hard and fast rule that a specific isnM pattern belongs to a specific 
genre. On the other hand, it is to be observed that almost three 
quarters of all 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn Jurayj-'A;a' traditions have 
th "(" "( (" d nl th kh e an or an ... an structure, an a y a quarter e "a baranii" 
pattern. This difference, however, is not to be attributed to a different 
mode of transmission, for instance, "vith "akhbaranii" indicating the 
procedure of qirii)a, fiiiza or muniiwala and "'an," in contrast, textual 
transmission without an Y·iiza. Against such an assumption speaks the 
fact that occasionally the same text, or tvvo texts related in content 
which Ibn Jurayj must have obtained at the same time, appear widl 
different isnad structures, once -with "akhbarana" and another time 
with "'an. "98 

The structure of transmission between Ibn J urayj and 'Ata' is sim
pler and contains only two basic patterns: 

Type I: 

Ibn Jurayj qala. 

In the case of the responsa there usually follows "qultu li- 'Ata'" or the 
equivalent, in the case of the dicta predominantly "qala CAta>''' "akhbaranf 
'Atam or the equivalent. Explicit emphases of samii' occur, but rel
atively rarely (4%). 

"" C( A.c'Vf 7: 13217 and 13220; 13854 and 13856. 
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Type 2: 

The continuation in the case of the responsa usually runs: "qiila [Ibn 
Juraxi):," infrequently the question follows immediately; in the case 
of the dicta: "gilla"-in a few cases, however, it is missing-or, spo
radically, man. "99 

Type I is more often represented (58%) than type 2 (42%), how
ever, the difference is not large enough to be considered signilicant. 
On the other hand, the correlation with the genres is unmistakable. 
Type I occurs primarily with the responsa (78%), type 2 with the dicta 
(90%); in contrast, in the case of 'Ata"s material [rom others the 
distribution is not eccentric: type I reaches a frequency of 45%, type 

2 of 55%. 
In the case of Ibn Juraxi's transmission from 'Ata' as well, the 

two isniid types thus correspond to different preferences associated 
with specific genres, something which is even more apparent here 
than in the case of 'Abd al-Razzaq-IbnJuraxi. The two types, how
ever, are not the expression of a truly different method of trans
mission. This is shown by the examples in which the two genres 
overlap, in which, for example, a dictum of 'Ata"s is followed by a 
follow-up question of Ibn Jurayj's and 'Ata"s answer.100 These texts 
are uniformly introduced with "'an 'Ata)," That proves that this pat
tern results from the same situation of transmission as that of the 
responsa. It would be incorrect to assume that '''an (At~f" indicates 

textuality, '''qala: qultu li- 'Ata'/' in contrast, orality. From these for
mulations alone for the early period it is not possible to conclude 
either the one or the other. That is only possible with the help of 
other criteria, such as those which I have already mentioned.101 

In the case of Ibn Juraxi's 'Ata' material one will have to assume 
that oral and textual reception are inextricably intertwined, that Ibn 
Juraxi heard 'Ata' and wrote down what he heard, as is still the 
practice in the lecture business today. That he transmitted texts from 
'At'" which he did not hear from him but obtained only in writing 
is unlikely despite the many "'an" traditions. 

99 See p. 102. 
.00 cr. AM 6: 10673, 10816, 10912, 11275, 11926; 7: 12435, 13586, 13786, 

1400l. 
101 See pp. 97-101. 
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2. Characteristus if 'Alii"s legal scholarship and its significance 
for the hzstory if Islamic jurisprudence 

a. General characteristics 

Ibn Juraxj's tr~dition from 'At5-' contains a number of indications 
that Ibn JuraYJ was not his only student, but that 'Ata' had a cir-

h
cle of students who regnlarly heard his lectures. An indicator which 

as already been mentioned are the texts in whl'ch Ibn J . I . uraY) reports 
not on y hIS own questions but those of other persons, T,vo exam
ples: 

Ibn Jura)j said: 'At;'!' was asked about [twO]102 men h f h 'dth h .. ,cae 0 worn 
marne e ot er to hIS SIster under the condition that each of the 
two would have to produce [only] a small bridewealth [ 'iJz~ J' 'f h 
deSIred howe T h u1d . ) az, I e 

.' _ .' er, e co receIve more than that. [,At;'!'] said: "No 
~: ~~lfhar. [~.:;, the exchange o~ wives ,vithout bridewealth] is forbid~ 

E
· Said. But the two speCIfied a bridewealth!" ['Ata'] said' "l\.J , 

, ach of the tw th h . ' nO. 

k (
. . . o. ~ave e ot er permission [to marrv] for his own 

sa e mzn tglz nqfsihz)."103 ~J 

Ibn Juraxj said: I said to 'At;'!': "A man said to his wife wh h d 
been a slave and th .£: d 'Y , 0 a . en was Iree, ou have committed fornication 
~nce you wer~ freed!', '.vithout offering proof of this. [,At;,!'] said: If 
toe s~ys th~t Wlth~U:, havmg proof of it, he is whipped." So~eone said 

hIm (qila lahul. [Assummg] she committed the Co . tI' 
sl "[CA -'] 'd" Ii mIca on as a 

d
ave. ta SaI: [In that case] there is no hadd [punishment ror 
le accuser] ."104 . Ii 

;he~e texts show that not only a dialogue between Ibn Jurayj and 
,At~" took place, but that others who also asked questions attended 
Ata s mstructIon as well. Ibn JuraY)' somefimes' li . . h" glVes exp CIt expres-
SlO~ to t IS SItuation, for instance with formulations such as "~l l'~ 
<At ' ( "10' qz a z 

,a wa-ana asma u :J or "sam{fu 'At::C yus' alu"106 ( 'd 'A -) hi! ,someone S31 to 
fa weI was listening' I heard 'Ata' asked) 0 h th '., ne may assume 

t at ere was a steady circle of students who studied with 'Ala' and 
felt themselves to be classmates. They designated themselves a~ "julus 

102 The manuscri t has onl'" . .". . 
should read rqjulayn.p )- nyul, followmg the suggesTIon of the editor, one 

103 AM 6: 10440. Emphases rm'ne 
104 • • 

A1vf 7: 13750. Emphases mine 
.0; AM 6: 11522. ' 
'0" AM 7: 13883. 
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maCa 'Ata"'I07 (participants in CAta"s sessions), and the master occa
sionally' addresses them directly, for instance, when he .responds to 

. ,,- tunvawna 'an ?" (what was transmItted to you 
a questIOn: ma . . .. .. d b t di 
f ?) 103 In addition 'Ata's meetings were Vls1te y gnes au -
rom. h' ... d their stay' in Mecca to contact the famous scholar. 
tors w 0 use fJ K £ took the 
Thus Ibn jurayj reports that once a scholar r~;n u a 
floor and communicated the opinion of the fuqaha of ;<-u!~ about a 

I aI estion 109 Perhaps it was aIso m the Clrcle of Ata that the 
eg qu . di . f th P het to 'Ata' 
muhaddith Abu Quz'a presented a tra hon 0 e rop .. 

d· Ib jura,n11O Besides Ibn jurayj, a few more students or aud,-
an n lJ . di" add 
tors of 'Ata)'s can be ascertained from hIs ,tra non, onc can . 
other names from other early sources. In vanouS contex~ Ibn jur~YJ 

'Ub yd Allah ibn aM Yazfd 111 Hisham Ibn Yal).ya, Sulayman 
names a 'Y , -b r.b 'Ata)] 112 
'b M- - ['Abd Allah] ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr, a qu L' n . , 
1 nd lusa, 'ts 'At-a' material from 'Abd aI-Hamfd ibn Rafi', 113 an a so transml . . 
<Abd al-Karim al-JazarI1l4 and 'Amr ibn Dlnar,1l5 whom, he cons~-

uently accepts as students of 'Ata"s. Ma'mar ibn Ras~d sporadi~ 
qall l'tS from 'Ata' through Ibn Ta"",,s and Ayyub [Ib,: ab1 
c y transm. - 1 S b-'-] 11, Ib 
T - ]116 Suh.an aI-Thawn through Abu Isl).aq [a - a 11, n 

am1ma , 'y - '-h 118 'Abd 1-
'U a na through 'Amr ibn Dfnar and Ibn a~, NaJ1., ,a 

R 
y ~ h h 'Abd ai-Malik ibn abf Sulayman and through Amr 

azzaq t roug . h 'A -, 11 L ter 
'b Hawshab 119 who all probably studied WIt ta as we. a 
1 n , f 'A -)) mong 

. know of even more sometime students 0 ta S, a 
sources _(_ b- H -f 120 
them such famous names as al-ZuhrI, al-Awza 1 and ,A u . anl a. 

Instruction took place partially in the form of queshon-and-answer 
sessions and partially as lectures of free presentatIons. ThiS can be 

", AM 6: 10957; 7: 12553. . d' t Emphasis 
108 AlVf 6: 10641. Instead of "tamwnd' I read v.nth the e Itor unuawna. 

mine. 
109 AM 7: 13742. 
'w AM 7: 12584. ., _ 9 
III A fellow student of <At;'i"s v.'1th Ibn Abbas. See P'I~~6;'o~~ i 1610 
'" AM 7: 12553; 6: 11666,11772; 7: 12381, 12529, ,. . 

'" AM 6: 11348. 
'" AM 6: 11460. 
''0, AM 6: 10895, 11080, 14001. 
m AM 6: 11565; 7: 12634, 13335. 
117 AJvl 7: 13325. 
"" AM 6: 10562, 10764, 10772; 7; 13139. 
'" AM 7: 12886, 13436. . - L p. 80. Sezgin, 
120 See p. 251 and cf. Azami, Studies m Ear01 lfadrth aeroture, 

Geschuht.e, voL 1, p. 31. 
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inferred from the two main genres of Ibn Jurayj's tradition, the 
responsa and the dicta. Among the responsa, however, the predominance 
of Ibn Jurayj's questions (88%) in comparison with those of other 
persons is cnrious and requires explanation. I do not think that this 
is a result of CAt~f's style of instruction, for instance, that only a par
ticular student and well-known personalities were allowed to ask ques
tions, but that it has to do with the records of Ibn Jurayj, who noted 
above all his own questions and those of others more rarely. Since 
he studied with 'Ata' over a quite long period of time, as is indi
cated by his statements about earlier and later opinions of <Ata)ls,121 
this amount of material could gradnally accumulate. 

b. 'Afa"s sources 

In most cases CAt~e does not give reasons for his legal opinions, but 
merely observes that such-and-such is the legaI situation. The texts 
in which he refers to some source, whether it be the Qur'an, the 
Prophet, the latter's Companions, or learned colleagues, constitute 
only one third of Ibn Jurayj's entire 'Ata' tradition. Nevertheless, it 
is precisely these which are of decisive significance for the question 
of the origins of Meccan jurisprudence. In order to obtain a nnanced 
picture of 'Ata"s sources, I will investigate them divided according 
to genre. 

The sources of the usponsa 
If one differentiates between texts in which (At~f refers to sources 
argumentatively and those in which he merely mentions them-usu
ally prompted by questions from students-, it emerges that only 
about 14% of the responsa contain a recourse to sources which serves 
to support the legal pronouncement. Among them the shares of the 
Qur'an and of tbe Companions of the Prophet are approximately 
equally high (about 6% each), and those of the Prophet and of 'Ata"s 
contemporaries equaIly low (about 1 % each). That is, when 'Ata' 
invoked an authority in order to strengthen his position-which he 
did rarely-as a rule it was either the Qur'an or one of the sa/:zaba, 
rarely the Prophet or foqaha' of the tabi'un level. If one adds the 
other kind of references, i.e. sources merely mentioned, the share of 

121 Sec pp. 92-94. 
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the Qur'an doubles and those of the Prophet and of 'Ala"s con
temporaries rise to approximately half of the value for the Companions 
of the Prophet, which rises only negligibly. 

This shift in 'Ata"s references to sources reflects the interest of 
his students. Through their questions, they prompt him to deal with 
the Qur'an, the Prophet and contemporary opinions more inten
sively than he did on his own initiative. 

The next question to be clarified is how 'Ala' refers to his sources. 
From this, it is possible to draw conclusions about their existence in 
his time and his familiarity with them. I treat them in the order of 
their significance in (Ata)'s instruction. 

fJ.. The Qur'an 
'Ata)'s references to the Qur'an can be subdivided into allusions and 
citations. Allusions are, among other things, those cases in which he 
simply invokes "God" or the Qur'an and in doing this assumes that 
the questioner knows precisely which verse is intended. Two examples: 

Ibn Jura,j said: Hisham ibn Yal;1ya said to 'Ata': "[What happens] if 
a man does not know the period of renunciation (ajal al-fll/) until four 
months have passed?" ['Ata'] said: "Even if he is ignorant, the period 
[of renunciation] is as God has established (hama fora¢a lliihu)."'22 

'Ala' refers-as does the question-to Qur'an 2:226: "Those who 
renounce their ,-vives [i.e., swear to abstain from them sexually] have 
a waiting period of four months ... " 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to <Ata): "The man marries the woman, but 
docs not see her until he divorces her. Is she permitted to his son [in 
marriage]?" [Ata] said: "No! It is revealed [in the Quylan] (mursala)." 
I said: "[What does] 'illii mii qad salafa' (with the exception of that 
which has already taken place) [mean]?" ['Ata'] said: "In the Jabiliyya 
sons married the wives of their fathers."123 

Ibn ]urayj's follow-up question shows that he has understood 'Ala"s 
allusion precisely and relates it to Qur'an 4, verse 2, from which he 
then quotes. 121 

Allusions of this kind are, however, relatively rare. In general, 
'Ala' cites the appropriate verse fragments. This offers the opportu
nity to compare them with the textus receptus. 'Ata)'s Qur)anic cita-

122 A1vf 6: 11666. Emphases mine. 
m AM 6: 10805. 
124 D •. ~_ ~h= ra~~ ;"/,;I,"",,,;c nllr'''inir (;f nl1r'::in ~'1_!)4: .11:.')0: 33:33: 48:26. 
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tions generally have introductions identifYing the text as such. Usually 
'A,a' precedes them with "qala llahu" (God said:),125 more rarely 
"dhakara lliihu" (God mentioned) or "kitaba llahl" (God's book),126 or 
Ibn ]uraYJ notes, "tala ['Ala']" ('Ala' recited).127 However, completely 
unannounced citations, identifiable only to those well-versed in the 
n, ,- al 128 I h . di ';z(.,llr an, so occur. n t e questIOns reeted to (At~f, on the other 
hand, the Qur'anic citations of Ibn ]urayj and others are predomi
nantly without mention of the source; it is only sporadically char
acterized as "qawl allah" (God's word). 'Ala"s Qur'anic citations 
which are without exception only fragments of verses, can be classified 
into three kinds: 1. Those which are in complete agreement with 
the textus receptus represent by far the largest portion. 2. Citations 
which to a large extent correspond to the 'Uthmanic recension, but 
which contain omissions, and 3. Paraphrases. Two examples of the 
second and third kind: 

['Ata'] said: [ ... ] God, the exalted, said: "La tahillu [allu haltii tankiha 
zawjan ghayralzu [ ... ]."129 ". 

T~e textus receptus of CLur'an 2:230 runs: "[ ... J ]a-Ia ta~illu lahu mlll 
ba du ~atta tanki~a zaWJan ghayrahu [ .. .J." 130 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to (Ata~: "The woman is divorced, and it is 
suspected that she is no longer menstruating, ,vithout its being com
pletely clear to them. How is that [to be handled]? ['Ata'] said: "As 
God, the exa.lt.ed, sai~: 'If she has given up the hope of it, she must 
observe a w31tmg penod of three months (idhii ya)isat min dhalika {tad
dat thawthata ashkurin)."'131 

The fraction of a verse which 'A,a' is paraphrasing runs: "Wa-l-llii'z 
ya'isna mina l-maiJf¢i min nisa'ikum ini ,-tabtum fa-'iddatuhunna thaliithata 
ashhurin [ .. r (Qur'iin 65:4). 

Such abbreviations of Qur)anic texts also occur in the questions 
of Thn]urayj, whose citations, however, generally agree precisely with 
the textus receptus. One probably should not infer deficient knowledge 
of the Qur'an or divergent readings on the basis of these, even when 
they seem defective, like the following citation of Ibn ]urayj's: 

'" Eg. AM 6: 11094, 11142. 
126 AM . 6: 11476; 7: 13621 (,,,thout eulogyl). 
m E.g. AM 6: 10948, 11357. 
128 E:g. AJ'vf 6: 10620: "imsii,?,~ hi-rna'riffin .aw lasrf/tun hi-iJ.lsanin" (Qur'an 2:229). 

The editor does not note that It IS a Qur'arnc passage. 
"9 AM 6: 11142. 
ISO Emphasis mine. 
m AM 6: 11094. 
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Ibn Jurayj said: I said to 'Alii': "What is your opinion [about the fol
lowing case]: If a woman were to come from the polytheIsts (akl al
shirk) to the Muslims today and conve~t to Islam, wou~d her husband 
be entitled to compensation for hcr--m accordance WIth the word of 
God in [the sura] al-Mumtalpna: 'wa-iiWhum mithla ma arifaqii' (and 
give them the same [amount] as what they spent)?" ['Ara'] said: "No! 
That was just a [an arrangement] bet'llreen the Prophet and the peo
ple of the pact [of al-I:Iudaybiya], [only] between him and them."J32 

The textus receptus of Qur'an 60: II runs: "ja-iitil liadhlna dhahabat 

azwiijuhum mithla mii anjaqii."J33 
<Ata)'s and Ibn ]urayj's references to the Qur'an allow a number 

of historical conclusions: If they say "fi i-qur' fin"J3+ or quote from the 
"kitab allah" (Book of God),l35 the Qur'an must have been a known 
quantity in their time, i.e., at the beginning of the second/eighth 
century. The textual content of the verses, too, must have b~en 
largely established. That is the presupposition of the mode of CIta
tion, which expects of the listener that he be able to place the frac
tional verses, often consisting of only a few words, in a known context. 
Had the text of the Qur'an not been definitely fixed, it would not 
have have been possible to refer to it in this way136 The defective 
quotes and paraphrases which sporadically occur are no counter
argument. They are explained by the tendency to breVIty whIch 
comes to expression in the allusive mode of citation in general. It 
results not only in the fragmentary rendition of Qur'anic verses, but 
also in their rather free summarization. The thesis that the text of 
the Qur'an was established does not preclude the possibility that 
there were isolated divergent readings of a few verses. An example 
of a qirifa not contained in the textus receptus which was in circula
tion at the beginning of the second/eighth century is offered by this 

responsum: 

Ibn Jurayj [rom 'A,a'. He said: "She [the wife's mother] is not per
mitted to him [in marriage]; it is revealed [in the Qur'an] (mursala)." 
I said: "Didn't Ibn 'Abbas read 'wa-ummahatu nisa"ikumu Utitr dakhaltum' 

m AJv[ 7: 12707. 
133 Emphasis mine. 
'" ~'V1 6; 10805. 
m AJv[ 7: 1362l. 
1% This and the follov.ring findings concerning 'Ata"s knowledge and use of the 

Qur'an contradict J. vVansbrough's thesis of its lale collection, e~ting and cano~~ 
ization as presented in his OJlranic Studies: Sources an lvfetlwds qf Scnptural Interpretation 
/,.-... {' ___ -1 l07i\ 
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(and the. mothers of your wives v.ith whOln you have consummated 
the marnage)?" ['Ata'] said: "\Ve do not read [in this wayJ!"137 

Th; t~~; cont~ins, in the fi~st plac~, only an allusion to the Qur)an 
of Ata s, which Ibn JuraY], as h,s follow-up question shows, cor
rectly relates to Qur'an 4:23. He cites a qira'a of Ibn 'Abbas's for 
It, whIch gIves the passage a narrower interpretation than the textus 
receptus, to which <Ata) refers. This runs only, "wa-ummahiitu nisij)ikum'" 
the "aliatz dakhallJim" follows only a line later and refers to the moth
ers of stepdaughters. The qira' a of Ibn 'Abbas does not intend a 
general proscription of marriage to the mothers of wives, but only 
~f those WIth whom the marriage was actually consummated. That 
IS mdeed a meanin~ul interpretation of the passage, but precisely 
that ~xp~;es thIS qzra a to the suspicion of being an exegetical addi
hon. Ata docs not dispute that this is a reading of Ibn 'Abbas. This 
could be for two reasons: Either he considers the statement that Ibn 
'Abba: read in this way to be correct, or he himself had not heard 
h,s opmion about this passage and for this reason did not want to 
dispute It. Nevertheless, he rejects it as not being accepted in Mecca 
m IllS tIme and adheres to the version of the textus receptus. 

T.he Invocation of qirii) at can be considered an argument for the 
theSIS that the text of the Qur'an was established. ISS The fact that 
they are considered the deviations of specific persons presupposes a 
standard text from which they differ. TIlls also becomes clear from the 
example of other qira' at which 'At'" himself reports from Ibn 'Abbas. 13g 

At the tIme when Ibn Jurayj was studying with 'Ata', i.e., in the 
first 15 years of the second/eighth century not only the content of 
~e Qur'anic verses, however, but probably also their ordering in 
suras was largely established. The latter-or at least some of them
already had names by which one could refer to them. This emerges 
fron:: the respansum c1ted,'40 in which Ibn Jurayj locates his Qur'anic 
cltahon ,,"th the remark that it is from "al-Mumtahana" (The T t d W. . es e 

oman). It IS, in fact, from sura 60, which has this name in the 
Egyptian standard edition of the Qur'an. It is among the few names 

131 A1vf 6: l0816 I d . . :~a Iii naqra'u instead of the meaningless "Iii natra'u" of th 
manuscnpt and the editIon. e 

. 138. A."Brockett also reaches this conclusion on the basis of a comparison of read~ 
illrgshm Th~ V ~ue of th.e ~af~ and ,,,T arsh Transmission for the Textual Histon, 
o t e Qur'an" . A Ri ( d) A . ., n. r' _ ' m. . ppm e ., pproachcs to the H1Sl.o"l)' qf the Interpretation qf the 
,,-u an (Oxford, 1988), pp. 31-45, esp. p. 43. 

139 See p. 152. 
14D See p. 110. 
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of silras which do not consist of a word in the sura in question. J41 It 
is only derived from a word contained in it, namely in the tenth of 
the thirteen verses, which says: 'fa-mtabinuhunna" (and test them! [the 
women who come to Medina as emigrants]). The designation of the 
sura as "al-Mumtal).ana" is in no way obvious, as in the case of many 
sums which draw their names from a word of the first verse. That 
such an unusual name for a sura existed so early speaks against the 
idea, current until now, that the names of the silras accrued to -the 
suras relatively late from oral tradition. l42 The fact that in the earli
est Qur)an fragments often no sura names appear does not speak 
against their early use in the domain of instruction. The addition of 
names to suras is to be attributed at the latest to the first genera
tion of scholars after the definitive redaction of the text of the Qur'an 
by the Companions of the Prophet, if not to the latter themselves. 
In any case, slims which have a name lnllst already have existed as 

finished unitS.143 
In addition to Ibn Jurayj's and 'Ata"s usc of a standard version 

of the Quean-which, as far as can be seen from the citations exam
ined, corresponds to the familiar textus receptus--and of siim names, 
their familiarity with two exegetical methods which subsequently 
played an important role in the tafiiT literature is noteworthy: naskh 
al-quT' an (abrogation of the Qur'an, [i.e., of individual elements]) and 
sabab al-nu;:.ul (occasion of revelation [of individual verses]). 

A textual attestation of naskh has already been cited in another 
context.144 There Ibn Jura)j asks (Ata) whether the sentence "wa-/ii 

yakhrujna ilia anya'tina bi1ahishatin mubayyinatin" (they [f.] should/need 
not leave [their houses] unless they commit a provable [sexual] trans
gression) in Qur'an 65:1 is not abrogated. Clearly IbnJurayj is aware 
of a discussion about the abrogation of this verse fragment,l45 and 
<Aue who denies it is aware of the meaning of the question asked.]4-6 . , , 

141 On the classification of the names of the suras c£ A. T. Vveich, "al-I):ur'an," 
in: EnC)'clopaedia if Islam, Second Edition., voL 5, p. 410. 

112 Cf. \V. M. \Vau, Bell's Introduction to the Qur'iin (Edinburgh, 1970), p. 59. 
R. Blachere, Introduction au Coran (2nd ed., Paris, 1977), p. 140 f. 

143 On another sura name see p. 152. 
m~~~ . 
145 That "illii an ya'trna bi-fa&ishatin mubayyinatin" was abrogated V,las, for mstance, 

the opinion of 'At5-' al-KhurasanI (d. 1351757), an inf~nnan~ ?f ll)n Jurayj's for a 
number of Ibn 'Abbas traditions. C£ Ai"\-{ 6: 11020 (this tradItion, however, comes 
from Ma'mar). On 'Ata' al-KhurasanI see below, p. 233. . 

Wi On the phenomenon of naskh cf. D. S. Powers, "The Exegetical Genre niisikh 
,- mamukhuhu" in: A. Ri in (ed.), Approaches, pp. 117-138. 
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The following responsum, for instance, contains a sabab an-nuzill: 

IbnJurayj said: I said to 'Ata': "\-\-That does 'Wa-I-walidalu)'urc!{na awlil
dahunna &awla)lni kiimilayni'147 [mean J?" ['Ata'] said: "If a woman wants 
to shorten [the period of suckling] of two years, it is a duty of his 
[i.e., the child's] mother to inform him [the father, about it]. He may 
not prolong [the period of suckling] beyond tvm years unless she desires. 
Divorced [women] and widows are [also intended]. It is reported (ywwii) 
t~at [the verse] [was revealed] among the people when they were in 
disagreement about the period of suckling."148 

The last sentence refers to the occasion of the revelation of the verse. 
This tradition without precise information about its origins is so 
meaningless in its generality that one may ask oneself whether it 
is n~t the abbreviation of a more concrete and historically detailed 
verSIOn. 

That such concrete asbab al-nu;:.ul traditions already existed is shown 
by another example: 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to 'A~a): "'Wa-!wlil'ilu abnifikum'149 (and the 
w:ives of your sons). [Assuming that] the man marries the woman but 
does not see her until he divorces her. Is she permitted to his son?" 
['Ala'] said: "It is revealed [in the Qur'an] (munala). [There it says:] 
'Wa-&ala'ilu ahnil'ikumu !ladhina min G.2liibilcl1m' (and the wives of your 
sons who [come] from your loins). [<Ata'] said [further]: "\¥e are of 
the opinion (nara) and transmit (nata&addathu)lSo-God, however, knows 
best-that it was revealed to Mu/.rammad when he married Zayd's \vife. The 
polytheists in Mecca talked about it [disparagingly] and so it was 
revealed: 'Wa-lJaljfilu abnil'ikumu lladJlina min aslilbikum.' In addition it 
was revealed: 'Wa-mil ja<ala mliyii'akum abnii'd,um'151 (and he did ~ot 
make those you call sons [i.e.) adoptive sons] you [real] sons) and it 
was revealed [at that time]: 'Ma kilna Mu&ammadun aha a&adin min rijil
likum'lS2 (Mul;ammad is the father of none of your men)."153 

VI'hile the Zayd-Zaynab affair is obvious as the occasion of reve
lation of the two latter verses, since Zayd is identified by name 
in Qur'an 33:37, this is not as evident in the case of Qur'an 4:23, 
even if an indirect thematic reference to the verses from silra 33 is 

l1-7 Qur'an 2:233. 
113 A1vf 7: 12173. 
14~ Qur'an 4:23. 
lSI) Sic! 
151 Qur'an 33:4. 
152 Qur'an 33:40. 
m AM 6: 10837. Emphasis mine. 
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presentl51 Whatever may be true of the historkity of the associa
tion~'Ata' himself shows a glimmer of uncertamty m the formula 
"wa-lliihu' a'lamu" (God, however, knows best)-, in his responsum-there 
is present a sabab al-nuzul tradition whose origin is to be dated at 
the latest in the first decade of the second! eighth century, but prob-
ably as early as the second half of the first!seventh century.!" . 

The thesis that the Qur'an played a role as a source of law m 
'AIii"s instruction, which has initially been formulated quantitatively,l56 
is also supported by more detailed examination of the Qu:'anic mate
rial contained in 'Ala"s responsa transmitted by Ibn JuraY.). It reveals, 
as the examples cited show, not only that 'Ala' knew the Qur'an 
extremely well but that he was well-versed in Qur'anic exegesis, and 
that his students used to obtain from him information about the 
meaning of parts of Qur'anic verses. In cases in whic~ he was un~ure 
about the meaning he admitted this and named possIble alternatives, 

as in the following text: 

Ibn JuraY.i said: I said to CAt~f: "What is y_our opinion about th.e wor~ 
[of God]: 'Ma Malaqa lliihufi ar~amihinna"" (what God created m thclr 
wombs)?" ['Ala'] said: "The child [is meant], she may not keep It 
secret so that he desires her [again]. However, I do not know [for 
certain], perhaps the menstrual period is [also meant] along with it 
[i.e., the child] [ .. .].'58 

In general, as in this example, 'Ara' gave interpretations ~f the Qur)~n 
as his own opinion. Occasionally he also supported himself~as m 
the case of the asbah al-nuzup59~with traditions, without precisely 
specifying their origins. Already in 'Ata"s lifetime, however, the con
sciousness of a qualitative difference between the two types of state
ments seems to be in the offing or already present. This becomes 
clear in a few of (At;:e's answers, in which he emphasizes that his 
interpretation is not only his personal opinion (ra)) but ~lso rests on 
"knowledge" ('ilm),'60 or in which he supplements the mtroductory 

154 Al-SUyUtf, Lubiib, p, 156 cites this sabab al-nu;:,ill tradition of 'Atli,"s in the con-
text of Qur'an 4:19 with the isniid: Ibn Jarlr [al-Tabarl]-I~n Jur:)']: ' ,_ . 

15~ On asbiib al-nuzfil cf. A. Rippin, "The FunCTIon of Asbab al-}.uzul m Qur amc 
Exegesis," Bulletin oj the School oj Oriental and African Studies 51 (1981), pp. 1-20. 

1~6 See pp. 107 f. 
1.li Qur'an 2:228. 
"" AM 6: 11058. 
159 See p. 113 (ywwa). 
'60 AM 6: 11017. C[ also 10780. 
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fonnula "we are of the opinion" with "and we transrnit."J6! This 
differentiation is probably also the background of a question of Ibn 
]urayj's, whether CAt~f has heard "bi-shay)in ma'liimin" (something 
based on knowledge) about part of a Qur'anic verse, which 'Ala' 
answers in the negative, although he could surely have said some
thing about its juridical relevance. l62 

'Ala"s way of treating Qur'anic material reflects his predominantly 
juridical interest in it. Purely philological explanations are scarcely 
found in the responsa. l

" It is permissible to conclude from this that 
the Qur'an already had an influence on juridical thinking in this 
early stage of legal development. This was obviously possible only 
in the subject areas about ·which unambiguous statements were to 
be found in the Qur'an. Schacht's thesis "that apart from the most 
elementary rules, norms derived from the Qurlan were introduced 
into Muhammadan law almost invariably at a secondary stage. This 
applies not only to those branches of law which are not covered in 
detail by the Qur'anic legislation [ ... ] but to family law, the law of 
inheritance, and even cult and ritual,"164- thus seems to me ques
tionable. 16s Schacht underestimates the significance of the Qur'an for 
the origins of Islamic jurisprudence. One could, it is true, object that 
the frequency of only 13% explicit mentions of the Qur'an in 'Ala"s 
mponsa transmitted by Ibn JuraY.i (including the questions) speak for 
rather than against Schacht, but the portion of texts that show 
Qurlanic influences without its being cited expressis verbis must be 
included in the calculation. Specifically, it is in no way the case that 
in every legal solution which he bases on the Qur'an 'Ala' makes 
note of this. He does this rather rarely, often only when he is chal
lenged to do so or provoked by counter-opinions, as in the follow
ing two examples: 

lGI See p. 113. 
162 AM 7: 12187. 
163 I thus doubt Sezgin's assumption that there \'Vas a T qjslr of 'Ata' as an inde

pe~~ent work (d. Geschichte, vol. 1, p. 31). The exegetical material preserved from 
Ata seems merely to derive from Ibn Jurayj's notes on 'Api"s instruction. On the 

Ibn Jurayj-'Ata' T qjsTT cf. also Horst, "Zur Oberlicferung im Korankommentar at
Tabarfs," p. 295 and Stauth, Die Uberliefirung des Korankommentars Mugtihid b. (;abr~, 
pp. III f. 

1M Schacht, Origins, pp. 224-225. 
H" Cf. also Graf, Jagdbeute, pp. 317 f. 
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Ibn Jurayj said: I asked cAp.) about the man who wanted to divorce 
his wife and asked her to give him part of her bridal gift. She did so 
willingly, fhen he divorced her. ['A\ii'] said: "[That is not permissi
ble]."166 I said: "'''Thy? God, the exalted, said: 'Fa-in (ibna lakum can 
shay'in minhu'167 (and if they grant you part of it)." Then ['Ata'] recited: 
'Wa-in aradtumu stibdiila zawjin makiina zawjin'168 (and if you want to 
exchange one wife for another).169 

Only Ibn Jurayj's objection causes 'Ata' to cite the Qur'anic evi
dence on which his legal view rests. It is similar in this text: 

Ibn Jurayj from 'Ata'. He said: "If a slave falsely accuses a free [man, 
of having committed fornication], he is whipped forty UashesJ, ~eg~rd
less of whether he has become mu~Jin [i.e., OTIC who must aVOId llle
gitimate sexual relations]l70 (uf:z.Jina)l7l or not." I said: ."There are peop~e 
who say: 'He is whipped eighty lashes." ['A\ii'] disapproved of thlS 
and recited: '" f¥a-lladhfna yanniina l-mu~~anliti . . . faj·lidiihum thamiinfna 
jaldatan wa-lli taqbalii lahum shahlidatan abadan'l7'1 (and those who accuse 
chaste women [of fornication] ... , whip them eighty lashes and never 
again accept testimony from them). There are, however, nO testimonies 

for a slave."173 

The legal questions treated in the two texts are certainly not what 
Schacht understands by the "most elementary rules." Especially in the 
latter case, 'At;;f's opinion rests on several deductions: 1. The Qurlanic 
text, which speaks only of the false accusation of women, is also 
applicable to men. 2. For the solution of the problem it is immaterial 
whether the slave has already been married or not, i.e., has ib~iin sta
tus. Thus, consideration of Qur'an 4:25 to this point is to be rejected. 
An e,,-oplicit reference to the passage is not present. 3. In general, no 
testimony is accepted from slaves; consequently, Qur'an 24:4 is in 
the first place only to be applied to free persons. 4. Following Qur'an 
4:25, the penalty for slaves can accordingly be determined. This 
Qur)anic point of reference, too, is not specifically mentioned. 

156 This answer, which the context requires, is missing in the manuscript, prob~ 
ably as the result of an oversight. 

167 Qur'an 4:4. 
168 Qur'an 4:20. 
'"' AM 6: 11827. 
170 On the term mu/.lfin cf. Motzki, "Wal-mu{I,Wna!U," passim and id.: "Chastity," 

in: J. D. McAuliffe/C. Gilliot et alii: Encyclopaedia qf the Qyr' an, vol. I (Leiden, 2001), 

forthcoming. 
171 The editor vocalizes "al:t~ana." 
172 Qur'an 24:4. 
"" AM 7: 13786. 
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The example shows that 'Ata' already possessed considerable skill 
in utilizing the Qur'an as a legal source and working out solutions 
to new legal questions through combination of and deduction from 
parts of Qur'anic verses. Such lines of reasoning are implicitly con
tained in many of his legal answers, without a word being expended 
on the Qur'anic foundations. One can claim with some certainty 
that 'Ata' not only was a good scholar and exegete of the Qur'an, 
but used this knowledge for the solution of juridical problems. 

~. The Companions of the Prophet 
Measured by the frequency of their mention, after the Qur'an the 
~abiiba constitute the second most important source to which 'Atii' 
resorts in his responsa. Among those more often named are Ibn 'Abbils 

- ' 
'Vmar and cA'isha, among those more rarely mentioned Ibn 'Umar, 
'Alr, Ibn al-Zubayr and others. Formally, it is conspicuous that ref
erences to Companions of the Prophet in the responsa generally have 
no isniid 174 and are extremely short. In terms of genre, tbe dicta (say
ings) predominate; acta (actions) and sententine (verdicts) are more rare. 
Some have the character of mere references which presuppose either 
personal contact with the person in question or knowledge of a more 
detailed report from him. 

From the texts investigated by me, a direct relationship can be 
determined only for Ibn 'Abbas. He is not only the authority among 
tbe )aJ.ziiba to whom 'At;;' refers most often, but also tbe only one 
about whom he claims that he "heard" him. E.g.: 

I~nJ~r~~j transmi~t~d.lt7~ us. He said: I said to CAta': ":4wya'juwa l~adhf 
~l-ya~ihl uqdatu l-~lkii:.bl (or he who has the contractIOn of marnage 
III his. hand rennts It) [, who is meant by this?]" ['Ata)] said: "The 
[marnage] guardian! I heard Ibn ~bblis sqy: 'The one who remits is the 
one of the two [i.e., the woman herself and the guardian] who is more 
God-fearing. "'176 

CAt::!' does not emphasize sarna' from Ibn 'Abbas in every case. Often 
he limits himself to saying after his own opinion: "kana Ibn 'Abbas 
yaquluhu" (Ibn 'Abbas [tool used to say thiS)l77 

174 Tl . 1 . lere was not a smg e one ill my selection of texts 
17.'i Qur'an 2:237. . 
176 AM: 6: 10851. Emphasis mine. 
m E.g. AM 7: 12990, 13145. 
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A number of indicators speak for the the authenticity of 'Ata"s 

Ibn 'Abbas traditions: 
1. Ibn 'Abbas traditions are found among the respoma only in very 

small numbers (in just over 2%), and there they are usually additive, 
simply a confirmation of CAtaJ's statelnent without great value of its 
own. Clearly 'Ata' does not generally consider it necessary to give 
more weight to his own legal teachings through the authority of an 
Ibn 'Abbas or of another Companion of the Prophet. Thus one can 
assume that the cases in \vhich he mentions him casually are cred
ible. Othenvise, there is no discernible reason why he mentions him 

at all. 
2. The situation is different in the follmA~ng text: 

fun Jurayj said: I asked <Ata) about a man who, after a "ransom" 
divorce (jidii'), divorced [normally] (ta1laqa). ['Ala'] said: "This is to be 
regarded as void, because he divorced a woman whom he did not 
possess [any more]."178 Sulayman ibn l\1usa contradicted him. Thereupon 
<Ati:e said: "Ibn (Abbas and Ibn al-Zubayr were in agreement about 
thi's in the case of a man who divorced his wife by "buying frec" and 
then after the "buying free" (khol') divorced [her normally]. They both 
agreed that the [normal] divorce after the "buying free" [from mar
riage] was to be regarded as void,179 with the words: 'He did not 
divorce his vvife, but something which he did not possess [any more]."'180 

In this case one might suspect that in view of the criticism of his 
opinion, 'At,,' considered himself compelled to ascribe it to weight
ier authorities in order to defend it. This assumption, however, is 
not convincing. A reference to the fact that Ibn 'Abbas had been 
of the same opinion would have been sufficient for support. The 
failed caliph 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr, outlawed by the Banu Umayya, 
is at the beginning of the secondl eighth century surely no especially 
opportune or impressive authority for juridical subtlet'es. It is rather 
to be supposed that 'Ata' is referring to a real case which took place 
during the caliphate ofIbn al-Zubayr (64/684-73/692), was brought 
before the caliph and decided by him. Perhaps Ibn 'Abbas com
mented positively on the verdict. As a student of Ibn 'Abbas, 'Ata' 
could have been present at the time. The fact that he names his 

178 Literally: Of whom he possessed nothing [more]. 
179 Literally: That after the ransoming he did not [effectively] divorce, and [thus 

his act] was to be considered void. 
,e" AM 6: 11772. 
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source only upon being questioned or contradicted was already to 
be observed m the case of his Qur'anic evidencelBl The example is 
thus not unusual. It confirms my thesis that this scholar usually did 
not deem It necessary to enhance his statements through reference 
to older authorities, not even when he had adopted his solution from 
them. There are, however, indications that even in <Ata"s lifetime 
a desire for stronger support of statements through authorities was 
spreading among scholars. Even <Ata"s students seem to have been 
infected with it, as for instance appears from their occasional demands 
that he name his source or informant. 182 The inclination to invoke 
old:r, famous personalities harbored the danger of arbitrary attri
butIOns, l.e., forgenes. This is clear from a responsum of <Ata"s: 

IbnJurayj said: I said to CAta': "YaCqub l83 transmitted to me (akhbaranf) 
from you that you. heard Ibn 'Abbas say: 'If [the man] specifies a 
penod, the perIod IS [bmding] for him. That is not a renunciation 
(fLa). If he does not name it, it is a renunciation [i.e., oath of sexual 
abstlllcnce].' ['Alii'] said: "I did not hear anything [at all] from Ibn 
'Abbas about renunciation!" I said: "vVhat do you say [then]?" H 
said: "\IVhether he names a period or not [, it is the same] when-'~ 
as God saysl84-four months have passed, it is a [divorce].l';85 

The text displays an internal sign of genuineness: 'Ata' does not 
claim that Ibn 'Abbas did not say what was attributed to him or 
did :ay something else, as would be expected if 'Ala' were invoking 
Ibn Abbas arbItrarily, but that he did not hear him say anything on 
this question. '86 This speaks for tlle credibility of the cases in which 
'Ata' claims to have something from Ibn 'Abbas. In addition, this 
IS an example of an early effort at forgery, in which a legal opin
IOn was eIther falsely put in the mouth of a Companion of the 
Prophet (matn forgery) or intended to be "supported" by a well-known 
contact person of this Companion (isniid forgery)l87 

I think that the texts cited suffice as evidence that on the basis 
of 'Ata"s responsa it is possible to defend the thesis that-until the 

IBl See p. 116. 
182 See p. 88. 
lS3 Ya'qub ibn 'Utba? (cf. Al\1 6: 11733) or 'At-a')s son. On him cf. Ibn nutayba, 

Ma'arjf p. 154. ~ 
184 Qur'an 2:226. 
"" AM 6: 11610. 
186 Also see pp. 110 f. 
187 0 ·mil nasI ar case of forgery cf. AM 7: 14021, 14027 (see p. 144). 
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opposite is proved-the traditions transmitted in the Mueannafby Ibn 
]urayj from 'Ata' from Ibn 'Abbas may be regarded as reliable trans
missions of the latter. 

'Ata"s references to Companions of the Prophet other than Ibn 
'Abbas do not show that he had direct contact to them. He quotes 
them without naming his source-e.g., vvith the note '''Umar said 
this [too]" or "So-and-so used to do such-and-such'1188_, but also 
sometimes indicates indirect transmission. For example, thus: 

Ibn JuraY.i said: I said to 'Ata': "The waiting period of a '[female] 
slave?" ['Ala'] said: "Two [cycles of] menstruation (fraygatiini)." He 
said [further]: "People have reported [dhakaru] that 'Umar ibn a1-Khanab 
said: 'If I could, I would make it one and a half periods. ">189 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to (A~~f: "[Assuming that] the man manies the 
woman. How many [days] should he stay with the virgin which are 
not accorded to the others?" ['Ata'] said: "J1lhat has been transmitted to 

you from Anas ibn Malik190 is that he said: 'For the virgin three days, 
for the one who has already been married (thay]ib) twO."'191 

It should not be concluded from the lack of precise statements con
cerning the provenance of his references to Companions of the 
Prophet that 'Ata' was not familiar with the use of the isniid. It could 
also be for other reasons: firstly, the function of these references 
within tl,e literary genre-which ultimately represents a reflection of 
the mode of instruction-could be responsible for it, and secondly 
the significance of such traditions for 'Ata"s legal scholarship in gen
eral; and the two are not mutually exclusive. It speaks for the first 
thesis that 'Ata))s citations in his responsa are in general not complete 
traditions, but only fragments. The original context is left out in 
favor of that constituted by the question and 'Ata"s answer. Usually 
only the quintessence of the tradition remains. It is for this reason 
that I call them references. Their function consists simply of sef\~ng 

w, AM 6: 10726; 7: 12401, 13198, 13883. 
189 ANI 7: 12877. Emphasis mine. 
190 Instead of "tamwna" I read with the editor tU'lWawna. 
\91 A1'vI 6: 10641. Emphasis mine. It is conspicuous that the majority of the ~as 

traditions name other numbers----seven or three. C£ A11 6: 10642, 10643. Malik, 
Muwatta: (Y) 28:5 (15). al-Bukhan,}'m{, 67:100, 101. Mus1im,]ami', 17:12; 18:49-55. 
C£ also Motzki, "Geschlechtsreife und Legitimation zur Zeugung 1m friihen Islam," 
in: E. VV. Muller (cd.), Geschlechtsreife und Legitimation zur Zeugung (Freiburg/Munchen 
1985) p. 532. The version of the Anas tradition to which 'Ata' alludes may be. an 
early (end of the first century) Meccan counter-tradition against the Iraqi doctnne. 
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as a reminder that there is a tradition from a Companion of the 
P:ophet which corresponds in tenor to 'Ata"s teaching. This tech
mque of reference has its natural "Sitz im Leben" in legal instruction 
where it is primarily the content which matters and less the [orn: 
of the legal sources. In principle, it does not exclude the possibility 
that 'Ata' also knew the traditions in more detail and could cite 
them with sources, but it may also have led to his only remember
ing or noting dovvn their essential meanings. 

In favor of the second thesis one can marshal the fact that the 
small number of references to Companions of the Prophet in 'Ata"s 
responsa speak for the marginality of their role in his legal instruction. 
One might explain this by a small number of traditions in circula
tion in his time .. Th~t this is, however, not the reason is proven by: 
1. texts from whIch It emerges that he once referred to a Companion 
as his source and another time, with the same case, did not, 2. other 
responsa in which he cites a tradition of a Companion only in response 
to a follow-up question, or 3. the questions of students which allude 
to faJziiba traditions which are not received from 'Ata' but which
as his answers show-he must have known. 192 He' thus knew far 
more than he used, as shown by the following example: 

Ibn ]urazi. transn:itte~, to us the words: I heard (At;I) being questioned; 
a man Said to him: A WOman gave me SOme of her milk to drink 
af~er ,~ was. a grown man. May I marry her?" ['At;I)] said: "No!" I 
Said: That IS your opinionr He said: ''Yes!'' 'Ata said: "'A)isha ordered 
her brother's daughters [to do] that."193 . 

Ibn ]urayj's question whether 'Ata"s answer is also his opinion (ra») 
seems somewhat odd. It should probably be seen in the context of 
the distinction between ray and 'ilm which has already been men-
. d 194 Ib] . 

none . n uraYJ wants to know whether the answer is ray or 

(ilm. ?~ly ~nderst.ood in this way ~s it meaningful. 'Ata"s answer is 
that It IS ray. This does not fit WIth the following reference to the 
usus of 'A'isha. It .is presumably a later addition of Ibn ]uraxj's, who 
heard the themallcally appropriate !,tadIth about 'A'isha from 'Ata' 
III another ~ater?) context. 195 There is a similar case in a d£ctum ab;ut 

192 C£, in addition to the texts cited belmv AN[ 7' Il948. 
193 AJ'v1 7: l3883. ' . 
194 See pp. 114 £ 
195 The fact that 'Ata-' . d· 

IS name agam before the lwdtth also suggests that it is an addition. . 
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the Prophet which Ibn JuraY.i heard from 'Ala' as a tradition of 
cA'isha, 'Amr ibn Dinar, on the other hand, with an identic~ text 
as 'Ata"s ray.1Y6 Here, too, it is probable that the reference to 'A'isha 
is to be placed later chronologically, since Ibn JuraY.i is thc younger 
of the two and 'AIm emphasizes that the matter is a long time in 

the past. 
These facts strengthen me in the assumption that in the course 

of his decades-long activity as a teacher 'Al'" experienced a devel
opment from virtually pure ray to stronger consideration ,of tradi
tions. Probably he was compelled to this by the "Zeitgeist," i.e., the 
blossoming of an interest in traditions of the first/seventh century, 
to which especially his students succumbed. If one assumes that the 
incorporation of &adlths represents a secondary stage in 'Ala"s legal 
scholarship, his weaknesses as a transmitter also become under
standable. Mter he had probably considered the citation of tradi
tions superfluous for a relatively long time, it was difficult to make 
up his deficit in the swiftly rising standard for techniques of trans
mission. In support of this hypothesis let us first of all cite only one 
text. Investigation of 'Ala"s dicta will bring further clarification. 

Ibn Jurayj transmitted to us from 'Ata': 'j\'isha said: "Until the death 
of the Messenger of God it was permitted to him to marry whomever 
(rna) he wished." I said: "From whom are you transmitting (ta'thiru) 
that?" 'Ata' said: 197 "1 don't know [i.e., have forgotten]; I think (&asabtu) 
that I heard 'Ubaydl9

1:\ say it."!99 

The student demands from 'Ala' that he specificy of his source for 
the ,aMba tradition. 'Ala' has forgotten who it was. This and the 
general lack of isniids in 'Ala"s references to traditions of the Com
panions in his responsa are to be evaluated as indications that for 
'Ata) the registration and naming of transmitters was-at least for a 
time-unimportant, and that refraining from this was not injurious 
to his reputation as a scholar, since he otherwise presumably would 
have made an effort to eliminate the deficiency. 'Atal's responsa rep
resent a rudimentary stage in the incorporation of traditions from 
the Companions of the Prophet into the developing discipline of 

196 Al\1 7: 14001. 
)9i Instead of "qultu" one should read with the editor qala. 
ISS Instead of "cabdan" one should read with the editor <Ubaydan. Intended is 

'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr, cf. fun Sa'd, Tabaqlit, vol. 5, pp. 341-342. 
199 N\1 7: 14001. 
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jurisprudence, rudimentary with respect to the number of the tradi
?or:~, and their reporting . ."This hypothesis intentionally refers only to 
A,a s identifieatLOn of traditIOns of the ,aJ;iiba, not also-e siientirr-to 

his teachings being influenced by them, because it is quite possible 
that he was molded earlier and more strongly by traditional mate
nal than IS apparent, and that he simply did not consider it neces
sary to refer to it. Such behavior is observable on his part with 
respect to the Quean as well.20o 

I~ contrast to 'Ala"s traditions from Ibn 'Abbas, the authenticity 
of his references to other ,aJ;iiba is uncertain, since he did not hear 
them himself and does not know or does not specifY the provenance 
of the traditrons. However, one can at least conclude from them that 
the corresponding traditions of Companions of the Prophet existed 
m his trme. They cannot be fictions of later times, as Schacht assumes 
of most of them,201 but most have been in circulation at the latest in 
the first decade of the second/eighth century. 'Ata"s wavering about 
whe~er he heard the cited pronouncement of 'A'isha's from 'Ubayd 
Ibn Umayr (d. 68/687) or from someone else202-this uncertainty 
speaks for his honesty!-even makes it possible to push back the ori
gms of ,ahiiba traditions far into the second half of the first/seventh 
century. This does not preclude the possibility that in the second/ 
eIghth century traditions of the Companions were invented and 
forged-which we have already seen in one example.203 Since 'Ata) 
usually cites only fragments of the traditions, or only alludes to the;", 
t~ey can be used to date the original versions, since only a one
SIded dependence-namely, that of the 'Ala' texts from the more 
detailed versions-is likely. One Can establish the rule: If there is a 
reference to the matn of a ,aJ;iiba tradition in the 'Ata' material of 
IbnJurayj as contained in the M~annaf, 'Ata"s death date (1151733) 
IS the tennillUS ante quem of the existence of the tradition in question. 

Let us demonstrate the utility of the method with an example: 
. In the tvvo most Important recensions of Malik's Muwatta:> there 
IS an unusually long tradition composed of several individ~al tradi
trons about the suckling of adults.'04 It comprises a tradition of the 

200 See pp. 115, 116. 
201 C£ Schacht Qriai'IS pp. 150 f. 
902 S ' . 'f:>- , 
- ec p. 122. 
203 See p. 119. 
20-1 M-lik M a", lWJatta' (Y) 30:12 (p. 605), Mawatta' (Sh), no. 627. 
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Prophet pro\~ded ,,~th several pieces of marginal information, a tra
dition about 'A'isha and one about the other ~ves of the Prophet. 
On the basis of the artful composition alone it is atypical of Malik's 
traditions and for this reason one is tempted to regard it as a rel
atively la~e product. Malik's isnad, however, designates 'Urwa ibn al
Zubayr (d. between 921711 and 10 1 1720) as the originator of the 
story and Ibn Shihab (1241742) as its transmitter. For "systematic" 
reasons Schacht does not assign the origins of the individual com
ponents even to Ibn Shihab and his time, and considers the refer
ence to 'Urwa to be "spurious" in any case. He sees In them 
counter-traditions from the circles of the "traditionists" against the 
established opinion of the "ancient school" of Medina and the lat
ter's counter-traditions against the "traditionists'" attempt to change 
the doctrine.205 Comparison with a responsum of 'Ata"s already cited,206 
however, yields a completely different picture: According to it, 'Ata', 
who is surely not to be numbered among the "traditionists," already 
accorded the suckling of adults legal efficacy and referred in this 
context to a usus of 'A)isha's: "kanat cA'isha ta;JmufU bi-dhiilika banati 
afJzfhil." That is clearly a relic of the more detailed 'Urwa tradition 
of the Muwatta'. There it says: '''A'isha [ ... ] employed this [method] 
in the case of the men whom she wanted to admit into her pres
ence. She used to order her sister Umm Kulthum bint aM Bakr 
[ ... ] and her brother's daughers (fa-kilnat ta'muru ukhtahil Umm 
Kulthum [ ... ] wa-banilti akhfhil) to suckle the men whom she Wlshed 

to admit to her presence." 
This traditi.on of cA'isha was thus already known to 'Ata'. 'Ata) 

and Ibn Shihab are dra"~ng from the same source, since the possi
bility can be excluded that 'Ata' was a student of the younger Ibn 
Shihab. According to Malik's isnild, 'Urwa ibn a1-Zubayr is the orig
inal transmitter of the story. Since he is an older contemporary of 

205 Cf. Schacht's Origins, pp. 48, 246. J. Burton has already dep~cted the n:;ny
faceted spectrum of opinion and tradition in early fiqh .on the subject. of rada ~ ill 
"The Interpretation of Q 4,23 and the Muslim Theones of Naskh," m: Occaswnal 
Papers 'If the School 'If Abbasid Studies (University 'If St. Andrews),. no. 1 (1986), pp. 40-54. 
Although he advances a hypothesis which is directed agamst Schacht's conceptlon 
of the secondary role of the Qur'lli for fiqh, his ideas about th~ P'.ocess if development 
of the juridical discussion on the subject remain completely wIthm the fram~work 
of the Schachtian way of thinking (see esp. p. 41 f.). However, h~ aVOlds
apparently intentionally--the latter's efforts at dating by means of the 1S1lads. 

206 See p. 121. 
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'Ara"s and his authority for other traditions, he is probably also 
'A1a"s source. The MuwattaJ's <A)isha tradition is thus to be regarded 
as a genuine tradition of 'Vrwa and will derive from the second half 
of the first/seventh century.'07 

y. The Prophet 
'Ata' refers to the Prophet very rarely in his answers. Of the over 
200 responsa investigated, all of three contain a reference to him by 
'Ata). That_is, he is not named more frequently than, for example, 
'Vmar or 'A'isha and less than Ibn 'Abbas. In addition there is some 
information about the Prophet in response to concrete questions from 
Ibn Jurayj. None of the texts contains an isnild; occasionally there is 
the formula "ba!ag/zanil anna !-nabUmsu!a llil/z .. .. "208 (it reached us 
that the Prophet/Messenger of God ... ). 

The references and allusions to the Prophet contained in the responsa 
of 'Ata' transmitted by Ibn Jurayj confirm the conclusion that I have 
drawn from the references to Companions of the Prophet. 'At'" knew 
many more traditions of the Prophet than he used for juridical argu
mentanon. This en:erges from the texts in which Ibn Jurayj specifically 
bnngs up the subject of the Prophet ~th him, for example, after 
an answer containing only <A1a)'s opinion, and from the fact that 
'Ata' cites legal maxims which he knows as traditions of the Prophet 
without indicating the Prophet as a source. 

An example: 

Ibn Jura)j said: I said to <Ata): "The man seeks the woman in mar
riage when he [already] has a wife. At the engagement before the 
[consummation of] marriage, he contracts the marri~ge under the con
dition that she is entitled to [only] one day and X [the first wife] to 
two days [of mantal care]." [<Ata)] said: "That is allowed before mar
ri~ge ,~ndJ ~fter they ha\~e amicably agreed upon it [in marriage].') I 
Said: \Vas It revealed WIth regard to this: 'Wa-ini mra'atun khiifat min 
ba'lihii Jlu~hilzaJl aw i'riirjan'209 (and if a woman fears quarrelsomeness 
and averSIOn from her husband)?" [<At1l'] said: "Yes!" I said: "Did the 
~rophet ~o th~t with his wives?" He said: "Yes!" I said: "\Vhat [does 
It mean m this context]: 'Wa-ulJ(iirati l-anfosu l-shu/zha' (the souls [of 
human bemgs] Incline to shngmess)". He said: "[That is meant] in 

207 For a more detailed analysis of this tradition cf. Motzki, "Der Fiqh des -Zuhrf " 
pp. 34-42. ' 

'"" AM 6: 10969· 7· 12632. 
209 Qur'an 4: 128~ . 
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reference to financial support (nqfaqa). It is alleged (za'amii), the woman 
[with v"hom the Prophet did this] was Sawd~e."210 

Although it would have been natural, 'Ata' does not at first refer to 
the Prophet as a precedent for his legal opinion. Ibn ]urayj must 
painstakingly coax it out of him. The name Sawda', and with it a 
hint that a concrete tradition is known to him, comes only at the 

very end. 
The case that 'Ata' knows a legal maxim as a dictum of the Prophet 

but does not identifY it as such can be attested by the e.xample of 
the saying, "Al-walad li-ljiriish wa-li+'ahir al-iJajar" (the child belongs 
to the bed, and to the one who engaged in illegitimate sexual rela
tions belongs nothing). I have already referred211 to the fact that 
CAt~i' uses this legal maxim in tvvo different texts212 v\rithout noting 
that it was also regarded as a pronouncement of the Prophet. That 
this was known to him is shown by the following example: 

Ibn JuraY.i said: I said to 'Alii': "What do you think if he [the man] 
rejects it [the child, i.e., denies paternity] after she has given birth to 
it?" ['At~l'] said: "[In that case] he must curse her (yulii'inuhii), and the 
child belongs to her." I said: "Didn't the Prophet say: 'Ai-walad ii-i
firash wa-li-l-'ahir al-~ajar?'" ['Ata'] said: "Yes! But that was because the 
people in [the beginnings of] Islam laid claim to children who were 
born in the beds of [other] men with the words: 'They belong to us!' 
[For this reason] the Prophet said: 'Ai-walad li-i:firiish wa-li-l-'iihir ai

{nYar.' "213 

Only thanks to Ibn ]urayj's question do we learn that this legal 
maxim is in reality not a creation of 'Ata))s but a saying which was 
also ascribed to the Prophet and was already knovm as such around 
the turn of the first/seventh century. That this is no isolated case is 
shown by the texts, already cited in another context, about divorce 

during menstruation.211 

The reason that 'AFt' so rarely appeals to the Prophet as an 
authority or cites his actions as exemplary and worthy of emulation 
thus cannot be that there simply was no more material about the 
Prophet at his disposal. The reason should, rather, be sought in the 

210 AM 6: 10651. 
'2\1 See p. 91. 
212 One I have already cited on p. 84; the other is M1 7: 12862. 
m AM 7: 12369. 
214 See p. 90. 110re on this subject, pp. 132 ff. 
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ta.ct that the idea of the exemplary character of the sunna of the 
Prophet ,~nd its possible function as a legal source supplementary to 
the Qur an had not yet ma~e Its way into his thinking. This assump
llon IS also remforced by Ata"s use of the word sunna, which for 
hIm desIgnates custom in the sense of the recognized social practice 

In. ~ecc~.2J~ For ~e :~ck of information about the path of trans
mISSIOn (zsnad) for Ata s references to the Prophet, the same reasons 
c~ be adduced as m the case of the Companions: It may be con
dilloned by genre and development. 216 

The rule developed on the basis of the ,aiJaba material that with 
the help of 'Ata"s references to traditions their isnads ca~ be tested 
and theIr tnne of origin delimited, is also valid for the Prophet. This 
can be understood, by way of example, through one of the texts 
already cited: 
. The earliest detailed traditions about the Prophetic dictum "Al-walad 

lz-ljiriish wa-li+'ahir al-iJajm" are in the Muwatta' of M-lik d th 
M {f'A .. a an e 

u,annq 0 bd al-Razzaq. To be distinguished are: l. Different 
vanatlODs 0; a. qiga, ~.e. narrative, version which tells of the dispute 
between Sa d Ibn abi Waqqa~ and 'Abd ibn Zama 'a over the nasab 
of ~ boy. They are supposed to have appealed to the Prophet as an 
arbitrator, and he to have d:cided the case ,,~th the above saying.217 
2. A short trad,llon contammg only the dictum itself.218 

The Muwatta's version runs: 

YaI)ya said from Malik from Ibn Shihab from 'Urwa ibn al-Z b 
Ii 'A" h h 'r u ayr rom IS a, t C VvIle of the Prophet· She saI'd- '''Utba 'b b- W -l' .. 1 n a 1 aqqas 
,ad [at hIS death] entrusted ('ahida) to his brother Sa'd ibn abI Wa -' 
that the son of Zama<a's slave woman was his and that he should i!! 

'" Cf AM 6' 10864' 7' -G H' . ,. 1297 I. On the development of the tenn sunna cf also 
T' .. A. ~uynboll, "~?me New Idea~ o~ the Development of sulllla as a Technical 

erm In Early Islam, Jerusalem Studus 1I1 Arabic and Islam 10 (1987) pp 97-118 
216 See pp. 122 f. ,. . 

~n Cf .:>\M 7: 138_18 (Ma'rnar-al-Zuhn), 13819 and 13824 (Ibn Jura '-Ibn 
Shihab). AbaJith Abu I-Yarnan," no. I (Shu'ayb-al-Zuhrf) in' Aza=' S~J . 
EarbJ H dith r:te t Ar b' ,. I, umUS In I Y . ~ l_ LA ra ure, a IC te::ts, pp. 141 f. Malik, Muwatta' (Y) 36:20 (Malik-
bn Shihab). In most of the qlSsa versions the second half of the rna' . I k 

in On h' f . ". Xlm IS ac -
1 gBukh-t _IS c_. ~lso Azatlll, op. Cl~., p. 161. The tcxt is also found in the "Sahrhiin:" 

a - an, Jamz 34:3, 100; Muslim, Jiim{ 18:31 41 43 and in al-Danm-.. -' S· 
21'45 0 th I I d 'al .. ' , , I, ullall . . n e ega an SOCI 1illplications cf. Motzki "Gesch! ht '.c:" 542 546 A d il d d ' ec srelLe, pp. 
"'Al- 1. more. ct~: ~tu y of the tra~tion comI?lex has been published by U. Rubin; 

H alad h-I-Ftrash. On the IslamIC Campargn against 7inii" Stud' Ita' 78 
(1993), pp. 5-26. -"V , ra s mu:a 

"" AM 7: 13821. 
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him. In the year of the conquest [of Mecca] Sacd seized him with the 
words: '[He is] my brother's son; he entrusted him to me.' Thereupon 
'Abd ibn Zama'a went to him and said: '[He is] my brother, the son 
of my father's slave ,,,.'Oman; he was born in (on) his bed.' They went 
with their struggle to the Messenger of God. Sacd said: 'l\1essenger of 
God, he is my brother's son; he had entrusted him to me.' 'Abd ibn 
Zama'a said: '[He is] my brother, the son of my father's slave woman; 
he was born in his bed.' The Messenger of God said: 'He belongs to 
you, 'Abd ibn Zarna'a!' Then the Messenger of God said: 'The child 
belongs to the bed, and to the one who engaged in illegitimate sex
ual relations belongs nothing.' Thereupon he said to Saw-da' bint 
Zama'a: 'Veil yourself in front of him!', because he sav·.' the resem
blance [of the boy] to 'Utba ibn aM Waqqa1· ['Nisba] said: Hc did 
not see ber [Sawda', again] until he died (lapya lliiha). 

The end of the isnad in all early variations of the q0sa version is: 
Ibn Shihilb al_ZuhrI-'Urwa ibn al_Zubayr-'A'isha, of the shorter 
version: the same or al-ZuhrI-Ibn al-Musayyab and Abu Salama
Abu Hurayra. Ibn Shihilb is the "common link" of all of these texts, 
leaving aside 'A,il"s references. According to Schacht's procedure of 
dating with the help of the isniids, the time of Ibn Shihab's activity 
would be the terminus a quo starting from which, at the earliest, the 
tradition complex came into circulation.219 Since Schacht reckons 
with the forging of chains of transmission on a large scale, however, 
he considers al-ZuhrI "hardly responsible for the greater part of these 
traditions" from the Prophet, Companions and Successors in whose 
isniids he appears as the common link;220 i.e., he shifts the origin of 
such traditions into the second quarter of the second/eighth century 
or later. In the case of the legal maxim in question only the second 
quarter of the second/eighth century remains to him as a probable 
time of origin, since he infers from al-Shaft'I's Kltiib al-Umm that Abu 
I:lanlfa (d. 1501767) knew it as a dictum of the Prophet.

221 
In addition, 

Schacht cites a text from the Kltiib al-Aghiin, already used by Wellhausen 
and Goldziher, which reports an argument over paternity that is 
supposed to have taken place "in the middle Umaiyad period." Since 
the legal maxim is not appealed to in it, Schacht concludes: "it had 
not yet asserted itself in the time of the dispute recorded in Aghani."222 

219 Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 171 ff. 
220 Op. cit., p. 246. 
221 Op. cit., p. 182. 
222 Op. cit., p. 181. Cf. Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 1, p. 188, note 2 and, on 

this, Azami, Studies in Early lfad'ith Literature, p. 266. 
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\,yith this, he is~onvinced that the first/seventh century is completely 
out of the questwn as a nme of origin for the legal saying and that 
the_reference to the Prophet is historically untenable. 

From Ibn Jurayj's and 'Ala"s references to the Prophetic dictum 
~1m~~ver, I~ em:rges that Schacht's chronology is not correct. Sinc~ 
Ala mennons It several times, it must already have been widespread 
m the first decade .of the second/eighth century (i.e., the middle 
Ummyad penod). SInce 'Ala' clearly knew the qissa version223 and 
does not transmit from the younger Ibn Sh'h-b "b t . f: cU . 1 a, u occasIOnally 
rom rwa. Ibn al-Zubayr,224 the latter is his probable source for 

the Prophenc saymg. This means that it must have been brou ht 
Into C1rc~anon at the latest in the second half of the first/ seve~th 
c.entury (Urwa dIed towards the end of the first century), but os
sIbly as early as Its first half (Abu Hurayra died in 59/678 'A'fsha 
In 57/676). Then, the possibility cannot be ruled out that fue story 
has a histoncal core and Muhammad actuall d h . . .. . y rna e suc an arbI-
trallon. Schacht con.S1de.~s this unthinkable for reasons of content
wrongly, m my OpInIOn.':' In hIs short discussion of the legal maxim 
~e also adduces systemanc and historical legal arguments in support 

f h,s thesIs,. adopted from Goldziher, that the ostensible dictum f 
the Prophet IS possibly influenced by the rule of RIo . oman a\V pater 
~st quem zustae nuptiae demonstrant. He sees no indication that the ~axim 
IS based already upon pre-Islamic practice; the ancient Arabian 
method of res.olvIng paternity disputes was the employment of "pro
feSSIOnal phYSIOgnomiStS." He further claims that this legal cIa . 
"t tl ki' use IS 
s n~' y spea ng mcompatible \\~th the Koran" and that the cases 

that It IS supposed to deal with "could hardly arise under the Kora 'c 
rule d "dd "226 III re~ar .Ing l a. From this he seems to conclude-without 
expressmg It explicitly-that the saying thus could not derive fr 
Mu1.Iammad. om 

The premise of incompatibility with the n, ,- . h . . ,><-ur an IS, owever not 
convlilcmg. The paternity disputes deal not only with cases of ~ait
mg penods which have not been correctly observed as h . l' , e Imp Ies, 

223 C , [ AM 7: 12369. See p. 126, 
'" E.g. AM 7: 13939. 
"'J bll' . . uyn 0 s argument (m: MusLim Trad'ti 1 - f) h . 

mg is attributed to Ibn Mus b'" l ;' pp. 3 .. t at the fact that thIS say-
the latter is not convincing eajYYthar IS m Itse proof that It could not be older than 

226 e . 
Schacht, Origins, pp. 181 f. Id., IntroductWn, p. 21. 
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but also-and above all-witb illegitimate sexual relations. These the 
Qur'an energetically combats through its regubtions in tbe area of 
matrimonial law, but tbe early texts which depIct tbe applicatIOn of 
the maxim, i.e., the qi~W versions of the Prophetic tradition and 
<At~~e's responsa,227 show that in social reality there were special prob
le~atic areas in which the Qur'anic norms had no impact yet. One 
of them was the relationship betvveen master and slave wom~n, 
which-as the Qur'an shows-caused problems even in Mul).ammad's 
time.228 That is the background of the dispute in which the rule 
came to be applied. It served to prevent one who committed forni
cation from then enjoying custody of the child resulting from tbe 
illegitimate relationship, and cases of adultery from becoming pub
lic. This because tbe man who raised a claim to a child born of tbe 
wife or slave woman of anotber, or the woman who claimed tbat the 
child was not her husband's or her master's, implicitly confessed ille
gitimate sexual relations and risked the corresponding punishment. 
'Ala' limits the application of the maxim to those cases m which tbe 
paternity of the husband or owner of tbe woman was not dIsputed by 
tbe man himself but by others, which presupposes illegItrmate sexual 
relations, and gives as a reason that it was the original intention of 
tbe rule to put an end to such paternity disputes. 'Ala' rejects the 
pre-Islamic method of letting tbe qiifa (physiognomists) decide; he 
seems to consider it superseded by the maXim. The legal maXim IS 
thus completely compatible with Qur'anic regulations in the area of 
marriage and family law and witb tbe social situation of early Islam. 

1 · 229 
Influence by Roman law is, on tbe otber hand, pure specu alion. 

m AM 7: 12369, 12381, 12529, 12862. Also see pr· 84, 91 and 126. 
22B On this c£ Motzki, "111al-mul!fanatu," p. 199 ff .. 
229 C( also Azanri, Studies in Earb' 1.iadfth Literalure, pp. 265 f. In addluon, Crone, 

Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law, pp. 10 f., has shovm that the path t.hrough .l~te 
antique rhetoric assumed by Schacht is improbable. Juynboll, Mushm Tradll101.l) 
p. 15 £. considers Ibn al-11usayyab to be .the author of the ma:'im. His textual baSIS 
is definitely too narrow, and his conclusIOns purely hypotheucaL They m~y ~~ca
sionally be correct, but must not be. generalized. ~or more text'> . cf. ~u?m ~l
Walad li-I-Firiish,'" passim.--Hypoilieucally, the the~ls that the maxlm ongm~ted m 
another legal tradition could, however, be salvaged If one places ~e. transfer m pre
Islamic times. Then both Roman provincial law and Jewish-rabb~mc law would. be 
imaginable as possible godparents (Crone pointed out a p~rallel Iil. the B~bylom~n 
Talmud, op. cit., p. 11). Perhaps the awii'il. tradition whICh ascnbcs this m~m 
already to Aktham ibn ~ayf1 has an authenuc core. Mu1).amn:ad would then .Sllli

ply have resorted to a legal practice that was already current "Vlth. some Arab tnbes. 
On Aktham c[ M. J. Kister, "Aktham b. ~ayfi," in: EnC}cwpaedw qf Islam, Second 
V..l:~;~~ , ..... 1 1 .... '4.4") 
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. I have chosen tbe example of "al-walad li-l-jiriislz ... " and discussed 
It m some detail for tbe reason tbat Schacht cites it in his work on 
the origins of Islamic jurisprudence. My tbesis that with the help of 
'Ata)'s references to traditions of the Prophet one can trace these at 
least into the second half of the first/ seventb century undermines 
central pillars of the Schachtian theory, among others his famous 
three-stage progressi~~: "Successors, Companions, Prophet." He 
assumes tbat the traditIOns of tbe Prophet having to do witb legal 
queslions are the most recent link in the chain: "[ ... J Generally and 
broadly speaking, traditions from Companions and Successors are 
earlier tban tbose from tbe Prophet "230 "One of tbe m . l' . am cone USlOns 
to be drawn [ ... J is that, generally speaking, the 'living tradition' of 
the anCIent schools of law, based to a great extent on individual rea
son~ng, came first, that in the second stage it was put under the 
aegIs. of Companions,. tbat traditions from tbe Prophet himself, put 
mto c,rculatiOn by tradztzonzsts toward tlu: middle qf tlze second century A.H., 
dIsturbed and influenced this 'living tradition', and tbat only Shafi'i 
~,ecured to the tradItIO~~ from the Prophet supreme authority. "231 

[ ... J Every legal traditIOn from the Prophet, until tbe contrary is 
~ro~ed, must be taken not as an authentic or essentially authentic, even 
If shghtly obscured, statement valid for his time or tbe time of the 
Companions, but as the fictitious expression of a legal doctrine for
~~lated at a later date."232 "We shall find that the bulk of legal tra
diliondrom the Prophet known to Malik originated in tbe generation 
preceding him, tbat is in th£ second quarter qf the second century A.H., 
and we shall not meet any legal tradition from tbe Prophet which 
can be conSIdered authentic. "233 

In the tradition of the Prophet about the saying "al-walad li-l
firiish . .. " we have a text which contradicts tbese tbeses of Schacht's 
about the time of origin. of tl,e juridical traditions of tbe Prophet. 
To anlIClpate the obJeclion that a single counter-example is not 
suffiCIent to refute the :ntire t~eory, let me cite another text in sup
port of my argumentatIon. It IS also contained in Malik's Muwatta' 

.. , 

2~O Schacht, Oligins p. 3. 
231 o· ' p. elt., p. 132. Emphases mine. 
232 Op. cit., p. 149. Emphases mine. 
233 0 . . 

. p. CIt., p. 149. Emphases mille. Cf. also Schacht, Introductirm, p. 34. Similar 
l~eas have, recently also bee~l advanced ",?y)uynboll (c£ Muslim Tradition, pp. 71-73), 
\\ho, however, does. not reject the posslbdrty that beginnings of the hadfths of the 
Prophet reach back mto the generation of the tabi'i1.n, and thus the end of the first/ 
seventh century, and Crone (Roman, Provincial and Islamic Law, pp. 29-.. 34). 
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. 234 

M if f 'Abd al-Razzaq records several early vanants. 
and the uJanna 0 

The text of the Muwatta' runs: 
. . Malik [rom Nafi': 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar 

Yahya transnntted to me [10m [ God while she 
. .' j; . th lifetime of the Messenger 0 

divorced hIS \": em... e 'Umar ibn al-Khattab questioned the 
was menstruatmg. 1 hereupon [ G 'd' a,'d' "Order him 

G d b 't The Messenger 0 0 s . 
Messenger of 0 a out 1 . h til she is pure then menstru-
to return t? her [atd]. ~e~~e:; if ~: ~~sires he can srin keep her~ o,r 

~tes, the~v~r~:~er a~:':'~r~ he ~as sexual intercourse V\~th her. That 1,~ 
e can, . . d h'ch God eilJ'oined in order to divorc,c women. 

the walung peno w 1 

S h ht does not deal with this tradition explicidy in his Origins, but 
c ac M,,:1.-Nafi'-Ibn 'Umar traditions in detail and thus 

he treats the dill' . h' h ti al 
. 'ty t fit the above text mto IS t eore c 

oVIdes the opportum 0 . d f 
Pdifir. S h ht doubts that Malik can actually have obtame ;om 
e ceo c ac . l' d t have from him, Slnce 
Nafi' all the traditions which he c aIme 0 N-fi' di d . 

h s too great- a e m 
the difference in age between t e two wa Malik "did 
1171735-6 Malik in 1791795-and wonders whethejrr N-fi' "235 

t take o\;er in written form traditions alleged to come om a . . 
no . -d N-jJ' Ibn 'Umar IS 
He is also disturbed by the fact that the zsna a 1 - 'U ' He 

"famil isnad" since Naii' ,vas a freedman of Ibn mar s .. 
a Y '. _ all t be suspicious or forged. NeIther 
considers such zsnads gener y 0 h . d b thers 236 since 
argument is valid, as has already been e71 aSl~~fi": ~eath 'and the 
Malik was between 20 and 27 years 0 at . d 

.' f ramilies and clan members cannot be considere 
transmIsswn 0 1; 

unreliable a priori. . . h t they 
Ab th Nafi' traditions Schacht has the ImpressIOn t a 

out e d 1 t "Many Nafi' 
generally reflect a secondary stage of legal e:e opmen: th doctrine 
traditions represent unsuccessful attempts at Influencmg e 

di 
hi" "[ 1 These traditions are later than the 

of the Me nese sc 00. .' .;,,,. . "-thus he sums up-
bli h d Medinese doctnne. It IS certam 

:sta seth rOll of Nafi' traditions in Malik's Muwatti re~re
that even e gf Pd al wth The historical Nafi' was certaInly 

sents the result 0 gra u gro . fib t 
. f the ancient Medinese school 0 aw, u 

not a representatIve 0 ulk f th tra-
beyond this his personality remains vague, and the b 0 e 

---;;'~aJik,-Muwatta' (Y) 29:53; (Sh) '.'0. 554; Al\1 6: 10952-10961. 

235 Schacht, Origins, p. 177. Empha
2
S1
2
s ~u~. . Studies in EarlY Hadfth Literature, 

236 Cf. Robson, "The Isniid," pp. . aIDI, . 
pp. 245 f. Jd., On Schacht, p. 171. 
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ditions which go under his name must be credited to anonymous 
traditionists in the first half of the second century A.H."237 

On the example of the text about divorce during menstruation 
one can understand well how Schacht comes to this conclusion. I 
imitate his method! He would argue as follows: The Medinan fiqh 
of the second/eighth century is most llioroughly comprehended in 
Malik's Muwatta'. From it, it emerges that the "living tradition" of 
the Medinan school occupied itself with the question of when the 
·waiting period of a divorced woman is over and the divorce thus 
becomes definitive. It was solved thus: When the third menstrual 
period begins, the divorce can no longer be retracted. This is reported 
from several of the so-called "seven lav.ryers of l\i[edina,,238 and is 
illustrated by two traditions from the Companions of the Prophet,239 
neither of which is authentic. A NajJ'-Ibn 'Umar dictum to this 
effect also exists.NO Since, however, Nafi' is not to be numbered 
among the Medinan school,241 this will be a later back-projection of 
the opinion of the school onto the Companion Ibn 'Umar; Nafi' is 
fabricated as an authority for this tradition. The clarification of the 
question was necessary, since Qur'an 2:228 speaks only of three 
"quril'" (cycles) and Qur'an 2:231 of reaching "their appointed time" 
(ajalahunna), from which it is not clear whether the said time is to 
be placed at the end of a menstrual period, which thus belongs to 
the cycle of the preceding period of purity, or at the end of the 
inter-menstrual phase, the cycle thus beginning with the preceding 
menstrual period and not willi the phase of purity, or whether only 
the phase of purity is to be regarded as the cycle. The latter opin
ion was put into the mouth of 'A'isha242 and seems to have been 

23; Gp. cit., pp. 177 ff.Juynboll advocated the same thesis. Cf. his Muslim Tradition, 
p. 143: "Very many forged traditions supported by this isniid probably originated 
during Malik's own lifetime (90-179/708-95)" and more recently in "Nafi', the 
Mawla of Ibn 'Vmar, and his Position in Muslim f:ladith Literature," Der Islam 70 
(1993), pp. 207-244. For a critical evaluation of his arguments cf Motzlci, "Q¥o 
vadis 8adfthM Forschung? Eine kritische Vntersuchung von G. H. A. Juynboll: 'Nafi\ 
the Mawla of Ibn 'Umar, and his Position in Muslim lfadith Literature'," Der Islam 
73 (1996), pp. 40-80, 193-231 (the English ve>sion has the tide "VVhither Hadith 
Studies", in: P. Hardy (ed.), Traditions qf Islam: Understanding the ljaJith (London 2002). 

233 Malik, Aluwat/a' (Z), nos. 1257, 1259. 
239 Gp. cit., nos. 1254, 1256. 
21D Gp. cit., no. 1258. 
241 See p. 132. 
2+2 Gp. cit., no. 1254. 
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the Medinan consensus. On the other hand, there is no indication 
that people worried about the beginning of the. walhn.g p~nod, I.e., 
when the divorce should take place If the walhng penod IS to com
prise three cycles. Clearly the practice was that the man could pro
nounce a divorce at any time and after three menstrual pen ods: or 
more precisely with the commencement of the third menstrual penod, 
the waiting period was considered complete. In thIS way, howe\:~r, 
three full cycles were not always fulfilled, as the letter of the Qur an 

provides. . ·h· 
T 

fill this hole in the doctrine and to take the field "'galnst t IS 
o . h 
. th ·d N~c'-Ibn 'Umar tradition whose text IS t e start-

pracnce, e Sal illl . ' . _ 
ing point of our discussion, was Invented. ThIS fatwa of the Prophet 
intends that divorce should take place, not during menstruahon and 
not during an inter-menstrual phase, but at the beginning o~ the lat
ter This opinion is also represented in an anonymous An~ar tradi
tio~ ofYaJ;tya ibn Sa'id (d. 144/761) and in a _historicising narrati~~ 
of Rabl'a ibn abI 'Abd al-Ralp:nan (d. 136/ /53) about the ;aJ.zabl 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Awf.'+3 This shows that it appeared in the sec
ond quarte; of the second! eighth century. It is conspicuous that peo
ple do not content themselves with Ibn 'Umar, but SImply use him 
as a peg for a responsum of the Prophet. As if that were not enough, 
the Prophet is made to emphaSIze that thIS IS the form of the Walt
ing period desired by God. Another Ibn 'Umar t~a~hon goes ;ven 
one step farther along this path. It is not from Nafi but from Abd 
Allah ibn Dinar another client of Ibn 'Umar who appears as an 

, "b 'd N-fic944 

alternative transmitter [rom the latter "at random eSl e ~:-
"I heard 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar recite: 'Prophet, when you divorce 
women divorce them at the beginning of their walhng penod (lz
qubuli (iddatihinna)."'24-~ That is a "word of God" which. is not f~~n.d 
in the standard edition of the Qur)an,24-6 a non-canonIcal Qur amc 
variant. It is surely not original, but, like the Prophet'sfatwa for Ibn 
'Umar, arose from the attempt to give this legal op,mon the great
est possible authority. Since reference back to ~e, Prophet IS,. as a 
rule, more recent than that to the ;ahaba, the Nafi tradihon will be 

2-13 T\1a1ik, Muwa!taO (Z), nos. 1262, 1240. 
244 Cf. Schacht, Origim, p. 177. 
2+5 T\1alik, A1uwatta' (Z), no. 1281. d 
246 It fits in the contcxt of Quran 2:231, but cannot be scamlcssly integrate 

\vithout additions. 
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yet a little more recent than that of Yaq.ya and Rabl'a, who would 
surely have cited it had it been known to them. It must thus have 
come into existence around the middle of the second/eighth cen
tury. As a reason why, despite the available ;al;aba traditions, such 
he~vy artillery was brought to bear with the Prophet and a Qur'anic 
vanant, It IS natural to suppose that this legal opinion met with bit
ter opposition, since it was probably directed against the prevailing 
practzce and dramatically limited the man's freedom of choice about 
the timing of divorce. 

All of this sounds very plausible, and Schacht would surely have 
been able to identifY himself ,,~th this placement of the problem in 
"the development of legal doctrine"247-as he used to call it-which 
has been undertaken in his spirit. But the entire lovely edifice col
lapses like a house of cards if one looks at 'Ata"s ,-esponsa on this 
queshon. The texts in question have already been cited in another 
context;248 for this reason, I content myself -with simply referring to 
them. From them it emerges that 'Ata' already held the opinion that 
divorce during the woman's menstrual period was not permissible 
that the man must take her back and could, when the woman wa; 
pure again,. divorce her or change his mind.249 In one of the two 
mponsa which deal with the question 'Ata' wastes no words on the 
basis of his opinion. In the other, however, he adds to his answer 
the comment: "It reached us that the Prophet said to Ibn 'Umar: 
'Take her baek! Then, when she is pure again, divorce [her 1 or keep 
er.· ese are ear ec loes 0 the Nafi<-Ibn cUmar tradition [h ] '''250 Th cl I f 

as it is contained in Malik's Muwat(a J
• It is true that there <Umar is 

also named as a link between Ibn 'Umar and the Prophet, but that 
IS only one version of the story, of which there are also variants 
w:ithout 'Umar, one even from MalikJ251 

It is thus established that 'Ata' not ouly held the legal position 
but also knew the corresponding tradition of the Prophet. Its origin 
is not to be shifted to the middle of the second/eighth century, as 

247 E.g. Schacht, Origins, p. 1. 
243 See pp. 90, 91. 
249 See p. 90, note 49. Cf. also AJV[ 6: 1095l. 
250 See p. 91, note 51. 

.251 For. t~e variants cf. A.c\t1 6: 10952-10961. The Malik tradition is no. 10952 
\\,l~ the lSJIad: 'Abd al-Razzaq"-11alik---Nafi'-Thn 'Vmar. Cf. also ''Ah.adith cUba d 
~ah ibn 'U~ar," n.o. 70 (,Ubayd Alliih-·-Nafi'), in: Azami, Studies &t Early Halth 
Llterature, ArabIC secnon, p. 123. . 
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Schacht would do; rather, it must have been in circulation at the 
latest at the beginning of the second century. From where could 
'At'" have it? Nafi' and Ibn 'Vmar himself are possibilities. Nafi' 
was a contemporary of 'Ata"s. Each of the two stayed for a time 
in the other's place of residence, and they could have had contact 
with each other. This is also true for Ibn 'Vmar, who died in 74/692, 
and thus later than Ibn 'Abbas (68/687). A remark of Ibn Jurayj's 
is interesting in this context: "We sent to Nafi', who had alighted 
in the council house (diir al-nadwa) and was preparing himself to 
travel [back] to Medina-we were participants in the circle of 'Ata' 
(na}mujuli1s rna'a 'A.lii')-[and asked him:] 'Did 'Abd Allah's divorcing 
his v.rife while she was menstruating, in the Prophet's lifetime, count 
[as a divorce]?' He said: 'Yesl'''252 This question clearly refers to the 
Ibn 'Vmar tradition. The fact that 'Ata"s students took advantage 
of Nafi"s stay in Mecca to ask him about it and 'Atans anonymous 
reference to the Ibn 'Vmar story suggest that not Ibn 'Vmar directly 
but Nafi' was 'Ata"s source. From wherever 'Ata) may have it, in 
any case Nafi' is confirmed as a transmitter of the story.2.'i3 Schacht's 
doubt of the authenticity of the Nafi'-Ibn 'Vmar traditions cannot 
be upheld. An argument for which Schacht gained recognition in 
the analysis of isniidS251 speaks for Ibn 'Vmar as the original source 
of the Prophetic tradition: the "common link." The transmission of 
all early variants of the text branches off after him.'\\ We are appar
ently dealing with a very old tradition of the Prophet, perhaps even 
with a genuine fatwii of the Prophet, since Ibn 'Vmar was about 20 
years old when MuJ.tammad died,256 old enough to be already divorced. 

,,, AM 6: 10957. 
253 Furthermore, it was transmitted from Nilfi' not only through :Malik but also 

through 'Abd Allah ibn 'Urnar [al-'Urnari] (d. 172/788-9) and Ayyiib Ubn abr 
Tarnfma] (d. 1311748--9). C[ AM 6: 10953, 10954. 

254 On this cf. Juynboll, Muslim Tradition, pp. 206 ff. More critical positions are 
taken by, for example, Cook, Ear(y Muslim Dogma, pp. 107 ff.; id., "Eschatology and 
the Dating of Traditions," Princeton Papers in Near Eastern Studies 1 (1992), pp. 23-47; 
and Crone, Rnman, Provincial and Islamic Law, pp. 29 [ 

2;;5 As transmitters from Ibn <Umar there appear, in addition to Nafi': Ibn Sfrfn 
and Sa'fd ibn Jubayr (AM 6: 10955), Yunus ibn Jubayr (10959), Abu Wa'il (10956) 
and ['Ubayd Allah'] ibn 'Urnar (10960, 10961). 

256 He is supposed to have been born one year before "the revelation," i.e. the 
beginning of Mui:).ammad's career as a prophet and to have participated for the 
first time in the "Battle of the Ditch" at the age of 15. C[ Ibn I:Jibban, Alashiihzr, 
No. 55. This can only be accepted as an approximate statement of age, since the 
reports about Ibn <Vmar's age at VJ;lUd and al-Khandaq are contradictory. At lJl:tud 
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o. 'Atans contemporaries 

In. the responsa of 'Ata' studied here no reference by name to the 
opmlOns of any of his contemporaries among the foqahii' was to be 
found, altho~gh he probably was in contact with Some of them, for 
mstance to e Medinans Nafi', 'Vrwa ibn al-Zubayr and Sa'rd ibn 
al-Musayyab, supposedly also to al-I:Iasan al-Basrr.257 Some few te t 
l' . x s, 

10\vever, contam anonymous references to the opinions of others 
who are presumably 'Ata"s contemporaries. For instance: 

Ibn Juraxi said: _I said to 'Ata': '''Abd ai-Malik ruled (qadil) that the 
daug~:er of Abu. Zuhayr [be given] half of the bridal iift." ['Ata'] 
SaId. People cntlClzed hun for ruling this" (la-q d '-b t- - d-;ah 
hi-dhiilika).258 . a a a nasu qa. a u 

Ibn Jurayj alludes to a dispute which clearly took place in the time 
of the. caliph 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan and was presented to him 
for adJudicatIon. The situation in question can be inferred in its out
lines from a traditIon of Ibn JuraY.J·'s from 'Am ·b D- - 259 B· _ . r 1 n lnar. lnt 
abi Zuhayr had marned and had been delivered to the husband· he 
had divorced her and claimed not to have had sexual interco~rse 
WIth her, which she confirmed. 'Abd aI-Malik probably solved the 
case Wlth reference to Qur'an 2·237 but the un . .. f 
th h . ( -) " ammous opmlOn 0 

esc olars like Ata, al-I:Iasan al-Ba1rr and Sa'jd ibn al-Musayyab260 

was that the wedding Wlth the delivery of the woman to the man 
was to be conSIdered consummation-regardless of the partners' state
ment about what took place on the wedding night-, and that in 
consequence the entIre bridal gift was due. 

Sinc~ there were scarcely any Companions of the Prophet alive 
at the tIme of the caliph 'Abd al-Malik th ·tI·· ·ll h , e en Clsm vVl ave Come 
fr~lll the ranks. of the scholars of the fOllowing generation. 'Amr ibn 
Dmar has hIS mformation about the case from Sulayman ibn Yasar 
(d. 107/726), .one of ;he Medinan foqahii' who was probably himself 
among the cntIcs of Abd al-Malik's verdict. Sulayman reports that 
the caliph regretted this afterwards. Since 'Ata' also knew the story, 

~~\:rS :upposed to have been 14. Between tJ:is battle and the "Battle of the Ditch" 
257~~t. ~o ~o~pI~cb ye_ars passed accordmg to the chronology of Ibn Ishaq. ' 

136. . n a , . a aqat, vol. 7, p. 115 (9), 124 (11). Also see pp. 124 t, 129, 

"" AM 6: 10876. 
259 AM 6: 10867. 
2CO C 

[ AM 6: 10863, 10864, 10869, 10870. 
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it must have caused something of a stir among the scholars in his 
time. In view of the available textual testimony, its historicity seems 

to me likely. . 
The fact that 'Ata' was informed about the doctnnes of other 

foqahii' living in his time is also attested by the following respansum: 

Ibn Jurayj said: I said to (Ata): "How many times maya slave divor_ce 
a free woman?" ['Ala'] said: " [There are] people [who] say (yaqulu 
nils): 'The waiting period and the divorce [ge~erallY ~epend] upon [the 
status of] the women.' Others have saId (wa-qala nas): DIvorce [depends] 
on the men, whatever [status] they may have; the waItmg penod ,~?n 
the other hand depends] on the women, whatever they may be. I 
said: "'VVhich of these [opinions] do you prefer?" [(Ata'] said: "Divorc: 
[depends] on the men, the waiting period on the women" (al-taliiqu h-

I .. I' I '··Jd tu I' I . -") 26< -ryli l wa- - w a z- -/lzsa l . 

The other traditions in the Mu,annaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq allow us to 
identify the "niis" whom 'Ata' apparently has in mind. The first
mentioned opinion was held in Iraq (al-Sha'bf, Ibrahfm al-Nakha'f, 
ai-Hasan al-Ba~rf),26' the other, with which 'Ata' identifies himself, by 
the'Medinans (Ibn al-Musayyab, Salim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar).'63 
It is true that all of them base themselves on various Companions 
of the Prophet, but 'Ala' will scarcely have his knowledge directly 
from the Companions and consequently will surely be refernng to 
the generation of their students, and thus his contemporaries. That 
he also knows the Iraqi point of view is noteworthy and can be con
sidered an indication that the individual centers of scholarship were 
not completely cut off from each other, at least not Mecca. Since 
'Ata' only very rarely refers to other opinions-Ibn JuraY.) , however, 
already more frequently-the question whether and to what ~xtent 
the centers mutually influenced each other at thIS stage IS difficult 
to decide and must be reserved for a separate study. Schacht's the
sis that the fiqh of the I:£ijaz was more backward and was influenced 
throughout by Iraq, but not vice versa,'" is probably not tenable m 
this degree of generalization, at least not for the penod untIl the 

middle of the second/eighth century. 

261 AJv1 7: 12945. 
'"' AlvI 7: 12953-12956. 
'c, AM 7: 12944, 12946, 12947, 12949, 12951, 12957-12959. Cf. also Malik, 

1Huwatfa' (Z), no. 1271. 
264 Schacht, Origins, p. 220. 
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The sources of the dicta 
The authorities on whom 'Ala' bases himself and the traditions with 
which he is familiar have first been investigated only for the genre 
of responsa, since it has an especially high authenticity content. The 
question is whether the conclusions reached on the basis of the 
responsa can also be confirmed through his dicta, whether perhaps 
modifications must be made or additional aspects come to light. 

I have defined as dicta all of 'Ata"s statements which are not pre
ceded by questions. 265 They can be expressions of 'Ata"s opinions 
on legal situations, on Qur)anic verses, or on traditions, i.e., dicta in 
the true sense, or traditions-i.e., /:zadfths, iithiir or akhbiil~about state
ments or actions of others, of the Prophet, his contemporaries, caliphs, 
governors, qa(lis, and so forth. 

The number of true dicta266 exceeds that of the traditions several 
times over (70% as compared to 30%). Mixed forms, for instance 
those in which 'Ata) provides his opinion with a tradition, are rare 
(1 %); as a rule, opinions and traditions are cleanly separated. Mere 
allusions to traditions and references to sources and authorities too , , 
are even more rarely (1%) to be found than among the respansa, 
where they accounted for almost 14%."7 The separation of 'Ata"s 
O\lV11 material from that of others does not, however, mean that' we 
are dealing with disparate material in terms of content. 'Ata"s tra
ditions, too, generally have to do with legal situations. Despite their 
mdependence, and although their share is twice as large as among 
the responsa, they too probably functioned in 'Ata"s instruction as 
evidence and references to sources, authorities or precedents. Possibly 
Ibn Jurayj is responsible for the clear division between 'Ata"s tra
ditions and his actual dicta, since he is more to be classed as' a trans
ntitter than as a Jaqlh expressing his own opinions.'68 The relatively 
small proportion of material from others outside of the responsa 
confirms the impression gained there that in 'Ata)'s legal instruction, 
the reinforcement of opinions through reference to authorities played 
a rather subsidiary role. 269 What he communicated to his students 
was largely his opinions on specific legal situations. Is this generally 

265 See p. 79. 

::~ Some iirii~ (opinions) are counted as dicta in disguise. 
, See p. 107. 

268 On this see p. 205. 
269 See p. 107. 
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a characteristic of the legal instruction of the foqahii' of the first/sev
enth century? 

Nevertheless, it cannot be overlooked that CAt~f knows sources and 
cites them to a limited extent, something which later became an in
dispensable procedure of Islamic jurisprudence. Since these sources
at least sometimes-can yield information about the prehistory of 
'Ata"s legal teachings, special attention should be directed to the,;,. 
The distribution of frequency appears to be somewhat different m 
the genre of dicta than in the case of the ,-esponsa.270 The Companions 
of the Prophet come in first place (23%); there follow, with almost 
equal numbers of attestations, the Qur'an (including the exegetical 
traditions of sahiiba and others) and the Prophet (6-7%); specifically 
named conte~poraries of 'Ata"s are very rare (1-2%). 

The ranking of authOl~ties which can be derived from Ibn Jurayj's 
entire tradition from 'Ata' (responsa and dicta together) thus appears as 
follows: references to Companions of the Prophet (15%), references 
to the Qur'an (10%), hadfihs of the Prophet (5%), references to anony
mous traditions (3%), to contemporaries of 'Ata"s (1.5%).271 

u. The Companions of the Prophet 
'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas traditions are the largest group of sa~iiba traditions. 
This is even more conspicuous within the genre of dicta than in the 
case of the responsa. 'Ata' refers to Ibn 'Abbas almost three times as 
often as to 'Umar ibn al-Khattab, the next most frequently cited, to 
the latter three times as often as to 'Alf or 'A'isha; Jabir ibn 'Abd 
Allah, Abu Hurayra, Ibn 'Umar, Abu Sa'fd al-Khudrf, Mu'awiya 
and less famous Companions turn up rarely. Among the dicta, the 
Ibn 'Abbas traditions represent half of all traditions from the sahilba. 

270 Ibid. It is a ranking, that is, the determination of the frequency of the author
ities named within a given number of texts-here only of the ~icto.. 

271 The interpretation of such statistical data is, methodolog:tc~lly, not unp,r?b
lematic. In this case, hO'wevcr, it is legitimate, because Ibn JuraYJ's 'Ata' traditIon 
is so extensive. Thus the statistical data can be considered significant. It is, how
ever not certain whether 'Abd al-Razzaq's tradition from Ibn Jura)j is complete 
or o'nly-as is to be presumed--represents a selection. It is quite possible th~t fu:
ther rAta' material from Ibn Jurayj \~hich can be dem?nstrated to ~e ,authentIc wIiI 
turn up in other works. The conclusIOns drawn from Abd al-Raz~aq ~ wo-:k, how
ever could be at most modified but not definitively refuted by this, slllce It would 
itself only represent a selection.' (Such texts are, for instance, to be f~und in. the 
Al11;wnnq[ of Ibn abr Shayba; however, their. -:eliability has yet to _~e ~larified.) Smce 
it is a chimerical hope that a complete tradItIon from early foqaha will ever apP?ar, 
conclusions based on an extensive and clearly balanced, and thus representatIve, 
selection-like that of 'Abd al-Razzaq-are the most certain possible. 
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1,660 traditions of the Prophet arc supposed to have been trans
mitted from Ibn 'Abbas.272 As a rule, 'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas traditions 
contain no badfths of the Prophet.273 In them, Ibn 'Abbas is only a 
learned authority, not a transmitter. The sole source to which Ibn 
'Abbas occasionally refers is the Qur'an. This discrepancy requires 
exp1anatlOn. To conclude from it that Ibn 'Abbas did not know and 
pass on any traditions from the Prophet and that those going under 
his name are all forgeries would surely be overly hasty. A satisfac
tory expl~na~~n can probably be given only after an investigation 
of all of Ata s traditlOns from Ibn 'Abbas and the Prophet.274 

. From the references to and citations ofIbn 'Abbas in 'Ata"s responsa 
It was pOSSIble to advance the hypothesis that these traditions are 
genuine, i.e., really were opinions and statements of Ibn 'Abbas. 275 

Further arguments in Support of this thesis can be derived from 
'Ata}'s remaining Ibn 'Abbas traditions. 

Weighty indices of authenticity are yielded by texts in which 'Ata' 
indicates that he. has something from Ibn 'Abbas only indirectly ~r 
that hIS own oplmon docs not agree with that of this Companion 
of the Prophet. No forger who otherwise claimed to have heard a 
master, and who fathered his opinions on an authority, would do 
this. One attestation of indirect transmission: 

I?n Jur~yj from 'At;;!'. He said: "When a woman is divorced three 
urnes \Vlthout the marriage with her having been consummated it is 
only one [divorce]. That reached me (balaglumD from Ibn 'Abba's.276 

For difference of opinion: 

IbnJuraY.:i from 'Ata". He said: "If a validly-married husband and wife 
~eparate, even without the husband's pronouncing a divorce-for 
mstance by mutual waver of rights (mubiira~ a) or ransom [fidii~]--it is 
[tantamount to] one divorce [pronounced by the husband]. Ibn 'Abbas 
hmvever, did not use to sqy this. "277 ' 

p. 2;~.Cf. fun J::iazm, "Asma' a!-fa!laba a!-ruwat," p. 276 and -5iddfqr, ljadifft literature, 
273 Th . 
274 .e:-e was r:ot one III my excerpt of the text! 

_C.nhcaJ /!adith scholars of the second half of the second/eighth centUlY like 
Yabya Ibn Sa Id al-QaWill and others estimated the number of fun 'Abbas' hadfths 
of:

e ~rophet at about ten. Cf. ]uynboll, Muslim Tradition, p. 29. Possibly 'a few 
au enllc ones can be found in the 'Ata' tradition of the Musannaj. 

275 See pp. 117-120. . . . 
'" AM 6: 11076. 
277 AM 

6: 11747. On Ibn 'Abbas' opinion cf. 11767-11769. 
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In addition, there is-as among the responsa--a number of texts with 
notation of sarnii' ("I heard Ibn 'Abbas say,,).'78 Such notes are other

wise found only in the case of 'Ata"s rare traditions from the Com
panions of the Prophet Abu Hurayra and Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah,279 
who-like Ibn 'Abbas--died only in the second half of the first/ sev
enth century and whom 'Ata' could have heard, and from the early 
tab{ 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr,280 not, however, in the case of traditions 

from 'Umar, 'All, 'A)isha and Ibn 'Umar. 
In terms of genre, most of <At~f's traditions from Ibn 'Abbas are 

to be classed as legal dicta whose content does not, as a rule, pro
vide any hint of the "Sitz im Leben" or of the historical situation in 
which they arose. The rare cases in which 'Ala' reports that Ibn 
'Abbas was asked for a legal fatwii or reached a verdict (gadii') in a 
legal dispute2Bl do have a stronger reality content, but they do not 
pennit lnore than the assumption that concrete cases underlie them. 
Historical "meat" is offered only by 'Ata)'s very rare q1;Ja traditions 
from Ibn 'Abbas. The fact that they are stylistically atypical definitely 
speaks more for than against their authenticity, once 'Ata)'s tradition 
from Ibn 'Abbas can be considered generally reliable on the basis 
of the various other criteria named. The following two sample texts 
offer not only an insight into the student -teacher relationship between 
the two men, but also show 'Ata"s precision in the reporting of what 
he heard, when he admits having forgotten specific facts or empha
sizes that Ibn 'Abbas expressed himself literally in this way. Not least, 
'Ata"s statement that he was originally of a different opinion than 
Ibn 'Abbas speaks for his honesty and thus for the genuineness of 

the tradition. 

Ibn Jurayj from 'At;f. He said: "The first person from whom I heard 
[about] mu{a [marriage was] ~afv'lan ibn Ya'la. He reported to me 
(akhbarant; from Ya'la that Mu'avlljya entered into a mut'a union (istam
ta'a) ,,"lith a woman in al_Ta'if.232 I ['Ata'] disputed that [1.e., the per
mission of muta] vvith him [~afWan] . [Thereupon] we

283 
went into Ibn 

n" E.g. AM 6: 10895, 10897, 11740; 7: 14021. 
n" E.g. AM 7: 13680, 12566. 
,eo AM 7: 13541, cf. also 14001 (see p. 122). 
'"' AM 7: 13000; 6: 10508. 
'28'2 C£ also AM 7: 14026. Presumably he cited Mu'a\II,riya's action as evidence of 

the permissibility of mu(a. On $afwan cf. Ibn f.Iibban, Alashiiktr, no. 635. 
283 Intended are probably 'Ata' and his feUm,\, students, not he and $an'lan. Cf. 

A1v.[ 7: 14022. On 'A1,.3."s companions, see p. 172. 
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'Abbas' presence and one of liS told him [th . 
of opinion]. [Ibn 'Abb - ] ·d. h. .' e story, or our difference . as SaI to 1m. Yes L that IS permitted] , I 
could not sto~ worrymg about it, and when Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah . 
we went to him in hi~ residence. The people asked him this andc~:a~ 
and then [also] mentIOned /nuta [marriage] to him H ·d· 'Y 
It IS ·t d] W. . e SaI. es [ 
M permi te. e practIced it (istamta'nii) in the lifetime of th~ 

essenger of God (eulogy), of Abu Bakr and of 'u til 
end of 'Umar's caliphate-'Amr ibn Hurayth entered rr::;~ ~n -at the 
Wlth a vI!oman--['Ata'·] J-b' d h muta umon name]284- . . a Ir name er, but I have forgotten [her 
reach d (0 whereupon the woman becam.c pregnant. News of this 
what e

had 
bmar. He ha~ her brought [to hIm] and asked her [about 

is so]' ['U,;,en] repodrt~Whto hIm about her]. She answered: 'Yes L it 
. ar Sal _ 0 stood WItness [at th . 

marriage]?' 'Ata' said. 'r d '. - e contractIOn of the 
'M th'· , . 0 not know [1.e., remember] if she said· 
sair ';'0 er or my (her) marriage guardian (wah)'. [There~pon, 'Umarj 
, . vVhy no one else [beSIdes one of the two]?' [Jabir] said· 'He 

d
[ Umar] was afrrud d,at this could ultimately (al-akhir sid) lead· t 

egeneral10n of morals (d hal) [ d D . ,. 0 a " ] '285 ag;, an or this reason he prohibited 
mwa. 

'Ata' said· "I heard Ib 'Abb - [ 
prohibition ~f mu{a cam~ up]. ~~:ay G wdhhcn the subject of 'Umar's 
M t [ . . y 0 ave mercy upon 'Vmarl 

u a marnage] was [by] permission of God (eulogy). With it he I d 
mercy upon the commumty (umma) of ~1uhamm d (1 . la 
7t for his ['Umar's] prohibition of it [m·u!'a] , ~nlye~ o~~~;;::tc~e 
s wql)lY) would have need of fornication!' 'Ala' said: "B G dl . (z a 
If ~A[s.n,n] saw "hIm saying 'ilia shaqiyy.'" yo. It IS as 

ta SaId. It [muta] IS what is [meant] in the silra 'Th \" , 
[by]

. 'F,ama- ta t' bih· . e ·,omen . - sma tum 1 mmhunna'286 (and h t h . 
them (f.)) until suo ch and such an appointed ~: uYnoduer ave henJodycd °h

f 

a co cliti . h ' suc an sue 
. n on, WIt out consultation (?).287 and ips8 aft th . 

trme, the two find it best to reach ~ agreerr:ent [a~out ea ~!~~~:~ 
S
tIeOpn Oft t~e .uillal0n,. that IS possible] and [if it seems better to them] to 

araeltls[sO]good d . [ 
Ib J

' . .d' ' an no ma.mage then] exists [any longer] "289 

n ura)] Sal . "At-' d . 'Abb- .:a reporte to me (akhbaranD that he heard Ibn 
_ ) as express tI;e opImon that it [mu{a marriage] was at present (al 
ana perrmtted. [Ata' also] reported to me that [Ibn 'Abbas] used t; 

284 According to Ab- l-Z b - . called I\1u'ana and \ u ~ ayr, a student of Jablr's (see pp. 209 ff), she was 
285 Cf AM vas a client of Ibn al-Hadramf cf AM 7· 14026 
'"". 7: 14025, 14028, 14029. .. ,. . . 

Qur'an 4:24. 
237 Th eli 

th 
c e ~or notes, "unclear in the manuscript ,. Perh e woman th h· . aps the consultation of 

288 Th WI ~r marnage guardian is meant. 
''fo-i'' ;h~~nuslcnpt secms to be corrupt in this place. I read instead of "qil'a·· 

289n. IS IS a so a suggestion of the editor's t, 

AM 7: 14021. . 
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't . '17 _ it stamta(tum [bihi]290 minhunna ila ajalin Ja-iiti1hu~na ·1..Ij~ra
reC! e. "a m f h ./ '"p znted ume I '291 (and what you have enjoyed a t em una an .ar 0 , 
lunna ) Ib 'Abb - . d m these very [for it] give them their recompense. n as Sal 

words (bi-harfin): 'ilii ajalin.'" _ ,- 1 d - h 
'Atal said: Someone reported to me froID. Abu Sa Id a~c-K 1U n t e 

word~: "One of us contracted a muta [marnage]. (yastamtl. u) for a c~p 
[ h d heat" [Ibn] SafWan292 said [about tlus]: "In hIS legal opm-

o crus c W·. . . "293 Ib 'Abbas s31d 
ions Ibn 'Abbas declares that to be fornIcatIOn. n.... 

[ h ' th· eached him]' "1 do not declare that to be fomlcatlOll. m w en IS r· -k ?294 H 
my legal opinions! Has [Ibn $afwan] forgotten Umn: U~a ~;, c '- _~r 

. [ that [man]1 Is he perhaps [a child of] fonllcatron. [ Ata ] 
son IS rom· d '[ . ] with 
said: "A man from the BanuJumaJ::t contracte a muta marnage 

her."295 

In these Ibn 'Abbas traditions of 'Ala"s about the question of mu!'a 

marriage I can discover no indication that 'At~i' Invented them and 
r th d th on Ibn 'Abbas. Why should he, who seldom refers to 
la ere em "Ib 'Abb
Companions and then usually contents himself with an n as 

1 'd that" or with the citation of a dictum, have thought up such 
a so sal . . 'h' h Ib 
complicated stories? His original OppOSIllon to mu~ a, :"'T. 1C e~e~. n 
'Abbas was at first unable completely to dispel, h,S VISIt to Jablr Ib~ 

h· . h' . t 'Umar's prohlbl-'Abd Allah, who reinforced 1m In IS aversIOn o. . 
tion, Ibn 'Abbas' harsh criticism of 'Umar's ~erdict and h,S refer-

t the "ur'an with a qira'a which 'Ala' hImself never adopted, 
ence 0 ""-' . hi rr. . 
the story that Ibn :;lafwan ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas dunng s 1 etlme 
a view which he did not hold at all, the specific references to three 
concrete cases of mu{a marriages (Mu'avviya, 'Amr Ibn I:Iurayth, Umm 
Uraka) whose children were probably still alive in 'Ala"s trme, all of 
this speaks against forgery of the stories. As a r:sult of ex;er~~ and 
internal criteria-the former emerge from 1nveshgatlO~ of Ata s Ibn 
'Abbas traditions in general, the latter from the two CIted texts them-

- - - - . "B:l.·"·· th tcxtus receptus and in 
290 Presumably an oversight of the cOp)l1st. utl IS In e 

14021. . 
291 Qur'an 4:24. Emphases ml?-e.. -3 C( KhalIfa 
'"' I 'Abd Allah ibn Safwan Ibn Umayya Jbn Khalaf (d. 73/592 1: '. h th 

. .e. _ Tt b -t . 235 280 Here there is probably a confUSIOn \"\71t e 
lbn ~alyya~, .adaSqaa;'}a-~·ibn Ya'la ·That it cannot be the latter emerges from the 
prcV10us y name . 1..· fed Ii AM 7' 
content-he does not seem to have been an opponent 0 _ m~t a-an rom . 
14027, a parallel in c~ntent to this text, where Ibn ~af'-Nan lS named. 

'" Cf. AJv[ 7: 1402/. 
'"' Cf '" 7' 14024. See pp. 190 ff. . 

. .tUV.l . th B - J ah The man In ques-
295 Al\1 7: 14022. fun $afwan belonged to e anu um .. 

tion was one of his uncles. Cf. A.1'yf 7: 14024, 14027. 
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selves-they are to be regarded as authentic, i.e., as actual opinions 
and paraphrases or even literal reports of Ibn 'Abbas' statements. 

I have cited these two Ibn 'Abbas traditions in such detail with 
another, ulterior motive in mind. The subject of mu!'a was also dealt 
,,~th by Schacht in his Origins, and this offers the opportunity to 
check his conclusions. Schacht suspects that mu!'a was already an 
ancient Arabian institution which was "sanctioned and regulated" by 
Qur'an 4:24. It was "certainly" a widespread practice in early Islam, 
which expressed itself in a more detailed and unambiguous reading 
in the Qur'anic texts diverging from the textus recep/:llS which "were 
attributed" to Ibn Mas'ud, Ubayy and Ibn 'Abbas, and "in a tradi
tion attributed to Ibn Mas'ud for Kufa, and in a doctrine attributed 
to Ibn 'Abbas and his Companions for Mecca."296 From a tradition 
of 'All in the Muwatla' which polemicizes against this teaching of 
Ibn 'Abbas, Schacht concludes that it must have been attributed to 
Ibn 'Abbas around the middle of the second/eighth century. Since 
the Medinan traditions from Companions who are against muter
in addition to 'All, primarily 'Umar (in the Muwatta> in a version 
other than that of Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah)297-have a common link in 
al-Zuhrl, this shows-according to Schacht-"that the explicit rejec
tion of mu!'a in Medina is not older than the time of Zuhri at the 
earliest." There is no reason to except the tradition about 'Umaes 
prohibition of mut'a and to consider it more authentic that the od,er 
"counter-traditions."298 The version of jabir, which Schacht knows 
from Muslim's Jami', is according to him only a later reinforcement 
of this tradition.299 By "later" Schacht probably means-in confor
mity with his method of dating-later than Malik! 

'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas traditions about mu(a as they exist in the M~aJmaf 
of 'Abd al-Razzaq show that Schacht's conclusions about the his
torical development of d,e legal problem are to a large extent incor
rect. Ibn 'Abbas' teaching about mu!'a was not attributed to him 
around the middle of the second/eighth century, but was already 
knowu to 'Ala' at the beginning of the second century and derived 
from Ibn 'Abbas himself, and thus from the middle of the first/ sev
enth century. The "counter-traditions" against mut'a, too, are much 

296 Schacht, Origins, p. 266. 
29i Sec p. 143. 
29~ Schacht, Origins, pp. 266-267 . 
299 Op. cit., p. 267, note 3. 
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older than Schacht assumes. They did not arise "at the earliest in 
the time of al-Zuhrl," i.e., in the first quarter of the second/eighth 
century, but already in the time of Ibn 'Abbas and probably ~re in 
fact to be traced back to 'Umar, since Ibn 'Abbas does not dIspute 
that 'Umar was against mut'a, which would have been natural had 
Jabir made it up. The Jabir tradition is not to be assigned only to 
the last quarter of the second/eighth century; rather, it is a good 
century older-Jabir died in 78/697-8.300 From 'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas 
traditions it becomes clear-as was already suggested by the refer
ences to him in the responsa--that Ibn 'Abbas was 'Ata"s teacher. 
Other Companions of the Prophet whom he had an opportunity to 
meet, in contrast, played only a marginal role for him. Viewed over
all, he refers to Ibn 'Abbas more frequently than to any other source 
or authority, including the Qur'an;301 but not, on the other hand, 
to such an extentS02 that one could conclude from it that he neces
sarily needed him as an authority for his own teachings. This seems 
to me a weighty argnment for the genuineness of his Ibn 'Abbas 
traditions. If this is the case, we can draw from it not only infor
mation about 'Ata"s legal instruction but also about the legal teach
ings of Ibn 'Abbas himself, i.e., about the development of law in the first 
half century cifler Mu~ammad's death. Only the investigation of all of 
'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas traditions in the Musann,!! can produce an exact 
pi~ture. That must be reserved for a separate work. It is already 
possible, hmvever, to make a few noteworthy observations on the 
basis of the selection of texts used here: 

1. Qualitatively, there is no obvious difference between Ibn 'Abbas' 
legal statements and those of 'Ala'. Both prefer to express their opin
ions and only rarely support themselves with sources for justification. 
2. \Vith respect to the sources used, it is conspicuous that-as has 
already been mentioned303-Ibn 'Abbas supports himself only with 

300 Cf. Khalrfa ibn Khayya-t, Tabaqiit, p. 102. Ibn I:iibban, Mashah'ir, ll? 25. That 
'Umar's prohibition of muta is historical is also suggested by a compans?n of the 
<Ata' traditions with others especially those of Abu I-Zubayr. Cf. M1 I: 14024, 
14025, 14028, 14035, 14047~ On the institution of mufa c£ Motzki,. "Gesch1echtsr~~e," 
pp. 537-540 (with further literature). My hyp00-eses there are m need of re~slOn 
in the light of this study; at least, the conccptIOn can be gra~ped chronolo~cally 
earlier than I assumed. A detailed study on mu{a has been published by A. Gnbetz: 
Strange Bedfellows: Mu{at al-Nisa' and lv1u{at aI-Ijajj (Bcrlin. 1994).,. . 

301 Not infrequently he names him as the source of hIS Qur arne exegeSIS. 
302 Frequency: over 7%. 
303 See p. 141. 
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the Qur'an, and neither-at least in the traditions of 'Ata' which 
have been investigated-with older companions of the P;ophet or 
with the Prophet himself 3. The main difference between Ibn 'Abbas 
and <Ata) is quantitative in nature. (Ata) expresses opinions on many 
more legal questions and subjects than his teacher. This may in part 
have to do with the fact that he does not cite him regularly even 
in places where he has adopted an opinion from him, and in part 
,,~th the fact that he was his student only for a period of time and 
could not hear everything. On the other hand, it probably also 
reflects a quantitative development of the legal material, a proliferation 
of problems and questions in the course of the second half of the 
first/seventh century. 

The authenticity of 'Ata"s traditions from Abu Hurayra and Jabir, 
and probably also from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar, is to be judged in 
much the same way as in the case of his Ibn 'Abbas traditions. The 
infrequency with which they are mentioned speaks for, and the con
tent of the texts in question-as far as I can see--does not speak 
against their authorship. 'Ala' explicitly claims to have heard Abu 
Hurayra andJabir ibn 'Abd Allah.'o4 In the case of Ibn 'Umar, only 
after investigating further 'Ala' traditions from him will it be possi
ble to decide whether he has them directly from him or through 
for instance, Nafi(.305 <At~f's statements that he heard something fro~ 
the Companions in question cannot be dismissed as implausible from 
tl,e outset. Firstly, he reports from them only very little and, in terms 
of content, rather insignificant things-at least from the point of view 
of fiqh. Secondly, he does not claim this about all of the Companions 
who were still alive when he was a student. He is supposed to have 
been born around 25/645, and thus could have met 'A'isha who 
died in 57/676, which he did in fact claim.306 From her ho~ever 
he does not as a rule transmit directly;307 but he does 'from Ab~ 
Hurayra, who died only two years after 'A'isha. His traditions from 
Mu'awiya (d. 60/680),308 Abu Sa',d al-Khudrl (d. 74/693)'09 and Anas 

""' AM 7: 12566, 13680. Also see p. 142. 
305 See p. 136. 
306 C£ Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, pp. 341-342. On 'A~a"s date of birth, see belO\,,', 

p. 247. 
3(17 See pp. 150 £ 
31)8 See p. 142. 
309 See p. 144. 
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ibn Malik (d. 931711)310 are likewise indirect; on tbe otber hand, 
tbose from Ibn 'Abbas (d. 68/687) and jabir ibn 'Abd Allah (d. 78/ 
697) are direct. This does not speak in favor of tbe assumption that 
'Ata"s "heard" sahiiba traditions are forgeries, since in that case one 
w~uld expect h;~ to pass off everything as "heard" which, on tbe 
basis of tbe lifetimes of tbe corresponding Companions, he could 
have obtained directly from them. Thus, like his Ibn 'Abbas tradi
tions his traditions from Abu Hurayra and jabir ibn 'Abd Allah are , . 

also to be considered autbentic. 
The 'Umar traditions represent the second largest group of 'Ata"s 

,ai).ilba traditions. Altogether-responsa and dicta combined-tbey do 
not, however, even comprise 3% of Ibn Jurayj's {At~e tradition. If one 
classifies them according to genres, it emerges that the majority 
belongs to those genres which are especially appropriate to 'Umar's 
office of caliph: legal verdicts (aqljiya)3ll and decrees (prohibitions, 
commands).'l2 There are also dicta,313 (which in part may be relics 
of verdicts or fa/was, i.e. legal opinions)314 for which caliphal autbor
ity was probably also required (criminal law), rarely acta. of a more 
private character.315 This differentiates tbe 'Umar traditIons clearly 
from tbose of Ibn 'Abbas, for example, and lends tbem an aIr of 
historicity. The possibility 'Ata' forged, i.e. invented, these traditions 
can be rejected in view of their marginal role in his legal teachings 
and of tbe fact tbat he by no means always accepts 'Umar's ver
dicts. They were clearly already in circulation in his time. From 
where does 'AuF have them? He does not name any source for most 
of the 'Umar traditions; sporadically, he introduces them \lIlith "dhakaru" 
(it was reported [to me]).'l6 In a few cases, however, he names his 
informant. In the text about muta marriage already cIted It IS jabIr 
ibn 'Abd Allah from whom he heard it;317 he claims to have heard 
from 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr a decree of 'Umar's about the penalty for 
consuming wine;318 and 'Ata) transmits a fatwii of the caliph's about 

3]() See p. 120. 
m E.g. AM 7: 12401, 12858, 12884, 13651, 14021. 
'" AM 7: 13508, 13541. 
m AM 6: 10726; 7: 12877, 12885. 
3H AM 7: 13612. 
m fu'V! 6: 11140. 
m E.g. AM 7: 12877. 
317 See p. 143. 
318 A1vf 7: 13541. 
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the /.tadd penalty in the case of fornication by a slave woman from 
('an) al-I:Iaritb ibn 'Abd Allah, who has it from his fatber 'Abd Allah 
ibn abl Rabl'a, a contemporary of the Prophet and of the first caliphs 
who IS supposed to have directed the corresponding question to 
(Umar.319 

There are indications that 'Ata' actually obtained those traditions 
for which he names an informant from tbe people named. The argu
ments for the historicity of the Jabir tradition have already been 
given.320 It speaks for the credibility of the claim to have a tradition 
of 'Umar from 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr that in anotber place he admits 
not being completely sure about his authority, but that it possibly 
could be 'Ubayd.321 This does not fit tbe assumption tbat 'Ata' arbi
tramy named authorities for anonymously circulating traditi~ns. For 
this reason tbere are also no grounds for dismissing the family isniid 
"al-I:Iaritb ibn 'Abd Allah-'Abd Allah ibn abl Rabl'a," i.e. son 
from fatber, as a forgery from the outset. Schacht's claim that "a 
'family isnad' [ ... ] is generally an indication of the spurious charac
ter ~f ~e tradition in question"322 is incorrect in this degree of gen
eralizatlOn, as I have already shown on an example with tbe isniid 
:'Nafic~Ibn {Umar."323 In any case, the text of the 'Umar responsum, 
mcluding tbe question, offers no grounds for tbe assumption of a 
forgery. The Qur'an leaves open tbe question of how an unmarried 
slave woman who commits fornication is to be penalized, but vir
tually provokes it through its regulation for married slave women.324 
'Vmar's enigmatic answer makes an archaic impression: "Alqat fizr
watahti wara'a I-dilr" (literally: She tbrew her pelt behind the house). 
It was understood as a rejection of the fradd penalty for tbe unmarried 
slave woman.325 Perhaps 'Umar means by it tbat the owner should 
remove her from tbe house, i.e. sell her.326 Ibnjura)j and Ibn 'Uyayna 

319 Al\.1 7: 13612. 
320 See pp. 144-146. 
321 See p. 122. 
322 Schacht, Origins, p. 177. Emphasis mine. 
323 See pp. 132-136. 
::: Cf. Motzki, "rllal-muJ.z~aniit," pp. 200-201. 

Thus by 'Abd a}-Razzaq (cf the other traditions in the chapter) and proba
bl~2:lso by Ibn Ju.raYJ, who clearly already had a chapter on this subject himself. 

Ibn al-Athlr mterprets "finwatahii" as "veil" (qinti), others as her "hair" which 
~ul~ be cut off and with which she sho~ld be flogged. (C( the editor's' note on 
a 7. 13613). B?th seem to m~ rather unlikely: slave women, especially unmarried 
nes, probably did not wear veils; for the proponents of the "hair" interpretation, 
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also have the tradition with the said isnad from 'Amr ibn Dlnar,'27 
and it is also transmitted from 'Ikrima ibn Khalid.328 The common 
link is al-I:Hirith, which in any case makes 'AtaJ's reference to him 

think f h .. 'U 329 
seem credible, whatever one may 0 t e ascnpnon to Inar. 

A picture similar to that formed by 'Ata"s 'Umar traditions is 
offered by his few traditions from 'A'isha. From the poin.t of view 
of genre they are acta describing her behavior in concrete familial 
situations traditions about herself and the Prophet and dicta on ques-, . 

tions related to women. The majority of them make the impression 
of reports of actual incidents. In her case as well he occasionally 
names bis informant, while he does not do this in the case of the 
other Companions of the Prophet, for instance 'All, whom he cites 
just as often as '.A)isha.330 The case of 'Atfins guessing that he obtained 
an 'A'isha tradition from 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr has already been men
tioned,33! as has the fact that he probably obtained another from 
'Urwa ibn al_Zubayr.332 He designates the latter expressis verbis as bis 
informant ("akhbamnf 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr")333 for a tradition of the 
Prophet transmitted from 'A'isha in which she is herself involved. 

That 'Ara' probably had from 'Urwa more 'A'isha traditions for 
which he names no source can be assumed in light of the parallels 
preserved.334 He seems to have been his main informant .for CA)isha 
traditions, even if he only rarely cites bim by name.'35 It 1S an argu-

the idea that no flogging ,,-/Quld take place seems to have been insupportable and 
to have caused them to interpret it as a symbolic badd penalty. 

'" AM 7: 13612, 13613. 
nil A11 7: 13614. 
329 TIns is not 'Ata"s only tradition from 'Umar and 'Abd Allah ibn abi RabI'a. 

Another is AlvI 6: i 1140, \~rithout mention of an infonnant, who presumably may 
likewise have been al-I:Iarith. He is one of the elder lab{iln of 11ecca. Cf. Khalifa 

ibn Khayyat, Tabaqii.t, p. 279. . 
330 This observation applies only to my textual basIS. 
331 See the text on p. 122. 
3,2 See pp. 124-125. 
m AM 7: 13939 . 
. m E.g. kVl 7: 12053 (cf. 12054). In the .case of A.1\1 6: !lS95 and 7: ,11948, I 

also suspect that he may be 'Ata"s source, sll1~e al-11undhlr, a brother of ~rwa s, 
is a protagonist of the .stolJ. However, a vanant. seems to. be p~eserved III la~er 
sources only from al-Qiis1ll1 Ibn 11ul:J.ammad, transrmtted by his .s?n Abd, al-RaJ:mtan. 
C£ Malik, Muwatfa' (Y) 29:15. 'Ata' also seems to have traditlOns of Umar from 
'Urwa however; cf. A11 7: 13651 and 13650. -

33:; Occasionally his brother 'Abd Allah also appears as a transmitter from 'Nisha 

known to 'Alii'. C£ AM 7: 1391 L 
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ment for 'Ata"s credibility that he admits having 'A'isha traditions 
from anyone else at all, since he himself claimed to have met 'A'isha.336 

'Ata"s traditions from 'All ibn abl Talib consist of legal verdicts 
(aq¢rya), an excerpt from his testament, and dicta.'37 They deal pri
marily WIth concrete cases. Even the dicta, wbich have to do with 
questions of criminal law, are in harmony with those of a caliph or 
a clmmant to the caliphate. As in the case of the other sahiiba tra
ditions it can be observed that neither the genre of the ~~nsmitted 
t:xts nor their content in principle speaks against possible authen
t1C1ty. For reasons. of age-'All died when 'Ata' was fifteen years 
?ld-direct transmiSSlOn from him is unlikely, nor does (Ata) claim 
1t. In the case of 'All's testament he says explicitly that the infor
mation, about i: "reached rum" or '\-vas reported to him" (balaghahu); 
otherwtse he Cltes him without indication of the mode of transmis
sion or the transmitter. It is difficult to say where 'Ata' obtained his 
'All traditions. In a few cases there are variants from IbrahIm [al
Nakha'll'38 who,. however, himself did not meet 'All. Possibly the 
two are draWIng mdependently of each other from Medinan or Kufan 
sources. Contacts to Kufans should not be considered unusual for 
'Ata', who lived primarily in Mecca. We have already heard of a 
Kufan legal scholar among 'Ata)'s auditors.339 Of 'All's testament (Ata) 
claims that he asked the latter's great-grandson Muhammad ibn 'Nl 
ibn I;Iusayn, who was a contemporary of (At~C's and'lived in lVledina 
about it again, and that he confirmed bis information.34{) Certainl; 
It IS posSIble for us to say that (At1i"s 'All traditions are not his own 
forgeries. They probably derive from 'Alid circles of the second half 
of the first century. 
. In. 'Ara"s mponsa, the citations of the ,al,ziiba lack isniids of any 

kind. 34! The dicta show that it is not permissible to conclude from 
this circumstance that he did not yet know this mode of citation for 
traditions or that it did not yet exist. On the contrary! It was both 
extant and known to 'Ata). It must be for another reason that 'At~e 

336 See p. 147, note 306. 
::: AM 6: 10532; 7: 13212, 13414, 13445, 13672. 

AM 6: 10532; 7: 13672; compare 6: 10534' 7: 13671. 
339 See p. 106. ' 
"" AM 7: 13212. 
34) See p, 120. 
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so seldom names his authorities. It was observable in the responsa 
that 'Au;' knew traditions but did not necessarily state them. The 
same is' true, as the dicta shO\v, for the isniid as well. On the above
mentioned subject of the penalty for consumption of wine, for exam
ple, in another text tAra) similarly refers to <Umar:s decree, b~t 
without citing his informant 'Ubayd ihn 'Umayr.342 Smce the tradi
tions of the Companions as such played only a subsidiary role in 
{At~f's legal instruction, his defective mode of transmission is. ~ot sur
prising. Presumably it was only his students who induced him occa
sionally to name his authority343 if he could remember or had made 

a note of his source. 

~. The Qur'an .. 
'Ata"s citations from the Qur'an and his traditions ,,~th explicIt 
Q~r'anic references, which are included in the genre of his dicta, 
confirm the conclusions reached on the basis of the responsa. For this 
reason I can limit myself to a short characterization of the textual 
materi~l and a few supplements to what has already been said. 

The sections of Qur'anic verses which he cites and interprets with
out exception agree with the textus reeeptus, i.e. the so-called 'Uthmanic 
recension.344 He knows the names of suras; for example, he states 
that the verse fragment 'fa-mii stamta'tum biki minkunna"345 (and [for 
that] which you enjoyed of them) is in the surat "al-Nisa'" (the 
Women).346 He cites qirii'iit of Ibn 'Abbas which diverge from the 
textus reeeptus and adopts the exegesis intended, but himself follows 
the reading of the lextus receptus: In the verse named (Qur'an 4:24), 
for example, according to ~At~f's statement Ibn 'Abbas read "fa-ma 
stamta'tum [biki] minkunna itii ajaiin" ( ... until an appointed time),34) in 
Quylan 2:226 instead of 'ju'lUna min nisa/ihim" "yuqsimuna min nisifihim" 
and in 2:227 instead of "wa-in 'azamu l-talaq" "wa-in 'azamu l-sarall';348 

342 AM 7: 13508. See p. 148. 
343 See p. 122. 
3# Cf. Mv[ 7: 12251, 13503, 13561, 14021. 
315 Qur'an 4:24. 
"'" AM 7: 14021. . 
347 Compare AM 7: 14022 with 14021. Cf. also Abu Dawud, Kitah al-lvtaJiilrif, 

p. 77 and A. Jeffery, Materials for the .HistolJl oj the Text if,t}te Qyr~iin (Leiden 1937~ 
p. 197. This reading is also trans~tted from Ibn Mas ud and Ubayy. Cf. .Abu 
Dav.'l1d, op. cit., p. 53; Jeffery, op. CIt., pp. 36, 126 and J. Burton, The CollcctlOn if 
the Q;t~an (Cambridge 1977), pp. 35 f., 178, 180. 

"" AM 6: 11643. 
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the last two qirii'iit are actually only interpretive synonyms of the 
words they replace. I have already set forth the conclusions to be 
drawn from this about the existence and acceptance of the textus 
reeepms around the turn to the second/eighth century,349 likewise the 
s~gnlficance of the Qur'au for 'Ata"s legal scholarship.350 With the 
CItatIons, paraphrases and interpretations of the Qur'an which 'Ata' 
transmits from Companions of the Prophet it is possible to p~sh 
back further mto the first century. Most of them he transmits from 
his teacher Ibn 'Abbas, which-as has been shown in the previous 
chapter-can be considered credible. In addition to his qira' at which 
diverge from the lexms reeeptus, 'Ata' cites some legal situations in 
which Ibn 'Abbas explicitly bases his opinion on the Qur'an. These 
are m31nly paraphrases, not literal quotations, introduced ,,~th an 
indication that the Word of God is intended.35 ! From this allusive 
mode of reference, which is also occasionally used by 'Ati:f 352 it is 
not permissible to conclude that the text of the Qur'an w~s' not yet 
established. Rather, It presupposes that the students of Ibn 'Abbas 
were in a position to understand his allusions and relate them to 
the text of the Qur'an. Argumentation with an unknown quantity 
known as the. "Word of God': would not be particularly meaning
ful or convmcmg. Texts m which his students ask him for the inter
pretation of part of a particular verse of the lextus receplus or use it 
as an argument against a view of the master's show that it is nec
essary to reckon with the existence of a Qur)anic text with an essen
tially established stock of verses at the latest in the last decade of 
Ibn 'Abbas' life. In this context it is understandable that his students 
took note of divergent readings of their master's. A good example 
of the fact that the cItatIon of parts of verses, which 'Ata' also trans
illlts from Ibn 'Umar,353 presupposes knowledge of the context, i.e. 
of the whole verse, is this text: 

IbnJuraxi from 'Ala': He said: Ibn 'Abbas said: "If [the man] divorces 
[hIS \vIfe] while she IS pregnant, [but] then dies, the later of the two 
terms [applies], or if he dies while she is pregnant, then [similarly] the 
later of the two terms [applies]". 354 It was said to him: "wa-illiitu l-af:zmiili 

349 See pp. 110 f. 
350 See pp. 114-117. 
,;; Cf. AM 6: 11919' 7 12 '" S ' : 051, 12553, 12571. 

ee p. 108. 
353 AM: 7: 13911. 
354 I.e., either birth or the waiting period of the widO\v, whichever comes later. 
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ajaluhunna an qarja~na !wmlahunna"355 (and the pregnant ones, their tcnn 
is that they bear the fruit of their wombs). He said: "That is [only soJ 
in the [case of] divorce [, not in the case of death]."356 

Ibn 'Abbas' answer shows that he has correctly assigned the citation 
to the verse of the textus receptus from the beginning of which it is, 
in fact, possible to conclude that it deals with the waiting period in 
the case of divorce. 

I have already pointed out the questionable nature of Schacht's 
thesis "that anything which goes beyond the most perfunctory atten
tion given to the Koranic norms and the most elementary conclu
sions drawn from them belongs almost invariably to a secondary 
stage in the doctrine" in the context of the Qur'anic material in 
'A,a"s responsa.357 The example just cited offers an opportunity to 
add depth to the critique of Schacht's "historical" reconstructions, 
since he also deals with the legal question of the waiting period of 
the pregnant widow. He claims: "The common ancient attitude was to 
consider her 'idda ended and to make her available for another mar
riage at her delivery, even though this might happen immediately 
after the death of her husband and long before the completion of 
four months and ten days."'58 In this he bases himself on Medinan 
and Iraqi traditions preserved in Malik's Muwatta' and the AtMr of 
Abu Yusuf and al-Shaybanl. He probably considers this "common" 
and "ancient" because that is the simplest solution, namely, the appli
cation of Qur'an 65:4, which indeed is held against Ibn 'Abbas in 
the above text. After Schacht has declared the simplest to be the 
oldest, he continues in his reconstruction of the historical develop
ment of the legal problem: "But there arose the demand, caused by 
the tendency to greater strictness, that she should keep the 'idda 
'until the latter of the two terms'; a demand which was expressed in 
traditions from 'All and from Ibn 'Abbas. This refinement succeeded 
neither in Iraq nor in Medina [ .. .]."359 

'Ala"s Ibn 'Abbas tradition on this legal question shows that 
Schacht's distinction of primary and secondary solution is artificial 
and does not correspond to the historical facts. Both interpretations 

35'; Qur'an 65:4. 
He AM 6: 11712. 
'0' See pp. 115-117. 
353 Schacht, Origins, p. 225. Emphasis mine. 
3.19 Op. cit. Emphases mine. 
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are equally old; the teaching of the "latter of the two terms" is no 
"refinemen.t". which only deVeloped over the COurse of time as a 
counter-opImon against the "common ancient attitude" and then 
falsely ~scrib_ed to Ibn 'Abbas and others, but is really the opi'::: 
of Ibn Abbas, vouched for by his student 'Ata'. It is methodolo ._ 
cally impermissible to postulate that a teachi~g which is not qle 
as SImple as another-as m the case discussed in which Ibn 'Abb-

b' , U 
co~ mes two Qur'anic passages (2:234 and 65:4), while the others 
limit themselves to 65:4-must necessarily be secondary and so to 
construct a historical development. ' 

Purely. in terms of quantity, <Ata"s references and allusions to 
Compamons of the Prophet outnumber those to the Qur'an or to 
the Prophet hi~sel£ 360 This quantitative situation may not without 
further ado be mterpreted qualitatively and used to conclude that 
for 'Alii' the Companions of the Prophet were more binding author
ltles than the Qur'an or the Prophet. Quantity and worth are not 
necessanly correlated. Quantity can be conditioned by various factors 
winch have nothing to do with value. Thus, for instance, the number 
of references to the Qur'an and to the ,a{iiiba is equal if One examines 
only .'Ala"s responsa.'61 Why the share of the ,a{iaba in the genre of 
dzcta IS hIgher cannot be said for sure, but the reasons may have to 
do purely WIth tlle practIcal reqwrements of instruction or with the 
hist~ry ~f transmission, for instance, that Ibn Jurayj collected 'Alii"s 
Qur an Illterpretatlons separately and for this reason included fewer 
of them in his collection of traditions; on the other hand it ho Id b k . . , s u 
e ept III nnnd that there were natural limits to references to the 

Qur'an because of the small number of legal regulations contained 
III It. On the baSIS of the quantity of references to Sources alone it 
IS not possible to answer the question whether 'Ata-' or p h ., er aps even 
older scholars, had deVeloped an evaluation of the various usill on 
which they based themselves-even if infrequently, and not in' every 
case extres:zs verbIS--, whether, for example, the Qur'an has greater 
authonty If a Companion of the Prophet advances a view diverging 
from the Qur'an. Here only concrete cases, texts from which this 
can be read clearly, can help. I have found one: 

361} See p. 140. 
361 See p. 107. 
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Ibn Jura)j said: 'Ata' said: "[Regardless of whether] much or little, 
[suckling] makes her tabu for marriage ()Iu[tarrimu minhii}." He said 
[further]: "[Ibn] 'UmarS62 said, when it reached him from ['Abd Allah]363 
ibn al-Zubayr that the latter was transmitting (}a)thil] [rom cA'isha 
about suckling: '[Anything] under seven sucklings does not make [her] 
tabu for marriage:' "God is better than cj\'isha! God (eulogy) said: 'wa
akhawiitukum mina l-mrja'ati'364 (and your sisters by suckling); he did not 
say: '[by] one or tvm sucklings."'365 

'Ata' held a position other than the one expressed in the'A'isha 
tradition. He agrees with Ibn 'Umar, who refers to the Qur'an in 
rus criticism of 'A)isha's opinion. For 'Ata' as well, the Qur)an thus 
represents a legal source standing above the opinions of the Com
panions of the Prophet. The problem of the evaluation of clifferent 
sources of law, which a century later was extensively discussed by 
al_Shafi',366 and in the course of the following century was solved to 
the satisfaction of consensus through the teaching of the UJul al:Jiqh, 
did not-as Schacht believes-appear only as a result of the conflict 
between the representatives of the "ancient schools" and the "tradi
tionists" around the middle of the second/eighth century,367 but is 
clearly significantly older. 'Ata' was aware of it as such, at the lat
est at the beginning of the second/eighth century-not only in this 
text but, for example, also in the conscious differentiation betwen 
"ray" and milm";368 however, it has its roots in the second half of 
the firstlseventh century, more precisely in the time of the caliph 
'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr, since 'Ata"s tradition from 'Abd Allah 
ibn 'Umar as transmited by Ibn Jurayj in 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mu,annaf 
is probably--as the investigation of his traditions from the Companions 
of the Prophet has shown in general-genuine. 

Investigation of the Qur'anic material in Ibn Jurayj's 'Ata' tradi
tion leads to the conclusion that 'Ata' was familiar with essential 
questions of the later Qur'anic sciences: the textus reeeplus with sura 
names, divergent qirii'iit, juridical exegesis, the theory of niisikh and 

%2 A lapse of the copyist. According to the suggestion of the editor, and in agree-
ment with k\i[ 7: 13919, "ibn" is to be added. 

'" Cf. AM 7: 13919. Sec p. 18\. 
%4 Qur'an 4:23. 
,,; AM 7: 13911. 
366 C[ Schacht, Origins, Part 1, Chaps. 6 and 10. 
357 Op. cit., p. 137 and passim. 
368 See p. 114. 
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mansukh, the sabab al-nuzul as an exegetical form and the problem of 
the evaluaTIon of the Qur'an as one of several sources of law. This 
means that all of these data-at least in statu nascendi-already existed 
at the turn from the first/seventh to the second/eighth century at 
the latest. In isolated cases they can even be followed back into the 
second half of the first century, i.e. the time between 'Ata' and 
Mul)ammad. Here it is to be emphasized that they are primarily 
sIglllficant for 'Ata"s legal teachings and are important to him only 
III thIS capaCIty. All of this indicates that the Qur'iin had greater 
sIgmficance for the early Islamic legal teachers whom Schacht char
actenzes as re~resentatives of the "ancient schools" than he vvished 
to concede to It. 369 

y. The Prophet 

Like the proportion of traditions overall, that of traditions of the 
Prophet in the genre of 'Ata"s dicta is higher (6%) than among the 
responsa. WhIle there predominantly acta of the Prophet are reported 
and the few d,cta proved to be relics of legal verdicts (aqt/.iya) and 
op~mons (}iItiiwii),370 the traditions of the Prophet in 'Ata"s dicta are 
qUIte evenly distributed among the genres of legal v~rdicts, legal 
OpllllOnS, dzeta and acta of the Prophet. In the responsa only references 
to and fra~ents of (lamths were to be found; among the dicta, there 
are pnmarily complete texts. Only one fourth of them have a
sometimes incomplete-isnad. 

The Prophetic traditions of the dicta confirm the conclusions which 
have already emerged from the investigation of the responsa. The fact 
that. 'Ata' so seldom refers to the Prophet, and tl,at he expresses 
opmlOns for which he knows traditions of the Prophet without refer
nng to them, speaks against the assumption that 'At'" himself invented 
trad,TIons of the Prophet. Those which he cites or to which he alludes 
n:us~ thus alre~dy have been in circulation in his time, i.e. their ori
gm IS .rredommantly to be dated in the first/seventh century. The 
pOSSIbilIty of false ascription of these traditions to 'Ata' by Ibn Jurayj 
IS to be rejected for the reasons already set forth371 and because of 

369 C[ W. B. Hallaq, A History qf Islamic Legal Theories (Cambridge 1997) 
~-.10 and M~~ki, ."Die En~stehung des Rechts", in: A. Noth/J. Paul, 'net isla:n!t 

rumt. Grnndzuge saner Ccschu:h" (Wurzbmg 1998) pp. 151-172 esp pp 154-169 
310 See pp. 127 f and 132. " ". . 
37) See Chap. nLRI. 
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the usually absent isniids.372 'Ata"s ~ad,ths of the Prophet are-con
trary to Schacht's sweeping judgment-not later than his e~iiba tra
ditions, they are not more carefully transmitted and clearly are no 
more binding for him than the latter. In terms of numbers, ~adUhs 
of the Prophet are far outstripped by references to his teacher Ibn 
'Abbas, but the Prophet ranks before all other Companions such as 
'Umar, 'A'isha or 'All. All of this reflects a very subordinate role 
for the hadUhs of the Prophet-as for traditions in general-in 'Ata"s 
legal scholarship, which is perhaps typical of the Islamic jurispru
dence of the first/seventh century. It is to be emphasized, however, 
that they already existed and that they were occasionally employed 
as sources for the decision of legal questions or justifications of legal 
opinions. The waning first century seems to mark the beginning of 
a development in Islamic jurisprudence which had a stormy career in 
the second century and reached a high point in al-Shafi'I's (d. 204/ 
820) teachings: the penetration and assimilation of Prophetic ~adiths 
into jurisprudence. 

Even though they may have been of only marginal significance 
for 'Ata"s legal scholarship, for the history of Prophetic {tadUhs his 
traditions are--precisely for this rcason--prime v.~tnesses for their 
existence in the first century. Since only one generation lies between 
'Ata' and Mu\;lammad, these texts are very close to the time and 
the people about whom they report, and the possibility of their 
authenticity cannot be rejected from the outset. 'Ata"s Prophetic tra

ditions which have an isniid are especially valuable from this point 
of view. Let us demonstrate this with the following example: 

Ibn Jurayj said: (At~i' transmitted to me (akhbaranf). He said: '''Abd al
Ral)man ibn cA~im ibn Thabit transmitted to me that Fatima bint 
Q:iys, the sister of al-:pal;L1J-ak ibn Qays, transmitted to him-she was 
married to a man of the Banil Makhziim-, she transmitted to him 
that he [her husband] divorced her three times and [then] went out 
on a military expedition (ba'r/ al-maghil;:'Z). He ordered one of his agents 
to give her some financial support. She, however, regarded it as too 
little and went to one of the wives of the Prophet. The Prophet (eulogy) 
happened to come in when she was with her. Thereupon [the Prophet's 
wife] said: 'Messenger of God! So-and-so divorced this Fatima bint 
Qays [here]. He sent her some financial support, but she rejected it. 
[The man] claimed that it was something which he did as a good 

372 On Ibn Jura)j's mode of transmission and his isniids see pp. 240-44. 
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",":ork [, ~ot as a duty, and whose amount he could thus determine 
himself]. The Prophet (eulogy) said: 'He is right" Th h ·d 
h [F-· ] 'M . . en eSa! to 

cr. ap:ua: , ove III with Urum. Makrum and spend the waitin 
penod \V1th her. Thereupon he SaId' 'No 373 [d 't d . C g 
U M - . . , on 0 It aLter all'] 
wt;;l~Ab::t~ I~b a ~oman who has many visitors; rather, move i;l 

. . 1 n mm IV[akrum. He is blind.' She moved in -with 
hlm,_u~tIl s?e had completed her waiting period. Then Abii Jahm and 
Mu avvlya Ibn abr Sufyan sought her in marriage. She V'lent to the 
Messenger of God (eulogy) and asked hi rd· b f t1. m Lor a VIce a out the two 
o l~m. He SaId: 'As for Abii Jahm, I fear for ou the wa I 

the stIck' (qll!qii,atahu bi-l-'asii) 371 Mu'awiya on th Y th h d) he uses 
[, II ( . . , e 0 er an IS a poor 
e ow amlaq mzn aI-mill)! Thereupon she married Usama ibn Zayd."37.'i 

The.re are several parallels and variants to this narrative Propheti 
traditIon of 'Ata"s which should be considered with it. Three ver~ 
SlOns are very close to 'Ata)'s in style and content: 

a) Two texts with the isniid "Ma'mar-al-ZuhrI-'Ub d All-h 
·b 'Abd AlleL·b ' ay a 
1 n illl 1 n Utba "376 in which 'Ub d All-h d . ' ay a oes not, how-
ever, c131m to have the story directly from Fatima b t th M -.. . ,u reports at 
~an:-the lat;r caliph-heard of it and thereupon sent to Fatima 

QabI~a Ibn Dhu ayb, to whom she told the story and who t;ans
mItted It to Marwan. The latter, however refused to follow it ·th 
th "Wh ' ,WI e argument: . e ~ve heard this ~adfth only from a woman. We 
hold to the [conttnuatIon of] marital power ('iema) which-we have 
found--the people [this probably means the 'experts'] believe in." 
:hlS ~nswer IS supposed to have occasioned Fatima to make a reply 
m whIch she refers to "ur'an 65·1 in support f h . . d 

• "<.J . ' 0 er 0plmon an 
argues t1,at this verse, which contains the prohib·tI· f ul . 
:fi' I on 0 exp sion 
rom or leaVIng of the house during the waiting period applies to 

revocable divorce-whi~h is, in fact, the case-and asks fo~ what rea
Son one would shut 111 definitively divorced women and [simultane-
ously] deny them financIal support 377 In one of th tw . 
'Ub - . e 0 verSIons 

ayd Allah also recounts how it came to pass that Fatima's story 

3i3 'V' h h . 1t t e editor I read "iii inna" instead of" 1lii " 
374 I.e. blows. ~ an. 
eo; AM 7: 12021. 
"" AM 7: 12024 12025. 3-- , 

65'~' T~e proponents. o~ the opposite opinion support themselves in addition 
• . , VVIth an unconvIncmg interpretation of Qur'an 65-6 whi h' b li 'dO 
III the argument of the rna ' In . c can e g mpse 
on the other hand th n ~ s agenthit.. the ~r?ph~t's answer in text No. 12025, 
thinkin ? ,e a u,slOn ~o s ~erse. IS IllOgIcal and probably an error (in 
sub g.) by one of t~e transmItters, sll1ce It stands in contradiction to Fa . , 

sequent argumentatJOll. The version No. 12024 does not include this adJl:~.s 
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carne to Marwan's attention in the first place: VVhen he was gover
nor [of Medina],'7B 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr ibn 'Uthman-a gr~.:'dson 
of the third caliph-irrevocably dIvorced the daughter of Sa Id Ibn 
Zayd379 Her maternal aunt, the said Falima bint Qays, ad~sed her 
to move out of the house of her divorced husband. Marwan heard 
of the affair and asked her how she came to move out during the 
waiting period. She referred to the "legal opinion" of her aunt, whom 
Marwan then had thoroughly questioned. 

The story of Fatima herself diverges in several details from 'Ala"s 
version. 11issing-as in all other variants-is the indication that .she 
was the sister of al-pa]:I]:Iak ibn Qays. Instead 'Ubayd Allah gtves 
the name of the husband, Abu 'Amr ibn I:Iaf, ibn al-Mughfra, and 
the name of his two agents, while 'Ala"s informant 'Abd al-RaJ:tman 
ibn '~im only speaks of one. In addition, 'Ubayd Allah specifies 
more precisely what kind of ghazwa it was: All.u 'Amr had gone With 
'Alf to Yemen.'"o In 'Abd al-Ra]:Iman ibn 'A,im's verSIon she first 
goes to one of the wives of the Prophet; in 'Ubayd Allah's she turns 
directly to the Prophet, which could be the result of abbreVlal1on. 
In 'Ubayd Allah's versions the dialogues between the woman and 
the Prophet are also shorter. Mention that the Prophet first sug
gested the apartment of a woman, the first name. of Ibn Umm 
Maktum and the story of the two suitors are also mlssmg. He reports 
only that the Prophet married her to Usama ibn Zayd. 

b) Malik's Muwatta' also offers an early parallel with the isnad 
"'Abd Allah ibn Yazfd, mawiii of al-Aswad ibn Suryan-Abu Salama 
ibn 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Awf-Fatima bint Qays."381 Abu Salama 
also gives the n~me of her first husband, but says that he w;! .on a 
journey in Syria (bi-i-Sham). He too-like 'Abd al-Ral;unan Ibn A,Im
speaks of an unnamed agent and specifies that the support consIsted 
of barley. Like 'Ubayd Allah he reports that for this reason she went 
to the Prophet, who confirmed that she was entitled to no support. 
As in 'Am"s version he further recounts that the Prophet first adVlsed 
her to spend her waiting period with a woman whom, however, he 
does not call Umm Maktum but Umm Shank, but then thought 

378 A1v1 7: 12025: Instead of the "fi mra'at Marwan" of the manuscript, one should 
read "fi imarat Marvvan". 

"9 Cf. also Malik, Muwa!!a' (Y) 29:64; (Sh) No. 592. Here 'Abd Allah ibn 'Urnar 
criticizes Bint Sa <id for her behavior. 

_~20 Cf. the note in Ibn Hisham, Sfra, p. 999. 
3Sl Malik, Muwatta' (Y) 29:67. 
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better of it and suggested the blind 'Abd Allah ibn Umm Maktilm, 
and he also has the Prophet's derisory remarks about Fatima's suitors. 

The textual divergences manifested by these three versions-those 
of 'Ata', Ibn Shihab al~Zuhrf and. 'Abd Allah ibn Yazrd-may go 
back to. diffe:ent narral1ves of FatIma's herself, which is a natural 
SUppOSItIOn gtven three different transmitters from her; the factual 
dIscrepancIes may be caused by the transmitters (abbreviations mis-

d di )38'All ' un ersta~ . ngs. - three versions are independent of each other. 
In addil10n to the complete versions named there are also several 

short versions: 

, c) One with the isniid "Ibn Jurayj-Ibn Shihab-Abu Salama ibn 
Abd al-Ra]:Iman-Fatima bint Qays."383 It is a very much abbrevi

ated p~r~phrase .. It, to,o, contains mention of MalWan's rejection and, 
as a distmctly distancmg element throwing doubt on Fatima's cred
IbilIty, lWlce the mtroduction "za'amaf' (she claimed). If it is assumed 
that Ibn Shihab's identification of Abu Salama as his informant is 
correct, the summary probably derives from Ibn Shiha-b' 't di 1 . ,SIncel s-
pays conSIderable similarity to the versions of the story which he 
transmllted from 'Ubayd Allah. 

d) Another short version with the isniid "Mu]:Iammad ibn Bishr
Abu Salama-Fatima bint Qays" is to be found in the Musannqf of 
Ibn abf Shayba. It has echoes of 'Ata"s version and that' of Abu 
Salama in the Muwatta'. 

. e) ::wo s~ort versions are. also transmitted from al-Sha'br with the 
tsnads Ibn Uyayna-al-MuJalid-al-Sha'bf-Fatima bint nays" d 
"[al Th -] ",-----. . XJ an 

- awn Salama Ibn Ku!:layl-al-Sha'bf-Fatima bint Qays."385 
Ibn 'Dyayna's version has echoes of the one preserv~d in the Muwatta' 
(for example, the mention of Umm Sharfk), but is too abbreviat~d 
to permit recognition of true dependence On it. 386 

. In addition, in the sources of the second and third centuries there 
IS a number of references to the Fatima bint Qays tradition: 
,-!.) Ibn JuraY] transmits with the isniid "Ibn Shihab-'Urwa" that 
A Isha reproached FatIma for this reason.387 

:::AM E.g. al-Sham instead of al-Yarnan, Umm Maktiim instead of Umm Sharlk 
7: 12022. . 

:l84 Cf. note 4 on A1'vf 7: 12027 
38' • 

J A1vf 7: 12026, 12027. Versions with other iSlliids in Ibn abr Shayba Mi ~+ 
vol. 5, p. 149. , 1l{anntb, 

.9B~ Further short versions in Ibn abf Sha)Tba Musanna+ vol 5 p 
,", AM 7: 12023. ' . u, ',. 149. 
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g) Yal,lya ibn Sa'id transmits from al-Qasim :~~. Mul,lammad a~d 
Sulayman ibn Yasar a dIsagreement between A ,sha and Marwan 
ibn al-Hakam, at the time governor of Medma, over the case of a 
brother' of Marwan's who had his divorced daughter leave the house 
of her former husband. 'A'isha, alluding to the Qur'an, asked Marwan 
to bring her back, which he refused to do, accordi~g to Sulayman 
'b Yasar indicating his inability to assert hImself agamst h,s brother, 
In . b' n 
and according to al-Qasim referring to the case of Fa\1ma mt 0~s. 
In the latter version, 'A'isha is supposed to have retorted to Marwan 
that it would be better for him not to mention the ~aclith of Fa\1ma. 
Marwan answered: If in her eyes it was a bad thing that the woman 
h d left the house then the bad things which had occurred between 
t~e two of them ;urely sufficed for her to understand his brothe~;: 
measure.388 The two versions are not necessarily mutually excluslVe. 

In view of Marwan's rejection of the story of Fati~a, reported by 
Ibn Shihab,390 his attitude in this tradition is inconSIstent. Does thIs 
p ve that the Marwan traditions are forgenes? Th,S concluslOn IS 
d:~nitely not necessary. The two texts have their origins in differe~t 
occasions, and it is quite imaginable that in the first case ~a~an 
followed the opinion which was held in Medina by personalines like 
'A.lisha and Ibn 'Umar but later, when a similar case occurred, 111 
his own clan, pragmatically chose the path of least resistance Wlth-

'A-" h ' h out much caring about IS a s reproac es. 
h) SufYan [Ibn 'Uyayna] transmits with the isn~~ "'Ab~ _~-Ralp:nan 

ibn al_Qasim-al-Qasim-'Urwa Ibn al-Zubayr that A rsha cnh
cized the behavior of Bint al-I:Iakam and Fatima'S hadfth, and Ibn 
abi l-Zinad with the isniid "Hisham ibn 'Urwa-'Urwa" that she 
became terribly upset about it and characterized Fatima'S case as 
an exceptional regulation of the Prophet's which was monvated by 

the isolation of Fatima's dwelling.
39

' 

i) It is reported with several drlferent isnads that IbrahIm [al-
Naltha'I], when he was confronted with Fatim~'s hadfth, whIch con
tradicted his legal opinion, referred to the caliph Umar Ibn al-Khatta

b
, 

"" Malik, Mawa"a' (Y) 29:63; (Sh) no. 591. . ' - 'AlI 
389 Cf. Ibn abI Shayba, iVu:;annaj, vol. ~, p. 1.18: A pa:allel V;'lth the 1S1lad 

ibn 1.1ishar-Ya}:tya ibn Sa'Id-al~Qasim m which Marwan answers the same as 
Sulayman ibn Yasar does in Malik's version. 

3g0 See pp. 159 and 161. _ 9 f 
391 al~Bukharl, Jiiml68:41. Cf. al~o Ibn abl Sh~yba, MWfamwf, vol. 5, pp. 17 . 

with the isniid Hisham-<Urvva: Fa-pma's fear of Illtruders. 
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who is supposed to have said about Fatima's ~adfth: "We do not give 
up God's book and the sunna of His Messenger for the statement of 
a woman of whon: we do not know whether she has a good memory 
or IS forgetful (vanant: whether she is speaking the truth or 1)~ng)."392 

J) A cntlcal remark about Fatima's /.zadfth is transmitted by Ibn 
Jura)] through Maymun ibn Mihran from, among others, Sa'id ibn 
al-Musayyab: "That woman sowed discord among the [learned] peo
ple (jiltanat al-niis)."393 

This, in its rough outlines, is the state of transmission of the Fatima 
bint Qays tradition in the oldest sources.394 Some of the versio~s of 
the story are neutral, i.e. they contain no discernible evaluation. That 
is the case in 'Ata"s version from 'Abd al-Ral:tman ibn 'Asim ibn 
Thabit, in those of Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-RaI,lman ibn ;Awf in 
Malik's Mawa!!a' and the M""anncif of Ibn abi Shayba, and those of 
al-Sha 'bi. The rest take a position against this tradition. This is not 
very pronounced in the variations of 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah 
ibn :Utba transmitted by Ibn Shihab, but very strongly pronounced 
'~ his verSlOn of the tradition of Abu Salama and is without excep
non the tenor of the references to this ~adfth of the Prophet. 

T\¥o legal questions are touched upon by the Fatima bint Qays 
tradihon: I. The question whether an irrevocably divorced woman 
is entitled to financial support (ncifaqa) in the waiting period or not, 
2. whether she must spend the waiting period in the house of her 
divorced husband. One Inay or may not see an internal connection 
between the two questions. Both subjects are already addressed in 
Qur'an 65:1-7, however not so unambiguously that no room remains 
for interpretation. 

Theoretically, the following combinations are possible: a) She is 
entItled to no support; consequently she also need not remain in the 
house .. b) She is entitled to support; consequently, she must also re
matn m the house. c) She is entitled to no support, but she must 
remam m the house. d) She is entitled to support, but she need not 
remain in the house. 

m Several variants. C_£ ~ 7:)2027 (incomplete). Ibn abl Shayba, MUfm/nq{, 
vol. 5, pp. 146-148. Abu Yusuf, Athar, no. 608. 

'"" Cf. AM 7: 12038, 12037. 
.3M G. R. Hawting has treated the subject in detail, including later sources but 

\',:th other conclusions, in: "The Dispute in Muslim Law about the Rights' of 
Dn:orced \Voman During Her '\Vaiting Period'," Bulletin qf the Sclwol if Oriental an~ 
4flUan Studies 52 (1989), pp. 430-445. 
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As marginal problems, a possible pregnancy, the difference ~between 
the right of habitation and the duty of habitation, and the questIOn 
of who must carry the costs for the habitation play a role. 

As stated by the sources, almost ali of the possible combinations 
were advanced by the early foqahii':395 solution a) by 'A,a', al-I;Iasan 
al-BasrI and al-Sha'bI (Kufa),396 b) by IbrahIm al-Nakha'I (Kufa), c) 
by th~ Medinans Sa'Id ibn al-Musayyab, 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, Nafi', 
Ibn Shihab and others. Type d) scarcely found advocates, perhaps, 

Ibn abI Layla (Kufa).397 . 
Fatima's Prophetic hadrth supports only opinion a). It IS thus not 

surprising that 'Ma' and al-Sha 'bI are to be found among the neu
tral transmitters of the story, and that strong opposltlon to It IS doc
umented from IbrahIm, Sa'Id, 'Urwa and Ibn Shihab. Mter sketching 
the hadfth's state of transmission and the complex of legal problems 
in ~hich it arises, the question of the development of the ~orre
sponding legal solutions and of the dating of the hadrth pos~s Itself. 

Schacht supports the following thesIs on the subject: In bte 
Umaiyad times it must have been the practice for the divorced WIfe 
or ,,~dow to vacate the house of her husband immediately, WIthout 
waiting for the end of her 'idda. This practice is clearly st~ted in 
hl\1o Medinese traditions."398 He is referring to the story of <Alisha's 
disagreement \vith Manvan399 and to Ibn 'Umar's criticism. of t~e 
behavior of Bint Sa'Id ibn Zayd,'"O both of which are contamed m 
MaIik.'s Muwattci. "Late Umaiyad times" means the first third of the 
second centu~. That is, in order to criticise the practice of the s:c
ond/ eighth century people did not choose the current representatIve 
of the Umayyad clan but their ancestor as a target. Smce this and 
other traditions take the field against the Umayyad practIce of the 
second century they originated at the earliest in this period, which 
Schacht emph~sizes ~th the statement that they were "ascribed" to 

395 A good overview is offered by Ibn abf Shayba, Muyannqf, vol. 5, pp. 146-153, 

176-182. ..' , - ' h rk 
396 There are different traditions from him, In one case like A~a, III anot er 1 e 

IbrahIm. h 
397 cr. Ai\t:[ 7: 12020. The statement applies to the pregnant woman; that s e 

, . 't! .. nl 'd "/,,, _ .. I_::"-but can be may leave the house IS not stated expliCl Y-lt IS 0 Y sal ta JWlJUl 

inferred from it. 
398 Schacht, Origins, p. 197. 
399 See p. l60. 
400 See p. 160 and note 379 there. 
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Ibn al-Musayyab and IbrahIm al-Nakha'L401 This then aJso applies
as Schacht consIstently ,:onld have to conclude-to the Fa!ima story 
n:entIoned m them, which would have to have been brought into 
CIrculatIOn to support the Umayyad practice and presupposes the 
opposing tradition, thus is later and could have been incorporated 
In the tradition of 'Nisha and Marwan only secondarily.'02 

In view of the situation of transmission as I have described it the 
divorced woman's moving out of the house of her husband d~ring 
the waItIng penod cannot be characterized as a late Umayyad practice. 
As the other traditions about Marwan's behavior in this question 
show,403 leaving the house is not to be regarded as typical and gen
erally approved and practiced by the Umayyads. Clearly there were 
not yet any binding patterns of behavior at all, and if some were 
already beginning to manifest themselves, it seems rather to have 
been remaining in the house which was the rule. Ibn Shihab's traditions 
about ~arwan are in principle no less credible than those of YaJ:tya 
Ibn Sa rd In the Muwatta'. Schacht probably neglected the former 
because they were accessible to him only in later sources.404 Ma (mar's 
Zuhrr traditions, however, are at least as old as those of Malik. 

Furthermore, it emerges from the fact that 'Ata' already knew the 
Fatima bint Qays tradition in a form which suggests no dependence 
on the other versions that Schacht's chronology is not correct. Fatima 
bint Qays is the common link of all preserved versions of this h~dfth 
of the Prophet. This in itself speaks in favor of the assumptio~ that 
she was really the source of the different versions. (Ata)'s statements 
about .his authorities for traditions are-as has em~rged from the 
preceding study-to be trusted, that is, the story conld at most have 
been inve~ted by hi~ authority 'Abd al-RaJ:tman ibn 'A1im. It speaks 
agamst thIS assumptIon that he does not appear in the isniids of the 
variants .. It is. thus to be assumed that Fatima herself is the origi
nator. W,th this, we find ourselves chronologically deep in the first/ sev
enth century and must transfer the emergence of the complex of 
legal problems to the beginning rather than the end of the Umayyad 

401 Schacht, Origins, p. 198. 

402 The t:-v0 differe~t. versiot;Ls might suggest this.-Schacht treats the point of 
support dunng the wattmg penod in another context (p. 225). Further criteria for 
datmg do not emerge from it. 

." See pp. 159 f., 161. 
404 They are to be found, for instance, in Muslim and al-Nasa'f. 
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caliphate, more precisely to the time of Mu'awiya's calipha;e,(411661-
60/680), when Marwan was governor m Medma and A Isha and 
Ibn 'Umar were still alive. W'ith proof of the genumeness of the 
<Ata) tradition its variations, whose historicity could until now hardly 
be' evaluated, gain credibility as well. This is also true of the reports 
about the rejection of the tradition, for instance, by his contempo
raries Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab and Ibrahim al-Nakha'l, smce If the 
stOlY was known to 'Ala' it was probably known to them as well. 
This does not mean that all of the traditions cited about It are 
authentic. Let us leave aside the question of whether all reports about 
cA'isha's criticism of Fatima's &adfth are genuine. It is nevertheless 
certain that the legal problem articulated in the Fatima ~adfth was 
already the object of controversies around the middle of the first/ sev
enth century and was already discussed by the generatIOn of the 
sahaba. 
. . Can one go yet a step farther and speak of a genuine tradition 
of the Prophet? Or must one assume that Fatima made it up of 
whole cloth? Against the thesis of invention speaks the precIse mfor
mation about the circumstances and the people involved, some of 
whom were still alive at the time when she was spreading this hadith, 
such as for instance Mu'awiya-then caliph-who is supposed to 
have been a potential suitor and about whom she has the Prophet 
say something which is hardly flattering. Even the traditIon.s about 
cA'isha's vehement criticism of Fatima's story do not claIm that 
'A'isha dismissed the thing as a complete falsehood. It is, of course, 
imaginable that the woman's moving out during the waiting peri?d 
was not customary and that in Fatima's case there were spec.lal CIr
cumstances which induced rVfuQ.alnmad to make an exceptIOn, as 
one cA'isha tradition claims.405 The early intra-Islamic criticism of 
the hadith, which in the cases of Ibn Shihab and Ibrahim al-Nakha'l 
shifts polemically. from the issue itself to the woma~ as a transmIt
ter, does not necessarily mean that people at that trme already. rec
ognized it as a forgery, but only that very early other SolutI~ns, 
clearly based on the Qur'an, existed which were placed m questron 
by this hadith. There are definitely no sufficient grounds to disnuss 
the Fatima bint Qays story as the pure mventIon of this woman. 
We are probably dealing with a genuine hadith of the Prophet.' 

405 See p. 161. 
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Genuine in this case means credibly reported from memory 30 to 
40 years after the event. 

. The excursus about 'Ala"s tradition of Falima bint Qays was 
mtended to Illustrate that 'Ala"s traditions of the Prophet are impor
tant building blocks for the reconstruction of the development of law 
m the first/seventh century. The situation is especially favorable when 
'Ala' also names his authority, which unfortunately he only seldom 
does. But even the traditions without isniids are usable when variations 
of them are known from other sources. On the other hand it has 
become clear that the sweeping r~jection of the Ijadith material as a 
possible historical source for the first! seventh century which has been 
advocated by Lammens, Goldziher and in their wake Schacht and 
many others r~bs historical research of a significant and usable genre 
of sources. It IS self-eVIdent that they cannot be considered generally 
reliable: Not even the Muslims themselves have assumed that. Sifting 
them. WIth the help of criticism of the transmitters was already a quite 
functIOnal proeedure, still useful to the historian today, but laden 
WIth ma~y IIDsjudgments. I think that we can and should approach 
the questIOn of the historicity of the Ijadfth texts anew through the 
Hadith material in early Tradition complexes like those of 'Ata' in 
which the Ij adith is not the actual object but only peripheral.' , 

o. 'Ata"s contemporaries 

In the genre of dicta as well, 'Ala' cites the legal verdicts, opinions 
or exemplary modes of behavior of contemporaries very rarely. The 
few examples have to do with the verdicts of caliphs-for instance 
of Ibn al-Zubayr in the caSe of the umm walad of Mnhammad ibI; 
Suhayb

4D6 
(a verdict of the same caliph was also eont~ined in the 

wponsa),'07 similarly, references to two verdicts of 'Abd al-Malik ibn 
Marwan'08_, of qar/is like ShurayJ:t (Iraq) and Ibn BaJ:tdal (Syria), 
or op,mons offoqahti' like Ibn Ghanm (Syria) or acta of Some learned 
contemporary, for instance of 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Adr a little-known 
Medinan who died towards the end of the first! sev~nth century.4D9 
In no case does 'Ata) name a source from which he derives the 
reports. That he invented them himself is unlikely, since he-as 

106 See p. 89. 
4{17 See p. 118. 
4D8 See p. 137 and M1 7: 13385. 

409 A1V[ 7: 12251. On this figure c[ Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat, vol. 5, p. 35. 
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evidenced by the majority of bis legal teachings-generally had 
need of no authority, let alone that of the rulers and their hench
men. Rather, it is to be assumed that these are pieces of infonna
tion about actual incidents which were reported to 'Ata' and which 
he mentioned because they accorded with his opinions or were note-

worthy for other reasons. . 
Schacht-as did already Lammens and Tyan-conslders Shurayl). 

(d. between 78/697 and 991717) a legendary figure: "The opinions 
and traditions ascribed to him are spurious throughout· and are the 
outcome of the general tendency to project the opinions current in 
the schools of law back to early authorities."410 The question is why 
the Meccan 'Ata' whould have fathered his own opinion on an Iraqi 
authority. If h~ had to invent a support, his teacher Ibn 'Abbas or 
another of the generation of the Companions would have been closer 
to hand. CAt~f's Shurayl). tradition is, it is true, not first-hand, but it 

IS nevertheless probably authentic: 

Ibn JuraY.i: 'A\a' reported to me (akllbaranf): "One of their [the Banli 
Umayya's?] governors (umara) had Shuray!) brought [to him] and asked 
him about a man who said to his wife: 'You are defimtJvely (al-bat
tata) divorced.' Thereupon he asked him [the gov.ern?r] t? be ,clisr:ussed 
[from fhe post of judge], but he declined to dismISS hI:" [m lieu of 
an answer]. Thereupon he [Shurayl:t] saId: Dl:,orce ~alaq) IS a, sunna; 
definitive [divorce] (ai-bat/ala) is a billa (innovatIOn). The sUllna ill [fhe 
form of] divorce you should carry out; leave to hi~ [th~ ~an] ~he 
decision about the bid'a 'definitive' [in accordance WIth] hIS mtentlon 
[i.e., whether it should be one or three divorces].,,41l 

Schacht cites a variation of fbis from the AiMr of al-Shaybani with 
the isniid "Abu I:lanifa-I:lammad-Ibrahim al-Nakha'i-'Urwa ibn 
Mughira" which contains some additional information: It was the 
said 'Urwa who, as governor of Kufa, asked Shurayl). for adVIce; ill 

response, the latter first cited the mutually contradictory opinions ~f 
'Umar and 'Ali and only with difficulty was prevailed upon to subrmt 
the above opinion of his own. Compared v\,J.th it, (At~f's version is 
an abridgment. Schacht dates fhe origin of this Shurayl). tradition in 
the generation before Malik, i.e. in the second quarter of the second/ 
eighth century, and considers it to be a projection back "into earlier 

410 Schacht, Origins, p. 229. 
41l A1v1 6: 11182. 
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Umayyad times."112 That this is out of the question is proven by the 
eXIstence of (Ata)'s version. From it, it can be concluded that (Ata) 
was already familiar with the legal problem-he himself advanc~d 
the same view as Shurayl). in a wponsum413

-, that it already appeared 
in the first/seventh century and in all likelihood was already solved 
by Shurayl). through the compromise reported. Through 'Ata"s par
allel, Ibrahim al-Nakha'i's version-isniid included-also gains cred
ibility. Schacht's claim that the Shurayl). traditions are "spurious 
throughout" cannot be upheld in this degree of generalization. 

The following tradition also speaks for the historicity of 'Ata"s 
reports about contemporaries: 

Ibn Juraxi from (At~f and Dawtld ibn abf 'Asim: A woman died in 
Syria (bi-l-Shiim). She left behind a slave wo";an [who was divided] 
among her husband and [ofher] partners [entitled to inherit]. The hus
band slept with her, while only a fourfh [of her belonged] to him. 
The [ case] came before Ibn BaJ:tdal, a qad! of the Syrians (ahi ai-Sham). 
He said: "Stone him!" [Word of] that [case] rcached Ibn Ghanm. He 
said: "Whip him with three fourths of the ~add penalty." He did not 
order that he be stoned because of the [share] of her which belonged 
to him.114 

Ibn Jurayj transmits no opinion of 'Ata"s on this legal question, so 
that it is not completely clear why he reports this case at all. Since, 
however, he does not advocate stoning in the case of fornication 
with a slave women; IS he probably supported the solution of Ibn 
Ghanm. It is, however, unlikely that to support his own \~ew he 
invented a tradition from which fhis view does not clearly emerge, 
and that he invoked Syrian legal authorities for the purpose. Here, 
too, it is more likely that we are looking at a historical case which 
was known and discussed in scholarly circles. It must have taken 
place before the year 78/697-8, the deafh date of 'Abd ai-Rahman 
ibn Ghanm'16 Thus, a historical point of reference for fhe c~ntro-

412 Schacht, Origins, p. 195. 
m Cf. AM 6: lllll. 
'" AM 7: 13459. 
m Cf. AM 7: 13391. 
116 Ibn Gha~ can only be 'Abd al-Ralj-man ibn Ghanm, \vho is supposed to 

~ave been actIVe as a legal expert in Syria and Palestine from the caliphate of 
. Umar. Cf. al-Dhahabl, r. adhkira, vol. I, p. 51. I could not find a qarjf Ibn Bal).dal 
~n the sourc:s on the Synan qiirjfs of the first century. Probably f:iassan ibn Malik 
Ibn Bal;tdal IS meant, who was governor of Palestine and Jordan under Mu'awiya 
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versial question417 of the vintage of stoning as a penalty for fornic~
tion is also provided. Since the verdict of the qiil/f Ibn BaJ:tdal IS 
mentioned without any commentary, stoning must already have been 
a current practice in rus time, and 'At~e's comment on Ibn Ghanm's 
view also assumes that stoning was a possible penalty for illegitimate 
sexual relations. That the legal scholar de\~ated from the verdict of 
the qii¢f and advocated the Qur'anic penalty of whipping should not 
be interpreted as the rejection of a non-Qur'anic penalty, but has 
to do \\~th the special case. Here there is an early case Elf a conflict 
between a qiidf and a Jaqfh. Both penalties-stoning, which is not 
contained in the QUr'an but is justified only ~th precedents from 
the Prophet, and flogging-seem already to have existed side by ~ide 
at this time. For the beginning of the second/eIghth century th,S IS 
certain in any case, since both penalties are attested in several responsa 
of 'Ata"s.418 

It is clear from the two textual examples cited that 'Ata"s tradi
tions from his contemporaries can also be valuable sources for the 
state of development of Islamic jurisprudence and Islamic law in the 

first century. 

E. Anonymous traditions 
In discussing the Tradition material in 'Ata"s mponsa I have left 
aside the anonymous traditions, ~th the exception of those which, 
although not by name, are clear references to his contemporaries. 
They are very similar to each other in both genres and often appear 
in mixed forms of these genres, i.e. in dicta which are followed by 
questions, so that it is natural to discuss them together. T~ey are 
contained in approximately 3% of the 'Ata' texts. Usually 'Ata' mtro
duces them with "balaghana", more rarely with "balaghanf" (it reached 
us or me), "sami'tu," "sambza" (lor we heard), ")'Ulwii" (it is reported) 

and Yazld and played a role in saving the caliphate for the Umayyad dyna~ty 
against the claims of <Abd Allah ibn al-Z~bayr. Cf. H. Lamm.e:ls/[L. VecCla
Vaglieri], "I:1assan b. Malik," in: EnC)'clopaedza qf Islam, Second EditIOn, vol. 3, pp. 
270-271. . 

41i Cf. J Burton, "The Origin of the Islamic_ Penalty for !-dultery," Tral1Sactwns 
qfthe Glnsgow Universiry Oriental Sociery 26 (1975-/6),. pubL ~9/?, pp. 16-27. Burt~n 
believes that stoning established itself as a penalty III 1vlu.slim Ju?sprude~c.e only III 

the course of the second/eighth century on the basis of exegetIcal traditlOl1S, and 
V.ias not a practice of the Prophet. 

"" See pp. 92-93 and AM 7: 13393, 13445, 13624, 13751. 
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or "qTla" (it has been said). Usually they are solutions to specific legal 
questions, but sometImes also reports about earlier incidents and 
!zadzths.419 

For instance: Ibn Jurayj said: 'Ata' said: "It reached us that it is 
forbidden to have simultaneously [as ~ves] the woman and her aunt 
on the maternal or (and) paternal side."'20 

. Or: Ibn Jurayj from 'A;a'. He said: "We heard that the right of 
dIsposal over an orphaned girl is vested in her [herself] and mar
nage by her brother is only allowed with her consent."121 

It is not clear to which generation of legal scholars these anony
mous references refer. They could be teachings of the generation of 
the Compamons, that of the Prophet himself or that of 'Ata"s con
temporaries. Qualitatively, 'Ata' seems scarcely to have diff~rentiated 
among these. This also becomes clear in the follo~ng answer of 
'Ata"s to some questions from Ibn Jurayj: 

Ibn Jur~yj s~id: I asked 'Ata) "Maya man contract a mut'a marriage 
(!astarr:u u~ ~I}th more than four women simultaneously? Is a lnutCa reIa
twnshI? (!Sumta'! [associated ,vith acquisition of] a [quality of] iMan? 
I~ mut a (zsumta) allmved for a woman If her husband irrevocably 
dIVorced her?" ['Ata)] said: "I have heard nothing about it and I have 
[also] not consulted (riija'tu) my colleagues in this connection. "422 

It has already been mentioned in another context that 'Ata' occa
s!onally differentiates between his own opinion (ray) and ~owledge 
(tim) or thmgs that have been "heard. "'23 This is also reflected in 
the formulae ~th which he admits his ignorance on certain ques
tions: "I do not know" (Iii adn"), "I have heard nothing about it" (lam 
asmacfihii bz-shay)). However, with 'Ara) one must not overvalue these 
diflerent lingnistic usages. In general, he supports himself with tra
ditions too rarely for one to be able to see in such formulae more 
than the glimmering of an appreciation of the traditions as a legal 
source. PreCIsely the anonymous traditions show that 'Ata' actually 
did not consIder It necessary to support himself ~th authorities oth
envise he would have named or invented them. Traditions intro
duced by the vague statement "it reached us" ~ll hardly have been 

m C£ AM 6: 10969; 7: 12632. 
"" AM 6: 10752. 
421 NvI 6: 10314, similarly 10360. 
422 AI\-! 7: 14030. 
123 See pp. 114 £ 
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considered by his students to be better founded than those intro
duced by "we are of the opinion" and the like. From (Ata~'~ anon~
mOllS traditions-as in general from his treatment of traditIOns, his 
disinterest in their paths of transmission and the often incidental and 
casual character of his use of traditions-it becomes clear that m hIS 
legal instruction traditions as a legal source already had a place-If 
still only a subordinate one-, but that the later demands on them, 
such as literal reporting and identification of authorItIes, were for 
him no standard by which he considered himself bound. To what 
extent this is characteristic of the situation of Islamic legal scholar
ship at the end of the first! seventh century and the beginning of the 
second! eighth remains to be clarified. In Mecca, m any case, this 

was the state of development. . 
It is conspicuous that 'At~f usually introduces a~onymous tradi

tions with "balaghana" (it reached us), more rarely Wlth the. first per
son singular. The plural is also to be observed in many of his respansa: 
"Iii naqram (we do not read [in this vvay]),424 "nara" (we ar~ of the 
opinion),425 ''ji~mti nara wa-na'lam" (according to what we thInk and 
know);" and so forth. At first glance one might ~e tempted ;0 :~; 
in this linguistic usage simply a "plural of modesty. However, Ata s 
remark that he could give no information about a questIOn because 
he had neither heard anything about it nor consulted his "col
leagues"427 is an indication that more than a polite cliche is hidden 
behind the use of the first person plural. \\Tho are 'At'i"s ~~iib? 
\\Thom does he mean when he says "we"? \\Tithout doubt they are 
like-mioded people, probably his scholarly coll~agues in Mecca, with 
whom he had attained a large degree of unammIry--a kind of local 
ijmii'---on many questions through the mutual exchange of Id~as and 
under the formative iofluence of common teachers such as Ibn Abbas. 
That such beginnings of school formation and a feeling of com
monality, a group consciousness already existed. in the great c,enters 
of scholarship at the beginning of the second! eIghth century IS also 
shown by comments such as "ba'd min ahl K1{/a," "ba'4 min 'ulamif 
Medfna" (one/some of the scholars of Kufa or Medina), "'ulamifunir 

424 A1v1 6: 10816. 
'" AM 6: 10837. 
''" AM 6: 11017. 
427 See p. 171. 
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(our scholars) or 'Juqahii'uhum" (their legal scholars),428 which are 
attested with Ibn Jurayj and the scholars somewhat younger than 
'Ata'. Thus, the beginnings of local schools of law-schools in the 
sense of a far-reaching consensus among people teaching and learn
ing in the same place-seem to be reflected in this linguistic usage 
of (Ata}'s. 

C. 'AMR IBN DYNAR 

Mter 'Ata' ibn abY Rabag, 'Arnr ibn Dfnar is the authority of Ibn 
Jurayj's from whom he transmits the most'" From the differing 
extent and form of Ibn Jurayj's references to the two and their tra
ditional dates of death-'Arnr died in 1261743-4), thus eleven years 
after 'Ata'-it is possible to conclude that Ibn Jurayj first studied for 
a quite long time with 'Ata' and then with 'Arnr. 430 The latter lived 
and taught, like (Atii" in Mecca, and is seen as a somewhat younger 
representative of the local scholarship.'" Schacht does not mention 
him as a representative of the Meccan "school of law," but num
bers him among the "traditionist group."132 That he was, however, 
also a Meccan jaqfh can be gathered from Ibn Jurayj's traditions 
from him. Thus, special attention should be directed to the ques
tion of the role of traditions in his legal instruction. First, however, 
the authenticity of the texts attributed to 'Arnr ibn Dfnar must be 
subjected to a critical test. 

1. The main sources: authenticity and mode qf transmission 

a. Ibn ]uray)'s tradition from 'AmI' ibn Dfniir in the Mu~annaf 
qf 'Abd al-RazZiiq 

The observation that the texts which Ibn Jurayj transmits from his 
teacher (Ata' are not forgeries or projections of a later time, but 

m Cf. AM 7: 12881, 13073, 13381, 13581, 13626. 
429 Sec pp. 77-78. 
430 See pp. 79, 94, 107. 
131 In the tabaqiit works, the tvvo are placed in different "classes": 'A\1i' in the 

second, 'Amr in the third tabaqa of Mcccan scholars. Cf. Khalrfil ibn Khayyat, 
Tabaqiit, pp. 280, 281. 

432 Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 65, 66, 249-252. Schacht devotes to him a total of 
one line (p. 66) and one note (p. 155, note 2). 
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authentic teachings and traditions of 'Ata"s does earn his 'Amr ibn 
Dinar traditions a certain amount of trust in advance, but never
theless it is necessary and possible to ensure their genuineness through 
a number of indices. Here I follow the procedure, which I applied 
in the case of 'Ata', of feeling my "vay fon'\lard from external to 
internal formal criteria'33 Since the method has already been pre
sented in detail there, the argumentation here can be sOlnewhat 
shorter. As in the case of {At~C, a complex of characteristics- speaks 
for the authenticity of Ibn Jurayj's tradition from 'Arur. Each of 
them in itself, it is true, scarcely represents a convincing proof, but 
taken together they are oveIWhelnting. 

Against invention by Ibn Jurayj speaks the differing volume of the 
material which he claims to have from his informants. From 'Ata' 
he drew almost 40% of his entire tradition, from 'Amr ibn Dinar 
only 7%.434 From other famous I\1eccan scholars of 'Amr's genera
tion to whom it would have been obvious to refer, if only as fictive 
supports, he has ,,~dely differing quantities of traditions: from Ibn 
al-Zubayr about 4%, from Ibn abi Mulayka about 1 %, from Mujahid, 
Ibrahim ibn Maysara, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr or 'Ikrima, 
the mawlii of Ibn 'Abbas, on the other hand, only very little. This 

does not speak for systematic forgery. 
The same is true when one compares the volumes of the textual 

tradition classified according to genre. 'Vith 'A,S.' responsa and dicta 
were represented about equally.435 In the case of 'Amr, however, the 
responsa comprise only 8% of the stock, the dicta, on the other hand, 
71 %. \Vhile ffith 'A,a' pure responsa were the rule and questions fol
loffing dicta the exception, in the 'Amr material the later predonti
nate. In the genre of dicta Ibn Jurayj transntitted from 'A,a' about 
70% pure dicta ('Ata"s own opinion), but only 30% traditions (mate
rial from others); ffith 'Amr, on the other hand, only 16% are pure 
dicta, and the oveIWhelming majority of texts are traditions from oth
ers. In addition there is the genre of references and notes, in which 
'Amr appears very frequently-they comprise a good quarter of Ibn 
Jurayj's 'Amr material-, but 'Ata' not at all. That is, even purely 
externally (in terms of genre and extent) Ibn Jurayj's 'Ata' and 'Amr 
traditions each have a very individual profile and differ strongly from 

433 See Chap. III.B.l. 
1-34 If one takes into account references and notes as well, 9.4%. 
435 See p. 80. 
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each other. This speaks against fabrication by one and the same per
son. It IS rather to be assumed that the different forms of tradition 
~esult from act~al diff~r:rices in the traditions themselves, their orig
Inators and theIr condItIOns of reception. Thus, for instance the rel
atively small number of responsa and pure dicta and the high p;oportion 
of references and notes in the case of 'Amr can plausibly be explained 
by the fact that Ib~ Jurayj, when he studied with 'Amr, already pos
~ess:d In the teaclungs of 'Ata) an extensive legal opus, into which 
It did not make sense to integrate 'Amr's doctrines in extenso either 
for reasons of time or of cost-material to write on was rare: hence 
the many marginal notes and additions to the 'Ata' tradition. They 
are to be understood as residues of original responsa and dicta of 
(Atnr's, and compensate for the latter's conspicuously small number 
in comparison to the 'Ata' material. Someone who forged traditions 
and wanted to ascribe the same opinion to two authorities would 
hardly work ,,~th such notes, but would mention both of his author
ities in the isnad, which indeed occurs in many traditions. Ibn Jurayj, 
too, occasIOnally makes use of such statements of provenance' for 
instance, he likes to summarize the concurring opinions of 'Am; ibn 
Dinar and 'Abd al-Karim al-Jazari as one tradition and introduces 
it ,,~th "from 'Amr and 'Abd al-Karim. They said: ... " or the equiv
alent.'" Had it been Ibn Jurayj's concern to provide his own opin
IOns and traditIons or those which arose in his time ffith fabricated 
authorities and sources, he would surely have chosen this simpler 
method for all his forgeries. 
, Some internal formal criteria for the authenticity of Ibn Jurayj's 
Amr traditIon, which speak for his credibility and precision in the 

reporting and transmission of the texts, are also available: 'Amr's 
additions to and divergences from 'Ata' in Ibn Jurayj's notes, (Amr's 
~ommentaries on traditions transntitted by him, Ibn Jurayj's addi
tions to .traditions of (Amr, uncertainties about exact wording and 
the nammg of further authorities for the same tradition. 

In most references to 'Amr Ibn Jurayj notes only that he "said the 
sa " 'At-' 437 I [, me as .a. n a ew cases, however, he makes note of addi-
tio~al. statements of (Amr's on the subject or contradictory opinions.438 

This IS hardly to be reconciled ffith the thesis of projection, since-

He AM 6: 10395 11494. 
437 ' See p. 98. 
,e" Ct: AM 6: 10828, 11190, 11863, 11927; 7: 12881, 13069, 13701. 
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as already shown439-Ibn Jurayj always expresses his own opinion 
when he is not in agreement with a view of 'Ata"s. <Amr's diver
gences from (Ata) will derive from actual differences of opinion or 
different ways of expressing their opinions. 

The references to 'Amr relate practically exclusively to pure ques
tions of la\lv, not traditions from others. But even "vith these there 
are special qualities which do not quite fit the theory of forgery. For 
a number of traditions which 'Amr cites from older authorities, Ibn 
Jurayj makes note of comments of 'Amr's. This differentiation between 
tradition and commentary is an indicator against the assumption of 
forgery or back-projection of the 'Amr texts by Ibn Jurayj. Some 

examples: 

Ibn Jura)j said: 'Amr ibn DInar transmitted to me (akhbaranf) that ~e 
heard 'Ikrima say: "'All considered [his marriage to] Fatima permIt
ted only because of [the bridal gift of] an iron breastplate (bada~!;: 
'Amr said: "To this he ['Ali] added nothmg [more as a bndal gJftJ. 

A forger would have put this specification directly into the mouth 

of'Ikrima. 

Ibn Jurayj said: 'Amr ibn DInar transmitted to me that he hca~d Abu 
Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahman say: "The Prophet (eulogy) forbId hav
ing a woman and her paternal or maternal aunt simultaneously as sex
ual partners." 'Amr said: "About the cousin on the father's side (bint 
(amm) I have not heard anything."441 

Ibn Jurayj said: 'Amr ibn DInar transmitted to me that he heard 
'Ikrima, the mawlii of Ibn 'Abbas, say: "Whatever (the) money allows 
to Illin [the husband] is no divorce." He ['Arur] said: "In my opin
ion he transmitted that to me only from Ibn 'Abbas [i.e., it is not a 
statement of'Ikrima's own]."442 

Ibn Jura)] said: [ ... ] ['Amr] transmitted to us (baddathana) that 'Abd 
Allah ibn al-lvIusayyab-Ibn Jurayj: or he said Ibn al-Sa)ib, I am not 
certain about it-al-'A'idhi'43 said to him444 ['Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr?]: 

439 See pp. 84 f. 
'""' AM 6: 10396. 
441 A1vI 6: 10754. 
• " AM 6: 11768. 
143 <Abd Allah ibn al-Sa'ib, who was a Meccan qiiri>, is probably correct; an 'Abd 

Allah ibn al-Musayyab is not attested. Cf. Ibn l:libban, Mashiihfr, no. 631 (there, 
however, al-'Abidi) and Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhrb, yol. 5, p. ~29 (no. 393) (here: <Abd 
Allah ibn al-Sli'ib ibn AbI l-Sa'ib Sayfi ibn 'A'idh [or: 'AbidJ. 

444 I read " iila lahu" instead of the meaningless "laqiihu." 
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"She has no right to support." He [however] said: "Give her no sup
port if you [do not] like. "445 

Such admissions of ignorance and uncertainty on the part of 'Amr 
and Ibn Jurayj as are made in the two last texts speak distinctly 
against the thesis that Ibn Jurayj fathered these traditions on 'Amr 
in order to have a well-known authority for them. They are, rather, 
indices of the precision with which Ibn Jurayj reports what he has 
heard from 'Amr. A further argument for this is provided by the 
differences between 'Amr and other authorities for the same tradition 
of which Ibn Jurayj occasionally makes note. Thus, for instance, he 
reports that the wife of a certain 'Abd al-RaJ:unan ibn Mukmil, whom 
'Amr ibn Dinar designates as "ibnat Qari~/' according to 'u thman 
ibn aM Sulayman had the name Juwayriya416 This 'Uthman is prob
ably somewhat younger than 'Amr447 and relatively rarely attested 
as an informant of Ibn Jurayj's. Would a forger projecting traditions 
back onto famous authorities invent such insignificant details from 
almost unknovvn persons? 

Just as little would one find, with a forger, uncertainties about the 
authorities themselves, like this one: Ibn Jurayj said: 'Amr or Abu 
l_Zubayr448 transmitted to me from Ibn 'Umar .. .'49 The occasional 
naming of two authorities for the same tradition, like: '''Abd al
Karim and 'Amr transmitted to me," '«Amr ibn Dinar and Ibn 
TawUs," or '''Ata) and 'Amr"1-50 are also more plausible as indicators 
of accuracy than of forgery, since if Ibn Jurayj had had a need to 
reinforce traditions with further authorities one must ask oneself why 
he did this so seldom. 

b. Ibn 'UJlayna's traditwn )rom 'Amr ibn ])fniir 

In the case of 'Ata' the testing of the genuineness of the texts had 
to be carried out on the basis of a single tradition, that ofIbn Jurayj, 
since only from him does a relatively large corpus of 'Ata' traditions 
exist in an early compilation. The situation is more favorable \v:ith 

445 AM 7: 12084. The text is corrupt toward the end. 
446 M1 7: 12196 (cf. also 14000). It is not impossible that both are correct . 
447 Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 283 names him in the same rabaqa, Ibn 

Ijibban, A1ashiihfr, No. 1149 in the same class -with Ibn Jurayj. 
448 The edition has Ibn al-Zubayr; this is probably an error. 
~, AM 7: 13199. 
"" AM 6: 10541, 11166; 7: 13612, 13998. 
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respect to 'Amr ibn DInar, from whom the Mu,annaf of 'Abd al
Razzaq contains two different strands of transmission: besides that 
of Ibn Juraxj also that of Ibn 'Uyayna. But it, too, is usable only if 
its autonomy and reliability can be assured. 

After those of Ibn Jurayj, Ma'mar ibn Rashid and Sufyan al
Thawrl, Ibn 'Uyayna's material is the fourth most extensive tracli
tion in the Mueannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq. In comparison to the three 
first named it is more modest in extent-4.5%, compared. to Ibn 
Juraxj's 29.3%451-but it suffices to make its characteristics recog
nizable. Ibn 'Uyayna's main authority, from whom he transmits the 
most, is clearly 'Amr ibn DInar, who has a share of almost 23%, 
while the two next in rank-Ibn abi NajlJ:t (Mecca) and YaJ:tya ibn 
Sa'id (Meclina)-come to only 8-9%. One can conclude from this 
that 'Amr, the eldest of the three, was probably the most important 
early teacher of Ibn 'Uyayna. He clied in 1261743-4, Ibn 'Uyayna 
in 198/813-4452 The age difference of 72 years is considerable, but 
it is not impossible that Ibn 'Uyayna began his stuclies with 'Amr 
at the age of perhaps sixteen and lived to be 90 years old. If, on 
the basis of the difference in age, one advances the thesis that Ibn 
'Uyayna's tradition from 'Amr is fictive, one must also have a plau
sible explanation by whom and why it was fathered specifically upon 
'Amr and how the different characteristics brought to light by a 
comparison of the material transmitted by Ibn Juraxj and Ibn 'Uyayna 
came to be. The mere allegation of forgery does not do the job. 
The first person to come into question as a forger would be 'Abd 
al-Razzaq. But why should he have fabricated two strands of trans
mission -in the case of 'Amr-one ,vith an authority who, in terms 
of age, was close to the limits of the possible-, but for 'Ata' only 
one? Such questions and a number of others which-as I will yet 
demonstrate-emerge from Ibn 'Uyayna's 'Amr traclition for the 
advocates of the theory of forgery and projection and are hardly to 
be answered convincingly, leave the impression that this hypothesis 
creates more problems than it solves. Thus I prefer as a working 
hypothesis to consider 'Abd al-Razzaq as a student both of Ibn Juraxj 
and of Ibn 'Uyayna and these two as students of 'Amr ibn D,nar'53 

451 On the basis of the calculations see pp. 58, 74, and 78, note 13. 
152 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, pp. 281, 284. 
453 Juynboll dismissed this conclusion (cf. his "New Perspectives," pp. 362-363). 

He argues that the age difference between Ibn <Uyayna and 'Arnr ibn DInar is so 
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If one compares Ibn 'Uyayna's traclition from 'Amr 'Nith that of 
IbnJurayj from the same person, a few clifferences are obvious. 'Abd 
al-Razzaq has twice as many texts from Ibn Juraxj as from Ibn 
'Uyayna, not inclucling IbnJurayj's notes in which he refers to 'Amr; 
there are no texts with such notes in the Mueannaf from Ibn 'Uyayna. 
If one classifies the strands of transmission according to genres, it 
emerges that that of Ibn 'Uyayna is exclusively the material of others, 
i.e. lJadfths and athar, but does not contain one dictum or responsum by 
'Amr himself. With Ibn Jurayj, on the other hand, there are both 
mponsa (8%) and pure dicta (his own ray) (16%).'54 The most plausible 
explanation for this seems to me to lie in the different interests of 
the two scholars. Because of his long study with 'Ata', Ibn Jurayj 
also received and transmitted 'Amr's legal opinions, while for Ibn 
'Uyayna only his lJadfths were worth passing on. This assumption is 
also supported by the observation that with Ibn Juraxj there are 
added to a number of 'Amr's traclitions from others legally relevant 
commentaries of 'Amr's or responsa to questions from Ibn jurayj, 
which are completely lacking with Ibn 'Uyayna. That a trend of 
development is reflected here can already be cautiously suggested.+;5 
Finally, it is conspicuous that Ibn jurayj's tradition from 'Amr is 
predominantly introduced by "akhbamnl" (almost 65%), "qala lz" or 
"sami'tu," more rarely by a simple man" (about 22%) or "qala," while 
that of Ibn CDyayna contains exclusively '''an'' and no indication of 
samet, 

Purely formally, the two strands of transmission thus have different, 
individual faces, which does not speak for forgery by 'Abd al-Razzaq. 

great that it is improbable that he reaUy studied with him. According to Juynboll, 
Ibn 'Uyayna falsely claimed that 'Amr ibn Dinar and Zuhrf were his teachers. His 
arguments are: I) Fictitious relationships between very old scholars and very young 
pupils are a commonly used device by traditionists to produce short and prestigious 
isniids. 2) Except for one or two exceptions, it is not credible that so many rela
tionships of this kind can really have existed because the environment was not 
healthy enough, hygienic circumstances not favorable enough and medical care not 
effective enough to allow such longevity of men. I discussed these arguments in 
"Qyo vadis .lfad/l-Forschung", pp. 61-64 in detail and showed that they are not con
vincing. Juynboll's explanation as to why Ibn 'Uyayna invented 'Amr as his teacher 
amounts to nothing more than speculation and Juynboll's answer to the question 
a~ to where Ibn 'Uyayna really got his CAmr traditions from are not convincing 
either, as the following comparison betw·een Ibn Jurayj's and Ibn 'Uyayna's 'Amr 
texts shows. 

451 See p. 174. 
455 On this see below, pp. 186, 205 £ 
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But-one might object-if both Ibn Jurayj and Ibn 'Uyayna were 
transmitting from the same teacher, there must be a correspondence-----
at least partial-between the two traditions. In terms of content, this is 
in fact the case. In the Mw;annaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq, for 43.5% of 

the 'Amr traditions from Ibn 'Uyayna parallels from Ibn Jurayj are 
attested456 In addition, for 28% of the 'Amr traditions from Ibn 
Jurayj which in the Mw;annaf have no variant from Ihn 'Uyayna, 
these are present in other works through students of Ibn 'Uyayna's 
other than 'Abd al-Razzaq-most from Sa'ld ibn Man1ilr, some from 

al-Shafi', and others457 That is, for over half of Ibn Jurayj's tradi
tions from 'Amr in the Musannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq there exist par
allel versions from Ibn 'Uyayna-26.5% in this work itself, 28% in 

other collections. These parallels, however, are only sometimes com
pletely identical. A number of textual differences are to be observed. 
In most cases, these constitute proof that the two strands of trans
mission are independent of each other. The possibility that the Ibn 
'Uyayna material derives from that of Ibn Jurayj and that Ibn 'Uyayna 

passed him over in the isnilds, which would have been a simple solu
tion to the problem of Ibn 'Uyayna's age, can be precluded.''' 

The divergences between Ibn Jurayj's and Ibn 'Uyayna's parallel 
versions from 'Amr can be classified into four types: 1. differing 
lengths of the matn, 2. divergences in the diction of the matn with 

the same meaning, 3. shifts in meaning and 4. differences in the 
isnild. For illustration, a few examples with commentary: 

456 That is 26.5% of 'Amr's material from others transmitted by Ibn Jurayj in 
'Abd al-Razzaq. 

4:;7 Sa'Yd ibn Man~fir's tradition from Ibn 'Uyayna is found in the former's 
All1Jannaj, those of the others primarily in al-BayhaqI's Sunan. The calculation was 
made on the basis of the notes of the editor of 'Abd al-Razzaq's MUJannaJ, I:Iablb 
al-Ra4man al-A '~amL A large corpus of traditions from Sufyan is now available in 
al-I:Iumaydl's Musnad. Here further parallels are to be found. 

458 Juynboll insists on it and considers it one of the h,.,o ways how Ibn 'Dyayna 
made up his 'Amr traditions (the other being invention); c£ his "New Perspectives," 
p. 363. However, the comparison of Ibn Jurayj's and Ibn 'Uyayna's tradition from 
'Amr does not speak in favour of his claim. This is not to say that Ibn 'Dyayna 
obtained all of the traditions directly from 'Amr. There are indications that he occa
sionally suppressed his infonnants. C£ Ibn I:Ianbal, ellal, voL 1, p. 320 (No. 2087). 
On this cf. also M. Cook, Ear!y Muslim Dogma, p. 111. Yet even if Ibn 'Dyayna 
received the few traditions from (Amr, which are completely identical with those 
transmitted by Ibn Jurayj, from the latter and falsely ascribed them directly to 
'Amr-a fact that should have been noticed and denounced by other students of 
Ibn Jurayj~these traditions by Ibn <Dyayna were not unreliable since Ibn Jurayj's 
tradition from <Amr can be considered reliable for several other reasons. We would 
only lose an additional proof for these traditions. 
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In cases where the matn is largely identical 'Abd al Ra -. , - zzaq gen-
erally CItes Ibn 'Uyayna's version immediately after that of Ibn Jurayj 

With an mdependent 1.mild but the remark "mithlahu" (the same), thus 
not repeaTIng the text twice. E.g.: 

'Abd al-Razzaq transmitted to us (akhbaranii) with the words (qala): Ibn 
JuraYJ transrmtted to us WIth the words: (Amr ibn Dfnar transmitted 
to me tklinh~t he heard Ibn 'Umar being asked by a man: "Do one or 
two suc gs make [a woman] tabu for marriage?" [Ibn 'U ] 'd' "\V 1m nl mar SaI . 

e ow 0 Y that the. rnil~, sister is tabu for marriage [, nothing 
about the number of sucklings]. A[ nother] man said: "The Conunander 
of t~e Believers-he meant Ibn al-Zubayr-clairns that one or two 
sucklings do n?t [yet] make [a woman] tabu for marriage." Thereupon 
Ibn (Umar SaId: "The decision of God is better than yours and that 
of the Commander of the Believers. "459 

Ibn 'Uyayna's parallel follows in the following form: 

'Abd al-Razzaq from Ibn 'Uyayna from 'Amr ibn Drnar from Ibn 
'Umar and Ibn al-Zubayr the same.460 

~ examp!e of minor differences in the matn with the same mean
mg, and SImultaneously for differing lengths caused by an addition 
ill one of the texts: 

'Abd al-Razzaq transmitted to us (akhbaranii). He said (qilla): IbnJurayj 
trans~~;d ~o u,~' He SaId: 'Amr Ibn Dinar transmitted to us that Abu 
l-Sha tha SaId: If the man transfers to his wife the power of disposal 
Over herself (m.allaka amra~ti) and if the tvvo leave that meeting before 
she says anything, she gams nothing by it (fa-Iii shay' a laAii); if he takes 
b~c~ his offe~ (amrahu) before she says anything [in response to it] she 
[SImIlarly] gams nothing by it."461 ' 

The immediately following variant of Ibn 'Uyayna runs: 

'Ab~ ~:Razzaq. from Ibn (Uyayna from 'Amr ibn DInar from Abu l~ 
Sha .tha : He sald: If the man transfers [the power of disposal over herse!!] 
to his WIfe (mallakn), that whieh. she says in her meeting is valid. If the 
tw~ p~rt and .she has so:-~ nothing, she gains nothing by it (fa-Iii amra 
laha). Amr saul [In addltzon] Abu l-Sha't/zii' said: "How can [0 man] go 
among people whzle the power of dISposal over his wift (amI' imra' atihi) is in the 
hand if another?"46'1 

'" AM 7'. 139 19. Emphasis mine. 
"" AM 7: 13920. 
%1 AM 6: 11933. 
462 AM 6: 1193 4. The diverg-ences are italiciz("rL 
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The two texts display a number of verbal correspondances, but also 
such significant divergences-especially in the final sentences-that 
dependence on each other is unlikely. Both surely denve from the 
same source-'Amr ibn D,nar. The differences may eIther be caused 
by 'Amr himself, if one assumes that he sometimes made quite free 
with his traditions, or by his students, who did not exactly reproduce 
his words and combined originally separate dicta of Abu l-Sha'tha'. 
On the other hand, the possibility that 'Abd al-Razzaq is r;csponsi
ble for the differences can be precluded in view of the many Iden

tical texts which he communicates. 
The isnads of 'Abd al-Razzaq's 'Amr variants, it is true, rarely 

correspond in their formulae of transmission, but they usually cor
respond in their informants. Occasionally there are to be found espe

cially noteworthy parallels like these: 

'Abd al-Razzaq from Ibn JuraY.i. He said: cAror ibn DInar transmit
ted to me that he heard 'Ikrima, the mawlii of Ibn 'Abbas, say: 
",,,Thatever (the) money allows to him [the. husband] is no divorce." 
He ['Amr] said: "In my opinion he transl1lltted that to me only from 

f 'Ikr" ] "463 Ibn 'Abbas [l.e., it is not a statement 0 Ima sown. 

Ibn 'Uyayna's text: 

(Abd al-Razzaq from fun 'Uyayna from 'Amr ib~ DIna~ from CIkrima~ 
I think (ahsabuhu)-from Ibn 'Abbas: "Everythmg whIch (the) m~n;~ 
allows is no divorce"-he meant buymg free [from marnage] (khul). 

Ibn 'Abbas' reservedly communicated authorship, which is formu
lated by Ibn Jurayj as an additional comment of 'Amr's, with Ibn 
'Uyayna stands in the isniid itself. Since-as shown on the baSIS of 
the texts-the two corpora of traditions are mdependent of one 
another, such a correspondence in a detail of the isniid speaks for 
credible and relatively accurate transmission by the two students from 
their teacher, and against sweeping hypotheses of forgery. . 

It is just as difficult to judge the authorship of divergences m the 
isniid as it is in the case of those in the matn. There are two types 
of isniid divergences: 1. another informant at one place in the isnad, 
2. an informant in place of a lacuna in the isnad. 

'" AM 6: 11768. 
%< AI,! 6: 11770. 
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The isniids of one and the same tradition of 'A'isha display a diver-
gence which is at first difficult to explain: 

'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn jura)j-'Amr ibn DInar-al-Zubayr ibn Milsa 
ibn Mfna'-Umm Siilil; bint Alqama ibn al~Murtaji'-'A'ishaJ465 but 'Abd 
al-Razzaq-Ibn 'Uyayna-'Amr ibn Dlnar-al-Zubayr ibn Musa
Umm ljak'im bint Tiiriq--'A)isha.466 

Since such cases of isniid divergence are extremely rare in the 'Amr 
material, conscious forgery by 'Abd al-Razzaq-for instance, witll 
the purpose of enhancing the value of the tradition with different 
isniids--is not very likely. One should in that case be able to observe 
it with him more often. One might, of course, think of a confusion 
by 'Amr himself, but to me it seems most probable that it is a copy
ing error. Umm I;Iaklm was incorrectly identified as Umm $aIiQ. or 
vice versa, as can easily happen with bad handwriting. Her father 
was probably Tariq ibn 'Alqama al-Muraqqi' (the cobbler), an early 
Meccan tiibi'.467 His name was clearly received by the transmitters 
only fragmentarily and defectively-whether already by Ibn Jurayj 
and Ibn 'Uyayna or at a later stage of the textual history cannot be 
determined with certainty. 

Another interesting isnad divergence for a largely identical mat:n is 
the follo,,~ng: 

'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn jurayj-'Ata' and 'Amr-al-I,Iarith ibn 'Abd 
Allah-his father 'Abd Alliih ibn ab[ Rabl'a-'Umar ibn al-Khattab,4C8 

beside 

'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn 'Uyayna-'Amr ibn D[nar--al-I,Iarith ibn 'Abd 
Allah ibn ab[ Rabl'a-'Abd Allah ibn 'Urnar ibn al-Khal\ab.'"' 

Schacht's adherents would probably declare the latter to be older 
since it reaches back less far, without bothering themselves with the 
fact that Ibn Jurayj was considerably older than Ibn 'Uyayna. But 
there are indicators which speak for the assumption that Ibn Jurayj's 
version is the original and that of Ibn 'Uyayna is based on an error 

,", AM 7: 13869. 
455 Al'vI 7: 13870. 
4£7 Cf. KhaHfa ibn Khayyat, Tahaqiit, p. 280. 
'" AM 7: 13612. 
%, Al\1 7: 13613. 
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in copying or in recollection. It is decisive that for the version of 
Ibn jurayj there is not only 'Ata' in addition to 'Arnr as an auth?r
ity, but also a further independent tradition of 'Abd al~Razza~ WIth 
the Meccan isniid "al-Muthanna ibn al-~abal;t-'Ikrima Ibn Khalid
al-Harith ibn 'Abd Allah-his father-'Umar."47o On the other hand, 
an inadvertant change from "al-J::Iarith ibn Abd Allah 'an ab,hi 'Abd 
Allah ibn abi Rabl'a annahil sa' ala 'Umar ibn al-Khattab" to "al
Harith ibn Abd Allah ibn abi Rabl'a annahu sa'ala 'Abd Allah ibn 
<Vmar ibn al-Khanab)' is imaginable: '''an ahZhi" was overlooked, and 
as a result "'Abd Allah" had to switch places. It also speaks for this 
that in our source the name element "ibn al-Khanab" is customary 
only ,,~th 'Umar; with Ibn 'Umar, on the other hand, it would be 
out of the ordinary. From whom the error derives cannot at the 
moment be determined; it conld even have been made after 'Abd 

al-Razzaq. 
This type of isniid divergence thus supplies no argument for the 

hypothesis of forgery. This might more likely be the case WIth. the 
second type, the filling of lacunae. It IS conspIcuoUS that precIsely 
in the case of two had,ths of the Prophet Ibn 'Uyayna's verSIOn IS 
more complete than' Ibn jurayj's by one link each: 

1. 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn jurayj-'Amr ibn D,nar-the Prophet, 
but: 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn 'Uyayna-'Amr ibn D,nar-Abu JaJar
the Prophet. 471 According to the Muslim classification of isniids the 
first is mu'dal, i.e. it is lacking two links between the Prophet and 
'Amr the second is nevertheless still mursal, i.e. it lacks the trans-, 
mitter link of the ,a~iiba levelY' 

2. 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn jurayj-'Amr ibn D,nar-Abu Salama 
ibn 'Abd al-Ral;man-the Prophet, but 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn 
'Uyayna-'Amr ibn D,nar-Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Ral;man-Abu 
Hurqyra:--the Prophet.473 Here a mursal isnad becomes continuous or 

flawless (mutta,il marfu'). 

"" AJv[ 7: 13614. 
471 AM 7: 13266 and 13267. Emphasis mine. 
472 Abu Ja'far very probably means: Mul).ammad ibn 'Ali ibn f.Iu~ayn ibn <~I 

ibn abI Talib (d. 118/736), who had the Jrut~)'ii Abu)a'far. Cf. J?talrfa Ibn K~ayyaf' 
T ahaqat, p. 255. Ibn 'Uyayna names him several hmes as an mfonnan~ of Amr s 
for traditions of 'All and the Prophet, but not Ibn Juraxi, at least not ill the texts 

studied. 
473 A1v1 6: 10754, 10755. Emphasis mine. 
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In both cases, the suspicion is not to be dismissed that the younger 
and more ljadlth-oriented Ibn 'Uyayna improved 'Amr's isniid with 
the authority who in his opinion was best suited.'74 This pious fraud, 
branded by the later Muslim Hadith criticism as a form of tadl,s (sup
pression of faults), was frequently used in the second/eighth century, 
especially with hadiths of the Prophet. This type of isniid forgery must, 
however, not tempt us generally and sweepingly to reject the traditions 
of these transmitters. On the one hand these are only individual 
cases which probably affect above all the ~adlths of the Prophet, on 
the other hand they are not invented texts or projections onto the 
Prophet. The fact that 'Abd al-Razzaq cites both versions is a fur
ther argument for the exactitude and credibility of his transmission. 

The comparison between the two strands of transmission from 
'Amr ibn D,nar shows that Ibn 'Uyayna is generally to be regarded 
as a trustworthy and credible transmitter from 'Amr and that he 
shonld not a priori be supposed to have committed matn and isniid 
forgery. He is a source independent of Ibn jurayj for the traditions 
of 'Amr ibn D,nar, but not for his legal teachings that were not 
supported by traditions. Texts of 'Amr's which are preserved both 
from Ibn jurayj and from Ibn 'Uyayna agreeing either word for 
word or in meaning can be considered genuine; those which are 
transmitted from only one of the two can be considered credible 
until proof of the contrary. Caution is necessary only with respect 
to Ibn 'Uyayna's isniids-especially with ~adiths of the Prophet-when 
they are nearly flawless and no parallel from Ibn jurayj is attested. 

2. Characteristics of 'Amr ibn D'niir's legal scholarship and its 
significance for the history of Islamic jurisprudence 

a. General characteristics 

It can be gathered from Ibn jurayj's questions to 'Amr that instruc
tion with him proceeded very much as with 'Ata'. 'Amr presented 
his own views and reports of opinions, modes of behavior, verdicts 
and advice of the previous generations of Muslims, and his students 

. 4~4 The, Prophetic ~ladfth is found in Muslim's Sa4flJ, also continuous, 'with the 
lSnad ending: Yaq.ya ibn abr Kathlr-Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahman-Abu 
Hurayra-Prophet (c£ AM 6: 10755, note). Possibly Ibn 'Uyayna used'this version 
as a model. 
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could ask questions about them or on other subjects"" In contrast 
" fi 'Ata) in those from <AmY there are no 

to Ibn Juray] s texts rom " 'I 
, f other students. This does not neceSsan Y 

responsa to questIOns rom . . . <Am b rob-
mean that Ibn Jurayj had private mstructlOn WIth ;' u; p 
abl has to do with the fact that he dId not record. Amr siegal 
tea~hings as thoroughly as those of 'Ata' and his tradiTIon from hIm 

. 476 
IS overall not as extenSIve. 'm . 

If one classifies the entirety of Ibn Jurayj's 'Amr maten mto 
'AmY'S own legal opinions and material from others, there emerges 
a re onderance of 58% reports from others over (~r's legal state-

p p . t ) (42°~) Even if one takes mto account a 
ments (dzcta responsa, no es 0 • h' 

. defi;it in Ibn Jurayj's transmission of 'Amr's legal teac mgs, 
minor . CAe) WIth whom 
the proportion is conspicuous in companson to . a , b hI 

t . al from others comprises at most 20%. One may pro a _y 
rna en h 'Amr Ibn DInar 
interpret the difference to mean that t e younge: d' . h 
. hi 'nstruction more often supported himself WIth tra ITIOnS t an 
m s 1 • d' th e of 
'AC' had done although-as has been menTIone -m e cas , 
.a, . f T diti became apparent 

the latter too greater consicierahon 0 fa on 
at the e;d of' his life.477 Here there become~ visible a develOPment 
which-as will yet be shown-is steadily conTInued by Ibn JuraY). ~e 
supplementing, supporting, or replacing of one's own legal opm

lOn 

(rd ) with legal Tradition (l;adTth, athar, Mabar). , _, 
~ comparison of 'Amr's legal statements ,,~th those of Ala rev~~: 

that there is a large degree of cOlTesponde.nce between t~e tw~Ata"s 
. hi h 'Amr expressed an OpllllOll different ITom . 

caseSlUWC thl' 
1 t t 10°' This shows that in Mecca at e atest m 

scarce y amOun 0 /0. d 
the first quarter of the second/eighth century there was. alrea y a 
kind of local ijmii' in many questions of law, a thesis whIch I .have 
already suggested in the discussion of 'Ata"s anonymous tradITIons 

. . nfi d b the 'Amr tradition. This extenSIve con-
and whIch IS co rme y h f I 
sensus certainly results in part from the fact that as a teac elr 0 aW

k . h' £ hom younger scho ars too CAta) was a recognIzed aut anty rom w . cA _, 
. . . . S' 'Amr-if only seldom-transmIts from fa , 

then onentatlOn. IDee .' d 
he must for a time have numbered among his cIrcle of stu ents. 
Another component is perhaps to be sought in the fact that both of 

~;; Cf AM 6' 10541, 10963, 10972, 11190, 11768; 7: 127361 136l5n, jural'i's 
176 It 'should ~lso be taken into account that I ,have not. eva uate n 
. dit' "rom <Amr but only a representahvc selectlOn. enure tra IOn 11 , 

+77 See pp. 107, 122. 
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them come from a common local legal tradition, which then must 
already have developed in the first century. Whether this hypothesis 
will hold can be tested by an investigation of the sources to which 
'Amy ibn Dfnar refers and a comparison with (At~e's sources. Such 
an analysis of sources may-as already demonstrated on the example 
of 'Ata'-also shed some light on the early development of the body 
of Tradition in general. 

b. 'Amr ibn Dinar's sources 

The analysis of 'Amr's sources is based on both strands of tradition 
of the A1Ufannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq, but treats texts with the same 
content and isnad as a tradition complex. By "sources" I mean in 
this context~as previously in the chapter on 'Ata)-sources of law, 
i.e. authorities whom 'Amy cites as positive or negative precedents 
in order to illustrate or justifY a legal position. In the majority of 
cases-in the tradition of Ibn 'Uyayna in general-the legal situa
tion is not further commented upon, rather, the source is simply 
cited, from which the legal background generally emerges. More 
rarely, traditions occur which are so condensed that their problem 
can only be inferred from the context where they are found in the 
collection used. 

If one investigates which authorities are named how often, there 
emerges a somewhat different picture than in the case of CAta) .178 

As with him, the Companions of the Prophet do stand in first place 
(37%, ,,~th 'Ata' 15%), but they are followed neither by the Qur'an 
nor by the Prophet, but by the tiibi'iln (28%), whom in the case of 
'Ata' I characterized as his contemporaries-which is still true in the 
case of 'Amr-and who with the fonner played only a very subor
dinate role (1.5-2%). The I;adzths of the Prophet, as with 'At"-' (5%), 
take third place (10%);79 while references to the Qur'an, which with 
'Ata' were relatively frequent (10%), appear only sporadically (1-2%) 
in the tradition from (Arnr. In comparison vvith (Ata"s legal sources, 
the great significance of scholars of the tiibi'iln level is unmistakable. 
An interpretation of this statistical finding is appropriate only after 
a more detailed investigation of the individual groups of sources. 

473 On 'A-p."s sources, see p. 140. 
179 The percentage includes all of 'Amr's traditions of the Prophet in the textual 

selection. Some of them are mainly biographical in character. If one takes into 
account only the legally relevant {wdiths, it is 7%. 
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The Companions of the Prophet 
The scale of frequency of 'fum's traditions from and references to 
the Companions of the Prophet is informative: Ibn '~bbas (36%), 
'Vmar (26%), 'All (17%), Ibn 'Vmar (11 %), 'Vthman, 'A'isha, l:Iaf~a, 
Fatima and anonymous ,aJ;iiba 2% each. VVith 'Ara', at the top of 
the scale there was a very similar picture: Ibn 'Abbas dommated, 
followed by 'Vmar and 'All; ,,~th 'funr, Ibn 'Vmar then takes the 
place of "~'isha. This statistic is also significant, and explanatIOns 
can be offered why, for instance, Ibn 'Abbas plays such a paramount 
role v"lith 'Amr as weil, or for what reason Ibn 'Umar is mentioned 

more often than 'A)isha. 
Since it has been possible to demonstrate the authenticity of the 

'Amr ibn D,nar tradition in the Mu,annrif of 'Abd al-Razzaq, it is 
to be assumed that the traditions from the saJ;iiba, the tiibi'iln and 
the Prophet that are traced back to him were actually transmitted 
by him to his students. His date of death, 126/743-4, IS the teJm,
nUS ante quem for their time of origin. It remains to be checked whether 
he himself invented them and brought them into circulation, and if 

not where he got them. 
In the case of the traditions from Ibn 'Abbas, in about two thirds 

of all instances 'Amr names a source from whom he got them. They 
are usually known as students and clients of Ibn 'Abbas: 'Ikrima 
(d. 1051723-4),480 Tawus (d. 1061724-5),131 'Ala' ibn abl Rabal:t 
(d. 1151733),482 Abu Ma'bad (d. 104/722-3);"3 MUJahid (d. 103/721-
2 or 1041722-3);34 Abu I-Sha'tha' [Jabir ibn ZaydJ (d. 931711-2).4S5 
Can one trust these statements of origin? Several indices speak for 
this: I. 'Amr ibn D,nar is supposed to have been born around the 
year 46/666-7,486 and Ibn 'Abbas to have died in the year 68/687-8.

487 

480 AM 6: 10852, 11768; 7: 12736. The dates of death in the ~io.graphicallit
crature sometimes vary by a couple of years. Here and below I ~nut myself, for 
the sake of simplicity, to the data in KhalIfa ibn Khayyat's Tabaqat. 

'"' AM 6: 11166, 11771 f.); 7: 12852. 
<", AM 6: 10895; 7: 13218. 
'"' AM 7: 12812, 12843. 
484 AM 7: 13615. . 
185 AM 6: 10895. For the Abu Yal;1ya, mawlii of :r..1u'adh [ibn <Mra'] named m 

AIv! 6: 11609 (cf. Khalrfa ibn Khayya~, Tabaqlit, p .. 163), n~ither an ex~ct dat~ of 
death (ca. first quarter of the second century) nor IllfonnatlOn about his relatlon~ 
ship to Ibn 'Abbas are to b.e found. 

486 Cf. al~Dhahabf, Tadhkzra, voL 1, p. 113. 
487 Op. cit., p. 41. 
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Thus, in his youth he may still have met and heard him in Mecca 
as is in fact occasionally _ asserted in the biographical literature. 48~ 
Why, then, should he have fabricated sources for Ibn 'Abbas, when 
he could refer to him directly? 2. In almost a third of his Ibn 'Abb-

ili· , ~ 
tra tIO~S Arnr names no source, but neither does he claim to have 
them di~,ectly from him;". although he otherwise likes to emphasize 
his sama Wlth formulae like "sami'tu X yaqui" (I heard X say) or 
"akhbaranz X" (X transmitted to me). Consequently, there was no 
nece.sslty for hi~ to invent sources. 3. Examples in which 'Amr 
admits that he IS not qUlte sure whether a statement comes from 
'Ikrima himself or through his mediation from Ibn 'Abbas or whether 
he really got a dictum of Ibn 'Abbas from 'Ara' /90 speak against an 
assumptlon of forgery. 4. 'Amr also cites personal legal opinions from 
~ost of the sources named for Ibn 'Abbas, and in some texts 
differentlates between Ibn 'Abbas' statement and additions by the 
mformant/91 i.e. his Ibn 'Abbas traditions are not projections of legal 
op'IDons of ostensible students of Ibn 'Abbas onto the master him
self, since if one assumes that it is hardly explicable why he trans
nuts personal material from his sources for Ibn 'Abbas at all and 
does not attribute everything to Ibn 'Abbas. 

I thus see no plausible reason why 'Auu's statements about the 
origin of specific traditions from Ibn 'Abbas should not be credible 
This does not mean that all qf them are genuine statements of Ib~ 
'Abbas. It is not possible to prove this on the basis of the textual 
selection I have used, since it contains too few of 'Amr's Ibn 'Abb-

di· ~ tra tIOns. That would require a separate investigation of the entire 
Mu,annaf Iiowever, several points can be asserted which speak for 
the credibility of the traditions of Ibn 'Abbas' above-mentioned stu
dents from and about him: firstly, it could be shown that the 'Ata'
Ibn 'Abbas tradition of the younger Ibn Juravi is in all probability 

. 492 S. ;J genUIne. Ince-as has been observed-there are no grounds to 
doubt 'Amr's references to students of Ibn 'Abbas like 'Ata' the 
'Ata'-Ibn 'Abbas tradition of the elder 'Amr can also-until ~roof 

'""efe· 4-89 ., lor Instance, al~Dhahabr, as cited in note 486. 
'"" A-M: 6: 10928; 7: 12084, 12737, 13102, 13903. 

AM 6: 11768 (also see p. 176); 7: 13218. 
.,9, E.g. AM 7: 12736. 
492 See pp. 140-146. 
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ched with confidence. Secondly, for 'Ames 
of the contrary--be appr~a Ib 'Abbas texts the authenticity of theIr 
more important sources or n . .niT id al coses Compare the fol-
citations from him can be proven zn z zv u . 

lowing two texts: ., _ 
. _ - th t 'Ikrima the mawlii of Ibn Abbas, 

IbnJurayj fro~ 'Amr Ib~uI?12~~ ';bbas saw' nO harm in a man's hav
reported to hIm (akhbara ). d h daughter simultaneously [as 
ing tvm sisters or a (the) woman an er _ 

. ]"[ ]'93 concubmcs. . . . . 
. - - that he heard Abu I-Sha'tha' [say] 

Ibn Jura~ from .'~~ lb,~~l~~r~iew (rely) on simultaneous [concubi-
that he did not like n ht ] 494 

·th two sisters or mother and daug er. 
~~ d 

. . 'Abbas' is independently documente 
Here a legal opmJOn of Ibn d Ab- 1 Sh 'tha' and Abu t-Sha'tha"s 

. d ts 'Ikrinla an u - a , 
by two of his stu en, . h that it was actually his opinion, oth-
di . g himself from It sows . . 

stancm 1 h dis uted its authenTICIty. 
erwise he would probab y ave., ~ Ac'-Ibn 'Abbas tradition, Ibn 

In connection with Ibn Jur~Y.l s h .a lr dy been mentioned and 
. . ute marnage as a ea 

'Abbas' oplmon on m a .. f the corresponding reports have 
arguments for the authenTICIty 0 . 

b dd d 495 One part of It runs. eena uce. , 
. .. 'Ata' said: [ ... ] [Ibn] :;>afwan said [about muta 

Ibn JuraY] sard., [ .. ·l . cl hat to be fornication III h,S legal opm-
alliances]: "Ibn Abbas de ares t reached him]: "I do not declare 
ions." Ibn 'Abbas sard [when that .. I Has [Ibn] Safwan forgot-

. . . my legal OpmIOns. . h 
that to be forrocatIOn m [] from that [man]! Is e 

-k ? B God! Her son comes B -
ten Umm Ura a. Y ...?" [,Ata)] said· "A man of the anu 
perhaps a [child of] formcatIOn. . ih her ,,4;6 
Jumal;t contracted a mu(a marrIage WI· _ 

. di . from 'Amr ibn DInar: 
There is a counterpart to this tra TIon 

d f m TiiwUS from Ibn 
. . 'Am·b DInar reporte to me ro . 

Ibn Jura)] SaId: r 1 n U aka frightened the Commander 
'Abbas the words (qala): Only Umm r re nant. 'Umar asked her 
f th Faithful 'Umar when she went out P g d. "Salama ibn 

o e . . ncy She answere . >l 

about [the OrIgm of] her Pdregna t' m· arriage with me (istamta'a bi). 
·b Khal f contracte a mu a h ·d Umayya I n a. .th Ibn 'Abbas part of what e sal , 

Wben [Ibn] ~an¥an d,sputed ~ 

493 AM 7: 12736. .. 
494 AlVl 7: 12738. EmphaSIS mmc. 
• so See pp. 142-146. 
4% AM 7: 14022. 
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he said: "Ask your paternal uncle whether he contracted a mut'a 
marriage. "497 

On the basis of their differences, the two traditions are to be regarded 
as independent of one another. A glance into the biographical lit
erature shows that the contradictions betw"een the two versions are 
based on imprecisions in transmission: "a man of the Banii Juma.l:t" 

is Salama ibn Umayya ibn Khalaf ibn Wahb ibn Ijudhafa ibnJumaJ:!, 
a Compartion of the Prophet like his brother i)afWan, who is sup
posed to have died in the year 42/662-3 in Mecca498 His son, 
Salama's nephew, must be the one who criticized Ibn 'Abbas' opin
ion about the mut'a relationship. This is also confirmed by another 
Tawils tradition which Ibn Juraxi has from Abu I-Zubayr, which 
names Ibn i)afWan as an antagortist of Ibn 'Abbas499 Who commit
ted the eITor of substituting i)afwan for Ibn i)afivan cannot be said 
exactly. Possibly 'Abd al-Razzaq or later copyists are responsible. 

The correspondences between the traditions of 'Ala' and Tawils 
from Ibn 'Abbas are, on the other hand, so conspicuous that the 
same incident must underlie both of them. Both are thus to be 
regarded as credible Ibn 'Abbas traditions. The fact that genrtine 
Ibn 'Abbas traditions from 'Ikrima, Abu l-Sha'tha', Tawus and 'Ala' 
can be shovm to exist in the tradition of 'Alpr ibn DInar throws a 
favorable light on the credibility of these teachers of his and on his 
sources for Ibn 'Abbas in general. Until proof of the contrary, I thus 
assume that 'Amr's Ibn 'Abbas tradition is authentic. i.e. really goes 
back to the latter. 

Neither are there any reservations against this assumption from 
the point of view of genre and content. Three-fourths of all texts 
are legal dicta. In addition to these, there are some legal opinions 
(fatiiwii), in which either the questioner or the case is specifically 
mentioned.'oo Examples which show Ibn 'Abbas in his family circle 
are reported primarily from his mawlii Abu Ma 'bad. In a number 
of texts Ibn 'Abbas argues through Qur'anic verses,501 and a qirii' a 

497 AM 7: 14024. 
498 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, pp. 24, 278. 
'" AM 7: 14027. 
500 AM 7: 12084, 12736; 6: 11771 (here instead of "I asked Ibrahim ibn Sa'd 

ibn 'Abbas," one should probably read "IbrahIm ibn Sa'd asked Ibn <Abbas."). 
;0, Cf. AM 6: 10852, 11 771; 7: 12736, 12737 . 
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diverging from the tex/us reeeptus is also transmitted from 'Arm.
502 

With the exception of the above-mentioned reaction of 'Umar's t? 
the mut'a alliance of Umrn Uraka,S03 there are, however, no tradi
tions from others in 'Amr's Ibn 'Abbas material. From the point of 
view of form 'Amr's Ibn 'Abbas tradition thus resembles that of 
CAta', 504 inde~endendy of the overlaps in content. This, too, is an 

argument in favor of its genuineness. _. . 
For his traditions from the caliph 'Umar ibn al-Khagab, who IS 

the most often-cited Companion of the Prophet after Ibn 'Abbas, 
'Amr usually but not always states their provenance. Very few ~f 
his isnads are beyond reproach by the standards of the Muslim H adzth 
criticism of the third/ninth century. Usually the last link before 'Umar 
is weak whether it be that the sources named could not for reasons 
of age have the material reported directly from 'Umar, like for exam
ple his Medinan suppliers of 'Umar traditions Ibn al-Musayyab, 
Sulayman ibn Yasar and Ibn Shihab, or that the eye or earwItness 
is anonymous or not definitely identifiable. 

Two examples of the latter: 
a) 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibnjuraxj-'Amr ibn Dlnar-'Amr ibn Aws-

a man if 7haQif-'Umar.505 

b) 'Abd al-Razzaq-Ibn jurayj-'Amr ibn Dinar-Mul:mmmad 
ibn 'Abbad ibn ja'far: al-Mugalib ibn J:lantab came to 'Umar and 
said ... 506 

The first isniid contains before 'Umar an anonymous person; the 
second leaves it open whether Mul,rammad ibn 'Abbad ibn ja'far 
has the story directly from his fellow-tribesman-both belong to the 
Banu Makhzum-the ,a~abf al-Muttalib ibn J:lantab. Only a few of 
the isnads of 'Amr's 'Umar tradition are as unobjectionable as the 
already mentioned: Ibn jurayj-'Amr ibn Dlnar-Tawus-Ibn 
'Abbas-'Umar,507 in which, however, Ibn (Abbas by no means claIms 

502 A1v1 6: 10928. This qirifa is also attested from Ibn 'Umar by 'Abd Allah ibn 
Dfnar (see p. 134). 

503 See pp. 190 f. 
;;04 See p. 141. 
50~ AM: 7: 12874. Emphasis mine. On 'Amr ibn Aws cf. Khalffa ibn Khayyat, 

Tabaqat, p. 286. lib 'b 
. 506 AM 6: 11175. On Mul)ammad ibn <Abbad Ibn Ja<far ~lld al-Mut~ _ I n 

I:Iantab c£ Khalifa ibn Khayya~, Tabaqiit, pp. 245, 281 Ibn Hlbban Mashiihlr, no. 
199. 

507 See p. 190 f. 
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to have been a witness, or the isniid Ibn juraxj-'Ata' and 'Amr
al-J:larith ibn 'Abd Allah-his father 'Abd Allah ibn abl Rabl'a
'Vmar.508 

These fact: show that ~Amr was, in fact, familiar with the proce
dure ~f proVldmg a. traditIon with a chain of sources reaching the 
authonty named m It,. but that either he was not always in a posi
hO~ to prOVIde ,a COl~tIn~ou: isnii~, or the standard for a satisfactory 
cham of transnntters ill his tIme did not yet correspond to that which 
was later demanded by Hadfth criticism. The two are not mutually 
exclusive. Although 'Amr names sources for most of the 'Vmar and 
Ibn 'Abbas traditions, there are some without any isnad at all. This 
speaks for the assumption that he endeavored to name his sources 
but was not always able or willing to do so, be it that he could n~ 
longer remember from whom he had the tradition in question or 
that for other reasons it seemed to him inopportune to state its prove
nance, . e.g. when he had obtained it from a little-known contempo
rary WIthout an zsniid. The occasional lack of isniids is, on the other 
hand, an indication that he was under no compulsion to name his 
Sources even at the expense of truth. 

His Medinan isniids Ibn al-Musayyab-'Umar, Sulayman ibn 
Yasar-'Umar or even Ibn Shihab-'Umar, on the other hand, lead 
one to suspect that he considered the traditions of these famous 
scholars to be acceptable even when they were not direct witnesses 
of what they reported. One may suppose that 'Amr had received 
these texts directly from the Medinans mentioned, since there are 
~so examples of indirect transmission from them, like this one: 'AnlT 
Ibn D,nar-'Abd Allah ibn abf Salama509-Sulayman ibn Yasar
'Vrnar. 

From these considerations results the conclusion that One may lend 
credence to 'Amr's statements about the provenance of his 'Vmar 
traditions. This also means that these were already in circulation in 
the lifetimes of his sources-i.e., in some cases as early as the first/ sev
enth century. 

Whether 'Amr's 'Umar traditions are historical in the sense that 
they report actual events and statements of 'Umar's can only be 

501! See p. 183 . 

. jOg. The fat~er of <Abd al~ 'Azlz al-Majishun, the well-known Medinan jaqrh, who 
died In the Ill1?dle of the second/eighth century. Cf Khallfa ibn Khayyat Tabaqiit 
p. 268. Ibn I:ilbban, Mashiihrr, no. 1087. ., . , 
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. . hich complete statements about transmit-. d ed In rare cases In W r 

JU g .. . f 'Umar's caliphate are present, as lOr 
ters reachmg mto the tIme 0 h' h Ib 'Abbas alludes. 510 

·th h U Uraka story to w IC n 
example Wl t e mm hi h th 'Umar 

Seen from the point of view of the genres to w c . e . 
. . b tt'b t d the majority could be h,stOrIcal. Most 

traditIOns are to e a n u e , . be determined pre-
are legal verdicts or opinions:-,t cannot ~waJ:e naming of people 
. 1 -or relics of such whIch suggest y . 

~,se i d r other information that concrete incidents underlie them. 

~:; ~~ 0: this can also be invented, and for this reason genre ~naly~ 
sis alone does not provide decisive criteria for the determlnatlOll 0 

the historicity of the reports.. to 'Amr's 'Alr traditions. 
The situation is very SImilar Wlth Mrespect ('Ikrima) Kufan (Sa'rd 

. . ty he does name a eccan , 

~0:J~~a;)~J1~~r Medinan (Abu Ja'far)512sou:ce, but in gene~\,[;): 
GbabI T not In direct contact WIt 1, 

reasons of age, they were pr f ~ 1 amed It is true that 
neither is this claimed by any 0 e p:,op e nth b" hical works 
,. th wiii of Ibn 'Abbas according to e lOgrap 
Ikrima, e ma Id t 'Al;'s death but Abu Ja'far and Sa'rd 

was seventeen years 0 ~ ft . t The latter in fact emphasizes 
ibn Jubayr were born 0 y a er I. d . "b laghant" 
that he has the report about 'Alr from unname soudi~ces. ; m the 
. me) That 'Amr actually has these tra lions ro 

(It reach::ed i; to be assumed for the same reasons as in the case 
people n di . . thi also means that in general they denve of IllS 'Umar tra hons, s . 'bI 

h d half of the first century. It IS, of course, pOS~'. e 
from t e secon . h ened but their histonclty 
that they report things which really app " th h eports 
. d Cl rl it was enough for Amr at suc r 
IS not ensure. ea y ( -l f: 'I -Ab- Ja'far was a 
were vouched for by members of All s amI y u ration 

h f 'Alr's513-or respected scholars of the gene grand-nep ew 0 

after him. . al ntion' 'Alr's testament about his A curious text deserves speCl me . 
. 't 'thout a statement of provenance. concubines.

511 
'Amr transnnts 1 Wl . will The 

It makes the impression of a verbatim excerpt frb°';:. "hIS .. this 
. "If omethlug elauS me In 

text is preceded" byhithhe sen~tn~:~e sto:d on the recto of the folded military venture, W c rmg 

,,10 See pp. 190 f. 
'" AM 6: 10396, 11631. 
m AM 6: 10352; 7: 13271, 13544. 
m See p. 184, note 472. 
'" &'\1 7: 13213. 
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document and may have served as a heading for the text. The actual 
text begins vvith "amma bacdu" and ends with the naming of two vvit
nesses and the date. 

'Abd al-Razzaq from Ibn 'Dyayna from 'Amr ibn DInar. He said: 
'All wrote in his testament (wfl:Sfya):-lf something befalls me in this 
military venture (ghazwa)-I have nineteen slave \,\7omen vvith whom I 
have (sexual) intercourse, among them mothers of children who have 
their children vvith them, pregnant women and those who have no 
children. I decree: if something befalls me in this military venture, 
those ·who are not pregnant and have no children shall be uncondi
tionally (/i-wojhi lliihi) free. No one shall have a right to them. Those 
who are pregnant or have a child shall be held with their child (tultbasu). 
They belong to his share [of the inheritance]. If their child dies while 
they are still alive, they are unconditionally free. I decree this Over my 
nineteen slave women by God, from whom I ask protection (wa-lliihi 
l-musta'iin). Witnessed by Hayaj ibn abi Sutyan and 'Ubayd Allah ibn 
abI Rafi'. It was written in Jumada of the year 37. 

The content of this testamentary passage is reported without a state
ment of origin by 'Ata) as well, who, however, states that he inquired 
from 'Alr's great-nephew Mul;tammad ibn 'Alr ibn I.Iusayn whether 
this was really in 'Alr's testament, which he affirmed.515 Such a doc
ument must thus have existed around the turn of the first/seventh 
century. If it is a forgery, it would have to have originated in 'Alr's 
family. On the other hand, it is conspicuous that the provisions of 
the testament-e.g., that his concubines who were pregnant by hinJ 
or had living children after his death should not be free but a Com
ponent of their children's portion of the inheritance, as long as the 
latter lived-correspond to the teachings and verdicts of Meccan 
legal authorities of the first/seventh century like Ibn 'Abbas and 'Abd 
Allah ibn al-Zubayr, as vouched for by 'Ala',516 and that the testa
ment was transmitted precisely by Meccan foqahii' like 'Ala' and 
'Amr, who presumably do not come into question as its forgers. 
Now, one cannot assume that the 'Alid family produced a forged 
testament in order to identify itself with the legal opinions of an Ibn 
'Abbas or Ibn al-Zubayr. Rather, one can conclude that the fate of 
the umm walad was a legal problem which arose very early and was 
already solved in some fashion by individual Companions of the 

'" Cf. AM 7: 13212. 
"" Cf. AM 7: 13216-13218, 13220. 
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Prophet. If-as is certain-by Ibn 'Abbas, then why not by 'Ah! If 
only the simple expression of an opinion were transmitted from him, 
one would be able to reach no verdict about its historicity in the 
present state of the sources. The documentary form of this 'All tra
dition, however, seems to me-in the context of confinned similar 
opinions of Ibn 'Abbas'--to speak for its authenticity.5!7 

The assumption that 'Amr's tradition about 'All's testament is 
authentic does not necessarily imply that 'Ann's text reproduces the 
document exactly. The date 'Jumada 37" is problematic. It is strange 
that the month is not given more precisely: ]umada l-Ula or ]umada 
l_akhira?518 The number may have been omitted by a transmitter or 
copyist, or ]umada is a misreading of another month. Which ghazwa 
is meant? If ]umada 37 was correct it would have been written only 
cifter the battle of ::;iffin which took place in ::;afar 37.'19 Was there 
a ghazwa immediately afterwards? The ghazwa against the Kharijites 

517 M. Muranyi argues against the authenticity of the testament. According to 
his view, the similarity bebNcen the legal opinions of the GVO Meecan scholars and 
<All's alleged testament suggests that 'Ata' and <Arnr ibn DInar may have fabri
cated the document and brought it into circulation to back up their doctrines. The 
documentary [ann of the testament in <Amr's tradition could easily have been forged 
by this scholar (cf. his review in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschqft 143 
(1993), p. 409). Muranyi would be right if we had only the two traditions of <Ata' 
and <Amr at our disposal. In that case we would not be able to decide whether 
they are forgeries or not, the documentary form would be of no avail, and we 
would have to consider more seriously the possibility that the two scholars fabri~ 
cated their traditions about <Alr's testament Yet the method followed in the pre~ 
sent study of forming a judgment on an individual text based on an analysis of a 
large number of texts transmitted from the same scholar enables us to be more 
defInite. In view of the whole corpora of <Ata"s and <Amr's teaching transmitted 
by Ibn Jura)j and Ibn <Uyayna, the assumption that they forged a testament by 
<Alf in order to back up their own doctrines makes no sense. Besides, a testament 
by <All forged by Meccan scholars who were not members of <Alfs family is improb
able, because their swindle would not have remained undetected. Therefore, I argued 
that if it is a forgery, then it must have been produced by <AlI's family. But for 
the reasons mentioned above such an assumption does not seem convincing. Only 
at this stage of argument does the unusual documentary structure of the text become 
significant. 

The fact that the two texts dealing with <Alr's testament are not identical is not 
necessarily a point against the hypothesis that <Alfs family really had such a doc~ 
ument at the tum of the first century. <Arnr ibn DInar's version with its docu
mentary fonn may be based on knowledge of the document itself. 'Ata"s short 
paraphrase, on the contrary, seems to reflect only oral information about it. This 
is indeed suggested by 'Ata"s comment on the text that he asked a member of 
'AlI's family whether this was really the content of the document. 

~18 Cf. Muranyi, op. cit., p. 409. 
519 C[ \"1. 11ade1ung's review in Der Islam 74 (1997), p. 173. 
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is dated would be a . d·. en e year to which the testament 

rmSrea lng. 
After 'All, finally, Ibn 'Umar is amOn th C . 

Prophet to whom 'Amr f< I. g e ompamons of the 
heard.. re ers re atIvely frequently. 'Ann himself 

him, as IS attested by a text already cited: 

~n Jurayj said: cAmr ibn DInar reported 
Vmar when a man asked him ... 522 to me that he heard Ibn 

One can trust this st t . 
lions from 'Ann whic~ e:e~t, smce th~re are also Ibn 'Umar tradi-

and ones which contain neel.tohee
s 

not dum to hav~ directly from him 
r a SOurce nor an di . 

That his SOurces for Ibn 'U r m catIon .of samac 
mar are not lOrged is jj same facts The Ib 'U . . apparent rom the 

heard the';' himse; mabr tralditIons about which he notes that he 
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, na reac a contemporary· nl. 
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[, II . . su y reports about them deriving from th 
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(C
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C~ \'V. rvIadelung, The Succession 
~~bndge 19~7)J p. 261. 

Cf. op. Clt., p. 254. 
522 See p. 181. 

tv Mubammad. A stucfy if the earty Caliphate 
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In contrast to the case of 'Ala', who only sporadically names 
sources for his traditions of the Companions, 80% of 'Amr's have 
a statement of provenance (isnad). This difference between the two, 
like cArnes more frequent reference to traditions in general, proba
bly reflects a development of the discipline of legally relevant tradi
tion and its technique. cAmr was twenty years younger than 'At~:e, 

in whose instruction traditions did not play any great role as a source 
of law and informants were very rarely named. Is such a transfor
mation within one generation conceivable? One might imagine that 
the disappearance of the last Jakaba gave rise to a feeling of uncer
tainty and perhaps scepticism towards the scholars who had not 
themselves been alive to meet the Prophet and a need for more 
security in the decision of legal questions through resort to the teach
ings and decisions of the Companions of the Prophet. The younger 
'Amr, who was not moulded as deeply or as long by the learned 
authorities of the generation of the Companions as 'Ala', could have 
paid tribute to this trend. \Vhether that was really the cause which 
led to greater attention to traditions from older authorities cannot 
be determined with certainty. Others are conceivable. The fact that 
'Ames isniids, which vouch for the provenance of such traditions, in 
the case of the reports from older Jakaba are usually incomplete at 
the end in any case allows the conclusion that the procedure of the 
isnad was still young and was not widespread in the generations of 
the sa~iiba and the older tiibi'un. 

It also becomes clear from 'Amr ibn DInar's Jai;aba traditions that 
he-like 'Ata'-has preferences for particular Companions of the 
Prophet. Ibn 'Abbas dominates with both, which in the case of 'Ala', 
as his student, is not surprising but requires explanation in the case 
of 'Amr. Although it is possible that he encountered Ibn 'Abbas
at his death he was probably about 22 years old-it cannot be 
inferred from his Ibn 'Abbas traditions that he heard them from 
him. Most of them are indirect. But precisely the sources whom he 
names for them are the key to answering the question why he refers 
to Ibn 'Abbas so often. The significance of these sources for 'Amr's 
legal scholarship will, however, become completely clear only through 
the investigation of his tabi'iin traditions. For this reason, let us post
pone the answer for the time being. However, one can certainly say 
that in the preference of the two-'Ata' and 'Amr-for the opin
ions of Ibn 'Abbas there lies a further cause for their extensive con
currence in legal questions and the development of a broad local 
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s 
among the Meccan legal scholars as early as the end of 

e st seventh century. 

. On the other hand, it cannot be overlooked that th . 
UVIty to the legal opinions of a few other Co . ere IS a recep
all 'Vmar's but also tAlI's Ib CD ' m:eamons as well, above 
observed in the case of cAm n. mar s, and 'Alisha's. This is to be 

h · r Just as m that of 'Ata" th I ' 
Igher proportion of 'A'ish t di" ., e . atter s 

by the fact that he met he: :~so:~~ IS~~~b~! to ~e explained 
Ibn 'Vmar sin h h'" r re ers mOre to 

ce e met 1m hImself, but not 'A)isha.523 

'A ' mr s contemporaries 

After the Companions of the Pro het 'Amr 
opinions, verdicts and legall I p, refers most to legal 
contem' '. y re evant modes of behavior of older 

pora~es. Here It IS conspicuous that over half of 'Am ' f. 
erences to this group of I r~ n r s re -
I. peop e 1illi to a single name: Abu I-Sha'th~' 
n contrast, the next most frequently mentioned eIkri d a . 

even reach 9°~ F hi rna Des not 
'. o. rom t s I conclude that Abu I-Sha'th-' 

most sIgmficant legal scholar for 'Amr th h' a was the 
most dee I As' h .' e one w 0 mfluenced him 

p y. m t e case of the patr 'Ata'-Ib 'Abb~ . 

~~ ~b:~ assume a stud:nt-teacher relationship nhetwee~' t~~e :all 
a r attended the mstruction of Abu l-Sha'tha' . ..' 

eU:hasized in SOme traditions from him by "sam{ahu" "a~b e~h~l~~ 
an once by the remark "Abu I-Sha'tha' told 't ka';Ikri

u 
, 

about ... ":>2J me 0 as rna 

Who is Abu I-Sha'tha'? From 'Amr's t di" r . tl . fa uons IYOm hI 
~ae~~~~~ 7:r~ than this

b 
ku'!Y~ and the facts that he is o:a~:::~~ 

'Ata' and T- ~ e\2:am~ rea WIth Ibn 'Abbas' students 'Ikrima 
. . awns an that once an opinion f Ab - I Sh' ' 

diverging from that of Ibn 'Abb _. . 0 u - a tha's 
mi ht as IS menUoned. On this basis one 

g guess that he was also a student of Ibn 'Abb ~ h" h . 
confirmed by a glance into the e lb' '. as, w IC IS 
Jabir ibn Zayd al-Azdl h ar y .1Ographical literature. He is 

. ' a se olar reSIdent In Basra who died . 
93171I-2 (according to others 1031721-2) 527 Since Ib 'Abb- m 

. n as stayed 

';23 Th .c: . e tact of having met with a Com . 
fro.m him must have been obtai d di pamon does not mean that all traditions 

"" AM 6: 11039; 7: 12738 1~~34 reedy. 
",; Ac'l![ 7: 12775. ' . 
;" A,\f 6: 11080. 
527 Cf. Khalrfa ibn Khayyat Ii b -t 2 

130--133. Ibn I::Iibban, Mashiiiz;r ·:0~q~46P~_-b~ahIbnb- Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 7/1, pp. 
, . a 1, T adhkira, vol. 1, p. 72. He 
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in Basra for several years in the time of 'All's caliphate, S28 Abu 
l-Sha'tha' could have encountered him during this period, which 
does not exclude the possibility that he maintained contact with him 
later as well, when Ibn 'Abbas had settled in the I:Iijaz. 

If one did not know something about Abu l-Sha'tha's relationship 
with Ibn 'Abbas from other sources, one would hardly be able to 
infer it from 'Amr ibn Dinar's tradition in the recensions of Ibn 
Jurayj and Ibn 'Uyayna. It contains no actual Ibn 'Abbas traditions; 
to be more exact, there are hardly any traditions in it at all. s29 From 
Abu l-Sha'tha' 'Arnr transmits primarily his legal dicta. Texts like the 
anecdote which Abu l-Sha'tha' is supposed once to have told about 
his dispute with a Qur'an recitor and Shuray!:t's arbitration are very 
rareya In contrast, from the other legal scholars of the level of the 
tiibi'un whose legal opinions 'Arnr reports fairly frequently, like 'Ikrima 
and Tawils he additionally cites traditions of Ibn 'Abbas and others.53l . , 

It is certainly a very conspicuous phenomenon and one greatly in 
need of explanation that 'Arnr, who possessed so many ;a&iiba tra
ditions and was so interested in them, transmits none from Abu 
l-Sha'tha', his most significant teacher. A similar situation was already 
to be observed in the case of 'Ata"s Ibn 'Abbas tradition.532 From 
both Ibn 'Abbas and Abu l-Sha'tha', however, &adztill are attested 
in other sources.'33 If one does not wish to declare these forged from 
the outset and without examination, one will have to limit oneself 
for the time being to simply observing the facts, and can at most 
cautiously conclude that at the time when 'Arnr ibn Dinar attended 
the lectures of Abu l-Sha'tha' either the latter did not communicate 
any traditions of the ;aMba and the Prophet or 'Arnr for some reason 
did not cite them. 

was claimed by the Ibac;liyya as their most important early legal teacher .. Cf. 
'A. K. Ennami, Studies in Ibadism (Beirut, 1392), pp. 35-54 (Dr. W. Schwartz kindly 
put a copy of this book at my disposal). W-.. Schwartz, Die Anfange der Ibadlten m 
Nordafrilw (Bonn, 1983), pp. 37 f, 41 and paSSlm.. . 

528 Cf. L. Veccia-Vaglieri, "'Abd Allah ibn al-'Abbas," m: Eruyclopaedza qf Islam, 
Second Edition, vol. 1, pp. 40-41, and the sources named there. 

529 The statement is limited to the section of the M~annaf studied here. See pp. 
74 and 78, note 13. 

530 AM: 6: 11039. 
m Cf AM 6: 10320, 10396, 10852, 11166, 12548, l2736, 12852, 14024. 
5.'l2 See p. 141. _, _ 
533 For Ibn 'Abbas cf. the Musnad of Ibn I:Ianbal and al-Taban s T ahdhlb al

atka" vol. 15 (= Mus>'uw of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas); for Abu I-Sha'th.' cf. alClam!" 
al-~alfi/:t of Rab!' ibn I:Iabib. 
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In additio~ to the above-mentioned students of Ibn 'Abbas 'Ikrima 
and Tawus, Arnr referred---more rarely-to legal opinions of 'Ala' 
Ibn abl Rabal;ts34 and of Ibn al-Musayyab,S35 to verdicts of the car h 
'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan and 'Umar ibn 'Abd al- 'Az- 536 dIP s 
.. lZ, an to 

pract~ces of I:Iasan Ibn l;Iasan ibn 'Al,S37 and of 'Abd Allah ibn 
~afWan Ibn Umayya ibn Khalaf. 538 

If one exanrines the tabi'un on whom 'Arnr relies both as a Ie al 
scholar and as a transnritter according to their affiliation with gor 
dependence on one of the early centers of scholarship or on a teacher 
It emerges that 68% are either students of Ibn 'Abbas or Meccan; 
or both, and 24% are Medinans. He has only very little material 
from scholars of Kufa, Basra or Yemen who are not influenced by' 
Ibn 'Abbas. 

From. all of the above obsenrations on <Amr's tradition from and 
about hIS contemporaries one does not get the impression that they 
must be forged, fabncated or projected, but rather that they are 
authentIc, I.e. actual statements or modes of behavior of the peo Ie 
named as sources. P 

Decisive ar~ments against the thesis of projection are: 
1. There eXIst numerous legal dicta and responsa from 'Arnr him

self; thus, he was under no compulsion to pass off his own 0 inions 
as those of others. p 

2. If one ~ssumes that he did so anyway, it is incomprehensible 
that m additIon to Ibn 'Abbas he also referred to the latter's stu
dents. A forger would presumably have projected their opinions too 
onto thIS Companion of the Prophet. 

3. The difference between the profiles of the traditions from h' 
teachers, for instance between 'Arnr's Abu l-Sha'th-' d 'Ikri IS 

di· a an rna 
tra tIons, can scarcely be explained by the thesis of forgery. 
. The large number of students of or transmitters from Ibn 'Abb-

th di' as 
lD e tTl; tlO~ of {~r ibn Dinar now also answers the question 
why Ibn Abbas tradItIons are so dominant with him 'Arn . d h· .. . r receIve 

IS ~duca~IOn In. legal questions primarily from former students of 
Ibn Abbas-beSIdes those already named, also from Mujahid and 

'" Cf AM 6: 11080. 
'" Cf AM 6: 11671. 
;" Cf AM 6: 10484, 10672 10867 

::~ AMAM 66: 10770. The editidn has ;rroneously Hasan ibn Husayn ibn 'Al-, 
. : 10770; 7: 12739. '. . 
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. .-'39- d necessarily adopted from them many teach-
Sa'ld Ibn]ubay an . ddi' t Ibn 'Abbas himself his cir-
. fIb 'Abbas Thus m a non 0 . 
mgs 0 n . "d d further component whIch 

f d t . to be conSI ere as a 
cle 0 stu en s IS f th local juridical consensus 
played. a roble in

b 
the edde:~I~~:'~~~:ning e of the second/eighth cen-

which IS to e 0 serv b~ 

tury in Mecca. 

The Prophet 'r's references to the Prophet come far 
In terms of numbers, Am d their Successors. This is also true 
behind those to Compamons an . . Abu 

ak . dividual persons as a standard of companson. 
when one t es m fJ tl as a legal 
l-Sha'tha' or Ibn 'Abbas is named far more requen Y

h 
'Al- This 

h h anks about equally WIt 1-
authority than the Prop et'thw 

0 r ti that the traditions of the 
. fi ment agaInst e assump on al 
IS a rst argu. 'h'mself to rovide his own leg 
Prophet we.re fabncated~y. Am:r l:e had d!e that, it would be 
opinions v\7Jth more au onty. such as Abu 
. h 'ble that he generally refers to names lllcompre enSl 

1 Sha'tha' or 'Ikrima and not to the Prophec 'Am ' 
- hi h accompany r s 75°~ of the statements of provenance w c . 

o D . . nl a few have a contInuous 
hadiths of the Prophet are de ecnve, 0 l b £ 'Amr 540 The prove
'. -d A large portion has no source at a e ore. b 
zsna . th time when they arose thus cannot e 
nance of these texts and e . d' 'Amr's lifetime 
determined. All that is certain is that theYth:Xl:~~o~~/ eighth centur: 
thus at the latest m the first quarter of 'Am" . th tiihi'iln 
Others end with an older c~ntemporaryb ~fAbd ~_'R~~:.541 Since 

'Ik . 'Ac' or Abu Salama 1 n . 
such as nma, .a . db 'Amr without any 

traditions of the Prophet are also cIte y . f 
many b bly lend credence to his statements 0 
source at all, one may pro a -ds . mplete These traditions 

. all . ce the zsna are Inca . 
sources, especl y sIll . t . culation at the latest in the 

f the Prophet ",ill have come m 0 Clr . al 
~ast quarter of the first/seventh century. In both groups, occaSIOn 

. 'th better isniids are attested. verSIOns WI 
For example: 

. fi <Amr ibn DInar. He said: "The 
<Abdlal-Razzatqdfr~~ Th[~,1s::)~f]r~:heritance which took place in the 
Prop let accep e 

'"" Cf AM 6: 11631; 7: 12455, 13203, 13615. 
"'" ci AM 7: 12637 13113, 13266, 13998, 14000. 
'" Cf. AM 6: 10320: 10754; 7: 12455, 12548, 14001. 
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Jahiliyya. [However,] whatever was not yet divided at the advent of 
Islam, he divided according to the division of Islam. "542 

This tradition is also transmitted in this form from 'Amr ibn DInar 
by Ibn 'Vyayna. On the other hand, MU\:lammad ibn Muslim,543 a 
contemporary of Ibn 'Dyayna, names as 'Amr's source Abu l-Sha'tha'.544 
A half century later, it turns up in Abu Dawlid's Sunan work with 
a continuous isniid ending MU\:lalllmad ibn Muslim-'Amr ibn DInar
Abu l-Sha'tha'-Ibn 'Abbas-the Prophet545 Since both Ibn Jurayj 
and Ibn 'Vyayna transmit the «adak as mu'l/.al and the trustworthi
ness of their transmission from (Arnr is probable, the other versions 
are to be classed as ex post facm attempts to improve the isniid: Abu 
l-Sha'tha' should be chalked up to Mul:lammad ibn Muslim, Ibn 
'Abbas to a transmitter after him. Such examples can be multi
plied."6 For this reason, the more complete isniids of /.zadzths which 
are also transmitted as mu'l/.al or mursal are to be approached with 
distrust, especially when they are to be found only in later works. 

Since the majority of 'Amr's kadiths of the Prophet contain incom
plete statements of provenance, it is not to be assumed that he has 
himself fabricated the few complete chains of transmitters which 
are to be found. Rather, it is to be assumed that he obtained them 
from the sources ·whom he names. \"'hether, however, their state
ments about the provenance of the traditions are correct is in most 
cases hardly to be determined. Examples of such isniids are: 'Amr 
ibn DInar-Sa'rd ibn]ubayr-Ibn 'Vmar-the Prophet'47 or 'Amr ibn 
DInar sami'tu al-I:J:asan al-Ba~rf-Qab~a ibn Dhu'ayb-Salama ibn 
Mul;Ibiq54£-the Prophet''' or 'Amr ibn Dfuar-I,Iasan ibn Mul;Ialllmad 
ibn 'AlI-]abir ibn 'Abd Allah and Salama ibn al-Akwa'-the Prophet 
(through a messenger).550 

On the other hand, the isnad 'Amr ibn DInar-al-I:J:asan ibn 
Mu\:lammad ibn 'Alr-Abu l-'A! ibn al-Rab!' ibn 'Abd al- 'Vzza ibn 

'" AM 7: 12637. 
543 Cf. Khalffa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 275; Ibn Bibban, Mashahfr, no. 1176 . 
544 Cf. the editor's notes on A1v[ 7: 12637. 
545 Ibid. 

'" C£ AM 6: 10754, 10755; 7: 12548, 13266 (13267), 14001. 
'" AM 7: 12455. 
548 Or MuQ.abbiq. Cf. Khalffa ibn Khayyat, T ahaqiit, p. 36; Ibn I:Iibban, Mashahfr, 

no. 248. 
549 AM 7: 13418. 
.,," AM 7: 14023. 
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'Abd Shams ibn 'Abd Manaf-the Prophet"l is only externally con
tinuous. The claim that I:£asan obtained the information from Abu 
1-'As (akhbarahu--siC!) cannot be correct, since the latter died already 
in the year 12/633-4, but al-I:£asan only around the turn of the 
century.'." This defect in the isnad naturally does not prove that the 
report itself is false or forged, and since it is not certam who IS 
responsible for it, neither must al-Basan's trust\,vorthiness necessar-

ily be put into question. .. 
Whether the isniid is incomplete or defectlve ultlmately makes no 

difference. Authenticity can be considered ensured only up to 'Arnr's 
informants most of whom died around the turn from the first/ sev
enth to th: second/eighth century. This means that 'Arnr's traditions 
of the Prophet for which he names a source existed at the latest in 
the last quarter of the firstlseventh century. They are thus at least 
as old as-if not older than-'Arnr's traditions from CompanlOns of 
the Prophet and their Successors, 'Amr'solder conte,;,poraries. There 
can be no question here of a chronologIcal progresslOn according to 
the schema tabi'un-5aMba-Prophet, in which the ~adZths of the 
Prophet would be the latest products, like the one Schacht has in 
mind. It is conspicuous that the number of legally relevant traditlons 
of the Prophet lags far behind those from the 5a~iiba ~nd tabi'un; 
even in the case of CAt~:e there is not such a steep gradient In this 
respect as with cAmr. Since, however, the latter is rece~tive to tra
ditions (~adfths, iithiir) in general, this can only be explamed by the 
fact that the number of "juridical" traditions of the Prophet which 
were in circulation in Mecca in his time and were accepted by him 
was far smaller than that of the traditions of the Companions. In 
his legal instruction-and, since the same is true of 'Ata), we may 
say in Meccan fiqh until the end of the first quarter of the second/ 
eighth century-the hadlths of the Prophet played only a very mod-

est role. 

D. lEN JURAYJ 

If one compares the profiles of Ibn Jurayj's traditions from .'Ala' ibn 
aM Rabal) and 'Amr ibn DInar with that of the matenal which 

'" AM 7: 12643. 
552 C£ Ibn J:Iibb5.n, Mashiikir, no. 156; Khalffa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqat, p. 239. 
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'Abd al R . - azzaq transmits from Ibn Jurayj, one encounters a con-
SpICUOUS fact: 80% of 'Ala"s tradition consists of his own legal opin
lOns, 42% of 'Arnr's, but only 1% of Ibn Jurayj's.'53 Here the question 
prese:,ts itself why he should be regarded as a legal scholar at all. 
The mvestlgatlon of 'Arnr revealed that a greater concern with tra
ditions is to be observed with him, but that they have an almost 
excl~sively legal background and are used by him as "sources of 
law,. I.e., to support or illustrate his own opinions. Only rarely does 
he Clte 0plmons that contradict each other. For this reason he is to 
be dassed not as a muhaddith in the true sense but as a faqlh with 
an mterest m legally relevant traditions. In principle, the same is 
true of Ibn Jurayj. Nevertheless, almost 40% of his material consists 
of the transmission of the legal teachings and traditions of 'Ata'. In 
~lS tradition from (~r: too, a constant interest in his legal' opin
Ions and commentarIes IS to be observed, which is not the case in 
Ibn 'Uyayna's 'Arnr traditions s54 Presumably, the small number of 
Ibn Jurayj's own legal opinions which have been preserved is also 
m part due to a disinterest toward them on 'Abd al-Razzaq's part 
m Vlew of the quantlty of older fiqh material transmitted by Ibn 
JuraY], comparable to Ibn 'Uyayna's disinterest in 'Arnr's legal dicta. 
The small n~mber ofIbnJurayj's preserved legal dicta thus says noth
mg about his quality as a legal scholar and must not lure us to the 
condusion that he had as good as no legal opinions of his own. 
Agal~st this speak his preserved legal dicta, his sometimes ingenious 
questlOns to 'Ala' and the examples in which he distances himself 
~r~m. cAYi)'s opinion and expounds his own.555 On the other hand, 
It IS mdisputable that he far outstrips his teacher 'Arnr in knowledge 
of traditlons. With Ibn. Jurayj one can really speak of an encyclo
p:dic mterest m tradmons, since he collected traditions of highly 
diverse provenance and passed on to his students even those which 
collided with his own opinions and those of Meccanfiqh. Nevertheless, 
hIS pa.sslOn for collecting is directed toward legally relevant Tradition 
matenal. This juridical "function" of Ibn Jurayj's traditions is also 
discermble ill the organizing principle according to which he arranged 
them. It has been mdicated m connection with the question of the 

553 Sec p. 78, note 13; 83. 
554 See p. 179. 
'" See pp. 84 £, 86. 
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authenticity of the 'At;a' tradition that 'Abd al-Razzaq's chapter divi
sions in part derive from those of Ibn Jurayj, who is to be regarded 
as the author of a written collection of traditions. They were organ
ized according to juridical criteria: into books comprising specific 
subject areas like marriage, divorce, fasting, !,zqjj ceremornes: and so 
forth and ,,~thin these books into individual paragraphs whIch were 
prob~blY already provided ffith headings.

556 
Ibn Jurayj was ,thu~ 

undoubtedly above all a legal scholar. In the fact that from At
a 

. 
through 'Amr to Ibn Jurayj the proportions of ray and Haduh m 
the texts transmitted by them is reversed, one may probably also see 
a reflection 'Of the actual development of Meccan legal instruction 
between 70/690 and 1501767, which is characterized by a pro
gressive decline in expressions of personal opinion in favor of legal 

traditions. 
In view of such a development, the question presents itself whether 

or to what extent Meccan fiqh thus developed in terms of content 
as well and reached new solutions through the influx of legal tradi
tions from other centers. It would really be quite strange if no 
influencing at all had taken place. In individual cases, this can in 
fact be documented. For example, Ibn Jurayj turns away from some 
views of 'Ata"s in favor of Medinan and Iraqi teachings which were 
known to him in the form of traditions from Ibn 'Umar, 'Umar and 
Ibn Mas'ilds57 On the other hand, there are also instances in which 
he defends the Meccan point of view against Iraqi doctrines.'18 In 
general, one gets the impression from Ibn Jurayj's expressIOns of his 
own opinion that he largely remains faithful to the Meccan solutlons 
and cites the teachings diverging from them largely from a kind of 
collector's interest. Since Ibn Jurayj's own raj is not very extensive, 
the question of degree cannot be answered ffith. finality. On the 
other hand, it is possible to observe where h,s traditlons come from, 
and thus how strong the possible alien impulses were. 

I. The provenance qf Ibn ]urayj's tradition material 

800/0 of 'Amr ibn Dinar's tradit-ions come from sources who are to 
be counted among the class of the /libi'iin or the generation follow-

SSG See pp. 100 f. 
5';7 Cf., for instance, Mvf 6: 11113 (also 11095, 11098); 7: 12538. 
"" Cf AM 6: 11690, 11694, 11697. 
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ing them, i.e., older and younger contemporaries of <Amr's. The 
remainder consists primarily of traditions of the sahiiba and the 
Prophet withou: statements of. provenance; in vel)' . fe·w cases, they 
go back to a direct contact ,,~th a Companion. Two-thirds of Ills 
sources are students of Ibn 'Abbas or people living primarily in 
Mecca, one quarter are Medinans.559 The Medinan share allows us 
to infer a certain openness at least toward the traditions that ori '
nated in Medina, the neighboring scholarly center. Traditions ~f 
other provenance (Basra, Kufa, Yemen), on the other hand are prac-
tically negligible. ' 

A similar picture is offered by the tradition of Ibn Jurayj560 
Traditlons from Meccan authorities and informants form the back
bone with 54%, of which 'Ata' and 'Amr take the lion's share mth 
45%. If one adds to these the traditions from the school of Ibn 
'Abbas, like those of the Yemenite Ibn Tawils and of the Syrian 
(At~C al-Khurasanl, one reaches a total of600

/0. IVledinan infonnants 
are represented ffith 13%; genuine Syrian and Basran traditions 
make up only I % each. A special place is to be accorded to 'Abd 
aI-Karim al:Jazari, who is associated with the region of the Jazira 
(northern Mesopotamra) but clearly spent a relatively long time in 
Mecca and IS one of Ibn Jurayj's significant sources (3.3%). This 
sketch of the geographic or educational affiliations56 ! of Ibn Jura "s . TI 
most Important teac.hers and informants shows a clear local pre-
ponder~nce ~f mate~al of ~eccan provenance or bearing the stamp 
of Ibn Abbas, but m additlon an openness for legal teachings and 
traditlons from other centers, especially for Medinan Tradition mate
nal and to a smaller extent for Iraqi and Syrian material.562 

From the designation of the origins of the texts transmitted by 
'Amr and Ibn Jura)j, it can be seen that the growth of the Tradition 

559 See p. 201. 
::: I I~mit myself to I~n Jura,fs 21 most frequently-cited informants. See p. 78. 

I~ IS based on the mfonnatlOn of the tabaqiit works, which classify individuals 
ac~~rdin~ to the place where they Jived and taught for the greatest amount of time. 

This r.esult. does not cha?-ge 111 tendency if one adds Ibn Jurayj's 14 next most 
frequently-cIted mfonnant~: mne of them are associated with Ibn 'Abba-s' '1 . 1 (Ib -1 _ . 1\ eccan 
Clrc e ra 11.m Ibn abi' Bakr Dawiid ibn abr 'Asim 'Abd All-h'b 'Uth - 'b Kh ' ., ain manin 

:,~a~, .the Yemeni 'Amr ibn Muslim, ['Abd Allah] ibn Kathir, 'Ikrima ibn 
!<halid:. Ikrima----mawlii of Ibn 'Abbas, 'Ubayd Allah ibn abi Yazid and 'Uthman 
!bn abl ~u1ayman), two are Medinans ('Abd Allah ibn abi Bakr, 'Abd Allah ibn 
,Ur~ar [Ibn _ I:I~~J), two are Damascenes ('Abd al-'Aziz ibn 'Umar [ibn 'Abd al
AzIZ], 'Imran Ibn MUSil), onc is an Iraqi (Abu Quz:'a). 
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material in Meccan fiqh was not merely caused by an inundation 
with traditions from other legal centers, but to a large extent rep
resents an independent local development as well. 

For several reasons, it is worth while to examine in more detail 
the Tradition material of those sources of Ibn JuraY.i's from whom 
he obtained a relatively large quantity. Firstly, further aspects of the 
early legal development can be demonstrated in this way; secondly, 
the observations made thus far about the beginnings of the disci
pline of Tradition can be supplemented; and thirdly, the arguments 
for the authenticity of tl,e Ibn Jurayj tradition which were marshalled 
at the beginning of this study can be completed. For the sake of 
clarity, I organize Ibn JuraY.i's sources according to geographical or 

intellectual provenance. 

a. Ibn Juray/s Meecan souTces
563 

What IbnJuraY.i transmits from his most significant Meccan teachers
'Ata' ibn aM Rabah and 'Amr ibn D,nar-has already been set 
fo;th in detail. Further Meccans whom he cites relatively frequently 
as authorities or as informants for traditions are: Abu l-Zubayr, Ibn 
abi Mulayka, 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb, I;Iasan ibn Muslim, Mujahid, IbrahIm 
ibn Maysara and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr. 

Abu l-Zubayr 
Full name: Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Tadrus. He died in the 
caliphate of Ma;'wan ibn MuJ:tarnmad (127-1321744- 750)., accord
ing to others before 'Amr ibn DInar, i.e. 1261743-4 or earlier.

564 

His tradition565 displays several peculiarities. It contains no opinions 
from Abu l-Zubayr himself, but only traditions from others. These 
he introduces in 95% of all cases with "sami'tu" (I heard). Such a 
high number of sama' notations is found with no other source of Ibn 
Jurayj's, i.e. the use of this formula probably derives from Abu 

563 Diverging from my me of the term "source" in connection with the tradi
tions of 'AUi' and 'Amr, where "legal source, legal authority" was intended when 
I spoke, fo"r instance, of <Ata'~s. "source~,". a "source of Ibr: Jurayj's" means ct:e 

provenance of his various traditIOns. This IS the usual meamng of the tenn, as ill 

the phrase "statement of source" (Qyellenangabe). Thus, for instance, CAta' and <Amr 
arc sources of Ibn Jurayj's for &adllhs of the Prophet. 

564 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiil, p. 281. Ibn I:Iibban, Ma:hiihfr, no. 452 (here 
reckoned as a Medinan, since he also lived in Medina for a arne). 

555 Proportion of the entire work of Ibn Jurayj: ca. 4%. 
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l-Zubayr himself. This is one of several points which speak against 
the assumption of forgery of the entire tradition by Ibn JuraY.i. 60% 
of the autllorities from whom he transmits are Companions of the 
Prophet, 27% are ~adfths of the Prophet, 10% are traditions of the 
tabi'un, and 3% are anonymous. Among the sa/Jaba, Jabir ibn 'Abd 
Allah takes first place. Two thirds of all of his references to Companions 
are to Jabir. They predominantly have the form of sinlple legaf dicta; 
more rarely, responsa to anonymous questions occur. Stylistically, they 
are comparable to tlle duta and respansa of Ibn 'Abbas transmitted 
by 'A,;;'. In addition to Jabir's legal dicta and r,spansa, he transmits 
from him-far less frequently-traditions in which he is only a source. 
Abu l-Zubayr's Jabir texts are always direct, generally transmitted 
with "sami'tu." This is sometimes the case "vith his few Ibn 'Vmar 
traditions as well; those from other sahiiba, like Ibn 'Abbas, 'Umar 
and MU'awiya, on the other hand, all come through an informant. 
This speaks in favor of the assumption that Abu l-Zubayr was actu
ally a student of Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah, who according to the Muslim 
biographers died in 78/697-8 at the advanced age of 94 years.'66 If 
one supposes that his references to him are forged, one must be pre
pared to be asked why he does not directly cite Ibn 'Abbas (d. 
68/687-8 or 70/689-90) as well, and why he cites Ibn 'Umar some
times with and sometimes without an informant. Abu l-Zubayr's tra
ditions of the Prophet usually have an isnad, not infrequently an 
incomplete one. It is conspicuous that while he has relatively many 
traditions of the Prophet, he has only few from his teacher and main 
informant, the Companion of the Prophet Jabir. These few make a 
very archaic impression and are probably genuine statements of 
Jabir's about the Prophet. Some examples: 

Ibn Jura)j said: AbU l-Zubayr reported to me that he heard Jabir ibn 
'Abd Allah say: "The Messenger of God (eulogy) forbid the shighiir [i.e., 
exchange of wives through marriage with evasion of the bridal gift]. "567 

Ibn JuraY.i said: Abu l-Zubayr reported to me that he heard Jabir ibn 
'Abd Allah say: "In the lifetim, of the Prophet (eulogy), we used to sell 
[our] concubines who had born children [to us] (ummahiit ai-awliid) and 
see no harm in it. "568 

556 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, 
'" AM 6: 10432. 
568 A1v[ 7: 13211. 

Tabaqiit, p. 102. Ibn I:Iibban, lViashiihfr, no. 25. 
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Ibn Jurayj said: Abu l-Zubayr reported to me that he heard Jabir ibn 
'Abd Allah say: "The Prophet (eulogy) had a man of Aslam, a Jew 
and a woman stoned."569 

Ibn Jurar.j said: AbU l-Zubayr reported to us that he heard Jabir ibn 
{Abd Allah say: "My maternal aunt was divorced and wanted to tend 
her date palms. A man prevented her from going out [to the palnL 
grove]. Thereupon she came to the Prophet (eulogy) [and told him 
about it]. He said: "No, tend your date palms! Perhaps you will gIve 
alms [from them] or do good (ma'rfijan).""o 

If, on the other hand, one compares the narrative traditions of the 
Prophet that Abu l-Zubayr transmits from 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr571 
through 'Abd al-Ral:tman ibn al-~amit from Abu Hurayra

572 
or 

through an unnamed Medinan from the tiibi' Abu Salama ibn 'Abd 
al-Rahman 573 it becomes clear that he is unlikely himself to be the . , 
forger of such stylistically diverse texts. One can probably lend cre-
dence to his statements about the people from whom he has his tra
ditions, especially since Ibn Jurayj also has from him traditions of 

the Prophet of indefinite origin574 

Among scholars of the older tiibi' generation, he cites as "heard" 
authorities primarily Abu I-Sha 'tha', more rarely Tawils.

575 
From the 

latter derives the single responsum to a question of Abu I-Zubayr's in 
the textual selection investigated. It is from him and the other stu, 
dents of Ibn 'Abbas 'Ikrima, Mujahid and Sa'id ibn Jubayr that he 
has his Ibn 'Abbas traditions.575 There is no discernible reason why 
this should not be accurate. Abu I-Zubayr's 'Urnar traditions, on the 
other hand, generally derive from Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah.')) The same 
applies to them as to all other Jabir texts from Abu I-Zubayr: they 
are to be regarded as authentic. The possibility that they report 
actual facts about 'Umar cannot be precluded. There are no prob
lems of content, and as long as there is no recognizable motive for 
which he should have falsely ascribed things to 'Umar one will have 
to regard them as good 'Urnar traditions. 

569 AJv[ 7: 13333. 
57" AM 7: 12032. 
571 AJv[ 7: 13008. 
7n AM 7: 13340. 
'" AM 6: 1 0304. 
574 A1vI 6: 11843. 
m C£ AM 6: 10617, 10947, 11923. 
57" C£ AM 6: 10431, 11608, lI918. 
577 Cf. AM 7: 12817, 12875, 13889, 14029. 
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Seen overall, for Ibn Juraxi Abu I-Zubayr is primarily a source 
for legal opinions and traditions of Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah and for 
those of Ibn 'Abbas and his students. Most Abu I-Zubayr texts are 
introduced with the formula "akhbaranf (nii)/' rarely -with "'an" or 
"qala Abu I-Zubayr." 

Ibn abl Mulayka 
His full name is: 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn abl Mulayka. He 
died in 1181736578 Ibn Jurayj usually calls him Ibn abl Mulayka, 
rarely 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd Allah or by his full name. In his tra
dition IbnJuraxi states more frequently than usual that he has "heard" 
him. Otherwise he uses the formula "akhbaranf (na)," more rarely 
"~addathanf," only very rarely "qala." Probably he attended his cir
cle in Mecca for a time. 

Ibn abl Mulayka's tradition contains primarily traditions of the 
saMba; only a quarter are ~adfths of the Prophet, and references to 
contemporaries are rarc. Conspicuous in his case is the dominance 
of caliphs as authorities to whom he resorts. In the generation of 
the Companions, in addition to (Umar,579 Mu(:hviya580 especially but 
also 'Uthman,58! who scarcely figure with 'Ata' and 'Amr ibn Dinar, 
are relatively frequently mentioned. Traditions about other Companions 
such as 'A'isha, Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbas are less frequent.582 The 
references to contemporaries usually have to do with verdicts of 
Umayyad caliphs such as 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, but there is 
also a responsum of the caliph Ibn al_Zubayr.583 It appears that he 
saw in the verdicts and legal opinions of caliphs-in addition to 
those of the Prophet-important sources of law. 

Only a little more than a third of his traditions contain statements 
of provenance, and these are sometimes incomplete. There are tra
ditions about 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'A'isha and the Prophet sometimes 
with and sometimes without an isnad. For the verdicts of Mu'awiya 
and 'Abd al-Malik, the informant is always lacking. The possibility 
that Ibn abl Mulayka was eyewitness to them can probably be 

573 Cf. Khalffa ibn Khayyat) Tabaqiit, p. 281. 
"" Cf. AM 6: 11139; 7: 12605, 13521, 13705. 
'"" Cf. AM 6: 10633, 10636, lI887. 
os, Cf. AM 6: 11887; 7: 12192. 
'"' Cf. AM 6: 11887; 7: 12731, 13.\37. 
'" Cf. AI,! 6: 10703; 7: 12192, 13514. 
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rejected; in one case it is clearly indicated that he learned it from 
an unnamed person.'84 These predominantly defective statements of 
provenance show that the necessity for complete statements of trans
mission was unknown to him. That his isniids are forged is quite 
unlikely; they are much too rare and too fragmentary for that. For 
this reason they are probably credible and usable as a source for 
the historian. From them it can be seen who brought what tradi
tions into circulation in the first century. 

'Amr ibn Shu'ayb 
His full name is 'Arnr ibn Shu'ayb ibn Mulfammad ibn 'Abd Allah 
ibn 'Amr ibn al-'k;. He was from Mecca but later settled in al
Ta'if, where Ibn 'Abbas also spent the twilight of his life. He died 
in 1181736585 

From him IbnJurayj has primarily traditions of the Prophet, some 
traditions of the saJ;iiba, very few from contemporaries and from him
self. In the textual excerpt under investigation the material is not 
extensive enough586 to draw definitive conclusions from it, but it 
suffices to formulate hypotheses. 

It speaks for the assumption that Ibn Jurayj did not fabricate him 
as his source that he occasionally states that he heard him, but on 
the other hand also transmits from him through an intermediary.587 
'Amr is a Jaqzh who clearly has the inclination to refer to the Prophet 
whenever possible, if the Qur'an is not sufficient for the solution of 
a question. This is shown not only by the numerous !,tadzths of the 
Prophet but also by his own legal dicta. They are stylistically unusual 
and seem almost like little tractates in the argumentation of which 
he often refers to a corresponding decision of the Prophet without 
citing a concrete tradition:'88 His !,tadzlhs of the Prophet are of vary
ing provenance. Some have the isniid "his father-'Abd Allah ibn 
'Amr ibn al- 'A,"589 and thus end with his great-grandfather, the 

5B4 AJv[ 6: 10703. 
585 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqat, p. 286. According to Khalifa, Shu'ayb was 

the son of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr. This is probably an error. fun Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 
5, p. 180 and Ibn Qutayba, Macliri!, p. 146 identify him as his grandson. On Ibn 
'Abbas cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, op. cit., p. 284 and Ibn I:libban, Mashiihfr, no. 17. 

536 The proportion of Ibn Jurayj's total work is somewhat above 1%. 
II, Cf. AM 6: 11462; 7: 13941. 
58B Cf. AJv[ 6: 10270; 7: 12631. The younger al-Awza'i used the concept of the 

"sunna of the Prophet" in a similar way. Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 70 ff. 
'"' Cf. AM 6: 10739; 7: 12597. 
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Companion of the Prophet. This isnad must not necessarily be forged 
simply because it contains members of a farnily.'90 It speaks against 
the thesis of forgery that 'Amr transmits Prophetic traditions not 
only from his great grandfather but also through other isniids,59l and 
above all that the majority have no statement of provenance at all.'" 
One can conclude from this that in the cases in which he names 
an informant he actually has the corresponding traditions from that 
person. This means that such texts were already in circulation in 
the first/seventh century. 

Among the saJ;ii.ba, 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb quotes his great-grandfather 
and Ibn 'Abbas as authorities directly;'93 i.e. without an informant
which does not necessarily mean that he was actually an earwitness; 
for 'Umar and 'Uthman, On the other hand, he names the Medinan 
Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab as a source, which can be accepted as cred
ible, since for 'Vmar the latter is not a Source whom a forger would 
choose.594 

The few contemporary scholars from whom he reports responsa to 
a legal question which he himself asked them are also Medinans. In 
this context the credibility and precision of Ibn Jurayj reveals itself 
again, since in one case he admits that 'Amr named the IVfedinan 
shaykhs to him but that he did not remember one of them; he thinks 
that Ibn al-Musayyab and Abu Salama were probably among them:'" 

Through his preference for the Prophet as a legal authority, 'Amr 
ibn Shu 'ayb diverges from what has so far been established as typ_ 
Ical for Meccan fiqh. Whether that is an individual peculiarity of this 
man or derives from the influence of some circle of scholars cannot 
be determined for the moment. At any rate, a special affinity to 
Medina is discernible, so that intellectually he may have inclined 
more to this legal tradition tban to that of Mecca. It is also imag
mabIe that there is a connection with the $a!,tffo of 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Amr, in which the latter is supposed to have compiled !,tadiths of 
the Prophet. That 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb possessed it and transmitted 

590 These (wdIths are, it is true, not found in the "Sahfhan" but are in the col
lections of al-BayhaqI, Ibn Maja, Ibn I:Ianbal and Abfr 'Da~d, respectively. Cf. 
the notes on the passages cited in note 589. 

50' E.g. AM 6: 11455. 
'n Cf. AM 6: 10650; 7: 12631, 13318, 13571, 13851. 
,", Cf. AM 7: 12508; 6: 10568. 
594- Also see p. 223. 
10; AM 6: 11462. 
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from it is attested early.'96 Ibn Jurayj usually introduces his tracli
rions with wan 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb," more rarely with "akhbaranf" or 
simple "qala." 

From the following four Meccan scholars Ibn Jurayj transmits only 
about half as much as from Ibn abi Mulayka or 'AInr ibn Shu'ayb. 
Although the textual basis is relatively small, some characteristics can 
be stated. They arc to be regarded only as provisional "impressions" 
and are in need of greater depth.597 

I:I as an ibn Muslim 
In full: I:Iasan ibn Muslim ibn Yannaq. His exact date of deatb is 
unknm'vn; however, he is supposed to have died before Tavv-us, i.e. 
in tbe year 1061724-5 or earlier:198 With him ,aJ;iiba traclitions refer
ring to Ibn 'Abbas, 'Umar and Ibn 'Umar predominate. As sources 
for them he names Ibn 'Abbas' students Sa'id ibnJubayr and Tawils, 
but also the Meclinan Ibn Shihab. There is also one tradition from 
'Umar and one from the Prophet witbout an isniid. He refers to legal 
opinions of Tawils more frequently tban to the Prophet or an incli
\~dual ,aJ;iiM. Ibn Jurayj usually introduces I:Iasan's traclitions with 
"akhbaranf," rarely with ",can." 

Mujahid ibn Jabr 
This famous Meccan scholar and student of Ibn 'Abbas died in 
1021720-1, 103 or 104599 From him Ibn Jurayj transmits primarily 
his o'wn opinions-sometimes in the fOfm of notes to his material 
from (Ata) and others600-, some responsa of Ibn (Abbas,601 a verdict 
of 'Umar's,602 and a historical note about the Prophet's son al
Qasim,603 who clied soon after birtb. Mujahid generally has no infor-

596 Cf Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, p. 10. Hamidullah, $a~ffah, pp. 34-37. 
Azarrll, Studies in Ear(y ljadult Literature, pp. 43 f. The earliest attestation I have found 
is A .. l\1 7: 12286 (al-Thavvri-'-!:labib ibn abi Thabit-'Amr ibn Shu'ayb). It also 
shows that this "book" ~lere: l.-iwb, not ~a&ifa}-at least in 'Amr's recension--did 
not contain only badtths of the Prophet, as is usually assumed. 

,m This is also true of the representatives of other centers from whom only a 
small number of texts is preserved in the section of the MUfannaf studied here. 

593 Cf. Ibn !:libban, Maslziihtr, no. 1126. Khalifa ibn Khayyar, Tabaqtit, p. 281 
names only 11uslim ibn Yannaq, but in the tabaqa where I:Iasan belongs. 

599 Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 280. Ibn !:libban, Mashlihtr, no. 590. 
,"0 Cf. AM 6: 11017, 11059, 11879; 7: 12157, 13503. 
eo> AM 6: 11351, 11352. 
60' AM 6: 10788. 
C03 AM 7: 14012. 
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mant; in one case, however, Ibn Jura-yj remarks that he transmitted 
a responsum of Ibn 'Abbas not clirectly, but from his father. 604 This 
is e\~dence of Ibn Jurayj's precision and speaks against tbe tbesis of 
forgery. It is conspicuous in comparison witb his otber Meccan Sources 
that he introduces his Mujahid traditions almost exclusively ,,~th 
"qala Mujahid." This might mean tbat he drew tbese texts from a 
written source ,,~th material from Mujahid, witbout having heard 
them from him himself (wijiida).'"' 

Ibrahfm ibn Maysara 

From al-Ta'if by birth, he later lived in Mecca and clied in the 
caliphate of Marwan ibn Mul;tammad (1271745-132/750), accorcling 
to otbers-more precisely-in tbe year 132.606 Ibn Jurayj transmits 
from him some traclitions of tbe Prophet, 'Umar and Ibn 'Abbas, 
but also legal opinions of Ibn 'Abbas' students Mujahid and Tawils. 
The latter is, in adclition, his source for Ibn 'Abbas and once even 
for a dictum of tbe Prophet. IbrahIm's isniids eitber are cliscontinuous 
or contain anonymous Or unknown links. For example, he transmits 
a .fotwa of the Prophet which his maternal aunt recounted from a 
"trustvvorthy woman" or afatwtt of 'Omar's from a "man from Sawa)a 
by the name of 'Ubayd Allah ibn Makkiyya, about whom he said 
nothing but good," from tbe latter's father or grandfather. There can 
be no doubt tbat neither Ibn Jurayj nor IbrahIm ibn Maysara can 
be supposed to have himself invented traditions with such weak isnads. 
He probably actually has them from the people named. In other 
words, the fatwa of the Prophet in question derives at least from the 
first century. Whether it is really historical is another question. Ibn 
Jurayj usually cites Ibramm with tbe formula "akhharanz," rarely witb 
'''an.'' He does not transmit legal dicta of rus ovvn from him. 

'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr 

He has the nisba al-Laythf and clied in 1131731-2.607 IbnJurayj gen
erally mtroduces him -with "sam{tu," only exceptionally with "akhharanz." 
He transmits vvithout isniid from the Prophet, 'Vmar, 'Alf, and
tbrough the Meclinan al-Qasim ibn Mul;tammad-a story from tbe 

601 ArvI 6: 11352. 

:~: Cf. Sezgi_n, f!eschidlfe, vol. 1, p. 59 f. Azami, Studies in lfadIth Methodology, p. 21. 
607 Cf. Khall!a l~:m Khayyat, Tabaqiit, pp. 282, 286. Ibn I:Ubban, Mashiihfr, no. 639. 

C[ Khal,fa ,bn Khayyal, TaiJmzii, p. 281. Ibn l;libban, Mashiihi" no. 605. 
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Prophet's wives Umrn Salama and 'A'isha. As authorities among the 
. 'd·b 'U d (Ac ' 608 older tiibi'un he names h,s father Ubay 1 n mayr an . a . 

Legal dicta of 'Abd Allah's own are absent. He belonged to the cir

cle around (Ata'. 609 

Ibn Tawus 
His full name was 'Abd Allah ibn Tawils ibn Kaysan al-Hamdani 
al-Kbawiani and he died in 1321749-50.610 He lived and was active 
primarily in Yemen and, in the geographical sense, is not a Mecc~n. 
I include him in this category, however, smce h,s tradihon IS kin
dred in spirit to that of Mecca.'!! With almost 5%, it is among the 
more extensive in Ibn Jurayj's work and differs from all the others 
in a characteristic way. It consists exclusively of teachings of his 
father Tawils ibn Kaysan (d. 1061724-5) and a few legal opinions 
of his o~. 85% of what he transmitted to Ibn Jurayj from his father 
is the latter's ra'y in the form of dicta (80%) and responsa (20%)~ 
usually to questions of Ibn Tawils. Of the f~w traditio~s of Tawils, 
half fall to his teacher Ibn 'Abbas; the remamder consIsts of i}adItlts 
of the Prophet and traditions of the ,ai}iiba. Tawils generally does 
not name informants. The story of the Prophet's fatwii in the case 
of the divorce of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar, which he states that he 
"heard" from Ibn 'Umar~probably 'A~im, not 'Abdallah himself~ 
• . 612 
IS an exceptIOn. . . ',' 

All of these characteristics are rermmscent of Ibn JuraY.) s tradi-
tion from 'Ata' and that of 'Amr ibn D,nar from Abu l-Sha'tha': 
predominantl)r ray, few or no traditions, rarely is~liids. This corre
spondence is noteworthy since all three are approXImately the same 
age and students of Ibn 'Abbas, and were consIdered the most ?ut
standing legal scholars of their time in the regIOn m whIch they ~ve_~ 
and taught: Tawils in Yemen, 'Ala' in Mecca and Abu l-Sha tha 
in Basra. Th~t there are also many correspondences in the content 
of their teachings is noticeable even through cursory reading, but 
would have to be investigated in greater detail. That cannot take 

"" C£ AM 6: 10324, 11037, 11896; 7: 12448, 12604, 12862. 
609 See pp. 84, 106. . _ _ _ 
610 Cf. Khalffa ibn Khayya~, Tabaqiit, p. 288. fun l:h~ban, Mas~ahl1, ,no. 1538. 
fjjl Presumably he studied in Mecca. Ibn J:lazm also mcludes him VI'lth lvleccan 

fiqh ("A,5!!iib al-JUD'ii," p. 324). 
0>' AM 6: 10961. 
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place in this context. It should only be kept in mind that the char
acteristic features of the fiqh of 'Ala' are clearly not unique, but can 
also be demonstrated in other centers of scholarship. Whether they 
can be considered paradigmatic for the Islamic fiqh of the first! sev
enth century in general can be definitively answered only when the 
early history of jurisprudence in Medina and Kufa, Basra and 
Damascus as well is investigated in greater detail. 

Ibn Jurayj usually cites Ibn Tawils with the formula "akkbaranz 
(nii)" (58%), but also frequently with "'an" (35%). Questions from 
Ibn Jurayj to Ibn Ta"",s occur in isolated cases, as do the simple 
"qala tr and "za'ama." He also occasionally appears in Ibn Jurayfs 
comments on his 'Ata' tradition.613 

b. Ibn Juray),s Medinan sources 

Mter the scholars of Mecca, it is above all Medinans from whom 
Ibn Jurayj reported the most. The most important are Ibn Shihab, 
Hisham ibn 'Urwa, Yal;1ya ibn Sa'Id, Musa ibn 'Uqba, Nafi' and 
Ja'far ibn Mul;1ammad. But a number of the informants who occur 
more rarely also come from Medina. This fact is surely explained 
above all by its geographical proximity to Mecca. 

Ibn Shihab 
His full name was Mul;1ammad ibn Muslim ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn 
Shihab ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Zuhra ibn Kilab. Ibn Jurayj never cites 
him as anything but Ibn Shihab, others~for example Ma'mar ibn 
Rashid~only with the nisba al-Zuhrr614 He died in 1241742.615 In 
terms of volume, traditions from him come in third place after those 
of 'At"-' and 'Amr ibn D,nar in the work of Ibn Jurayj (almost 6%). 
They too have a characteristic profile: 54% are Ibn Shihab's legal 
dicta (42%) and responsa (12%)-of the latter, only a few to questions 
from Ibn Jurayj himself. Less than half are traditions from others. 
Among them, traditions of the sai}iiba dominate; most frequently men
tioned are 'Vmar, then 'Uthman, Ibn 'Vmar and 'A'isha, more 

'" E.g. AM 6: 11298; 7: 13276. 
614 The different forms of his name are probably a function of regional prefer

ences. Compare the two recensions of Malik's Muwatta': in Yal).ya ibn Ya4ya (al
Andalus) Malik generally refers to Ibn Shihab, in al-Shaybanr (Iraq) to al-Zuhri. 

61;; Cf Khalrfa ibn Kbayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 261. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashlihfr, no. 444. 
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rarely Zayd ibn Thabit, Abu Hurayra, Ibn 'Abbas and lesser-known 
Companions. References to such authorities have a share of approx
imately 45%, those to tiibi'un-above all the caliphs 'Abd al-Malik 
and 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Azlz, more rarely Medinan scholars such 
as Ibn al-Musayyab and Abu Bakr ibn 'Abd al-Ra1p:nan~25%, and 
lJadfths of the Prophet 23%. As an individual, on the other hand, 
the Prophet is most frequendy represented; he is followed only at 
some remove by 'Umar (14%). It is conspicuous that the caliphs are 
very strongly represented (41 %) among Ibn Shihab's authorities, a 
phenomenon which was to be observed with Ibn abi Mulayka as 
well.616 Ibn Shihab names sources for his traditions of the Prophet 
and 'A'isha generally, for 'Umar and Ibn 'Umar more often than 
not for 'Uthman rarely. He usually refers to tiibi'un direcdy. With 
on; exception, Ibn Shihab's sources belong to the class of the tiibi'un. 
He transmits most frequendy from 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, then from 
other early Medinan scholars such as Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al
Raq.man ibn 'Awf, 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Utba ibn 
Mas'ud Salim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar, Sulayman ibn Yasar, , . 
Qabl~a ibn Dhu'ayb and Muq.ammad ibn 'Abd al-Raq.ma~ Ibn 
Thawban. The only Companion of the Prophet among his mfor
manls for the Prophet is Sahl ibn Sa'd.617 He died in 911710 or 
881707 in Medina as one of the last in the ranks of those who were 
alive to meet the Prophet618 That Ibn Shihab has the lJadfth in ques
tion direcdy from him is thus not out of the question. On the other 
hand it should be remembered that he sometimes reports without , 
an isniid about 'Vmar and 'Uthman, whom he cannot have met, but 
about 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar, to whom contact was possible, more 
often with than without a source. 

It is surely not sensible to assume that Ibn juraY.i invented the 
entire tradition of Ibn Shihab or even simply its statements of prove
nance. Firsdy, it cliffers too much from the material which he pre
sents from 'Ata' ibn abl Rabaq., 'Amr ibn Dinar, Ibn Tawils and 
others for this.· Each of these traditions has a very individual stamp~ 
I call it a profile~which can hardly derive from one and the same 
forger. Secondly, the advocate of the thesis of forgery would have 

616 See p. 21l. 
6D AM 7: 12446, 12447. 
618 C£ Kbalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 98. Ibn Ijibban, Mashahfr, no. 114. 
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to be able to answer the question why the Meccan Ibn juraY.i, who 
relies predominandy on Meccan teachers, should have fabricated tra
ditions with Medinan sources. That Ibn jurayj actually has his Ibn 
Shihab traditions from the latter is not in doubt. It is, however, also 
difficult to understand why Ibn Shihab should have himself fabri
cated his traditions from others and their sources. Firsdy, his own 
ray predominates over his traditions from others; for him there was 
thus clearly no necessity to invent traditions from the Prophet or his 
Companions in order to give expression to a legal opinion. Secondly, 
it would be odd that he should have falsely referred to older con
temporaries and Companions and simultaneously fabricated so many 
lJadfths of the Prophet. Had he had the need to lend his legal opinions 
greater authority through projections, would he not then generally 
have cited the Prophet or at least 'Umar? Thirdly, it is incomprehen
sible why he should have invented informants for some traditions 
and not for others, for some continuous isniids and for others dis
continuous ones. Thus, for example, the isniid Abu Salama ibn 'Abd 
al-RaJ:tman (d. 941712-3 or 1041722-3)---'Umar (d. 23/644)619 is defec
tive, since Abu Salama cannot have been eyewitness of a verdict of 
this caliph if he~as noted in the biographical literature620-died at 
the age of 72. On the other hand, Ibn Shihab does not hesitate to 
report on the first caliphs, and other ,aI}iiba whom he himself did 
not meet, without any isniid621 All of this speaks against the assump
tion that he himself invented his traditions from others and fabri
cated the sources named for them. Rather, he probably obtained 
them from the latter and, where an isniiJ is lacking, from unnamed 
persons. The traditions of the Prophet and the ,aI}iiba for which he 
names an informant thus in all probability derive from the firstl sev
enth century, the anonymous ones at the latest from the first quar
ter of the secondl eighth century. 

This conclusion also puts other Ibn Shihab traditions like, for 
instance, those of Malik in the Muwa!!a'-to name only the best
known~in a more favorable light. Schacht wanted at most to accept 
Ibn Shihab's direct responsa to questions of Malik's and the latter's 
"heard" dicta as \'\!:ithout doubt authentic, but considered him "hardly 

619 Al\.1 6: 10540. The second infonnant should probably be CDbayd Allah ibn 
cAbd Allah ibn 'Utba instead of 'Abd Allah ibn CUtba. 

620 Cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 117. 
"" C£ AcYl 6: 11245; 7: 12092, 12093, 12097, 12198, 13322, 13540, 13970. 
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responsible" for the greatest part of the traditions transmitted through 
. d h' S m him from the Prophet, from Compamons an t elr uccessors. 

Since, however, Ibn Jurayj has an Ibn Shihab tradition independent 
of Malik-another is offered by Ma'mar ibn Rashid-on this broad 
source basis it is possible to reach a better-founded evaluation of the 
traditions attributed to Ibn Shihab. This is an aspect which would 
have to be taken up in the context of an investigation of the early 

di 623 legal development of Me na. . 
In the case of Ibn Shihab, Ibn Jurayj's introductory formula IS 

not uniform: "Sami'/:il' and direct questions of Ibn Jurayj to Ibn 
Shihab appear sporadically (together 6%). The anonymous questions 
usually begin directly with "su'ila Ibn Shihab." References to him 

d" . 624-
are also found in Ibn Jurayj's comments on other tra luons. 

Hisham ibn 'Urwa 
Hisham ibn 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr ibn al-'Awwam died in 145/762-3 
or 146625 His tradition, which makes up about 2% of Ibn Jurayj's 
work as a whole, also has a very characteristic profile. It contains
almost exclusively the traditions, responsa and dicta of his father 'Urwa 
(d. 94/712-3 or 99/717-8). In this respect it resembles that. ofIbn 
Ta\¥lls.626 But in contrast to Tawlis, with 'Urvva the traditIons of 
~thers (ca. 60%) predominate over his own legal opinions. If one 
takes only individual persons as a basis for calculation, 'Urwa's own 
material is followed first by the !;adiths of the Prophet and only at 
a large remove by reports about 'Uthrnan, 'Vmar, 'Ali, A~u Hurayra 
and others. That is, after 'Urwa himself a clear preference IS accorded 
to the Prophet as an authority in the Ibn 'Urwa tradition. 

In general, 'Urwa has various informants for his tradiuons of the 
Prophet and the ,a!;aba. It is noteworthy that he does not rely exclu
sively on his aunt, 'A'isha, and his brother, the later caliph 'Abd 
Allah 627 who is still considered a Companion of the Prophet,628 but , 

622 Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 246. . 
623 For a first evaluation of Ibn Shihab's fiqh based on the sources mennoned cf. 

Motzki, "Der Fiqh des -ZuhrI." 
'" Cf. AM 6: 10561, 11863, 11924; 7: 12053. 
625 Cf. Khahra ibn Khayya~, Tabaqat, pp. 267, 327. Ibn I:Iibban, A1ashiikir, no. 583. 
626 See p. 216. 
"" Cf. AM 7: 13925, 13940. 
628 He was born in the year 1, and was thus ten years old at the death of the 

Prophet. Cf. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihrr, no. 154. 
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on many others as well. From 'Vmar and <Vthman he transmits 
sometimes directly, sometimes through informants,629 but not firsthand 
from 'All and Abu Hurayra, with whom he probably had extensive 
contact. His sources ~re on the one hand well-kno"\Vll Companions 
of the Prophet like 'A'isha, 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr and Miswar 
ibn Makhrama,630 on the other hand--csometimes little- or unknown
liibi'un like Jamhan, al-I:£ajjaj ibn al-I:£ajjaj al-Aslaml, Zaynab bint 
abl Salama, 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far (a nephew of 'All) or Yal,ya ibn 
'Abd al-Ral;unan ibn KhauD (a younger (!) contemporary of 'Urwa's)631 
Hisham also transmits from his grandmother Asma', the sister of 
'A'isha, and from his wife Fatima bint al-Mundhir, a granddaughter 
of Asma"s, instead of from his father 'Urwa.632 This variety and the 
weak points in 'Urwa's isnads do not speak for the thesis of forgery. 

After all the information that has been compiled about his tradi
tion up to this point, the possibility that IbnJurayj forged these texts 
or isnads can be dismissed. I will spare myself enumerating all the 
arguments again. It is just as implausible that Hisham ibn 'Urwa 
made up this heterogeneous material from his father, or even sim
ply the sources named for it, from whole cloth. For the Prophet he 
had-had he wished to project legal opinions onto him-a flawless 
isniid in the names "cVnva-CA)isha-Prophet"; he had an excellent 
source for the older ,a~aba--why does he support himself with them 
at all, if he wished to engage in forgery?-in his uncle 'Abd Allah 
ibn al-Zubayr, the later caliph, and for the younger Companions in 
his father 'Urwa. Why should he, for instance, produce ~adiths of 
the Prophet with the isniids '''Urwa-al-I:£ajjaj [ibn al-I:£ajjaj] al
Aslaml-abuhu--the Prophet" or "'Urwa-'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr
the Prophet"?633 It is much more probable that Hisham really has 
his tradition from his father 'Urwa. The arguments mentioned against 
the thesis of forgery apply to him as well, so that it is to be assumed 
that 'Urwa has his reports about the Prophet or the Companions 
from the person whom he names and, in places where he reports 

. 629 C£ AJV[ 6: 11760; 7: 12194 [here '<Can abfhi" is probably missing from the 
lSniid as a result of inattention on the part of later transmitters], 13644, 13650. 

"SO Cf. AM 6: 11734; 7: 13925, 13940. 
'" Cf. AM 6: 11760; 7: 13644, 13910, 13947, 13956, 14006. 
632 AM 7: 13993. On Fatima bint al·Mundhir cf. Ibn Sa'd Tabaqiit vol. 8 

p. 350. ,. , , 

633 A.T\;[ 7: 13956, 13925. I corrected al·l:faijaj al·AslamI to al·Haijaj ibn al·Hajjaj 
al·Aslal11l following 13910. .. 
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about them directly, has them from an unnamed source or witnessed 
them himself. 634 

Ibn JuraY.i's Hisham ibn 'Vrwa tradition thus contains not only 
authentic texts about 'Vrwa's fiqh but also traditions of the ,aMba 
and the Prophet whose authenticity is to be assumed not only for 
'Vrwa and his time but sometimes also for the generation between 
him and the Prophet. In contrast to Schacht-"I have not found 
any opinion ascribed to one of these ancient lavvyers which is likely 
to be authentic"635-1 thus also consider Malik's Hisham ibn cUrvva 

material in the Muwaltci to be no less credible than that of Ibn 
JuraY.i. Whether this assumption is correct could be tested by a 
detailed investigation of both strands of transmission-to which those 
of Ma'mar and al-Thawrf would also have to be added. This belongs 
in a work on Medinan fiqh. 636 

The formulae of transmission of the Ibn JuraY.i-Hisham ibn 'Vrwa 
texts are primarily "akhbaranz (nii)" (43%) and "~addathanz (nii)" (26%); 
a simple "can" appears in smaller numbers. 

YaJ:!ya ibn Sa'fd . 
Yahya ibn Sa'fd ibn Qays al-An1arf died in 1431760-1.637 He IS 
thu~ a-probably only a few years older-contemporary of Ibn JuraY.i, 
which precludes fabricated reference to him. In Ibn JuraY.i's work 
his tradition has approximately the same magnitude as that of Hisham. 
It too has a characteristic profile. It consists largely-almost three 
fourths-of the legal dicta and the traditions of the Medinan Sa 'fd 
ibn al-Musayyab, who died in 931712 or 94638 Legal dicta ofYaJ:!ya's 
own occur rarely. In approximately one third of all of YaJ:!ya's texts 
the ray of Ibn al-Musayyab is reported. Since YaJ:!ya frequently 
quotes him with "sami'tu," one may probably assume that ~e was 
YaJ:!ya's teacher. The traditions which YaJ:!ya cites from hIm are 

63+ On 'Urvva cf. J. von Stiilpnagel, 'Urwa Ibn al-Zubair. Sein Leben und seine Bedeutung 
als (Luelle foihislamischer Uberliejerung, ~h.D. thesis Tubing~~ 1957 and G. Schoeler, 
«'Urv"a b. al-Zubayr," in: Enryclopacdw if Islam, Second Ediuon, vol. 10, pp. 910-913. 

635 Schacht, Origins, p. 245. . 
6% For <Urwa's role as transmitter of jim and maghii;:j matenal cf. also G. S~hoeler, 

Charakter und Authentic der muslimischen Oberliife17l7lg fiber das Leben A1.ohammeds, Berlin/~ew 
York 1996 passim and A. G6rke, "The Historical Tradition about a1-I:I~dayblya. 
A Study of 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr's Account," in: H. Motzki (ed.), 1he Bwgraphy qf 
Muhammad: 1he Issue qf the Sounes, Leiden 2000, pp. 240-275. 

637 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqat, p. 270. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashahfr, no. 58l. 
638 Cf. KhalIfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 244. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 426. 
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witllOut exception traditions of 'Vmar. Besides the material of Ibn 
al-Musayyab, Ibn JuraY.i also has from YaJ:!ya a few ~adZths of the 
Prophet and traditions of 'Vmar from other Medinan scholars-such 
as al-Qasim ibn MuJ:!ammad, 'Am rat bint 'Abd ai-Rahman and 'Abd 
Allah ibn Dfnar-and anonymous material. . 

YaJ:!ya's-and probably already Ibn al-Musayyab's-legal author
ity of choice is clearly 'Vmar, not the Prophet. It is not to be assumed 
that YaJ:!ya fathered the 'Vmar traditions on Ibn al-Musayyab since, 
firstly, he also transmits from 'Vmar without a source and secondly , , 
Ibn al-Musayyab is too poor a choice for a scholar from the first 
half of the second/eighth century who wanted to forge an isniid for 
'Vmar. Ibn al-Musayyab is supposed to have been born in the year 
15/636-7, which means that he was just eight years old when 'Vmar 
died, too young to have been present for all of his legal verdicts and 
advice. If the 'Vmar traditions thus actually derive from Sa'fd ibn 
al-Musayyab, is he then to be considered as a forger or as one who 
projected his own legal views onto 'Vmar? Against this speaks the 
large number of his own legal opinions. From this I conclude that 
he was not compelled to shore up his views with authorities, and 
thus had no motive to invent traditions of 'Vmar. Since he himself 
can hardly have experienced 'Vmar's caliphate from the standpoint 
of a foqzh, he probably has them second-hand. Presumably he col
lected such precedents without noting down or remembering the 
source. Such "negligence" was also to be observed with 'Ata'. It led 
to the result that later, when the demand for identification' of infor
mants arose, people could no longer fulfil it. This could explain the 
discontinuity between 'Vmar and Ibn al-Musayyab. It is true that 
the Ibn al-Musayyab traditions are not demonstrably authentic reports 
about 'Vmar, but they are ones which were circulating in the first/ sev
enth century-presumably quite early in the first century, at a time 
when isnads were not an issue yet. 

An investigation of Meccan fiqh is not the place to make definitive 
statements about Medinan legal scholars. The basis of material used 
is too narrow for this. In addition to Ibn Jurayj's tradition from 
YaJ:!ya, that of Malik in the Muwalla' and those of Ibn 'Uyayna, 
Ma'mar and al-Thawrf in the Mu,annq/ of 'Abd al-Razzaq and that 
of Ibn abf Shayba, among other works, would have to be taken into 
account. However, even on the basis of the analysed section of Ibn 
Jurayj's tradition from YaJ:!ya in the context of Ibn JuraY.i's work as a 
whole it can be seen that Schacht's evaluation of YaJ:!ya's traditions 
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is not tenable. He advanced the opinion: "Ya!;tya is responsible for 
the transmission of a considerable amount of fictitious information on 
the ancient Medinese authorities, information which had come into _ 
existence in his time; he also transmits recentfy created traditions and 
isnads. "639 

Ya!;tya's traditions are introduced by Ibn jurayj primarily with 
'''an'' (59%), but also '",ith "akhbaranf" (32%), rarely with "1.zaddathanf" 
or "sami'iu." 

Musa ibn 'Uqba 
He died in 1351752-3 or 1411758-9.640 His father was a mawla 

(freedman) of al-Zubayr. Nevertheless, his tradition is completely 
different from that of the Zubayrids Hisham ibn 'Urwa-'Urwa. It 
is pure Nafi' material which contains neither legal dicta of Musa's 
own nor those of Nafi', but only traditions in which Nafi'-i.e. the 
mawlii of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar-who died in 1181736 or 119,641 
is his informant. 642 They are exclusively traditions from and about 
the family of 'Umar and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar. fjadUhs about the 
Prophet and other faf.zaba--such as Abu Bakr-are very rare. They, 
too, have an isnad of the family of Ibn 'Umar. 

Ibn jurayj probably actually has these traditions of Nafi' from 
Musa. Since he himself also transmits directly from Nafi', it is not 
comprehensible why he should fabricate an extra intermediary link. 
The fact that he himself met Nafi'643 and perhaps in this way came 
into contact ,,~th Musa speaks for the assumption that Musa's mate
rial actually derives from Nafi'. Ibn jurayj would surely have rec
ognized forgeries. The hypothesis that the two could have colluded 
to fabricate Nafi' traditions is not acceptable as long as no sensible 
motive for the Meccan Ibn jurayj to forge Medinan traditions of 
'Umar and Ibn 'Umar-not !,zadfths of the Prophet!-is discernible. 

639 Schacht, Origins, p. 248. Emphases mine. 
oW Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 267. Ibn I:Iibban, MashahiT, No. 584. 

"Musa b. 'Uqba," in: Encyclopaedia if Islam, Second edition, voL 7, p. 644; 
641 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 256. Ibn I:fibban, Mashiihlr, No. 578. 

G. H. A. Juynboll, "Nafi<," in: Enryclopaedia if blam, Second edition, vol. 7, pp. 
876-877. 

542 The one exception-Atv! 7: 13312: Musa ibn 'Uqba-~afiyya bint abi 'Ubayd
Abu Bakr-is probably based on an oversight by later (?) transmitters who forgot 
Nafi' between Musa and ~afiyya. 

G13 Also see pp. 136, 279. 
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Let us set aside the question of whether Nafi' invented it all. This 
will surely be brought out by an analysis of the preserved Nafi' mate
rial, in which, among others, the strands of transmission of Ibn 
jurayj-Nafi' in the MUfannaf and Miilik-Nafi' in the Muwatta' will 
have to be consulted. 614 .. 

Ibn jurayj cites Musa ibn 'Uqba either with '''an'' (60%) or with 
"akhbamnf' (40%). 

Nafi' 

The tradition which Ibn jurayj has not from Musa ibn 'Uqba but 
~rectly from Nafi' is very similar to that of Musa. It too is largely 
limIted to traditlOns about or from the family of 'Umar, but spo
radically contams Nafi"s own legal dicta.",5 Texts of 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Umar transmitted directly by Nafi' dominate."" For isolated reports 
about the Wlves of the Prophet 'A'isha or l;Iaf~a, 'Umar's daughter, 
he names as sources 'Umarids such as Salim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Umar or $afiyya bint aM 'Ubayd, the wife of 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Umar;647 however, he also sometimes cites 'Umar directly, which 
must be at second hand and in one case presumably derives from 
$afiyya.648 Some indicators speak for the assumption that Ibnjurayj's 
re~e~ence t~ Nafi' is authentic. He emphasizes having heard many 
Nafi traditIons;649 however, he cites the majority with a simple man." 
It has already be mentioned elsewhere that Ibn jurayj, when he was 
still a student .of 'Ara"s, took advantage of a stay in Mecca by Nafi' 
to questlOn hIm through an intermediary about a tradition of Ibn 
~Umar,650 which-because of the intermediary-is presumably not 
mvented. iNhat was said in connection with Musa ibn 'Uqba applies 
to the questlOn of the genuineness of the Nafi' material.651 

64+ Also see my remarks on Schacht's evaluation of the Mill-Nafi' tradition 
on pp. 132-136. 

"" E.g. AM 7: 12516. 
Me Cf. AM 7: 13018, 13205, 13255. 
'" AM 7: 13928, 13929. 
"''' AM 7: 13470, 13471. 
'" A.1I;[ 7: 12516, 13928, 13929. 
650 See p. 136. 

65l G. H. A. Juynboll has argued that probably there was "not a man called Nafi' 
the mawlii of Ibn 'Umar" and that all transmissions claimed from him are fictitious' 
C( his "Nafi', the Mawlii of Ibn 'Vmar, and his Position in Muslim ljadltfl Literature;; 
Der Islam 70 (1993), pp. 207-244 and my answer in "Qsto vadis lfaall-Forschung." 
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Ja'far ibn Mul;tammad 
His full name is Ja'far ibn Mul;tammad ibn 'All ibn I:lusayn ibn 'All 
ibn aM TaJib. He died in 1481765-6.652 The tradition of this great
grandchild of 'All's contains exclusively653 texts which he acquired· 
from his father, similarly to those of Ibn Tawils and Hisham ibn. 
'Un-va. However, legal opinions of Mu1}a~mad ibn <All are not 
among them; rather, they are primarily traditions about his great
grandfather 'All and a few ~ad'iths of the Prophet, thus a pure fam
ily tradition. It is noteworthy that Mul;tammad ibn 'All-also known 
by his kunya Abu Ja'far-, who died in 114/732-3 or 1181736 at 
the age of 63 years,654 names no informants for his traditions, nei
ther for 'All (d. 40/660) nor for the Prophet. Presumably he drew 
on his family tradition. That he does not simply fill the gap with 
his father and grandfather and thus produce an isnad which would 
be above all criticism speaks against forgery by Ja'far and probably 
also by his father. This means that we are dealing with traditions 
about 'All and the Prophet which were circulating in the 'Alid fam
ily in the second half of the first/seventh century. 

c. Ibn Juray),s Iraqi sources 

The proportion of traditions from Iraqi informants in the work of 
Ibn Jurayj is significantly smaller than that of the Medinans. Of the 
more frequently mentioned sources only 'Abd aI-Karim, Dawild ibn 
abi Hind and Ayyilb ibn abi Tamlma are from Iraq. 

'Abd ai-KarIm 
'Abd al-Karlm is among Ibn Jurayj's five most frequently mentioned 
sources after 'Ata). Usually he gives only this name, but in a few 
cases there is more complete information, allowing a more precise 
identification: 'Abd ai-KarIm al:Jazart\5 and 'Abd al-Karlm ibn abi 
I-Mukhariq.656 One might assume that this supplied his full name; 

652 Cf Khallfa ibn Khayyat, T abaqiit, p. 269. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihtr, no .. ~97. 
M. G. S. Hodgson, "DjaTar al-$adiq," in: EnC)'clopaedia if Islam, Second Edition, 
vol. 2, pp. 374-375. . 

653 In AM 6: 10984 '''an ahfhi" has probably been lost through the neglIgence of 
a transmitter. 

654 Cf Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 255. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 420. 
"" AM 6: 10571, 11460. 
656.AM:6: 11717. 
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however, a look into the biographical literature shows that they are 
two people of the same name. In Ibn Sa'd's (d. 230/844-5) TabGljiit 
only an Abu Umayya 'Abd al-Karlm ibn abl I-Mukhariq is regis
tered, who died in 126,657 but citations from Ibn Sa'd about 'Abd 
ai-KarIm al:Jazarl in Ibn I:lajar's Tahdhfb show that the Tabaqat orig
mally contained his biography as well. 658 In Khallfa ibn Khayyar's 
(d. 240/854-5) work of the same name there is only an Abu Sa'id 
'Abd al-Karlm ibn Malik from I:larran in the Jazlra. 659 This should 
be Ibn Jurayj's al:Jazarl. A1-Bukharl (d. 256/870) mentions both in 
his "al-Ttir'ikh al-kabfr':660 about al:Jazari he additionally notes that 
he was a mawla (freedman) of 'Uthman or Mu'awiya, came origi
nally from I1rakhr, was a close cousin (ibn 'amm laMan) of Kha1If 
[ibn 'Abd al-Ral;tman, d. 137/754-5, also a mawla of Banu Umayya 
and a resident of I:larranJ661 and died in 127/744-5. About Ibn abi 
I-Mukhariq he states that he had the nisba al-Ba1rl, died in 127 and 
was also called 'Abd al-Karlm ibn Qays by some. 

Although all of these data suggest the conclusion that the two 
'Abd al-Karlms are different scholars of the same name (ism) who 
lived at the same time, G. H. A. Juynboll is of the opinion t1,at they 
a~e one and the same person.662 In this he supports himself primarily 
Wlth the many similarities which are to be observed in Ibn I:lajar's 
biographical articles about the twO.663 However, this conclusion is 
not compelling. In al-Bukharl the correspondences are limited to one 
common teacher (Mujahid) among others, two common students (al
ThawrI, Malik) among others and the same date of death which , , 
however, differs by one year according to Ibn Sa 'd. Such parallels 
in two biographies are not improbable. One cannot discard different 

657 Cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, voL 7/2, p. 18 (in the tabaqiit of the Basrians) and voL 
5, p. 365 (Ist line); 'Abd al-Karim al:Iazari is mentioned in Ibn Sacd in at least 
two places (:01. 7/2, p. 71, line 10; p. 182, line 18), but has no biographical entry 
of hlS own 10 the preserved recensions of the text. 

658 G. H. A. Juynboll has pointed this out in "Dyeing the Hair and Beard in 
Early Islam. ~ 8adtth-an~lytical Study," Arabica 33 (1986), p. 64. In addition to the 
p.assage mentlone~ by hi~, Ibn I:Iajar, T aJuihrb, vol. 6, p. 374 (line 9), he is also 
CIted on p. 375 (line 8) vVIth the death date 127. Citations on cAbd al-Karim al
Jazarl from Ibn Sacd are also attested 200 years earlier in al-Nawawf, T ahdhrb, vol. 
1, p. 308. 

6.';9 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 319. 
660 al-Bukhan, Ta'n/rh, vol. 3/2, pp. 88-89. 
66l See note 659. 
662 Juynboll, "Dyeing the Hair," pp. 65-67. 
'"' Ibn I:Iajar, T aluihfb, vol. 6, pp. 373-375 and 376-379. 
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kunyas, fathers' names, nisbas and the judgment of the early Muslim 

biographers as irrelevant on this basis. . . . . 
Juynboll does not clearly state how, in his oplmon, all this l~ to 

be explained. He seems to assume that one of the names-he mclines 
to al-Jazari-was invented in order to separate distasteful 'Abd al
KarIm traditions from acceptable ones. One may ask whether such 
a forgery is likely as early as the beginning of the third/ninth cen
tury-Ibn Sa'd had both names. It speaks clearly against the thesis 
of forgery that in the Mu,annaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq not only 'Abd al
KarIm (al-JazarI) but also 'Abd al-Karim Abu Umayya al-Ba,rI 
appear in isniids of different sources-in addition to Ibn JuraY.) also 
IbrahIm ibn 'Umar,664 Ma(mar,665 al_Thm'\ri,666 and others667

_, and 

that the different names are consequently attested as early as the 
second century, thus at a time when the sifting of i}adiths and the 
criticism of transmitters had not yet really gotten under way. It thus 
seems more sensible to follow the assignment of these name com
ponents to two different persons, as was undertaken by the Muslim 
biographers of the first half of the third century. They themselves 
or their teachers still had contact with the two 'Abd al-Karims, and 
thus are not to be scorned as sources of information. The increase 
in biographical correspondences between the two in later works can 
be explained as the result of-conscious or unconsciolls-confiatIOns 
caused by the fact that often in the isniids ouly the name 'Abd al
KarIm is given and it remains open which of the two is intended. 
Since the two are contemporaries, sometimes refer to the same author
ities and sometimes are quoted by the same students, this is in fact 
difli~ult to decide. This uncertainty also appears clearly in Ibn l;!ajar's 
material, and because of the possibility of confiation al-Dhahabi 
explicitly mentions also Ibn abi I-Multhariq in his article on al.
JazarI668 One also confronts this problem in ~e case of n:n JuraY.). 
From the fact that he occasionally refers to Abd al-Kanm m the 
form of notes and that in one note the addition al-Jazarl appears, 
I conclude that the 'Abd al-KarIm in Ibn Jurayj's tradition had the 

eo, AM 6: 10248. 
"" AM 6: 10073, (12704). _ . 
666 A1vI 6: 10080' 7: 12654. According to his student <Abd al-Ral)man Ibn al

Mahcli, with some ~radit:ions al-Thawri explicitly stated which <Abd al-Karim he 
meant. Cf. Ibn Ranbal, 'llal, vol. 1, pp. 306, 307. 

667 Outside th~ section of the MU$annqf studied here. . 
668 Cf. Ibn I:Iajar, TahdMh, vol. 6, pp. 377 f. al-DhahabI, Tadhktra, vol. 1, p. 140. 
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nisba al-Jazarf. This also fits the observation that 'Abd al-KarIm al
Jazarf refers to l\i(edinan and Meccan scholars, which is also most 
often the case with 'Abd al-Karim. Since in addition to 'Abd al
Karim [al-JazarI] IbnJurayj cites 'Abd al-Karim ibn abfl-Mukhariq, 
he probably obtained traditions from the latter as well. It is, how
ever, unlikely that he himself did not differentiate between the two 
'Abd al-Karims. In the case of 'Ata' ibn abi Rabah for instance . ., , 
he generally speaks simply of 'Ata', and differentiates the other 'Ata' 
from him by the addition al-Khurasanf. It is thus to be assum~d 
that he designated the second 'Abd ai-Karim by the patronymic Ibn 
abfl-Multhariq. If this is the case, he refers to the latter only rarely. 
'Abd al-Karim [al-JazarI] on the contrary is the scholar, after 'Amr 
ibn DInar, to whom Ibn Jurayj refers most often in his notes on the 
'Ata' material. This, and the relatively extensive tradition from him 
in the work of Ibn Jurayj, allows the assumption that after 'Ata' he 
was one of his teachers in addition to 'Amr ibn DInar. This might 
mean that 'Abd aI-KarIm spent some time in Mecca, which is also 
confirmed by some of his traditions that assume direct contact to 
Medinans and Meccans. 

The share of 'Abd al-Karim's rdy in his tradition as a whole
including Ibn Jurayj's references to him in notes-is about 31%.669 
The traditions of others which IbnJurayj reports from him are com
posed of 59% traditions about ,aJ.ziiba, 33% about tiibi'un and only 
4% about the Prophet.670 In 'Abd ai-KarIm's traditions of the sahiiba 
there dominates a person whom we have not yet encountered ·i~ the 
investigation of Ibn Jurayj's sources: Ibn Mas'ud.671 He is followed 
at some remove, and almost even "\'\lith each other, by 'Vmar and 
'AlI;672 other scholars such as 'Amr ihn al-'~, Ibn 'Umar, Zayd ibn 
Thabit and Ibn 'Abbas are mentioned more rarely673 The prepon
derance (almost 60%) of reports from Ibn Mas'ud and 'All among 
the traditions of the Companions of the Prophet shows that 'Abd 

669 In comparison: With 'Ata' it was 80%, with 'Amr ibn DInar 42%. This means 
either that the proportion of raj in the instruction actually decreased or that Ibn 
Jura)j's interest in raj diminished. ' 

670 An additional 4% are anonymous. 
'" Cf. AM 6: 10244, 10722, 10827, 10878, 10990, 11098, 11163, 11716; 7: 

13657, 13668. 
'" C£ AM 6: 10541, 10626, 10722, 10877, 10990, 11361; 7: 12337, 12523, 

13434, 13657, 13668, 13888. 
6" C£ AM 6: 10612, 10992, 11361. 
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al-Karim's tradition draws for the most part from Kufan sources. 
This is to be observed-if not so markedly-in the case of his tra
ditions of the tiibi'un as well: He refers most often to "the compan
ions (a;;&iib) of Ibn Mas'ud"671 and Shuray]:l,675 but also to Tawlis, 
Ibn al-Musayyab, Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Ra]:lman, Nafi', Sa'fd Ibn 
Jubayr and 'Ata' ibn abf Raba]:l.676 In addition to his Kufan strand 
of transmission a I:lijazi one is thus also discernible. 

Of 'Abd al-Karfm's traditions of the Companions, two thirds have 
no isniid. He usually cites Ibn Mas'ud, who died in the year 32/652-3

677 

and whom he cannot himself have met, without identifying infor
mants; sometimes, however, he names as a source the "companions 
of Ibn Mas'ud,"678 from whom he probably has-directly or indi
rectly-the entire tradition of Ibn Mas'ud. He practically never cites 
sources for 'Vmar; an exception is formed by an 'Umar/cAlI dictum 
from al-I:£asan [al_Ba~rI?J.679 A few of 'Abd al-KarIm's 'Alf tradi
tions and one cArny ibn al-(~ tradition have more precise statements 
of provenance: He has them primarily from Kufan tiibi'iln such as 
Abu 'Ubayda ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud (d. 831702),680 Abu Musa, . 
i.e. probably Malik ibn al-I:£arith al-SulamI (d. shortly before 
951713-4),681 Salim ibn abII:Ja'd (d. between 991717-8 and lOll 
719-20),682 but also the Meccan Mujahid. In addition there are also 
"the companions of 'Ali"683 as a rough statement of provenance for 
traditions of 'Alf without any isniid at all. 'Abd al-Karfm's few &adiths 
of the Prophet sometimes have a continuous isniid-like th: J::Iijazf: 
'Amr ibn Shu'ayb-abilhu-'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr [ibn al-'A~l-the 
Prophet68'-, sometimes no isniid.685 From tiibi'iln 'Abd aI-Karim gen
erally reports directly; from the J::Iijazf scholars they are usually responsa 
to questions which he asked them himself. All in all, one must class 

'" Cf. AM 6: 10827, 11301, 11393; 7: 13772. 
"" Cf. AM 6: 10878, 11163, 11183. 
"" Cf. AM 6: 10571, 11460; 7: 13765, 13770, 13880, 13916. 
67; Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqlil, p. 16. 
"'" Cf. AM 6: 10827, 11098; 7: 13657. 
"" AM 6: 10877. 
630 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayya.t, Tabaqiit, p. 153. 
68l Cf. the editor's note on AM 6: 10626 and Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihzr, no. 786. 
682 Cf. Khallfa ibn Khayyiit, Tabaqiit, p. 156. 
"" E.g. AM 7: 13657. 
fiB4 A1v[ 6: 10750. 
635 E.g. A1v[ 7: 13864 (Ibn Jura)j is ~ssing between <Ab~ al~Razzaq and <Abd 

aI-Karim through an oversight of the editor or of a transmItter). 
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his use of the isniid as rather under-developed in comparison to other 
contemporaries. This does not speak for the assumption that Ibn 
Jurayj or 'Abd al-Karfm himself invented this traditions. In the cases 
where he states an informant, he probably actually has the tradition 
in question from him. He clearly draws the rest from usually Kufan 
sources of the second half of the first/seventh century which he either 
could not remember in detail or did not think it necessary to name. 

Ibn Jurayj's tradition from 'Abd al-Karfm is introduced with 
approximately the same frequency by the formulae "akhbarant" and 
"'" I b "-I (l~" Th al di an, rare y y qa a z). ere are so Teet questions to him by 
Ibn Jurayj.'86 

Da wud ibn abf Hind 
He is considered one of the scholars of Basra and died in 1371754-5. 
139/756-7 or 140.687 Ibn Jurayj's tradition from him is not very 
extensive.688 Nevertheless, some characteristics can be noted. He trans
mits only material of others, no dicta of Dawiid's own. It contains 
in equal parts traditions about Companions of the Prophet and their 
Successors, and only rarely &adzths of the Prophet. His traditions of 
the sa&i1ba and the Prophet generally have isniids, which, however, 
sometimes display anonymous links. Dawud's sources for these tra
ditions are not always Basrans or Iraqis-as one might suspect--, 
rather, in addition to Kufan isniidf89 there are also those with Syrian 
and Meccan informants.69o Of the scholars of the tiibi'iin generation 
he cites exclusively dicta and responsa of the Medinan Sa 'fd ibn al
Musayyab which he heard from him himself.691 The tradition of 
Dav.;jjd ibn abf Hind is thus not typically Basran or Iraqi but has
so far as Oile can see from the narrow textual basis-a Ijijazl infu
sion. Ibn Jurayj usually introduces it with "akhbaranz," seldom with 
"lJaddathana" or "'an." 

686 E.g. AM 6: 10827, 10878, 10973. 
637 C£ Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 218. Ibn I:Iibban, A1aslziihtr, no. 1187. 
MH About 0.6% of the total \vork. 

_"eo E.g. A'VI 7: 12322 (NN--'Abd al-Ra~man ibn abI Layla--'Umar) 13074 
C,Amir al~ShaCbl-'[instead of "aw" one should read "'an"] 'Abd Allah ibn Qays 
[I.e" Abii l\{lisa al-Ash'arIJ-'Uthman). 

690 E.g. AM 6: 11079 (Yazld ibn abI Maryam--Abu 'Iyac;l--Ibn 'Abbas), 7: 12476 
('Abd Allah [ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'UmayrJ--NN min Ban, Raz'q [MedinaJ-['ulama' of 
l\lcdmaJ-the Prophet). 

co, Cf. AM 6: 11048, 11359; 7: 12431. 
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Ayyub ibn abf Tamfma 
He has the nisba al-Sakhtiyanf and is likewise is one of the scholars 
of Basra. He died in 1311748-9 or 132.692 His tradition with Ibn 
Juraxi has a clearly Basran background. His main source for tradi
tions of the Prophet and the ,a/.tiiba is Ibn Sfrfn (d. 1101728-9),693 
more rarely YaJ:tya ibn abf Kathfr (d. 1291746-7),694 but he also 
transmits from Meccan and Syrian informants.695 Isniids are gen
erally present. Legal opinions of tiibi'iin and of his own are absent. 
Ibn Jurayj's introductory formulae are primarily "'an," more rarely 
"akhbaranf." 

d. Ibn Juray}'s Syrian sources 

Only two Damascene scholars are relatively frequently cited by Ibn 
Jurayj: Sulayman ibn Musa and 'Ata' al-KhurasanL Together they 
comprise less than 2% in the work of Ibn Juraxi as a whole. 

Sulayman ibn Musa 
He died in 1151733-4 or 1191737696 Ibn Juraxi's tradition from 
him contains, in addition to some legal dicta of Sulayman's own,697 
primarily dicta and responsa of Syrian tiibi'iin such as Qabl~a ibn 
Dhu'ayb (d. 861705), MakJ:tUl (d. 1121730-1, 113 or 114), Raja' ibn 
I;Iaywa (d. 112)698 and verdicts or statements of Umayyad caliphs 
such as 'Abd aI-Malik and 'Umar ibn 'Abd al_'Azfz,699 but also a 
few traditions of the Prophet'oo and 'Umar.701 The ~adfths of the 
Prophet derive from Medinan circles (Ibn Shihab-'Urwa ibn al
Zubayr, Nafi(); their isniids are sometimes continuous, sometimes 
defective, and the 'Vmar traditions have no isnad. For 'Vmar ibn 
'Abd al- 'Azfz the source is Raja' ibn I;Iaywa; the 'Abd al-Malik 
reports have anonymous sources or none at all. The tradition of 

692 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tahaqiit, pp. 218. Ibn I:iibban, Mashiihtr, no. 1183. 
'" Cf. AM 6: 10257, 10317, 10346; 7: 13010. 
'" E.g. AM 6: 10306. 
'oo E.g. AM 6: 10306; 7: 13010 ('Ikrima-lbn 'Abbas). 12948 (Raja' ibn l:Iaywa-

QabI~a ibn Dhu'ayb-<A'isha). 
6% Cf. Khalrfa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 312, Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 1415. 
'" Cf. AM 7: 12514, 12692, 13155, 13299. 
'"" Cf. AM 7: 12496, 12515, 13787. 
'"' Cf. AM 7: 12515, 13409, 13739, 13787. 
,," AM 6: 10472; 7: 12638. 
,0. AM 6: 10877; 7: 13155. 
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Sulayman. ibn Musa is largely to be regarded as genuinely Syrian. 
Ibn Jura'" usually cites it with "akhba<anz-" I'th )J /I , more rare y 'WI '''an,'' 
"qala (It)," "sami'tu" or "sa~altu." 

'API l al-KhurasanI 

'A;a~ ibn abl Muslim al-Khurasanf died in 1331750-1. 702 Ibn Juraxi's 
t~adlt1on from this younger Damascene scholar has a completely 
different profile from that of Sulayman. It is largely (70%) a tradi
?on of Ibn '~bbas supplementd with a few traditions of the Prophet, 
Umar and Uthman. Some tImes it refers to Ibn 'Abbas himself as 

a legal authority, sometimes he functions ortly as the transmitter of 
legal _v~r~icts of the Prophet and the first two caliphs. 'A;a' al
Khurasam names mformants neither for his Ibn 'Abbas material nor 
for his /zadfths of the Prophet which do not run through Ibn 'Abb-
01' u. 

n y m one case does he specifY Ibn Shihab as his source for deci-
~ions of 'Vmar's and 'Uthman's vvith the formula "akhbarani." This 
IS not. a proper isnad. For this reason one may wonder whether 'Atal 
has hIS Ibn 'Abbas traditions, which furthermore have no indicati~n 
of direct reception from Ibn 'Abbas, from the latter himself or at 
second hand. Between the death dates of the two lies a timespan of 
65 years. If he was over 80 years old at his death, he could still 
have heard from Ibn 'Abbas in his youth. It is true that the rijiil 
experts gzve 50/670 as his year of birth-accordingly he would have 
been 18 yea:s old at the death of Ibn 'Abbas, but they are never
theless unarnmously of the opiuion that he did not himself study 
WIth Ibn 'Abbas. 703 Since 'A;a' does not reveal his sources, the age 
provenance and authenticity of these Ibn 'Abbas traditions canno; 
be determined more exactly. To Ibn Juraxi, however, either 'Ata"s 
personality or his tradition or both seem have merited consideration 
otherwise he would not have passed on these texts. He usually intro~ 
duces them with "akhbarani," more rarely with '''an.'' 

702 c~. Khalffa ibn Khayyar, Tabaqiit, p. 313. al-Dhahabf Mfziin vol 2 p 198 
Ibn I:1aJar, Tahdhfb, voL 7, p. 213. ' ,.,. . 

703 Cf. Ibn abf I::Iatim, Jar/:t, voL 3, p. 334. al-Nawavvi Tahdhrb vol 1 
334-335. al-Dhahabf, Mrziin, vol. ?, pp. 198, 199. Ibn I:Iaj~r, TahdhTb, voi. i, ~~: 
212, 213, 214, 215. The year of birth 50 derives from Yahya ibn Ma'fn ( M-lik 
(al-Dhahabf, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 198). . an a 
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2. The value qf Ibn luray)'s sources for the hiswry qf early 
Islamic jurisprudence 

a. The authenticity qf Ibn luray)'s tradition 

The profiles of Ibn Jurayj's 21 most-quoted sources allow a number 
of conclusions. One has to do with the authenliCIty of the IbnJuraY] 
material. In the context of my argumentation for the authentICIty of 
his tradition from 'Ata' ibn abl RabaJ:t I had adduced the strongly 
differing magnitude of the sources to which Ibn JuraY] refers, and 
within these sources the differing distribution of the literary genres, 
as important criteria of authenticity. The preceding profiles, from 
'Am' ibn abf Rabal} up to 'Ata' al-Khurasanf, show that the differences 
between Ibn Jurayj's individual sources go far beyond aspects ~f 

. tude and genre and that actually the traditIOn of each mdi-magm . . . al 
vidual source has very distinctive features, even if certalI~ fegI?n 
commonalities or ones conditioned by provenance afe discermble. 
The differences which make up the profile of each source are to be 

observed on several levels: 
1. The proportion of ray to traditions from others in the source 

itself or from its main authority is subject to great fiuctuat:rons. For 
instance the share of ray with 'Ata' ibn aM Rabal;t IS 80%, Ibn 
Tawus--'-Tawiis 85%, Ibn Shihab 54%, 'Amr ibn Dfnar 42%, Ibn 
<Urwa~'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr 40%, YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd-Ibn al-Musayyab 
30%, and 'Abd al-Karfm 31 %, while with others such as, for mstan~e~ 
'Amr ibn Shu'ayb, Sulayman ibn Musa, Ibn abf Mulayka, and Musa 
ibn 'Uqba litde or no personal material is to be recorded. . 

2. Equally significant differences are disclosed w~en one takes mto 
consideration the relationship between Ibn JuraY] s source and the 
latter's main authority and the amount transmitted from him. In 
some cases there are student-teacher relationships, as_ ~U: 'A~a)
Ibn 'Abbas, '!'unr-Abu I-Sha'tha', Abu I-Zubayr-JabIr Ibn Abd 
Allah, YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd-Ibn al-Musayyab,. and Musa Ibn 'Uqba-: 
Naii" with others also son-father relalionships, as m the case of Ib 
Ta~s-Tawiis, Hisham ibn 'Urwa-'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, andJa'far 
ibn Muhammad-Mul}ammad ibn 'Alf, or ties of clientage, a~ WIth 
Nafi'-Ibn 'Umar. Some of these pairings are almost exclUSIve in 
character, i.e. they have material only from their father or master 
and from no one else, such as Ibn Ta\Vlis-Taws, Ibn cUnva
'Urwa, Musa ibn 'Uqba-Nafi', and Ja'far ibn Mul}ammad-
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Mui}ammad; some simply depend more or less strongly on their most 
important teachers, such as 'AtiJ.', 'Amr, Abu I-Zubayr, Yal}ya ibn 
Sa'fd and Ayyi1b ibn abi Tamima. 

In addition there are sources in which such student-teacher or 
son-father relationships do not set the tone; rather, either a multi
plicity of sources-as with Ibn Shihab, Sulayman ibn Musa and oth
ers-or a specific regional selection or Oile centered on a specific 
group of authorities sets the scene, as is conspicuous, for instance, 
with 'Abd aI-Karim, 'Ata' al-Khurasanf, 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb and Ibn 
abi Mulayka. 

3. Ibn Jurayj's individual sources vary strongly in their propor
tions of traditions from the Prophet, the ,a/.laba, and the tabi'un. Only 
one tradition-that of 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb-contains primarily badfths 
of the Prophet; in some their proportion fluctuates between 20 and 
30%, thus for instance with 'Ata' ibn abf Rabal}, Abu I-Zubayr, Ibn 
abi Mulayka, Ibn Shihab, Hisham ibn 'Urwa and 'AtiJ.' al-Khurasam, 
while others---such as 'Amr ibn Dfnar, Ibn Tawiis, YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fQ, 
Musa ibn 'Uqba, 'Abd al-Karfm, Nafi'-have only few traditions 
of the Prophet or none at all. High proportions of traditions of 
the ,ababa are found, for instance, with 'Ata' ibn abf RabaJ:t, Abu 
I-Zubayr, Ibn abf Mulayka, Musa ibn 'Uqba, Nafi', YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fQ, 
'Abd al-Kanm and 'Ata' al-Khurasanf; they make up between 35 and 
45% with, for instance, 'Amr ibn Dinar, Ibn Shihab, and Hisham ibn 
'Urwa; 'Arnr ibn Shu'ayb and Ibn Tawus have conspicuously few. 

Only the tradition of Ibn Tawiis contains a preponderance of 
material from the tab/un; with some a volume of 30-40% is to be 
observed, as for instance with 'Amr ibn DInar, Hisham ibn 'Unva, 
YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd and 'Abd al-Karfm; Ibn Shihab, Abu I-Zubayr, 
'Ata' ibn abf Rabal}, Ibn abf Mulayka, and 'Arnr ibn Shu'ayb have 
distincdy fewer; none at all are found w:ith Musa ibn 'Uqba, Nafi' 
and 'Ata' al-Khurasanf. 

4. The use of the isniid or the identification of informants for tra
ditions varies in the individual sources of Ibn Jurayj. Isnads are very 
rare with 'Ata' ibn abf Rabal} and Ibn Tawiis; they reach less than 
50% with, for instance, Ibn abf Mulayka, 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb, 'Abd 
aI-Karim and 'Ata' al-Khurasanf. Chains of transmission and infor
mants are frequent above all with the Medinans like Ibn Shihab, 
Hisham ibn 'Urwa, Yal}ya ibn Sa'fd, and Musa ibn 'Uqba, but also 
with the Meccans 'Amr ibn Dfnar and Abu I-Zubayr, who show a 
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quite pronounced Medinan influence in other ways as well or who 
are known to be of Medinan origin. 

5. Large variations are to be observed in the terminology of trans
mission with which Ibn Juraxi cites his sources. For instance, the 
usage of the word man" varies betw"een 0 vvith Ibn abI Mulayka and 
60 to 80% with Yal;tya ibn Sa'ld, Musa ibn 'Uqba and 'Arm ibn 
Shu'ayb. Between the two lie those with relatively few "'an" tradi
tions, such as those of Abu l-Zubayr and 'Amr ibn DInar, and oth
ers in which "'an" occurs with a frequency between 30 and 45%, as 
in the cases of Hisham ibn 'Urwa, Ibn Shihab, Ibn Tawils, 'A!5.' 
ibn aM Rabal;t and 'Abd al-KarIm. The usage of the formula "sami'tu" 
displays fluctuations as well. With some informants Ibn Juraxi uses 
it not at all, with others rarely, but in individual cases conspicuously 
often, as, for instance, in the traditions of Ibn aM Mulayka. Similarly 
unusual preferences for specific termini of transmission are sometimes 
also observable on the part of Ibn Juraxi's informants, for instance, the 
almost exclusive use of "sami'tu" with Abu l-Zubayr. The heterogene
ity of the structure of transmission furthermore speaks against the 
assumption that one can use it to' determine vvritten or oral transmis
sion of individual traditions. With the tradition of Ibn Juraxi at least
,,~th a few exceptions, like that of Mujahid-this is not possible.'04 

These are the five most importance dimensions by which the 
differing characters of the individual source-profiles can be formally 
represented. The individuality of each individual source and the many 
characteristic differences between them reduce to absurdity the the
sis that Ibn Juraxi forged it all, produced the texts himself, projected 
them onto older authorities and fabricated the chains of transmis
sion or informants for them. Such diversity cannot be the result of 
systematic forgery, but can only have developed historically. This 
means that the traditions for which Ibn Jurayj names specific per
sons as sources actually derive from them and are in this sense 
authentic. A popular trick to circumvent the problem that the texts 
are too heterogeneous to have been forged by a single person is to 
claim that the transmitter in question-in this case Ibn Juraxi-was 
not, or only in part, the forger, but rather a multiplicity of unnamed 

70+ Only the assumption that the fonnulae "sam{tu," "qlila If," and so .f~r.th des~ 
ignate heard texts is probable. This, however, does not preclude the pOSSIbility that 
they were also recorded in writing. 
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contemporaries from whom he obtained his material and adorned 
it with his na~e; or that it :vas later generations who illegitimately 
made use of his name. This IS a Schachtian mode of argumentation 
("the bulk of the traditions which go under his name must be cred
ited to :n~~ymous traditiomsts in the first half of the second! eighth 
:entury). Such mventIOn of anonymous parties as supposed orig
In~to~s of the ~nconsistencies cannot, however, be accepted as a 
sCIentifically satIsfactory explanation, since it transfers the problem 
from the known and testable to the realm of speculation. I do not 
dispute that there were forgers of i}adfths and isnads in the first! sev
enth and second! eighth century and that it is among the duties of 
the histonan to discover who fabricated traditions and chains of 
transmission, when, where, how, and why. However, I consider the 
prevailing theory which assumes-to overstate the case somewhat
that the stock of traditions up to the emergence of the great col
lections of the third! ninth century and beyond is primarily the work 
of hundreds of unknown forgers, while the names of transmitters 
stated in the traditions themselves have litde to do with it to be a 
great error and devoid of all historical probability. ' 

To the wholesale denial of the credibility of the information about 
transmitters which has led to paralysis of research in this area one 
may object that it is possible to detect forgeries through comparison 
of the tradIuons m early and late collections. Schacht himself men
tioned the fact, already known to Muslim Hadfth criticism that the 
isnads oflater collections are considerably be·tter and more ~omplete. 
This IS a pOSSIble pomt of departure to unmask forgeries and amend
ments of isniids and their originators. From the observation that chains 
of transmission and i}adiths were forged one may not conclude that 
everything was forged, or that the authentic and the fake can no 
longer be distinguished from each other. Investigation of a strand of 
transmission in an early collection of traditions-the material of Ibn 

Jurayj in the Mu,annq/ of 'Abd al-Razzaq-shows that criteria can 
~ertainly be developed to separate credible traditions from ques
uonable ones or those which cannot be evaluated. A comparison of 
thIS early stock of traditions (first half of the second! eighth century) 
With that of the collections of the second half of the third!ninth cen
tury and later may yield rather precise information about the volume 

70S Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 179 and passim. 
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of forgeries, the forgers and their motives. This IS a research task 
which has yet to be taken in hand.'06 

b. Characteristics of the early legal centers 

In addition to significant criteria of authenticity, Ibn Jurayj's more 
important sources )~eld further insights into the structures of devel
opment ofIslamic jurisprudence between 50/670 and 1501767. They 
supplement the picture emerging from the traditions of 'Ala' and 
'Amr, and permit a view beyond Mecca into other centers of legal 
scholarship. 

'Ala' ibn abI Rabai:t owes a portion of his legal knowledge, and 
probably also the impctus to pursue such questions, to his teacher 
Ibn 'Abbas.'07 The formative influence of this personality on the 
development of Meccan legal scholarship is also to be detected in 
the case of the younger 'Amr ibn DInar, who received his educa
tion primarily from students of Ibn 'Abbas through whom he also 
received and passed on his teachings.703 A similar situation is to be 
observed with a few other Meecan contemporaries of the nvo men. 
Mujahid was, likc 'Ala', a student of Ibn 'Abbas, and cites him with 
corresponding frequency. Abu I-Zubayr,'09 I:Iasan ibn Muslim,710 and 
IbrahIm ibn Maysara7ll transmit many legal opinions and traditions 
from students of Ibn 'Abbas such as Abu I-Sha'tha' and Tawus, 
among others. This "school" clearly dominatcd among the scholars 
of Mecca. A characteristic of thc students of Ibn 'Abbas which dcci
sively shaped Meccan fiqh is that primarily their own legal opinions 
and only relatively few traditions from others are prescrved in the 
work of the Meccan IbnJurayj. This is truc of 'Ala', Tawils, Mujahid 
and Abu I-Sha'tha'. When they name authorities, they naturally cite 

70G The works of G. H. A Juynbolls arc the most recent ventures in this area. 
His concentration on the biographical material, and practically exclusively on the 
traditions of the Prophet, has resulted in a number of remarkable conclusions, espe
cially with respect to the scope and technique of isniid forgery, which were in part 
familiar to the Muslim scholars themselves. Through the inclusion of older sources 
which do not contain only badiths of the Prophet, like the MU{annq/ of <Abd al
Razzaq or of Ibn Abr Shayba, it will, however, certainly be possible to get further. 

707 See p. 146. 
70B See pp. 201 ff. 
709 See pp. 208 if. 
710 See p. 214. 
711 See p. 215. 
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their teacher Ibn 'Abbas most frequently, but aside from him they 
Irke to refer to decisions of the second caliph 'Vmar 'V . d' , . mar IS a 
stan ard autho~ty in l\1ecca; he is valued by scholars who do not 
belong to the CIrcle of Ibn 'Abbas-such as 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb712-
as well. With those students of Ibn 'Abbas who taught primarily 
theIr own leg~ opinions, the Prophet played no prominent role; he 
IS generally Cl,ted more rarely than Ibn 'Abbas, by SOme about as 
frequently as Vmar, by others scarcely at all. 

One may not, however, generalize these preferences. In Mecca 
there were also legal scholars who were unconnected ,,~th the school 
of Ibn 'Abbas or were only partially committed to it, like Ibn abi 
Mulayka and Abu I-Zubayr. No personal legal opinions are reported 
from eIther of them. Ibn abi Mulayka seems particularly to have 
collected caliphal rulings, while Abu I-Zubayr was formed by the 
legal VIews of the Companion of the Prophet Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah. 
These were-thIS IS also confirmed by traditions of 'Ata'713- lik 
those of Ibn 'Abbas and Ibn 'Vmar, in demand in his iifetim;' bu~ 
they dId not become as influential as the teachings of the latter. 
While the Meccan scholars of the first/seventh and opening second/ 
eIghth century prefer:ed to. cite legally knowledgeable Companions 
of th: Prophet, ill nelghbonng al-Ta'if there was afaqfh who based 
his ray not only on the Qur'an, which was fundamental in the school 
of Ibn 'Abbas as well, but primarily on hadfths of the Prophet· 'Arm 
ibn Shu 'ayb. 7H . . 

The sc~oo!, of Ibn 'Ab~as. was not limited to Mecca. Through 
Abu I-Sha tha (Basra),. Sa ld Ibn Jubayr (Kufa) and Tawils (San'a') 
It spread ill Iraq and m Yemen, and its influence is discernible in 
Syna as well with a scholar such as 'Ata' al-Khurasa-n-I Th 
b h ~ .. ~e 

ranc es . not develop in isolation from each other but contin-
ued to exerCIse a fertilizing effect on Mecca-which c;n be consid
;red _as the center of the school, since most of the students of Ibn 
Abbas had settled there-as is shown by Abu- I Sh 'th-' ·nfI { . -aaSIuence 

on Amr Ibn D,nar715 and the wide reeeption of the fiqh of Tawils 
and of 'Ala' al-Khurasanl's Ibn 'Abbas material by Ibn Jura;j.7I6 

112 See pp. 212 £ 
713 See p. 143. 
714 See pp. 212 f 
715 See p. 199. 
716 See pp. 216, 233. 
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This is not the place to depict the development of Medinan fiqh, 
but since it excercised influences on the Meccan foqaha' on the basis 
of which it is possible to reach conclusions about the early legal 
scholarship of Medina, let us permit ourselves some remarks on the 
subject. 717 

The teachings of the more important early Medinan foqaha' con
tain a larger proportion of traditions than is the case with the stu
dents of Ibn 'Abbas such as 'Ata' and TawUs, who taught primarily 
their own ra'y. With Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and Ibn Shihab, it is 
true, their O\'Vll legal opinions are also well represented, but cu n-va 
ibn al-Zubayr and-in an extreme form-Nafi' give preference to 
hadfth. For the scholars of Medina as well, the second caliph 'Umar 
;"'as an important legal authority, cited with greater or lesser fre
quency by all. In addition to him there dominates no individual per
sonality like Ibn 'Abbas in Mecca; rather, Medinan fiqh refers to 
several sources: above all to the Prophet (,Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, Ibn 
Shihab) and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar (Nafi', Ibn Shihab), but also to 
the third caliph 'Uthman, among others. 

About the situation of fiqh in Syria and Iraq in the course of the 
first century, on the basis of Ibn Jurayj's tradition from Sulayman 
ibn Musa and 'Abd al-Karim'!3 one can say only that there too 
there was a local tradition which articulated itself in ra'y and ~adfth, 
and that in Iraq Ibn Mas'ud and 'All in addition to 'Umar were 
preferred reference figures for juridical precedents. 

c. The use of the isniid 

A third point which may be kept in mind as a result of the exam
ination of Ibn Jurayj's sources relates to the use of the isnad or the 
naming of informants for traditions of \,vhich one was not the eye
or ean'~tness. It has already been mentioned that the use of the 
isniid varies greatly with the early foqaha', that the Meccans-espe
cially the students of Ibn 'Abbas-and the Iraqi 'Abd al-Karim trans
mit more often without than with an isniid, while in the case of the 
Medinans and those Meccans who display stronger Medinan influences 
the opposite is true.719 This could be an indication that the naming 

m They are to be considered provisional, not only because o~ the relatively sm~ 
textual basis, but also because the latter represents only a selecTIon from IbnJuraYJ· 

'" See pp. 226-232. 
719 See pp. 235 f. 
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of informants and transmission "vith isnads were practiced particu
larly in Medina, and that the custom perhaps also originated there. 
This hypothesis gains even more weight if one examines more closely 
the isniids of a few non-Medinans: one finds in them abundant 
Medinan informants. On the other hand, it is to be observed that 
above all IbnJurayj's older informants, who flourished in the first/sev
enth century, more seldom supply isniids than those who died after 
1181736. One can probably interpret this to mean that in the firstlsev
enth century the suppl~ng of an isniid was rather the exception than 
the rule, but that from the beginning of the second/eighth century 
the use of the isniid asserted itself more and more. This should only 
be understood as a tendency. Among the older transmitters there 
were already some who provided the majority of their indirect tra
ditions vvith statements of provenance----for instance, Nafi{ or Sulayman 
ibn J\1usa-, and among the younger ones there were some-like 
'Abd aI-Karim or 'Ala' al-Khurasanr-who did this more seldom. 

On the other hand, with respect to quality there is at first glance 
no trend from worse to better isnads up to tile middle of the sec
ond/ eighth century to record. It is true that 'Ata' ibn ahl Rabal; 
has few isniids, but these are usually continuous; 'Amr ibn Dfnar uses 
the isniid much more frequently, but only about 60% of his isniids 
are complete. A similar situation pertains with, for instance, Ibn abf 
Mulayka (d. 1181736), who has few but continuous indications of 
transmitters, while many defective isnads are found ,,~th YaJ.tya ibn 
Sa'id (d. 1431760-1). This fact does not speak for the assumption 
that in the first half of the second/eighth century isniids were already 
being systematically forged. If one investigates more precisely where 
the weaknesses of the isnads lie, it becomes clear that except in the 
rarest of cases the responsibility lies not with Ibn Jurayj's sources, 
but with their informants; that is, the discontinuities usually date 
from the first century. This conclusion fits the observation made 
above, that at this time the use of the isniid was not yet customary. 
This explains the weaknesses of isniids with the scholars of the sec
ond half of the first/seventh century. That they were not eliminated 
also speaks against the hypothesis of forgery. It is interesting to note 
that ,,~th I;adfths of the Prophet the use of the isniid is, it is true, 
more frequent and their isniids are often more complete than in the 
case of other authorities, but that the discrepancy is much less 
significant that one might suspect: 68% of the traditions of the Prophet 
have an isniid, which in 69% of the cases is continuous; with the 
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others 59% have isniids, of which 62% are complete. It is true that 
a tendency to make fuller statements of origin for traditions of the 
Prophet is beginning to become apparent up to the middle of the 
second century, but it is not yet highly pronounced. 

d. Ibn ]uray)'s anonymous traditwns 

In addition to material from others for which Ibn JuraY.i specifies 
his sources, he also transmits material without naming his informant. 
It comprises about 7.9% of his work as a whole. He introduces these 
texts of anonymous origin with various formulae. Most often occur 
"ukhbirtu" or "lzuddithtu 'ani anna" (it was reported to me from/that),720 
more seldom "balaghanf 'ani anna" (it reached me from/that), "akhbaranz 
rqjul 'ani anna" (someone reported to me), "man ~addiq" (someone I 
consider reliable), "man sam{a X" (someone who heard X), "ghayr X" 
(someone other than x), "ba'¢ min" (some people from), or simply 
"qala" of a person who cannot be documented as a direct source of 
Ibn JuraY.i's. 

At the head of the authorities to whom these anonymous tradi
tions refer stands the Prophet (23%). He is followed by 'Umar (13%), 
'All and Ibn Mas'ud (8% each), a number of completely anonymous 
traditions (6%) and Ibn 'Abbas (4%). Next place is taken by a group 
of caliphs and scholars of the generation of the tiibi'iln (4-3%): 'Umar 
ibn 'Abd al-'Azlz, 'Abd aI-Malik, Sa'id ibn Jubayr, Sa'id ibn al
Musayyab, Shurayl], and al-I::£asan al-Ba,rf. The next place in the 
scale of frequency is shared by a number of Companions of the 
Prophet (2-1 %): 'Utbman, Salman al-FarisI, 'A'isha, Zayd ibn Thabit, 
al-Zubayr, Ibn 'Umar, Abu Hurayra and 'Amr ibn al-'~. The final 
place is again taken by scholars of the generation of the tiibi'iln (I %): 
Nafi', 'Ala' ibn aM Rabal]" Ibn Shihab, Tawils, al-Sha'bI, 'Urwa 
ibn al-Zubayr and SUlayman ibn Yasar. 

By an anonymous tradition I mean simply one for which Ibn 
JuraY.i names no direct source. "Anonymous" does not mean that 
no informant at all is named as a link. That may be the case, but 
need not be. Between the elder tiibi'iln and Ibn Jura)j lies a gap of 

• 720. That with Ibn J~ra)j the for~lUlae "ukhbirtu" and "I;uddithtu" indicate recep
tlOn 111 the form of wijada (c£ Sezgm, Geschichte, vol. 1, pp. 78 £) is in most cases 
unlikely, but possible in some, e.g. in the indirect references to traditions of <Ikrima 
[mawlii of Ibn <Abbas], Sa<rd ibn Jubayr, al-Basan [al-Ba~ri] and Makl).Gl. 
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only .. one generation. Thus, further informants for his anonymous 
tradi~ons from the~ ar~ scarcely to be expected, since it is precisely 
the link to them whIch IS not named. In the anonymous texts infor
mants for fiibi'un do, in fact, appear only in exceptional cases.72 ! On 
the other hand, in those from the ,abiiba and the Prophet partial 
zsniids are not unusual. Sometimes they lack only the link immedi
ately before Ibn JuraY.i. It is conspicuous that with the anonymous 
badfths of the Prophet usually (78%) such a-sometimes multiply
mterrupted zsniid is present, and thus that only a very small portion 
are CIted by Ibn Jura)j ,vithout any statement of provenance at all. 
The case is different with the traditions of the ,aMba. Here it is only 
the texts from Ibn 'Abbas for which one of his students is usually 
named as an indirect source, while those from 'Umar, (Alr and Ibn 
Mas'ud only very rarely have further informants. 

The textual group of anonymous traditions in the work of Ibn 
Jura)j contains a number of features which confirm the foregoing 
conclusIOns about the authenticity of the Ibn Jurayj material in the 
M10allnaj of 'Abd al-Razzaq and the knowledge it yields about the 
early discipline of juridical tradition. 

l. The fact that Ibn Jurayj claims to have 90% of his material 
from specific informants but leaves 8% without statements of prove
nance speaks against the assumption that his informants are fabri
cated; since, if he had a motive to father his traditions on others it 
would have affected all the texts. It is, however, largely the sa;"e 
authorities whom he cites both with and without statements of source. 
If he is a forger, why does he report anonymously from 'Urwa ibn 
al-Zubayr, whose texts he generally records having from the latter's 
son Hisham? Why does he cite Nafi" Ibn Shihab and even his 
teacher 'Ala' indirecdy and anonymously, although he was in con
tact. with them and otherwise always passes on their teachings and 
traditIOns direcdy? For what reason does he transmit hadfths of the 
Prophet which for a continuous isniid lack only the link before him
self, which would be so easy to fabricate, and traditions of the Prophet 
completely without informants, although he was familiar with a num
ber of good islliids? On the contrary, all of these indices suggest that 
Ibn Jurayj's statements of sources, when he makes them, are credi
ble and that he actually received from his informants the traditions 

721 E.g. &\1[ 6: 11146 (balaghanf 'an Jabir [ibn Yazrd ibn a1-I:Iarith?] 'all al-Sha<bi). 
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ascribed to them. The question of the form in which he obtained 
them from them-whether he heard them, read them out loud him
self or simply copied from a written text-is, it is true, not unim
portant, but it is not significant for the problem of the general 
authenticity of the tradition of Ibn Jurayj. The anonymous traditions 
are probably explained on one hand by Ibn Jurayj's honesty and 
precision: he left texts whose precise provenance he could no longer 
trace y.,rithout a statement of origin, even in cases where particular 
informants absolutely forced themselves upon him, as, for instance, 
with 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr and Tawils. In other cases-for instance, 
when he says "akhbaranf man Ujaddiq"-he dispenses with the nam
ing of the informant for some reason, although he presumably knew 

who it was. 
,,yith respect to the early discipline of tradition, Ibn Jurayj's anony

mous traditions demonstrate that among the ~adfths in circulation in 
the first half of the second/eighth century those from the Prophet 
were more frequently and better equiped with isniids than those from 
'Umar, 'Alr and Ibn Mas'ild. Such a tendency is also to be observed 
in Ibn Jurayj's sources which are known by name.722 This allows us 
to conclude either that people began early to pay closer attention 
to the provenance of hadfths of the Prophet than they did with the 
traditions of the caliphs and the Companions, or that they early 
began to ascribe ~adfths of the Prophet to well-known scholars. The 
tw'o are not mutually exclusive, but neither will have been a gener
ally disseminated procedure, but rather limited to specific groups of 
people or circles of scholars. Ibn Jurayj's anonymous ~adfths of the 
Prophet with isniids show that he did not even always consider it 
necessary to retain and transmit his immediate source. In Mecca in 
the first half of the second! eighth century the naming of continu
ous chains of transmission-even for ~adfths of the Prophet-thus 
cannot have been part of the general standard of the juridical tech
nique of transmission. 723 

722 \\lith 'Umar, for instance, in 62% of the cases informants are named, but 
only 40% of the isniids arc continuous. 

723 That it was not very different in Medina is shown by Malik's Muwattrl. On 
this cf. Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, p. 2l8. 
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The depiction of the development of Meccan fiqh has taken place 
exclusively on the basis of the teachings of its most important repre
sentatives-'Ala' ibn abr Rabah, 'Amr ibn Drnar and Ibn Jurayj-, 
which were collected and transmitted by their students. Up to this 
point I have largely neglected the biographical reports about them. 
Only the chronological and geographical placement of the figures, 
i.e. approximately when they died and where they lived and worked, 
has been derived from the labaqiit works. This "one-sidedness" was 
intentional and has a methodological rationale. The credibility of the 
traditions about figures of the first/seventh and second/eighth cen
tury contained in the biographical works is just as controversial as 
the teachings and traditions which are ascribed to them. Schacht 
and the majority of the non-Muslim scholars of this century con
sider the biographical information about the !a~iiba and tiibi'iln, i.e., 
the figures of the first century, to be largely unhistorical and leg
endary, and see scarcely any possibility of unraveling the tangle of 
truth and fiction. There is also a deep distrust toward the biographical 
information about figures of the second/eighth century, especially 
when it relates to their contacts to the preceding generation of schol
ars. Generally only the names, information about the place or places 
where they were active, and the death dates are accepted; every
thing else is generally subject to the suspicion of forgery, and it is 
left to the taste of the individual researcher what part of it he con
siders credible or otherwise. The claim that the traditions fiom the 
early legal scholars are predominantly later fictions necessarily goes 
hand in hand with the thesis that the information about them must 
also be forged to a greater or lesser extent. It was thus not advis
able to make the analysis of the Tradition material from the Meccan 
jUqalzii' dependent on unconfirmed biographical traditions about them. 

Since it has emerged that 'Abd al-Razzaq's tradition from Ibn 
Jurayj and the latter's tradition from CAtif, 'Amr and others are reli
able, that based on them historically secure statements about the 
teachings of legal scholars of the first and second centuries are pos
sible, and that, conversely, the hypothesis of forgery fails as a universal 
explanatory model for the development of the legal traditions ascribed 
to them, the question of the source-value of the biographical litera
ture about the early jUqalzii' must be posed anew. Methodologically, 
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I proceed by gathering all the information about 'Ara', 'Amr and 
Ibn ]urayj from the biographical lexica accessible to me, which nat
urally represent only a sample of the extant biographical reports 
overall, in order to be able to determine on the basis of reported 
implausibilities, contradictions or tendentious statements whether 
forged traditions about them exist. In addition, I will attempt to 
identifY the sources from which the biographical reports about the 
fignre in question derive. 

I. 'Alii' ibn aM Rabal/21 

He had the kunya Abu MuJ:>ammad; his father's name was Aslam725 

The latter is supposed to have been a Nubian who earned his liv
ing by weaving baskets.'26 His mother was a Negro by the name of 
Baraka. 727 CAt~f caIne from Yemen, more precisely from the town 
Muwallad!l-janad723-the variants Walad aI-janad729 and al-janad730 

are probably only inaccurate renditions-but grew up in Mecca. He 
was a mawla (client) of the family (al) of Abu Khuthaym al-Fihr!731-
variants: of Abu Maysara ibn abJ Khuthaym aI-Fihr!,732 of the Banu 

m I have consulted primarily the following works: Ibn Sacci (d. 230/844-5), 
Tabaqa!, vol. 5, pp. 344-346, 354, 355, 404, vol. 2/2, pp. 133-134, vol. 7/2, 
p. 130, vol. 8, p. 100. KhalIfa ibn Khayyat (d. 240/854-5), Tabaqii!, p. 280. al-BukharI 
(d. 256/870), Ta'rfkh, vol. 3/2, pp. 463-464. Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889-10), Ma'ari]; 
p. 154. Ibn abI J:!.tim (d. 327/938'9), Taqdima, pp. 39, 130, 238, 243"245. Id., 
]ar~, vol. 3, pp. 330-331. Ibn J:!ibban (d. 354/965), Mashahir, no. 589. Id., ThUja!, 
vol. 5, pp. 198-199. Abu Nu'aym (d. 4301l038-9), /filya, vol. 3, pp. 310-325. al
ShIr'zI (d. 4761l083-4), Tabaqa!, p. 69. al-NawawI (d. 6761l277-8), Tahdhfb, vol. 
1, pp. 333-334. Ibn Khallikan (d. 6811l282-3), Wqfayat, vol. 2, pp. 423-425. al
DhahabI (d. 7481l347-8), Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 197. Id., Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 98. al
SaladI (d. 7641l362-3), Nakt, pp. 199-200. Ibn J:!ajar (d. 8521l448-9), TahdMb, 
vol. 7, pp. 199-203. 

72:, Variant: Salim-probably a misreading of Aslam. It and the name of the 
grandfather, $afW3.n, are only in Ibn Khallikan, J;j1qfayal, vol. 2, p. 4·23 (without 
statement of source). 

726 Only in Ibn I:Iajar, TaJidhtb, vol. 7, p. 200 (following Abu Dawud [al~Sijistiini], 
d. 275/888-9). 

727 Only in fun Qutayba, Ma'iiri/, p. 154. al-FasawI, MaCri/a, vol. 2, p. 18. Ibn 
J:!ajar, T aMhfb, vol. 7, p. 200. 

723 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 344. Ibn Khallikan, JlVqfqyat, voL 2, p. 423. al-
Dhahabr, TadhJ.-im, voL 1, p. 98. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdkib, voL 7, p. 200. 

m Ibn Qutayba, Ma'ii1-if, p. 154. 
no Ibn I:Iibban, 7kiqiit, voL 5, p. 198. 
731 al-Bukhari, Ta'nkh, vol. 3/2, pp. 463 f. Ibn J-:Iibban, Mashah'ir, no. 589; id., 

TIliqiit, voL 5, p. 198. 
m Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiil, vol. 5, p. 344. Ibn Khallikan, T11qfqyiit, vol. 2, p. 423. 
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Fihr,733 of Ibn Khuthaym al-Qurash! al_Fihr!734 of Habfba bint , . 
Maysara ibn ab! Khuthaym735-or of Banil ]umaJ:>;736 both belong 
to Quraysh. 'Ara' is described as black-skinned, flat-nosed and kinky
haired,m which fits with the statements that both parents were 
Negroes. He had only one healthy eye, and later became completely 
blind; he was cnppled, and limped. His hand is supposed to have 
been cut off at the downfall of the caliph Ibn aI-Zubayr. 738 Under 
the suspicion of sympathizing ,,~th the Murji'a, in the year 93/711 
he-like Mujahid, 'Amr ibn D!nar and Sa'!d ibn ]ubayr, who was 
executed for this reason-was for a time imprisoned at the instiga
tion of aI-I:Iajjaj, the governor of Iraq.'39 

From his own statement that he consciously experienced the mur
der of 'Uthman (35/656) and recognized its implications/'o it can 
be inferred that he was born at the beginning of 'Uthman's caliphate 
and was about six to ten years old at his death. In addition to tlns 
approximate information about his age, the statement is also trans
mitted from him that he was born two years after 'Uthman assumed 
the caliphate---which was in the year 23/644."1 Then he would have 
been ten years old at his death. The year 27/648 is also named as 
a birth-date; 712 this seems to be based on a calculation assuming the 
year 1151733-4 as the date of death and a lifespan of 88 (lunar) 

743 A I I' r . years. onger llespan IS assumed by those who place his birth 
in the caliphate of 'Umar.744 Only seldom is his birth dated to the 
end of 'Uthman's caliphate."5 Ibn Sa'd already names 1141732 as 
well as 115 as an alternative year of death. Khal!fa ibn Khayyar has 

733 ~alifa ibn Khayya~, Tabaqat, p. 280. Ibn Qutayba, Ma<iirjf, p. 154. ai-ShIrazi, 
Tapaqat, p. 69. Ibn Khallikan, WqfqViit, vol. 2, p. 423. 

/34 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jar~, vol. 3, p. 330. al-Nawavvi, Tahdhtb, p. 333. Ibn instead 
of abu is probably an error. 

~35 Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhtb, vol. 7, p. 200 (following Ibn al-MaclInI, d. 234/848-9). 
/36 See notes 733 and 735. 
m "Kinky-haired" appears only starting vvith aI-ShIrazI 
738 Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 200 (source: Abu Da\~'11d [al-SijisUilli]. 
739 Cf Madelung, Der Imam al~QJisim b. Ibrii!tfm, pp. 232 f (follovving al-Tabari 

Ta>tikh, vol. 2, p. 1262). . , 
:+0 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 344. Ibn I:Iajar, Taluihtb, vol. 7, p. 202. al-Bukhan, 

Ta rikh, vol. 3/2, p. 464. 
7+1 Ibn I:Iajar, op. cit. 

;:.: Ibn I:Ii?ban, Mas./liihtr, No. 589. Id., 7kiqii~ vol. 5, p. 199. 
~bn Sa d, Tabaqat, :01. 5, p. 346. Ibn Qutayba, Ma<arif, p. 154. aI-ShirazI, 

Tabaqat, p. 69. Ibn Khallikan, Wqfl?::Piil, voL 2, p. 425. 
~~ Onlyal-DhahabI, Tadhldra, vol. 1, p. 98. Also see note 749. 
/4~ al-Nawawl, T ahdhtb, voL 1, p. 333 (vvithout a source). 
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11717 35.746 This uncertainty runs through the later biographical 
works, but 114 is considered most likely.''' He is supposed to have 
died in the month of Rama<;lan.'48 His lifespan is usually given as 
88 years; only later appear the numbers 90 and 100,749 which, how
ever, similarly seem to be drawn from early sources. (Ara) had a son 
named Ya 'qub.'50 

At the beginning of his career (?) he taught the Qur'an;,·\1 how
ever, he was above all considered a legal scholar and transmitter. 
Numerous biographical traditions show that learned and simple peo
ple came to 'Ata' in order to question him about legal and ritual 
information. In Mecca his activities as a muflf sometimes had an 
official character; probably on the basis of a decree of the governor 
of the Umayyad caliph, only 'Ata and, in his absence, Ibn abi Najil,l, 
were permitted to act as mziftiJ52 He was-next to Mujahid753-con_ 
sidered as Ibn 'Abbas's successor in the position of mujif of Mecca'54 
and as the most important and best mujif Mecca possessed around 
the tum of the century.'55 His sessions, in which he answered ques
tions and taught, took place in the mosque, i.e. in the I:Iaram, where 
he also spent the night for the last two decades of his life.'56 His 

7% KhalIfa ibn Khayya~, Tabaqat p. 280. al-NawawI, op. cit., p. 334. Ibn J:Iajar, 
T ahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. 

717 al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 98. al-~afadI, Nakt, p. 199. 
i48 al-Dhahabf, op. cit. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 7, pp. 201, 202 (sources: Ibn ab! 

Layla, d. 1481765-6, I:!ammad ibn Salama, d. 1671783-4). 
H9 C£ Ibn Khallikan, T11qfqvaf, vol. 2, p. 425. al-DhahabI, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 197. 

al-Safadf, Nakt, p. 200. Ibn I:!ajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 201 (following Ibn abf Layla). 
750 Ibn Qutayba, Ma~iiriJ, p. 154. 
751 Ibn Sacci, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 344. a1-~afadI, Nakt, p. 199. Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdhrb, 

vol. 7, p. 200. 
i52 al-BukharI, Ta~rikh, vol. 3/2, p. 464 (source: IbrahIm ibn 'Umar (or 'Amr) 

ibn Kaysan). C£ also al-NawavvI, T ahdhrb, vol. 1, p. 334. Ibn Khallikan, f;t7qfqyiit, 
vol. 2, p. 424. al-Shirazi, Tabaqiit, p. 69. 

753 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 346. Ibn Khallikan, Hlqfqyiit, vol. 2, p. 423. al
~afadi, Nakt, p. 199. 

'" Abu Nu'aym, ljilya, vol. 3, p. 311 (source: Mu~ammad al-Shafi'l, d. 204/8]9-20. 
The isniid should probably read, more correctly: A1:)mad ~an, instead of Al).mad ibn 
Mu1;ammad al-Shafi'i). 

755 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 330 (source: Rabl'a). Cf. also al-Nawa'-""f, 
Tahdkib, voL 1, p. 334. Ibn Khallikan, Wqfa)'iit, vol. 2, p. 424. Ibn l:Iajar, Tahdhfb, 
vol. 7, p. 201. Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 345 (source: Mu1;ammad ibn 'Abd Allah 
ibn 'Arnr ibn 'Uthmiin ibn 'Allan [al-Dlbaj], d. 1451762-3). al-Dhahabf, TadJlkira, 
vol. ], p. 98. Ibn I:!ajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 7, p. 201. 

756 Abu Nu'aym, lji{ya, vol. 3, pp. 310, 311 (source: Ibn Juraxi). Ibn I:Iajar, 
Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. I, p. 98. 
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younger contemporaries considered him one of the, if not the, great
est of the scholars of his time. 757 He was considered an eminent 
authority in the area of the I;..ajj ceremonies,758 which is not surpris
ing for a Meccan. 

V\Thile in the second and third centuries 'Ata' was uncontested as 
a jaqfh, as a H adfth scholar he received mixed reviews. On one hand, 
it is said that he knew many ~adfth?59 and concerned himself with 
the study of Tradition (lalab al-'ilm),'60 that among 'Ata"s contem
poraries his ~adfths were coveted'61 and that scholars like Abu J:Ianifa 
and al-Awza'f, who for a time numbered among his students, thought 
highly of him;'62 on the other hand, Ijadfth scholars of the second 
half of the second/eighth century such as Yal,lya ibn Sa'id al-Qanan 
(d.198/813-4) already take a critical stance towards those hadfths of 
the Prophet which he transmitted indirectly (marsal), i.e., ",~thout an 
informant of the generation of the ,aJ,zaba. At the same time, they 
did not imply that his ~adfths were inauthentic or forged, but found 
fault in the fact that he supposedly received them from anyone, i.e., 
probably without testing the credibility of his informant, and sus
pected that he also received a good deal from unnamed written 
sources.'63 Later critical scholars such as Al,lmad ibn J:Ianbal (d. 2411 
855-6) and 'Ali ibn al-Madini (d. 234/848-9)-both students of 
Yal,lya's-followed this judgment.764 'Ali ibn al-Madinf also noted 
another flaw: two of his most important students, Qays ibn Sa'd and 

757 Abu Nu'aym, lji{ya, voL 3, p. 311 (source: al-Awza'I, d. 1571773-4). al
ShIrazI, Tabaqiil, p. 69. al-NawawI, T ahdhrb, vol. 1, p. 333. Ibn I:Iajar, Ta/uihfb, vol. 
7, p. 201. Ibn Sa'~, Tabaqiif, vol. 5, p. 346 (source: Maymun [ibn Mihran], 
d. 1181736). Ibn l:!aJar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 2/2, p. 133 
(source: Isma'il ibn Umayya, d. after 1301747-8). Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jarb, vol. 3, 
p. 331. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 98. 

7:;8 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, pp. 344, 345; vol. 2/2, p. 133 (sources: Abu Ja'far, 
d. 1141732-3, Qatada, d. 1171735). Ibn abf I:!atim, ]a,iz, vol. 3, p. 330. AbU 
Nu'aym, lji{ya, vol. 3, p. 31l. al-ShirazI, Tabaqiit, p. 69. Ibn Khallikan, Wqfqyiit, 
vol. 2, pp. 423, 424 f. (source: Abu I:!anffa, d. 1501767-8). al-Dhallabf, Tadhkira, 
vol. I, p. 98. Ibn I:!ajar, Tahdhib, voL 7, p. 201 (source: Ibn abf Layla, d. 1481765-6). 

159 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat, vol. 5, p. 344. 
760 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 345, vol. 2/2, p. l34 (source: Salama ibn Kul:tayl, 

d. 1221740). Abu Nu'aym, ljib'a, voL 3, p. 311. al-Nawawl', Tahdhfb, vol. I, p. 333 
(source: al-Shafi'r). Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 201. 

761 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 330. Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdhfb, voL 7, p. 201 (sources: 
AbU Ja'far, Qatada). 

762 Cf. note 757 and al-DhahabI, Mfziitl, vol. 2, p. 197. 
763 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Taqdima, pp. 130,243, 244. al~DhahabI, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 197. 
764- al-DhahabI, op. cit. al-~a[adi, Nakt, p. 200. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. 
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Ibn Jurayj, left 'Ata' towards the end of his life, clearly-even if al
Dhahabi does not want to admit it-because his intellectual powers 
were flagging.765 Nevertheless, in the third/ninth century-in the hey
day of the winnowing of Ij adzth--he seems to have been rated as 
generally dependable and credible, as the judgments of YaJ:tya ibn 
Ma'ln (d. 233/847-8)-also a student of al-Qanan-and of Abu 
Zur'a [al-RazI] (d. 264/877-8) demonstrate. 766 AJ:tmad ibn I:Ianbal, 
too, clears him of the suspicion of having suppressed informants 
(tadl's).767 This valuation dominates in the later rijiil literature. 

In Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqiit, the earliest preserved biographical work, in 
several articles not devoted to 'Atil' himself there are indications that 
'Ata' was a student of the Companions of the Prophet Jabir ibn 
'Abd Allah and Ibn 'Abbas and met with 'A'isha768 An early list of 
the Companions of the Prophet from whom he transmitted appears 
in al-Bukharl (d. 256/870). It includes only those from whom he 
"heard": AbU Hurayra, Ibn 'Abbas, Abu Sa'id [al-KhudrI], Jabir 
[ibn 'Abd Allah] and Ibn 'Umar.769 Some of them appear again and 
again in the later works as well, which, however, add new names: 
Rafi' ibn Khadlj, Jabir ibn 'Umayr (?),'70 Mu'awiya ibn abi SufYan 
and 'A'isha, about whom it is explicitly observed that he heard her; 771 

this is also supposed to have been the case with ['Abd Allah] 
Ibn al-Zubayr, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr and Zayd ibn Khalid al
JuhauL772 In the eighthlfourteenth century Umm Salama and Usama 
ibn Zayd are added. 773 This development cuhninates with Ibn I:Iajar 
(d. 85211448-9) in a list of twenty names of Companions from whom 
he is supposed to have transmitted directly and four sahiiba from 
whom he is supposed to have transmitted mursal. 774 This supple-

765 al~Dhahabr, Mfzan, voL 2, p. 197. Ibn I:Iajar, TahdMh, vol. 7, pp. 202, 203 
(source: Sulayman ibn I:iarb, d. 224/839). 

766 Ibn ab! I:iatim, Jarb, vol. 3, p. 331. 
767 Ibn I:Iajar, Talzd1zrb, vol. 7, p. 203. 
768 Cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 354 (biographies of Abul-Zubayr and 'Ubayd 

Allah ibn abI Yazld), vol. 8, p. 100 (biography of Maymuna), vol. 5, pp. 341-342 
(biography of 'Ubayd ibn 'Umayr). 

769 al-BukharI, Ta°rfkh, vol. 3/2, p. 464. Also cf., however, Ibn aI-MadInI 
(d. 234/848-9), '1ud, pp. 81 £ 

770 Not attested. Perhaps Jabir [ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr] and/or ['Ubayd] ibn 
<Umayr is intended. 

i7I Ibn abI Bacim, Jad;, vol. 3, p. 330. 
m Abu Nu'aym, lfifya, vol. 3, p. 316. al-NawawI, Tahdhfb, vol. 1, p. 333. Ibn 

Khallikan, Wqfayiit, vol. 2, p. 423. 
773 al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 98. al-$afadI, Nakt, p. 199. 
m Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdlifb, vol. 7, p. 199. 
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menting of 'Ata"s authorities by Ibn I:Iajar is probably based on his 
own research on the 'Ata' ~adlths known to him or his source al
MizZI. This is also suggested by his selection of liibi'un from whom 
'Ata' transmitted, who are generally not named in early biographies. 
However, he also reports the judgments of Hadzth scholars of the 
third/ninth century, such as AJ:tmad ibn I:Ianbal, 'All ibn al-Madlnf, 
Abu Zur'a and Abu I:Iatim, that 'Ata' did not hear from Ibn 'Umar, 
Abu Sa'id al-Khudrf, Zayd ibn Khalid, Umm Salama, Rafi' ibn 
Khadfj, or Usama, among others, even if he saw some of them, and 
that one may only cite 'Atil"s 'A'isha traditions from the Prophet if 
he explicitly says that he heard them. m Ibn I:Iajar himself declares 
that, in view of his date of birth, 'Ata' cannot have heard from two 
of the saMba in his list. 776 

A similar picture is offered by the reports about 'Ata"s students 
and auditors. The early biographical works name only a few, al
Bnltharf only 'Amr ibn DInar, Qays ibn Sa'd and I:Iabfb ibn abi 
Thabit;777 Ibn abi I:Iatim (d. 327/938) cites his father with the names 
Sulayman ibn Musa, Qays ibn Sa'd, Abu I-Zubayr and 'Abd al
Malik ibn abf Sulayman778 These lists of names-like those on 'Ata"s 
authorities-make no claim to exhaustiveness, which is already clear 
from the fact that one of 'Atil"s most important students--IbnJura)j
is not mentioned, even though Ibn Sa'd already knows traditions of 
Ibn Jura)j's about 'Ata' which clearly identifY him as his teacher. 779 

Later works add further auditors of 'Ata"s7Bo-Ibn Jura)j does not 
appear before al-Dhahabl. Finally, Ibn I:Iajar names 42 transmitters 
from CAta), which-as he says-is only a selection.781 

The biographical literature contains only little information illumi
nating 'Atil"s relationship with, and way of dealing with, traditions. 
We learn from an eyewitness that in his circle ~adi.ths were presented, 
both those which he had himself transmitted and others,''' and that 

775 Op. cit., p. 203. 
mop. cit., p. 203. 
177 al-Bukharf, Ta'rfkil, vol. 3/2, p. 464. 
778 Ibn abI Bacim, Jar{l, vol. 3, p. 330. 
m Cf. Ibn Sa<d, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, pp. 344, 345; vol. 7, p. 100. 
7l'10 Cf. Abu Nu'aym, ljifya, vol. 3, p. 316. Ibn Khallikful, Wqfqyiif, vol. 2, p. 423. 

al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 98. 
781 Ibn Bajar, T ahdkfb, vol. 7, p. 200. The selective character of such statements 

of Ibn l:Jajar's is also emphasized by Juynboll, Muslim Tradition, p. 109, note 58. 
78z Cf. op. cit., vol. 5, p. 345. Abu Nu'aym, ljifya, vol. 3, pp. 310 f. 
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upon questioning from his students he specified whether a statement 
he had made was his personal opinion (ray) or a tradition (athar, 
'ilm).783 The fact that this was not always externally apparent in his 
teachings implies the absence of isnilds. This also fits the answer 
which 'Ata' is supposed to have given a listener from Kufa upon 
his asking from whom his legal solution derived: "That upon which 
the community (umma) agrees is stronger for us than the isniid."781 

There is no concrete indication that (At~C possessed written notes. 
It is true that in the first half of the second/eighth century there 
existed a booklet with traditions which 'Ata' heard from Companions 
of the Prophet, but it is not clear whether they were compiled by 
'Ata' himself or by his son Ya 'qub, who belonged to his circle of 
students. According to the statement of SufYan ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/ 
813-4), who examined it, it contained only a fraction of the 'Ata' 
traditions knovvn to him.785 Since CAt~f had also been an elemen
tary school teacher (mu'allim), it was customary in his classes to write 
down questions and answers,786 he encouraged his students to do 
so and even aided them with paper and ink,''' the possibility can
not, however, be precluded that he himself sometimes took notes as 
well. 

The biographers have collected a number of traditions which illus
trate 'Ata))s virtues and his piety. He is supposed to have given alms 
for his parents-probably on the occasion of the 'Id al-Fitr (the holy
day of breaking the fast)-, although they were dead,788 and only 
worn very simple clothing.739 The mark of prostration was visible on 
his forehead;790 his zeal and his way of performing the ,alilh were 
extolled by his students.791 Even when he had become old and weak, 
he used to stand up for the ,aliih and in this posture, without mov-

783 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 345; vol. 2/2, p. 134 (source: Ibn Jura-xi). 
iM Abu Nu'aym, ljibm, vol. 3, p. 314 (source: Abu Ismirn aI-Kufi). A very early 

attestation of the concept of iimii~. 
73.'; Ibn abi: Bacim, T aqdima, p. 39. 
786 Cf. al-Darimi:, Sunan, vol. 1, p. 106. 
737 Azami Studies in Ear!y /fadfth Literature, p. 80 (following Ramhurmuzi:, al

Mu&addith al1aPl bqyna l-riiwT wa-l-wii'f (MS), 35 b. This work, which has since been 
edited, was not accessible to me. 

738 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 346 (source: Ibn Jurayj). 
789 Abu NuCaym, lfi(ya, voL 3, p. 311 (source: cUmar ibn Dharr). 
790 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 346 (source: Abu Mu'avviya al-Maghribl). . 
79] C( Abu Nu'aym, lfi!)'a, voL 3, p. 310 (source: IbnJurayj). al-Dhahabi:, TadhL,ra, 

voL 1, p. 98. Ibn J::Iajar, Tahdhfb, voL 7, p. 202. 
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ing, recite 200 verses of the surat "al-Baqara."792 The holy mosque 
of Mecca was his home, which for decades he did not leave even 
at night to sleep.793 He is supposed to have participated in the /.zajj 
70 times. 794 'Ata' colored his hair and beard with hinnil' and 'uJra. 795 

None of these tesserae, which I have taken from works of different 
dates and assembled into a biography, if a meager one-the same 
method was followed by the Muslim biographers themselves-makes 
the impression of an intentional forgery. This does not preclude the 
possibility that the statements about him and traditions from him 
contain exaggerations, rounding of numbers, false conclusions and 
errors. This is already clear from the fact that there are discrepan
cies on some points of his life history. These, however, can in part 
be explained with reference to their history of transmission. 

The question whose mawlii he was is probably to be decided in 
favor of the family of Abu Khuthaym al-Fihn. The variations which 
occur in the name are based partially on refinements and partially 
on errors in transmission. Ibn Sa'd names this family without hesi
tation, while Khallfa ibn Khayyat, who brings the Banu Jumal;t into 
play in addition to the Banu Fihr, is uncertain and clearly had no 
precise information about it. 

Among the various statements about 'Ata)'s year of death, al
Dhahabl considers the year 1141732 the best verified.'96 This is 
probably by reason of the following tradition: I:Iammad ibn Salama 
(d. 1671783-4), a Basran scholar, reporls that in this year he came to 
Mecca and 'Ata' was still alive. He wanted to go to him after the 
period of fasting, probably to hear him lecture. 'Ata', however, died 
in the course of Ramaqan. 797 The date 1151733 could be explained 
by the fact that reporls from Mecca usually were spread by return
ing pilgrims, which could lead to confusions between years. On the 
other hand, the date 115 derives from students ofIbn Jurayj-SufYau 

792 Abu Nu'aym, lji/ya, vol. 3, p. 310 (source: Ibn Jurayj). 
793 Op. cit. (source: Ibn Jura)j). al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, voL 1, p. 98. Ibn I:Iajar, 

T ahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. 
794 al-Nawawf, Tahdhfb, voL 1, p. 333 (source: Ibn abf Layla). Ibn Khallikan, 

vVqfqyiit, vol. 2, p. 425. 
793 Ibn Sacd, TabaqlU, vol. 5, pp. 345, 346 (sources: Abu I-Mali:l;t [al-RaqqfJ and 

Fitr ibn KhalIfa, d. 153/770). On the coloring agents cf. Juynboll, "Dyeing the 
Hair,'· pp. 50-59. 

796 See p. 248. 
797 al-Bukhari:, Ta~rfkh, voL 3/2, p. 464. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. 
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ibn 'Uyayna, Mul;tammad ibn 'Umar al-Waqidl, Ibn 'Ulayya798
-

and clearly goes back to ibn Jurayj himself'gg As a Meccan and a 
former student of 'Ata"s he must have been particularly affected by 
his death, which would tend to speak in favor of his statement. The 
year 114 is probably based on an error of J::!ammad's. The date 117 
is documented only in Khallfa ibn Khayyat and is supported by no 
further source. Since the provenance of his information is unknown, 
it should be classed as probably erroneous. Perhaps it is based on 
a confusion between sabCa and arbaca. No motive is discernible for an 
intentional falsification. 

Age and year of birth are usually problematic for figures of the 
firstl seventh centnry, since they often did not known this themselves. 
Variations of a few years are thus preordained. The statement that 
'Ata' was 88 years old at his death derives from Ibn Jurayj's stn
dent al-Waqidl,BOO who presumably has it from Ibn Jura)j. On the 
other hand, the statement that he was born when two years of the 
caliphate of 'Uthman had passed is from 'Ata' himself.80] Accordingly, 
at his death in the year 1151733 he would already have been 90 
years old. This number is in fact named by al-Dhahabl,802 but with 
him it seems to be ouly an approximate, rounded estimate which is 
not based on the 'Ata' tradition. The year 25/646 is most likely as 
the year of birth. 27 is based on the stated age of 88 years and is 
not quite as credible, but approaches the probably correct date very 
closelyB03 The statements that he lived to be 100 and was born in 
the caliphate of 'Umar deviate from this significantly. Here one might 
be tempted to see an intentional falsification, which would have had 
the motive of making it possible for 'Ata' to have more contacts 
,vith Companions of the Prophet than was actnally the case. However, 
it seems to me questionable that this is the original background. The 
statement that 'Ata' lived 100 years goes back to Ibn abl Layla (d. 
1481765-6),804 who attended 'Ata"s lectures for a while but did not 
number among his permanent students. That Ibn aM Layla, who is 

i9R Ibn Sa<d, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 346. Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdhfb, vol. 7, p. 202. 
799 Ibn l:iajar, op. cit. 
3(){) Ibn Sacci, Jabaqlit, voL 5, p. 346. 
~()J Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhrh, vol. 7, p. 202 (source: 'Vmar ibn Qays [al-MakkiJ). 
802 See p. 248, note 749. 
20S \Vere one to consider this advanced age implausible, one would have to place 

CAta' himself under the suspicion of having consciously misstated his date of birth. 
804 Ibn Khallikan, 111qfa)'at, vol. 2, p. 425. Ibn I:Iajar, T alulhfb, voL 7, p. 201. 
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not considered one of the critical If adfth scholars, already had the 
aforementioned motive for forgery is improbable. 100 is probably 
meant lTIOre as a symbolic number of very great age than as an 
exact figure. 805 Since al-Dhahabl's placement of 'Ata"s birth in the 
caliphate of 'Umar806 is not verified by early sources, it probably 
denves from calculations using Ibn abl Layla's statement of age or 
it results from a misreading of the name of the caliph. Al-Dhahabl 
may have preferred this because he was clearly concerned to dispel 
possible doubts as to 'Ata"s reliability.80l Both, the high age and the 
early birth, are thus unhistorical, but-at least originally-probably 
not mtended as deliberate falsifications. 

The discrepancies in the valuation of {Ata,"s traditions are explained 
by the development of the discipline of Tradition and of Hadfth crit
icism. In the first half of the secondl eighth centnry peopl~ collected 
in a much more carefree way, and the demands made on /.zadfths 
were not yet as strict as they would later become. The reputation 
of the person from whom one transmitted still played a large role808 
and masked possible defects in the evidence of the provenance of 
the tradition. Traditions from famous tiibi'iin were thus coveted as 
such. At a growing remove from them, and vvith the enormous 
growth of the H adzth material, from the second half of the secondl 
eighth century the demand for continuous statements of transmis
sion-which at the beginning was probably directed primarily at the 
links of the secondl eighth century-became louder. In this way, how
ever, the traditions of the tabi'iin, which had no or defective isnads 
also came into the crossfire of criticism. This explains the objection; 
which the critical If adzth scholars of the end of the second and the 
thirdlninth centnry had against some of 'Ata"s /.zadzths. 

The growing number of 'Ata"s informants and students is pri
marily conditioned by the fact that in the early works only a few 
names are more or less arbitrarily selected. It is only Ibn J::!ajar 
who-based of course on his source al-IYfizzl-attempts greater com
pleteness and systematization. On the other hand, it should be taken 

805 Ibn ab! Layla's statement that he made the bajj seventy times is probably also 
a rought estImate. Cf. Ibn Khallikan, op. cit. 

306 al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, voL I, p. 98. 
307 This becomes very clear in al-Dhahabf, Mf::;iin, voL 2, p. 197. 
80S Also see Juynboll, Muslim Traditwn, p. 177 (a statement of Shu'ba ibn al-Haijaj 

d. 1601776-7). . , 
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into account that the scholars of the third/ninth century sometimes 
made stricter demands on traditions from Companions of the Prophet 
than later generations. They did not accept some of 'Ata"s infor
mants named in Ibn I:Iajar, since they doubted his sama' from them. 
They were less interested in whether the traditions in question actu
ally derived from 'Ata' or were merely fathered on him. Other tra
ditions of 'Ata' they rejected because of their state of transmission 
after 'Ata'. Abu Nu'aym collected 34 /.tadfths of the Prophet which 
supposedly derive from 'Ata' and are outerly continuous.'09 Only 
eight of them are categorized as ,a/.tm. This shows that there were 
more traditions from 'At;'C in circulation-authentic and forged
than were accepted by ljadfth criticism. They appear agam and again 
in later collections, and from them the later biographers draw their 
knowledge about 'Ata"s authorities and students who are not men
tioned in the older biographical works. The information about 'Ata"s 
informants and students thus cannot be considered definitely reli
able; it is based only partially on biographical traditions, and par
tially on isnads. As far as I can see, it does not contain intentional 
falsifications. The groundlessness of such an assumption is also shown 
by the fact that precisely Ibn I:Iajar, who has the most names, ques
tions direct contact with some of the persons whom he himself enu
merates on grounds of age, and thus considers the corresponding 
isnads to be defective. 

In the biographical material about 'Ara' there are only a few texts 
which nourish the suspicion that they are forged or intentionally 
altered: 

The following text is contained in Ibn I:Iajar: Khalid ibn abl 
Nawf-'Ata': "I have met 200 of the Companions of the Prophet."8l0 
In vic\v of the significance that this "meeting" of informants later 
had in the Muslim discipline of Tradition, and taking into consid
eration the fact that it cannot be inferred from the tradition of Ibn 
Jurayj that 'Ara' referred to numerous contacts to Companions of 
the Prophet, it is natural to suspect that this statement was forged 
and fathered on 'Ata). Older variants of this text show, however, 
that such a conclusion would be overly hasty. In Ibn I:Iajar only a 
fragment is preserved. CAta"s statement runs in its entirety: "I met 

809 Abu Nu'aym, ljifya, vol. 3, pp. 316-325. 
310 Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdkib, voL 7, p. 200. 
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200 Companions of the Prophet in this mosque-i.e., in the mosque 
of the I:Iaram; when the imam said: 'wa-la l-rjiillfna,' they answered 
aloud: 'Arnen. '''811 

Thus it is not personal, individual contact to 200 persons which 
is meant, as Ibn J:Iajar's version suggests, but a mass meeting; the 
number represents only an estimate, CAta)'s age is unspecified, and 
transmission from them is not in question. Since the context is lack
ing, it remains unclear what 'Ata' intended by this comment. Such 
a statement on his part is not unthinkable. Textual reports that dis
tort the meaning as does that in Ibn I:Iajar, however, occur rarely.812 
Is there a motive behind it? It could also be carelessness. 

The fact that the traditions in the biographical literature are usu
ally isolated from the concrete situations in which they originated, 
that we do not know and cannot reconstruct the reason context , , 
addressees, and so forth of a dictum, must be taken into account in 
deciding whether a forgery is present or not. An example is the tra
dition of 'Abd al-'Azlz ibn Rufay" a Meccan who died in 1301747-8 
or 131:813 

'Ata) was asked about a problem and said: "I do not know (lil adnj." 
Thereupon someone said to him: "[vVhy] do you not give your opin
ion about it?" [CAtil)] answered: "I would be ashamed before God for 
people on earth to profess (yudiina) my opinion (ra)I).""4 

Since on the basis of Ibn Jurayj's tradition from 'Ata' it is estab
lished that the latter taught primarily his own ra'y, the dictum does 
not seem to fit 'Ata'. About it Schacht-although he had only two 
traditions of 'Ata' as a basis for comparison, whose authenticity he 
was just as unable to prove-reached the verdict: forged.8I\ ,,yith 
what justification? What did a forger hope to achieve by fathering 
such a statement on 'Ata', of all people, of whom-at least in the 
second/ eighth and third/ninth centuries-it was surely known that 
his jiqh consisted mainly of expressions of his opinion? Are there not 

Hll Ibn !:libban, Mashahzr, no. 1593. Similarly al-Bukhari, Ta'n:kh, voL 3/2, 
p. 464, but here Khalid ibn abi Thmvr is named as a transmitter, which is prob
ably an error-of later transmitters. I could not verity a person of this name. 

812 Another example in al-DhahabI, Mzza'!., vol. 2, p. 197 (Ibn juraxi-'Ata'), cf. 
Ibn Sacd, Tabaqal, voL 5, p. 345 «Amr ibn c.A;;im al-KilabI-Mahdi ibn Maymiln
Mucadh ibn Sa'id al-A'war). 

813 C[ Ibn I:llbban, Mashahzr, no. 616. 
3l~ Ibn !:lajar, Tahdh"ib, voL 7, p. 202. al-Darimi, Sunan, voL 1, p. 45. 
~b Schacht, Origins, pp. 131, 251. 
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conceivable situations in which 'At~l' could have made such a state
ment, although it contradicted his practice? For example, towards 
the end of his life the trend towards shoring up legal solutions with 
traditions could have been so pronounced that he paid tribute to it. 
It would also be conceivable that the presence of certain persons or 
simply a disinclination to answer the question prompted him to make 
the statement. Since many biographical reports are torn from their 
original context, one must be very careful with accusations of forgery. 
Since among the many reports from and about 'Ata' in the bio
graphical literature real forgeries can scarcely be demonstrated, in 
this case as well I consider the accusation of forgery purely on the 
basis of the content of the dictum to be insufficiently grounded. Schacht 
adduces as a further argument that the isniid "in its lower, histori
cal part" contains exclusively transmitters of the city of Rayy.8l6 Aside 
from the fact that the distinction between a historical and a non
historical part of the isniid is completely arbitrary, this cannot count 
as a criterion of forgery, since transmission by students who come 
from the same place as their teacher or settled there need not for 
this reason be worse than that of auditors who sojourned there only 
temporarily. That such a statement was later eagerly seized upon by 
opponents of ray-based fiqh is not surprising. If it was a forgery by 
scholars of the city of Rayy, one must ask oneself why they resorted 
to the Meccan 'Ali' at all, when from the middle of the second/eighth 
century-the eariiest possible date of forgery according to Schacht's 
view-Companions of the Prophet or the Prophet himself had sup
posedly already taken the place of the tiibi'iln as authorities. 

One may have doubts about the authenticity of texts which con
tain praise of 'A;a"s legal scholarship hy Companions of the Prophet. 
Ibn I;!ajar cites from KM.lid ibn abJ Nawf: Ibn 'Abbas said: "You 
throng around me, Meccans, while 'Atal is among yoU!"817 This tra
dition is suspicious for three reasons: It is questionable whether {At~i' 
was already active as a mufli or legal teacher in the lifetime of Ibn 

816 Schacht, Origins, p. 131. 'Abd al-'Azlz ibn Rufay< was a Meecan (cf ~bn 
I:Iibban, Mashiikir, no. 616); the following informant, Abu Khaythama rZuhayr Ibn 
:rv[u<awiya], came from Kufa, lived for a time in Damascus and in the Jazlr~, a.?d 
died in 1731789--10 or 174 (cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 168; Ibn l:hbban, 
Alashiihfr, no. 1482; al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 233). Schacht means only the 
next two transmitters. 

B17 Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 7, pp. 200-·201. Also in al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, 
p. 98, but \'l-'ithout indication of the source. 
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'Abbas, although it is not impossible. More serious is the fact that 
Khalid ibn abf Nawf does not name an informant from whom he 
got the statement of Ibn 'Abbas. Direct contact to him is precluded 
by reasons of age818 In addition there is the fact that almost literally 
the same thing is transmitted from Ibn 'Umar. This version appears 
for the first time in Ibn abf I;!atim (d. 327/939)819 and goes through 
Sufyan-either Ibn 'Uyayna or al-Thawrf-back to 'Umar ibn Sa'fd, 
a Meccan who was a contemporary of Ibn Jurayj820 He claims to 
have the information from his mother. In later works821 'Umar ibn 
Sa'Id becomes 'Amr ibn Sa'id, which is surely erroneous, since no 
person of this name fits chronologically and geographically; and 
instead of his mother his father functions as an informant, which 
looks like an ex post facto improvement of the isniid but could also be 
based on the negligence of a transmitter. 

The tradition about Ibn 'Umar is not only more probable for his
torical reasons-after the death of Ibn 'Abbas 'Ata' became the , . 
leading legal scholar of Mecca-but also better authenticated-the 
naming of the mother speaks rather against than for a forgery. It is 
thus to be presumed that the Ibn 'Abbas dictum is merely a plagia
rism of the Ibn 'Umar tradition. Whether it is an intentional forgery 
by Khalid ibn abf Nawf or merely an inadvertent confusion, I do 
not venture to decide. 

A similar statement about 'Ata' with a supplement is also trans
mitted from Abu Ja'far.822 However, it seems to be independent of 
the Ibn 'Umar tradition, fits with Abu Ja'far's other laudatory com
ments about (At~e, and is also impeccable "vith respect to the trans
mitter. Both dicta, that of Ibn 'Umar and that of Abu Ja'far, can 
thus-until the opposite is proven-be considered trustworthy. 

Also suspect, finally, is the report that 'Ata' put his slave women 
at the sexual disposal of his guests. Ibn Khallikan found it in the 
"Sha,.~ mushkilat ai-wasil wa-l-wqjzz" of Abu I-FutUJ:t al-'Ijll. It could 
have been invented in order to discredit 'Ata'. It seemed very odd 

~18 Cf. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 1593. 
B19 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jarll, vol. 3, p. 330. 
820 Cf. Khalifa ibn Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 284. Ibn I:Iibban, j\;fashiih1:r, no. 1160. 
821 Abu Nu<aym, f:lilya, vol. 3, p. 311. aJ-Dhahabf, Tadlli.:ira, vol. 1, p. 98 ('Amr 

ibn Sa'id-his father). al-Nawawl, Tahdhlb, vol. 1, p. 333 ('Ann ibn Sa'Id-his 
mother). 

B22 Ibn I:Iajar, T a1ldhfb, vol. 7, p. 20 I (source: Abii 'A~im aJ-Thaqafl, d. ca. 
1701786-7). 
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even to Ibn Khallikan, and he seems to have asked around among 
his colleagues who were better versed in the history of early fiqh, 
who informed him that 'Ata' was of the opinion that sexual rela
tions with [other people's] slave women was permissible with the 
permission of their owners. Nevertheless he considers the report about 
'Ata"s behavior improbable, specifically for two reasons: masculine 
pride and jealously would have prevented him, and such an opinion 
on the part of such an outstanding "imam" was utterly inconceivableY23 

His arguments cannot convince the historian. He has at his dis
posal a source, in the form of the tradition of Ibn Jurayj from 'Ata' 
in the MUfannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq, with which it is at least possi
ble to decide the question of whether 'Ata' advanced the view attrib

uted to him: 

Ibn Jura)j said: 'Ata) reported to me (akhbaranf) [on the question of 
whether a man could allow another his slave for sexual intercourse]: 
"[That] was practiced [before]; the man even allowed his slave woman 
to his [male] slave, son, brother, and the woman [her slave woman] 
to her husband. [However], I do not like people to do this, and I 
have not heard [permission for it] from any dependable Unfonnant], 
but it was reported to me that the man [may] send his slave woman 
to his guest."S24 

There are also traditions to this effect from 'Amr ibn Dfnar, Ibn 
Tawus and others from Tawils and Ibn 'Abbas.825 Thus, this opin
i~n seems to have been 'advanced by the "school of Ibn 'Abbas." 
To this extent, the information that Ibn Khallikan received from his 
colleagues is correct. His argumentation that, even if it were true, 
theory and practice are different kettles of fish may be ingenious, 
but it is not convincing. To a Muslim of the seventh/thirteenth cen
tury like Ibn Khallikan, who was familiar only with forms of con
cubinate which had been established for several centuries and defined 
in the classical madhhabs it must have been a strange idea that in 
the early period of Islam not only were views other than those of 
the classical madhhabs expressed, but people acted accordingly, and 
that masculine pride (muril' a) and jealousy (ghayra) are also products 
of societal norms. It is true that it cannot be proven that 'Atli) acted 
as he thought as long as the source from which al-'Ijlf's report derives 

823 Ibn Khallikan, Wqfqyiit, voL 2, p. 424. al-~afadI, Nakt, p. 200. 
"U AM 7: 12850. 
"" AM 7: 12851-12854. 
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remains unknown, but such behavior in Mecca in the first/seventh 
century is not as impossible as Ibn Khallikan assumes, as the prac
tice of mu{a "marriages" there also shows.826 

From what sources is the biograpical literature's knowledge about 
'Ata' drawn? Altogether about 60 persons are named from whom 
the majority of the reports about him ultimately derive. About two 
thirds of them met 'Ata' themselves; among them are a sa&iihf (Ibn 
'Vmar), six contemporaries and colleagues of 'Ata)'s (for example, 
Abu Ja'far, Qatada, Abu I-Zubayr, 'Ubayd Allah ibn ab! Yazfd, 
Maymun ibn Mihran), some of whom can also be categorized as 
auditors of 'Ata"s, 25 students or auditors of 'Ata"s (like Ibn Jurayj, 
from whom by far the most direct information about 'Ata' derives . , 
Qays ibn Sa'd, Ibn abl Layla, al-Awza'!, Abu I;Ianffa, to name only 
the best known). Of six people it is said only that they saw 'Ata'; 
among them may also be auditors of 'Ata"s. Classified according to 
their geographical affiliations, the Meccans form the largest group 
of direct informants (10), followed by Kufans (8), Medinans (4), people 
from the Jazlra and Iran (3), from Basra and Damascus (two each). 
11 names cannot be placed, or cannot be placed with assurance.827 

A third of the statements about 'Ata' come from 18 persons who 
themselves had no contact with 'Ata'. Five of them are students or 
auditors of students of 'Ata"s--usually of Ibn Jurayj (for instance Ibn 
'Vyayna, who is also the most important transmitter of eyevvitness 
material, al-Waqidl, Yal;tya ibn Sa 'fd al-Qagan, Ibn 'Ulayya)-, II 
or 12 students or auditors of former students of Ibn Jurayj or other 
students of 'Ata' (among them al-Shafi'l, Al;tmad ibn I;Ianbal, 'All 
ibn al-Madln!, Khallfa ibn Khayyat, Mul;tammad ibn Sa'd and al
Bukharl). Only two or three (Abu I;Iatim, Abu Dawud) belong exclu
sively to the fourth generation after 'Ata'. Among their teachers were 
the aforenamed figures of the first half of the third/ninth century.828 
Since these scholars, who flourished from the second half of the sec
ond century, are largely also the transmitters of eye- and earwitness 
reports of 'Ata', it is to be assumed that their statements and judg
ments are largely based on traditions about 'Ata' from the first half 

826 See pp. 283 £ 
82; The geographical classification is largely based on the infonnation in KhalIfa 

ibn Khayyat, Tabaqat and Ibn J:libban, Mashahfr. 
828 !he statements about teacher-student relationships are based on al-DhahabI, 

T ad/lkira and Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb. 
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of the second/eighth century, which they are only reporting, sum
marizing or utilizing, vvithout naming the source. The fact that many 
reports are documented for the first time only in the later works 
does not mean that they were forged. Rather, it can be explained 
by the fact that on the one hand the works before Ibn I;!ajar made 
only a small sampling of the reports accessible to them and, on the 
other hand, the sources used by Ibn I;!ajar and others before him 
are sometimes not preserved or not yet accessible. 

2. 'Amr ibn Dzniir 

His epithet was al-Athram (the gap-toothed). Like 'Ala', he had the 
kurrya Abu Mul:lammad; and like him, he was a maw/ii, specifically 
of Musa ibn BadhanB29 from Madhhij (sic)830-variants: maw/ii of 
Badhan331 (of the abnii' [al_Furs]),832 of the family of Badhan,833 and of 
Banu JumabB34-variant: Banu Makhzum. This Badhan is supposed 
to have been a governor of the Sassanids in Yemen. As 'Amr's birth
date the year 46/666-7 is sometimes named.335 It is clearly based on 
a calculation assuming 1261744 as the year of his death and a lifes
pan of 80 years. While 126 as a year of death is probably correct, 
since it is transmitted by his student Ibn 'Uyayna836-variants: 125 

329 al-Bukhiiri, Ta'rikh, vol. 3/2, p. 329 (source: Ibn abf Bazza, Meccan, d. 1241 
741-2 or 125). The form of the name Ibn Eadham on p. 328 is pr,?bably an error 
of transmission. Ibn abi I:I;,uim, Jarll, vol. 3, p. 231. C£ also Al\1 I: 12084 (a tra
dition about a question which came up on the death of Musa b:. ~adhan). __ 

830 Ibn I:Iibban, Tkiqiit, vol. 5, p. 167. Probably BanG. MadhhlJ IS meant. J\1usa 
ibn Biidhiin is said to have been a mawlii of them or of the Banu Jumal;l. Cf. al-
Mizzi, T aJufhfb, vol. 5, p. 408 (no. 4949). . _ 

231 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 3.53. Ibn !:llbban, 17uqat, vol. 5, p. 167. al-ShIrazI, 
Tabaqiit, p. 70. 

332 al-ShIrazI, Tabaqiit, p. 70. 
833 KhalIfa b. Khayyat, Tabaqat, p. 281. Ibn !:libban, Mashiihff, no. 613. 
331 al-BukharI, Ta'rlkh, vol. 3/2, p. 329 (source: Ibn abI Baz:za). al-Nawawi, 

Tahdhlb, vol. 2, p. 27. al-DhahabI, Ml;jin, vol. 2, p. 287. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 
8, p. 28. According to al-1\.fizzI, Tahdhlb, vol. 5, 403 was Biidhan a mawlii of BanG. 
Makhzum. 

335 Ibn !:libban, Thiqat, vol. 5, p. 167. Id., Mashiihfr, no. 613. al-DhahabI, Tadhkim, 
vol. I, p. 113. 

3go al-Bukharf, Ta'11kh, vol. 3/2, p. 328. Cf. also Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 355. 
KhalIfa b. Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 231. Ibn I:Iibban, Thiqiit, vol. 5, p. 167.:. Id., Mashiihf~, 
no. 613. aI-ShIrazi, Tabaqiit, p. 70. al-Nawawi, Tahdhlb, vol. 2, p. 2/. al-Dhahabl, 
Tadhkim, voL 1, p. 113. Ibn J:Iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 8, p. 30. 
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or 129337-, the number 80 should be regarded only as a rough esti
mate which apparently derives from al-Waqidl (d. 207/822-3).338 
{Amr's precise age was not knOVVIl to his direct students, as Ibn 
'Uyayna reports.839 For this reason, those Muslim biographers prob
ably come closest to the truth who assume that he lived to be "more 
than 70 years" 01d840 or was born "around" the year 46/666-7,841 
even if they name no sources for this. 

About the place or places in which 'Amr grew up and received 
his education nothing is transmitted. Since according to Ibn <Dyayna 
the "companions," i.e. students, of Ibn 'Abbas-and probably also 
the latter himself-were among his most important teachers,842 he 
probably spent his time primarily in this circle, i.e. in Mecca and 
al-Ta'if843 At the latest around the turn of the century, he was so 
famous as a scholar of Mecca that T~i"wiis, living in Yemen, advised 
his son to study with him.844 He lived at some distance from the 
mosque where he held· his sessions, and came to it regularly on a 
donkey. Although it is not reported that he had a physical disability, 
his students had to carry him into and out of the mosque.845 Sometimes 
he also spent the night there in teaching and prayer, but Ibn 'Uyayna, 
who studied '"'~th him in the last years of his life, does not seem to 
have witnessed this himself.si6 After 'Ata"s death the Umayyads 
offered him the post of miff[ of the city of Mecca, which was endowed 
vvith a stipend from the state treasury, but <Amr declined.817 CAta"s 

337 Ibn Qutayba, Ma'thij, p. 161. a1-Nawawi, Talldhzb, vol. 2, p. 27. Ibn I:Iajar, 
Tahdhfb, vol. 3, p. 30. (No early source is named for these dates). 

~3~ Cf. al-Dhahabi, TadhJ.im, vol. 1, p. 113. 
339 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353. 
8+0 Ibn I:iibban, Thiqiit, vol. 5, p. 167 (inconsistently, he also gives the year of 

birth 46). 
341 al-Dhahabi, Tadhkim, vol. 1, p. 113. 
342 al-Bukharl, Ta'rfkh, vol. 3/2, p. 328. 
M3 Since Abu I-Sha'tha' was his most important teacher, a relatively long sojourn 

in Basra is a possibility. 
844 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353. 
~+5 Cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353 (source: Ibn CUyayna, d. 198/813-4). 

al-Dhahabi, Tadhkim, vol. 1, p. 113. 
345 Abu Nu'aym, I.Ji1;ya, vol. 3, p. 34-8. al-Dhahabf, Tadhldra, vol. 1, p. 113. (Ibn 

'Uyayna has the infonnation from t;ladaqa [ibn Yasar], a Meccan contemporary of 
'Amr's; cf. Khalifa b. Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 282.) 

317 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353 (source: Suf)ran [b. 'UyaynaJ). Abu Nu'aym, 
lfifya, vol. 3, p. 348. In Ibn Sa'd it is Ibn J:Iisham, in Abu Nu'aym the caliph 
Hisham himself, who attempts to \-vin 'Amr for the post of mtiftf. The former is to be 
preferred as a tectia dfffo;ilwr. Ibn Hisham is presumably Mul}ammad ibn Hisham, 
the caliph Hisham's governor over the ..E:Iijaz. C[ Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdJlIb, vol. 9, pp. 495 [ 
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successor was his student Qays ibn Sacd, who, however, died after 
only a few years.'+' Mter this 'Arm seems to have assumed the post 
of muftI after all and to have held it until his death. He was suc
ceeded in it by Ibn abi NajIl) (d. 1301747-8 or 131)849 

(Amr ibn DInar had an aversion against his students' recording 
his teachings in writing. This applied both to his legal views-with 
the justification that he might perhaps abandon them the next day350-

and to his traditions. However, his attacks on recording in writing 
show that this was customary among some of his auditors. Sufyan 
ibn 'Uyayna claims that he wrote down nothing from 'Amr, but that 
he and other students learned his traditions----ourely it was primar
ily these which were in question-by heartH51 On the other hand, 
an eyewitness reports that Ibn 'Uyayna had tablets (alwii/.t) with him 
at 'Amr's classes,"2 from which it can be concluded that he did write 
dm'Vil 'Amr's traditions initially, but used his notes only as mnemonic 
devices until he had committed them to memory. This can also be 
inferred from the fact that, according to his ovvn statement, (Amr 
forbade Ibn 'Uyayna to write down the (wdztks of his teacher-with 
the exception of their beginnings (atriifJ-for Ayyil.b [ibn abi Tamfma]'S3 
from Basra, when the latter was staying in Mecca.'54 By forbidding 
note-taking and the spreading of his teachings in written form, 'Amr 
probably wanted to urge people to study with him and hear tradi
tions from him personally.35' 

From some reports about (Amr one gets the impression that he 
was somewhat eccentric: not only did his students have to carry him, 
which may have had other reasons, but it is also reported that to 
express his displeasure he threw himself weeping to the ground or 

H+B Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 355. Qays b. Sa'd died in 1191737. Cf. Khalifa 
b. Khayyat, Tabaqiit, p. 281. Ibn f:libban, Mashiihfr, no. 115l. 

M9 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 354. Ibn I:£ajar, Tahdhzb, vol. 8, p. 30. 
850 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353 (source: Ma'mar [ibn Rashid], d. 153/770). 
85l Op. cit. 
852 Ibn abI I:Iatim,Jarl;, vol. 2/1, p. 226 (source: I:fammad ibn Zayd, d. 179/795-6). 
853 Ayyilb ibn Musa is out of the question as a Meccan who could hear cAmr 

himself That it was Ayyub ibn abI TamIma can be inferred indirectly from Ibn 
Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 7/2, p. 42 (line 18): Ayyiib together with the Basran Abu <Amr 
ibn al-A'la'. 

851 Ibn Sacd, Tahaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353; cf. also vol. 71l, p. 161 (line 14). 
855 On the issue of the opposition to writing down traditions cf. Schoeler, "Mund

liche Thora" and M. Cook, "The Opponents of the Writing down of Tradition in 
Early Islam," Ambua 44 (1997). pp. 437-580. 
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pretended to have a stomach ache or to be blind, and that he with
held answers from questioners without any discernible reason, which 
earned him the reproach of having bad manners.'56 In contrast to 
'Ata' and Jurayj, he did not dye his hair."57 

'Amr ibn D,nar was highly regarded as a scholar. Very positive 
judgments are transmitted from two of his teachers: Tawils advised 
his son to study vvith 'Amr,858 and 'Ata) is supposed to have rec
ommended to his students that they study with 'Amr after his death,359 
which Ibn Jurayj, for instance, actually did.'60 Colleagues of approx
imately the same age as 'Amr like the Meccan Ibn abr NajIl)861 and 
the Medinan al-ZuhrI862 gave him the highest praise. By some students 
and auditors-for instance Ibn 'Uyayna, Shu'ba ibn al-.f:Iajjaj (Basra, 
Wasit), Mis'ar ibn Kidam (Kufa)-he is ranked as an outstanding 
jaqzh and an absolutely trustworthy transmitter and preferred over 
all of his contemporaries.'63 The critical lJadzth scholars of the end 
of the second/eighth and the third/ninth century, like Yal)ya ibn 
Sa'id al-Qattan, 'All ibn al-MadlnI, Abu Zur'a, Al)mad ibn .f:Ianbal, 
Abu .f:Iatim and al-Nasa'i also considered him dependable and trust
worthy, even more so than his Basran colleague and contemporary 
Qatada ibn Di'ama.'6+ The positive estimation of 'Amr as a H adith 
transmitter, which is surprising in light of Ibn 'Uyayna's remark that 
he transmitted "according to the meaning" (bi-I-macanD, that is, not 

856 Op. cit., p. 353. Abu Nu'aym, ljifya, vol. 3, p. 348 (sources: Ibn 'Uyayna, 
Iyyas ibn 1\1u<awiya, I:Iammad ibn Zayd, Ma'mar). 

857 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353 (source: SufYan [ibn 'Uyayna]). Also see pp. 
253, 283. 

8~8 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353 (source: Ibn Tawiis, d. 1321749-5). Abu 
NuCaym, ljifya, vol. 3, p. 348 (here erroneously Tawlis instead of Ibn Taw-us in the 
isniid). ai-ShIrazI, Tabaqiit, p. 70. 

359 Abu Nu'aym, op. cit.; al-ShirazI, op. cit.; Ibn I:fajar, TahdMb, vol. 8, p. 30 
(source: SufYan ibn <Uyayna without an infonnant). 

860 See p. 271. 
36l Ibn abi !:1atim,Jar!l, vol. 3, p. 231 (source: Ibn 'Uyayna). al-Nawmvi, Tahdhfb, 

vol. 2, p. 27. al-Dhahabf, T adhkira, vol. I, p. 113. Ibn Ha;ar T ahdhib vol. 8 p.29. 
862 • :J , , , 

. Ibn I:Iajar, op. cit., p. 30 (source: Ibn <Uyayna). 
863 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jar!l, vol. 3, p. 231. Abu NuCaym, ljilya, vol. 3, p. 348. al

Nawavl'I, TahdhZb, vol. 2, p. 27. al-DhahabI, Tadhlira, vol. 1, p. 113. Ibn I:Iajar, 
T ahdhib, vol. 8, p. 30. 

864 Ibn abi Batim, Jar!l, vol. 3, p. 231. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 113. Ibn 
Ijajar, TahdhZb, vol. 8, pp. 29, 30. Such comparative evaluations probably have the 
character of a topos and should be understood as a stylistic device, since opposite 
evaluations occur in the articles of the figures rated lower. Cf. Juynboll, Muslim 
Tradition, p. 163, note 4. 
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necessarily litcrally,865 also runs through the later rijal works866 Only 
Ibn I:Iajar draws the conclusion from some remarks of scholars of 
the thirdl ninth century that he is to be considered a mudallis,367 that 
is, that he transmitted hudfths from Companions of the Prophet from 
whom he did not hear them himself The provenance of the state
ment that he was a Shl'ite, which appears late and which al-DhahabI 
dismisses as unfounded (biltil),868 could not be determined. 

For the H adfth scholars it was a vital question which of the 
Companions of the Prophet 'Amr ibn D,nar heard himself. Al
BukharI (d. 256/870) names only Ibn 'Abbas, Ibn 'Umar and Ibn 
al-Zubayr. 'Abd Allah ibn]a'far [ibn abI TaIibJ he is only supposed 
to have seen.369 Ibn abI I:Ialim (d. 327/939), citing his father (d. 
277/890-1), adds the salzaba]abir ibn 'Abd Allah and Abu Shuray!,IB70 
It is explicitly disputed by scholars of the thirdl ninth century that 
he heard Abu Hurayra and al-Bara' ibn 'kib."7l In addition, Ibn 
'Amr and al-Miswar are named by al-Nawawf (d. 676/1277-8),872 
Anas ibn Malik by al-Dhababf (d. 748/1347-8),873 and Abu Hurayra, 
Abu Tufayl and a1-Sa'ib ibn Yazfd by Ibn I:Iajar (d. 852/1448-9).874 
Since a very early tradition exists only about his sama' from Ibn 
'Abbas,875 information about sa/.zi1ba informants is to be treated with 
caution, since they could be extrapolated from available traditions 
whose authenticity is not established. 

The list of tabi'un from whom 'Amr is supposed to have trans
mitted also swells in the biographical works in the course of time, 
and in Ibn I:Iajar reaches the number of 27 names, without mak
ing a claim of exhaustiveness.876 Most of them probably come from 
the isniids of the traditions of 'Amr available to Ibn I:Iajar, and thus 
are not necessarily reliable. Of this generation, only Ibn 'Abbas' stu-

865 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 353. 
8GG C£ al-NawawI, Tahdkfb, vol. 2, p. 27. al-Dhahabi, Mf:::,iin, voL 2, p. 287. 
867 Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdhrb, vol. 8, p. 30. 
~6B al-Dhahabf, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 287. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhlb, voL 8, p. 30. 
8139 al-Bukharf, Ta'ifkh, vol. 3/2, p. 328. 
870 Ibn ab! I:Iatim, Jarfl, vol. 3, p. 23l. 
371 Op. cit. (source: Abu Zur'a, d. 264/877-8). Ibn l:Iajar, TahdhTb, vol. 8, p. 30 

(somce: Ibn Ma'rn, d. 233/847~8). 
872 al-NawawI, T ahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 27. 
B73 al-Dhahahi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 113. 
374 Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 8, p. 29. 
375 al-Bukharf, Ta>nkh, vol. 3/2, p. 328 (source: Ibn <Uyayna). 
276 Ibn I:Iajar, Taildhfb, voL 8, p. 29. 
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dents Tawils, Sa'Id ibn ]ubayr, 'Ikrima, 'Ala' and 'Amr ibn Kaysan 
are documented by early biographical sources as his teachers877 The 
enumerations of his students and hearers are based partially on the 
biographical traditions about him and also partially on iSlliids. With 
them, as well, the later sources sometimes know other names than 
the earlier ones. Ibn abI I:Iatim's list of students consists of five peo
ple-some well-known students, like Ibn]urayj for instance, are miss
ing-, and Ibn I:Iajar's of 24 names.878 There can be no sweeping 
answer to the question of whether all of them really attended 'Arm's 
lectures. 

The critica1lj adfth scholars of the third/ninth century accept with
out reservation only a small portion of the harJiths of the Prophet 
deriving from 'Amr ibn D,nar. This is shown by the selection of 21 
such texts in Abu Nu'aym (d. 43011038-9), of which only five receive 
the evaluation ,a~i1}, muttafoq 'alayh (flawless, generally accepted) on 
the basis of their isnads.879 The deprecation of the others generally 
implies no doubt in 'Amr's credibility or dependability, but is based 
o~ a critical examination of the text's state of transmission, espe
crally after 'Amr. Stated clearly: the reference to 'Amr is considered 
questionable. 

If one investigates the sources on which 'Amr's biography pri
marily draws, it emerges that approximately two thirds of the reports 
derive from persons-twenty-three are named-who were in direct 
contact with him. Of this group, three-fourths of all information 
comes directly (75%) or indirectly (25%) from his student Ibn 'Uyayna, 
the rest from other students or contemporaries of 'Amr's. Of the 
statements of those who did not know 'Amr ibn D,nar themselves , 
about half come from students of his students-like a1-Fadl ibn 
Dukayn, Ya!,Iya ibn Ma 'fn, Ya!,Iya ibn Sa 'fd al-Qallan, A!,Im~d ibn 
I:Ianbal or al-Waqidf-, and half from the generation of their stu
dents-like Abu Zur'a, al-Bukharf, Abu I:Iatim, al-Tirmidhf, al-Nasa'l. 
They are primarily judgments about 'Amr's quality as a mulJaddith and 
about his informants. They contribute little to his actual biography. 

Neither in terms of content nor in terms of their history of trans
mission do the biographical traditions about 'Amr ibn Dfnar pro
vide clues that they are completely or partially forged. It is true that 

8:7 Cf al-Bukharl, Ta'nkh, vol. 3/2, p. 328 (source: Ibn 'Uyayna). 
3/3 Cf. Ibn abI I:Iatirn, Jar/l, vol. 3, p. 231. Ibn Hajar Tahdkfb vol. 8, p. 29. 
879 Abu Nu'aym, 1jib1a, vol. 3, pp. 349-354. ., , 
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the material collected in the biographical works contains some gaps
for instance, indications of the importance of Abu I-Sha'tha' as his 
teacher, which can be inferred from his texts, are lacking-and it 
is one-sided, specifically, strongly marked by the perspective of Ibn 
'Uyayna, but by and large it can be regarded as trustworthy. 

3. Ibn Juray)''' 

Behind this commonly-used name is hidden 'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Abd 
al- 'AzlZ ibn Jurayj, thus actually Ibn ibn Jurayj. His grandfather 
Jurayj (George) was a slave of Byzantine origin881 (rum, = "Roman") 
in the possession of a certain Umm I:£ablb bint Jubayr, the wife of 
'Abd al-'AzlZ ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Khalid ibn ASld ibn abl 1-'r! ibn 
Umayya. 832 Jurayj's descendants belonged to the c1ientel of this 
Umayyad clan, til Khalid ibn Asld883-variants: Ibn Umayya Khalid,884 
Kh"lid ibn 'Attab ibn Asld,885 Umayya ibn Khalid ibn ASld,886 Abu 
Khalid ibn ASld887-and took their nisba, al-Qurashl8S8-variant: al-

38{J The biographical reports about him are drawn primarily from the following 
works: Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, pp. 361-362; vol. 7/2, p. 163. Khalrfa b. Khayyat, 
Tabaqiit, p. 283. al-Bukhari, Ta>nkh, vol. 3/1, pp. 422-423. Ibn Qutayba, Ma<arif, 
p. 167. Ibn abr I:iatim, Taqdima, passim. Idem, Jar'l, voL 2/2, pp. 356-359. Ibn 
J:libban, Mashiikir, no. 1146 et al Idem, Thiqilt, vol. 7, pp. 93-94. Ibn al-Nadlm, 
Fihrist, p. 316. aI-Baghdadi, Ta'"kh, vol. 10, pp. 400-407. Idem, Kifiiya, pp. 258, 
320. aI-ShIrazI, Tabaqiit, p. 71. al-NawawI, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, pp. 297-298. Ibn 
Khallikan, HTtifqyiit, vol. 2, p. 348. al-Dhahabi, Duwal, p. 79. Idem, Mf::iin, vol. 2, 
p. 151. Idem, Tadhkim, pp. 169-171. Ibn l:Iajar, TaMhfb, vol. 6, pp. 402-406. 

SSI a1-Bukharf, Ta'rikh, vol. 3/1, p. 423 (source: Yal).ya ibn Macln, d. 233/847-8). 
al-BaghdadI, Ta~rikh, vol. 10, p. 401. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, pp. 169, 170. 
Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdkib, vol. 6, p. 402. 

882 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361. Ibn Qutayba, Ma~iirif, p. 167. al-BaghdadI, 
Ta'l"ikh, vol. 10, p. 400 (here incorrectly: ... ibn Khalid ibn Asad ... ). ai-ShIrazi, 
Tabaqilt, p. 71. Ibn Khallikan, J;Jlqfayilt, vol. 2, p. 348. 

R83 Khalifa b. Khayyat, Tabaqilt, p. 283. al-BukharI, Ta'rikh, vol. 3/1, p. 423 
(source: Ibn MaCIn). Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 316. al-DhahabI, Tadhlcira, vol. 1, 
p. 170. 

8M al-Bukharf, Ta'rikl/, vol. 311, p. 423. Clearly an error for Kha1id [ ... J ibn 
Umayya. 

RB5 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jar~, vol. 2/2, p. 356. A mistake for cAbd Allah ibn Khalid? 
886 Ibn I:Iibban, A1ashilhfr, no. 1146. Idem, 7hiqilt, vol. 7, p. 93. Ibn Khallikan, 

Wqfq),ilt, vol. 2, p. 348. Presumably an erroneous correction of al-Bukhari (see note 
884). 

887 al-BaghdadI, Ta'rfklt, vol. 10, p. 401. A mistake: abii instead of ibn, perhaps 
under the influence of Ibn Jura)j's kunya (see below). 

888 Ibn Sa'd, Tahaqiil, vol. 5, p. 361. Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 1146. Ibn Khallikan, 
Wafayiit, vol. 2, p. 348. 
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Umawf889 Ibn Jurayj's father is already supposed to have been a 
Jaq,h in Mecca. However, not much is known about him.89o Ibn 
Jurayj had the k:unya Abu 1-W alld, 891 and probably also a second: 
Abu Khalid892 He was born in the year 80/699. This date is not 
based on counting back, but on the tradition that he came into the 
world in the year in which Mecca was hit by a natural disaster, a 
flood probably caused by torrential rains, which caused great dam
age in the city ('tim alju~tiJ)893 This tradition probably derives from 
Ibn Jurayj himself. On tbe other hand, the statement that he was 
b ·tl 'S91' bl . om In le seventIes IS to e c assed eIther as a concession to the 
reports about his age or as a confusion with his age89; According 
to the statement of his student Mu9.ammad ibn 'Umar [al-WaqidlJ, 
IbnJurayj died on the eleventh of Dhu I-I:£ijja of the year 1501768896 

Because of its exactitude, this date is to be preferred over all other 
statements-1051723-4,897 1471764-5,898 1491766-7,'99 1511768,900 

il~9 al-Naw~wI, Tahdhfb, voL 2, p. 297. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1: p. 169. Ibn 
I:IaJar, T ahdhzb, vol. 6, p. 402. Le., tins nisba is attested only relatively late. 

89(l C~. Ibn I:Iibban, Maslzilhfr,. no. 1145. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 333. III 
the sectlOn of the MUJannqf studIed here there were no traditions from his father. 
'Vas he born as a transmitter only in the the process of isnild improvement after 
Ibn Jurayj? 

891 Ibn Sa
c? __ . Tahaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361. Khallfa b. Khayya:t, Tabaqilt, p. 283. Ibn 

Qutayba, Maarij, p. 167. Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, p. 316. 
892 al-Bukha:I, Ta'tfkh, vol. 311, pp. 422-423. Ibn abI I:Iatlm, Jar~, vol. 2/2, 

p. ,3~6. Ibn I:Ilbban, Mashilhfr, no. II ~6. Idem, 7hiqat, vol. 7, p. 93. al-BaghdadI, 
Ta nkh, v~~. 10, p. 401 (source: Abu c~im [al-pal;tl).ak ibn MakhladJ, a student of 
Ibn JuraY] s, d. 212/827-8). al-Nawawf, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 297. Ibn Khallikan 
Wqfqyilt, vol. 2, p. 348. al-DhahabI, Tadhl.:ira, vol. 1, p. 169. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb; 
vol. 6, p. 402. 

893 Ib~ Sa'd, .Tabaqilt, vol. 5, p. 361. Ibn Khallikan, Wq(qyilt, vol. 2, p. 348. al
Dhahabl, TadhJelra, vol. 1, p. 171 (source: Ibn Qutayba. But not contained in the 
e~~on of his ~a~ilrif!). ?n this event c£ also Ibn al-AthIr, Kiimil, vol. 4, p. 453. 

al-Dhahabl, TadhL,ra, vol. 1, p. 169 (no source). 
il95 See below. 

396 Ibn Sa~,_ Tabaqilt, vol. 5, p. 362. al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, pp. I, 70. Only 
150: al-Bukha2'. Ta'rfkh, voL 31l,'p' 423 (source: Yal).ya ibn Sa'fd [al-QaganJ). Ibn 
Qutayba, Maarif, p. 1~7 .. Ibn I:Ilbban, Mashilhfr, no. 1146. Idem, 7hiqilt, voL 7, 
p. 9}. Ibn al-Nadim, Fihnst, p. 316. al-Dhahabf, Duwal, p. 79. 

391 KhalIfa b. Khayyat, Tabaqilt, p. 283. 
::: al-B~~ Ta'nl0-~ vol. 3/1, p. 423 (source: <Ali [Ibn al-MadillI], d. 234/848-9). 
_ Ibn ~lbban: ThlFat, vol. 7, p. 93. aI-BaghdadI, Ta~rikh, vol. 10, p. 407 (source: 

Abu l:Iaf~ Amr Ibn Alf, d. 2~9/863-4). Ibn l:Iajar, TaMhfb, vol. 6, p. 405. al
Dhahabl, T ad.hI,ra, vol. 1, p. 1;0 (source: Ibn al-MadInf). 

900 ~-BaghdadI, Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 407 (source: CAlI ibn al-MadlnI). Ibn l:lajar, 
Tahdh,b, vol. 6, p. 405. 
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1601776-7901-which all come from later sources, and of which prob
ably only the discrepancies of plus or minus one year actually go 
back to scholars of the first half of the third/ninth century, while 
the other dates are based on errors in transmission. The date 150 
is also supported by the tradition of Khalid ibn Nazzar al-Ayll, who 
wanted to study with IbnJurayj but was too late to meet him alive.90

' 

105 and 147 are probably the products of misreadings of the num
bers 150 (khams instead of khamszn) and 149 (5ab' instead of tis');903 
160 is attested only late and without an informant. Consequendy, 
IbnJurayj lived to be 70. This obvious number is, strangely, nowhere 
attested. On the contrary, it is claimed that he was older than 70 at 
his death. Ibn Sa'd reports 76 years from al_Waqidl,904 although he 
names 80 as the year of birth and 150 as the year of death. In addi
tion to this odd discrepancy in Ibn Sa'd, it is conspicuous that the 
number 76 never again appears in later sources, although Ibn Sa'd 
waS frequendy used as a source. For this reason, I suspect that the 
number 76 originally was not in Ibn Sa'd at all, but that it derives 
from a misreading of nayyif wa-sab'zn (a good seventy), which could 
have been intended either as a rough or--more likely-as an exact 
statement of age. Assuming that Ibn Jurayj was born at the begin
ning of the year 80, at his death in the month of Dhu l-I:Iijja 150 
he would already have been almost 71. This would fit with the fact 
that 'All [ibn al-MadlmJ (d. 234/848-9) gives IbnJurayj's age as "over 
70" (jilza/jilwaza l-sab',n),905 which simply represents another formu
lation of nayyif wa-sab'zn906 On the other hand, the isolated and late 
claim that he was over 100907 is a pure figment of the imagination. 

gO] al-Nawavvl, T ahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 297 (no source). 
902 al-Dhahabl, T adMira, vol. I, p. 170. 
903 That khorns was mistakenly read for khamsln by later transmitters or by the 

editor can also be inferred from the fact that Khalifa correctly places Ibn Jurayj 
in the tabaqa of those born around 150, and al-BaghdadI, Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 4~7, 
transmits this date from Khallfa. 149 is reported from 'Amr ibn <Ali and 'Alf Ibn 
al-Madinf; since both were srudents of Ibn 'Uyayna, this date may derive from 
him. The misreading of 147 instead of 149 in al-BukharI is thus likely, since 147 
is isolated and Ibn Hibban and aI-Dhahabf, who used al-BukharI, have 149. Sah

C 

and til are easily co~founded in undotted texts. 
90+ Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat, vol. 5, p. 362. 
905 Cf. al-BukharI, Ta'nkll, voL 3/l, p. 423. Ibn I:Iibban, Thiqiit, voL 7, p. 93. 
901> Perhaps al-DhahabI's isolated birth date, "wulida sanata nayyifin wa-sab'fn," is 

also based on a confusion of al-Bukh3rf's statement of age, "wa-huwa ibn naYJ'ifin 
(instead of: sitt) wa-saVina sanataJl." 

907 al-Nawavvi, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 297 (no source). 
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From the mode of dating Ibn Jurayj's birth, one may infer that 
he was born in Mecca. Here he also received his education. Already 
at an early age-thus he himself related to his students-he had a 
lively interest in unusual poems and genealogies. Through a sug
gestion, he became aware of 'Ata) and wanted to join him as a stu
dent. 908 VVhen he came to CAta)'s circle, however, the latter's companion, 
d,e old 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayd ibn 'Vmayr (d. 1131731-2) made it 
clear to him that he did not have the necessary prerequisites to fol
low 'Ata)'s instruction; for Ibn Jurayj could not recite the Quean, 
neither had he mastered the rules of inheritance (fm7¢a). After he 
had learned all of that, he was accepted in the circle of 'Ata' 909 

That must have been around the middle of the nineties of the 
first/seventh century, when he was about 15 years old, since Ibn 
Jurayj stated that he studied 18 or 19 years91O-variants: 17911 or 
20912 years-with 'Ata', but left the latter before his death to study 
with 'Amr ibn D,nar. The different numbers given can be explained 
in terms of the history of transmission or the context. The exact 
statement "18 or 19 years minus about a month" is most often 
attested and, as a !echo difficilioT, is probably reliable. It derives from 
his student 'Abd al-Walmab ibn Hammam. From him and his brother 
'Abd al-Razzaq is also transmitted the simple span of 18 years, which 
is probably a choice of the first of the two numbers made for rea
sons of brevity. The variant 17 years, which is also attributed to 
'Abd al-Wahhab, is presumably a misreading of 19 (5ab'instead of 
tis'), 'Abd al-Wahhab's alternative. The number 20, which appears 
relatively late and for which no source is named, could nevertheless 
go back to Ibn Jurayj himself In its context it is clearly intended as 
an estimated statement of time and is probably a rhetorically moti
vated exaggeration. If one takes 18 years as the period of study with 

908 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jarb, vol. 2/2, p. 356 (source: 'Abd al-\Vahhab ibn Hammam. 
the brother of 'Abd a1-Razzaq. On him cf. Ibn I:Iajar, J.isiin, vol. 4) pp. 93 f) , 

909 aI-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 10, pp. 401--402 (source: 'Abd aI-\Vahhab ibn 
Hammam). Farftja in the sense of "science of the rules of inheritance" seems to me 
more meaningful in context than "religious duty." For similar demands on a qiirjf 
cf. Juynboll) Muslim Tradition) p. 83. 

910 Precisely; "18 or 19 years minus a month or so." Ibn abl l:iatim, ]arb, vol. 
2/2) p. 356 (source: 'Abd al-Wahhab ibn Hammam). The abbreviated version in 
al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 170 (source: 'Abd al-Wahhab), and al-BaghdadI, 
TaJrfkh, vol. 10, p. 402 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq) has only 18. 

911 aI-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 10, p. 402 (source: 'Abd al-\IVahhab). Ibn I:Iajar, 
T ahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404. 

912 aI-ShIrazi) Tabaqiif, p. 71. 
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'Ata' and its end as 1-2 years before his demise, one reaches the 
years 95-96 as a starting point. The background of the break with 
'Ata' is obscure, but a fellow student of Ibn Jurayj's, Qays ibn Sa'd, 
who left 'Ata' with him, made hints from which it can be inferred 
that-as a result of age-his memory, and thus his qualities as a 
transmitter of traditions, declined.913 Traditions were, however, the 
trend of the time, and probably more in demand than ever. Mter 
'Ata', Ibn Jurayj attended the circle of 'Arm ibn DInar,914 who was 
more strongly oriented towards traditions than (At~f, for seven more 
years, that is, approximately until 1201738. In this time he also 
attended the lectures of other scholars, for instance Ibn abi Mulayka, 
who died in 1171735 or 118, and Nafi', the maw/a of Ibn 'Umar, 
who died in 1181736 or 119.915 

The biographical articles about Ibn Jurayj contain, in addition to 
such statements about his teachers deriving from Ibn Jurayj himself, 
lists of persons whose lectures he is supposed to have attended or 
from whom he allegedly transmitted. Among them are both teach
ers whose circles he attended for a relatively long time and infor
mants whom he encountered only sporadically-if at all. Early there 
appear lists in which, in addition to 'Ata', two other students of Ibn 
'Abbas, Tawils (d. 1061724-5) and Mujahid (d. 1031721-2) are 
named as infonnants from whom he heard material. 916 Can one trust 
this information in view of Ibn Jurayj's educational career as it has 
been depicted? Mujahid lived in Mecca, and contact with him was 
easily possible for Ibn Jurayj. Tawils, on the other hand, taught in 
Yemen; at most, he could have met him during his stays in Mecca 
on the occasion of the ~(tjj. The assertion that IbnJurayj heard mate
rial from the two of them derives from his student YaJ:iya ibn Sa'id 
al_Qanan.917 Not only this speaks for its credibility; so does the com
ment of the same Yal;iya, reported elsewhere, about what he heard 

913 Ibn I:Iajar, TaJuikib, vol. 6, p. 202 (source: Sulayman ibn Barb). But c£ also 
al~Shlrazl, Tabaqat, p. 71, where other problems arc also apparent. 

91+ al-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, voL 10, pp. 402-403 (source: Sufyan [ibn <UyaynaJ). al
ShIraZI, Tabaqat, p. 71. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404 (source: <Abd al-Razzaq 
ibn Hammam's tvl'O brothers). 

915 al-BukharI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 3/l, p. 423. Ibn abI 1:iatim, ]ar~, vol. 2/2, p. 356. 
916 al-BukharI, op. cit. 
917 Ibn abI 1:iatim, Taqdima, p. 245. 
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from them: a single ~adfth or a legal opinion from each.918 IbnJurayj's 
meeting with them cannot have been more than an isolated occur
rence. This fits, for example, with Ibn I:Iibban's statement, which 
surely goes back to earlier sources, that Ibn Jurayj had the lafsr,. of 
Mujahid, which he occasionally cites, only from the written records 
of al-Qasim ibn abi Bazza and had not heard it himself91' In the· 
later works, the list of informants from whom Ibn Jurayj transmitted 
swells more and more-among others, Ibn Shihab al-ZuhrI, Ibn abi 
Mulayka, Abu I-Zubayr, Nafi', Ibn Tawils, Hisham ibn 'Urwa, YaJ:iya 
ibn Sa'id al-An,arI and 'Amr ibn Shu'ayb are added920 Ibn I:Iajar 
expands the very incomplete information of earlier works about his 
teachers and his sources into a circle of 64 persons, whose enu
meration he ends with the words "and many more."921 Among them 
are most of the people whom I have worked out to be his more 
ilnportant sources on the basis of the texts contained in the Mu~annqf 
of 'Abd al-Razzaq. J\ilissing in Ibn I:Iajar are only Sulayman ibn 
Musa, Da'AcUd ibn abi Hind and IbrahIm ibn Maysara. Doubtless 
Ibn I:Iajar's list is based not primarily on traditions about IbnJurayj's 
informants, but on his own research on the basis of the isnads known 
to him. For this reason it is not possible to reach a wholesale ver
dict on them, even if most of the names are credible. 

The situation is similar with respect to the lists of Ibn Jurayj's stu
dents and auditors. In early works they are short; in later ones they 
become more extensive: al-BukbarI names only two,'22 Ibn abi I:Iatim 
seven,923 aI-BaghdadI 22,924 al-Nawawl eight,'25 al-Dhahabi nine,'26 
and finally Ibn I:Iajar 49 names.'27 Some of them go back to reports 
by these students themselves in which they speak of themselves 
or their teachers. One could name as examples, among others: 

918 Ibn abf 1:iatim, T aqdima, p. 245. al-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, vol. lO, p. 400. al
DhahabI, T adlzkira, vol. I, p. 170. 

919 Ibn 1:iibban, Mashahfr, no. 1153 (biography of al-Qasim). 
920 Ibn I:iibban, T71iqiit, vol. 7, p. 93. al-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 10, p. 400. al-

Nawawl, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 297. al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, voL 1, p. 169. 
921 Ibn I:iajar, T aJulhrb, voL 6, pp. 402-403. 
922 al-BukharI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 3/l, p. 423. 
92_~ Ibn abI I:iatim, Jar~, voL 2/2, p. 356 (source: Abu I:iatim, d. 277/890-1). 
921 al-BaghdadI, Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 400. 
925 al-NawawI, T ahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 297. 
926 al-DhahabI, Tadhkira, voL 1, p. 169. 
927 Ibn I:iajar, T ahdhrb, vol. 6, p. 403. 
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Mu]:lammad ibn 'Umar [al-Waqidj], 'Abd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam, 
Suryan ibn 'Uyayna and Ya]:lya ibn Sa'id al-Qattan. Most, however, 
are presumably extracted from the isnads of traditions. 

In contrast to 'Ata' ibn abi Raba]:l and 'Amr ibn Dinar, Ibn Jurayj 
was the author of a real book, and one of a completely new type. 
He himself asserted: "No one [before me] arranged (dawwana) tra
ditions ('ilm) the way I did."928 His student 'Abd al-Razzaq supports 
this opinion: "The first who arranged books according to subject 
Vannafa l-kutub) was Ibn Jurayj."929 His book or books were thus a 
"mudawwand' or a "mu~annqf," probably vvith the title "Kitab al
Sunan"; at least, this is the only title which-although only in the 
fourth century-is reported.930 Ibn al-Nad!m (d. 385/995), who was 
familiar "vith d1e book, writes that it "contained what sunan books 
generally contain, for example [a leitiib] "ai-laham," [a leitiib] "al-,iyam," 
[a kitiib] "al-,alah," [a leitiib] "al-zakiih" and others."93 1 

Already the students of Ibn JuraY.i speak sometimes of "his book"932 
and sometimes of "his books."933 In the latter case as well, however, 
they seem simply to have been speaking of the sunan work, which 
was divided into chapters called "books" which perhaps consisted of 
separate booklets. That only his sunan work was a real book emerges 
from a remark of Ibn I:Janbal's that Ibn JuraY.i's "Kitab al-Tafsir" 
was not a book, but was simply his lectures ("dictations") transmitted 
by his students934 Otherwise, his method of instruction was that his 
students read aloud from their copies of his book and he checked 
their correctness.935 IbnJuraY.i's book was already known beyond the 

92~ al~BaghdadI, Tdl'zkJz, vol. la, p. 402 (source: Sutyilll [ibn 'Uyayna?1). aI-ShIrazI, 
Tabaqat, p. 71. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhlh, voL 6, p. 404 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq ibn 
Hammam's tvm brothers). 

929 Ibn abI I:Ia.tim, ]arft, vol. 2/2, p. 357. 
930 Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, p. 316. 
~~l Op. cit. 
932 Ibn abf J:Iatim, Taqdima, p. 238 (source: Yal:tya ibn Sa'rd al-Qanan, d. 

198/813-4). al-BaghdadI, Tajrfkh, vol. 10, p. 404 (same source, but a different tradi
tion). Ibn J:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404 (source: Ibn Ma'fn, d. 233/847-8). 

933 Ibn ljanbal, 'llal, vol. 1, p. 349 (no. 2295) (source: ljajjaj [ibn MulJammad 
al-A'warJ, d. 206/821-2). Cf. also Sezgin, Geschichte, vol. 1, p. 66 (here Sulayman 
ibn Mujahid should be corrected to Sulayman ibn Mujalid). aI-BaghdadI, op. cit. 
and vol. 8, p. 237 (source: AlJmad ibn ljanbal through Ibn Jurayj's student I:Iajjaj 
ibn MulJammad). aI-DhahabI, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 170 (source: Khalid ibn Nazzar 
aI-AyI!). On the taJsfr of Ibn Jura)j c[ also H. Horst, "Zur Dberlieferung," p. 295 
and G. Stauth, Die Oberlirftrung, pp. 110 ff). 

934 Cf. note 933. 
9_~5 aI-BaghdadI, Ta'/ikh, vol. 10, p. 237. 
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boundaries of Mecca in his lifetime, and because of it students came 
to him from all over. 936 He himself promoted it vigorously by show
ing it to other scholars to hear their ad\~ce and acquire additional 
material.9" Even the 'Abbasid caliph Abu Ja'far al-Man,ur (136/ 
753-158/775)-according to the statement of 'Abd al-Razzaq-, 
when he once came to Mecca, had "the ljadzth" of Ibn JuraY.i brought 
to him and examined it. 938 From this comment one may not con
clude that Ibn JuraY.i's sunan work was purely a collection of ~adzths 
of the Prophet, like those known from the third/ninth century. That 
would be an anachronism.939 Rather, it is to be assumed that it 
largely contained what 'Abd al-Razzaq transmits from Ibn JuraY.i in 
his Mu,annaj. 

Ibn JuraY.i's and 'Abd al-Razzaq's opinion that no one before him 
had composed a book of this kind is naturally subjective. ,,yith the 
reservation that at least no earlier works of this kind were known 
to them, one can accept it. According to A1:>mad ibn I:Janbal (d. 
2411855-6), Ibn Jurayj must share the rank of the first mu,allnif witll 
the Basran scholar [Sa'!d] ibn ab! 'Aruba (d. 156/773)940 It is also 
known of other contemporaries of his, like, for example, I:Jammad 
ibn Salama (Basra, d. 1651781-2),941 Za'ida ibn Qudama (Kufa, d. 
1611777-8),912 Ma'mar ibn Rashid (Yemen, d. 1531770) and Suryan 
al-Thawr! (Kufa, d. 161) that they composed sunan works or passed 
on their traditions in this form. 913 Nevertheless, it is quite possible 
that Ibn Jurayj's mu,annaf was really the first extensive work of this 
kind in the first half of the second/eighth century and that the others 
followed his example. 

Ibn JuraY.i's piety and scholarship were recognized and praised by 
many of his contemporaries and by later generations of scholars. His 

936 Cf. al-DhahabI, op. cit. 
937 Azami, Studies in Ear[y ljadifh Literature, p. 113 (following Ibn abf Khaythama, 

Ta'iilch, (MS) III, 3gb). 
938 al-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, vol. 10, p. 404. 
939 This was already noted by Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, p. 212. 
940 aI-Baghdadi, Ta~rf.kh, vol. 10, p. 401. al-Nawawr, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 197. al-

DhahabI, Tadhkim, vol. 1, pp. 169-170. C[ also Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, p. 317. 
911 Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, p. 317. 
942 Ibn al-NadIm, Fihrist, p. 316. 
943 Cf. also 'Alf ibn al-MadInf's review of the early mu~annifUn in his work ~llal 

al-Jfadfth, pp. 17 ff. (Cf. also the abridged version in Ibn abi J:Iatim, Taqdima, 
p. 234). Ibn al-NadIm, Fihrist, p. 318 names as the earliest sunan work that of the 
Syrian MaklJii1 (d. 1161734·--5). Cf: Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. 2, p. 212. Perhaps 
it originated only with his students, or it remained unknown for quite a long time. 
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teacher 'At§,) already saw in him his future successor944 and one of 
the stars of the rising generation of scholars."5 Ibn Jurayj's students 
lauded his examplary manner of performing the ~aliih, and traced it 
back through his teacher 'Ala' to the Prophet.'46 He inspired peo
ple with his rhetoric,"7 impressed them with his almost constant fast
ing,948 which he ceased for only three days each month, and gave 
ample alms to beggars949 He shone not only as a Jaqfh and an 'iilim, 
i.e. as a legal or religious and traditional scholar, but also as a Qur'an 
recitor (qiiri') and exegete (mufassir).950 However, as a ifadfth scholar 
he is not uncontroversial. Even frOln his students, in addition to 
laudatory judgements critical remarks are also reported. Al-Waqidf 
considers him reliable (thiqa),951 Ibn 'Uyayna one "who brought ifadith 
onto the right path,"952 and YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd al-Qa;tan reports that 
he and his classmates called Ibn Jurayj's books "books of reliability."953 
He is considered matchless for some traditions, for instance for those 
of 'Ala', 'Amr ibn Dfnar-more reliable than Ibn 'Uyayna-, Nafi'
better than Malik-, and Ibn abf Mulayka,95' although Ibn 'Uyayna 
claimed to have the better version, in cases of doubt, from their 
common teacher 'Amr ibn DInar. 955 

The Medinan Malik ibn Anas (d. 1791795-6) and the Basran 
Yazfd ibn Zuray' (d. 1821798-9 or 183), in contrast, made very dis
paraging remarks about their somewhat older colleague Ibn Jurayj: 

944 Ibn abf I:Iatim, Jar{l, vol. 2/2, p. 356 (source: Tall;la ibn 'Amr, d. 1521769). 
al-Baghdadi, Ta>rfkh, voL 10, p. 402. al-Dhahabr, T adhkira, vol. 1, p. 170. 

~45 al-Baghdadi, Ta'rfkh, voL 10, p. 403 (source: al-Muthanna [ibn al-$abal),L 
d. 1481765-6 or 149). al-NawawI, Tahdh,b, vol. 2, p. 297. Ibn l:Iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 
6, p. 404. 

9% al-Bukharf, Ta'rfkh, vol. 31l, p. 423. al-Baghdadi, Ta'nkh, vol. 10, pp. 403, 
404 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq). al-Nawawf, Tahdhfb, vol. 1, p. 297. al-Dhahabi, 
Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 170. Ibn I:Iajar, vol. 6, p. 405. 

947 Ibn abi I:Iatim, T aqdima, pp. 52-53 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq). 
9+8 al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 170 (source: Abu '~im [al-l)al:tl:tak], d. 2121 

827-8, heard Ibn Jurayj). Ibn l:Iajar, T ahdh,b, vol. 6, p. 406. 
949 al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 171 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq). 
950 Ibn abi I:Iatim, Jar/t, vol. 2/2, p. 357 (source: Sufyan [al-Thawrf or Ibn 

'Uyayna']). al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 171 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq). 
9:;1 Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqiit, voL 5, p. 362. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 405. 
952 Ibn abf I.iatim, Taqdima, p. 43. Cf. also al-Baghdadi, Ta'nkh, vol. 10, p. 404. 
953 ai-Baghdadi, Ta'nkh, vol. 10, p. 404. 
954 Ibn abf I.iatim, Taqdima, p. 241. Idem, Jar/t, vol. 2/2, p. 357. al-Baghdadf, 

Ta'iikh, vol. 10, pp. 403, 405, 406. al-Dhahabi, T adM'ira, vol. 1, p. 170. Ibn I.iajar, 
Tahdh,b, vol. 6, p. 404 (source: in all cases Yal:tya ibn Sa'fd al-Qanan, d. 198/813-4). 

955 Ibn abr I:iatim, Taqdima, pp. 49, 52. 
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He was a "hii#b layl" (Malik), literally: "one who collects wood by 
night," i.e. one who takes everything he gets his hands on, or a 
"fiiiJib ghuthiim (Yazid), literally: "owner of refuse."956 Such sweeping 
judgments about a colleague are to be treated with caution, as long 
as their background is unknown. They could be based on personal 
antipathies and rivalries among the centers of scholarship.957 However, 
the causes of the negative attitude of scholars like Malik and Yazfd 
can be determined with some probability. The reservations of Ibn 
Jurayj's student YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd al-Q;tttan (Basra, d. 198/813-4) 
are instructive: He does consider some ofIbn Jurayj's traditions excel
lent and also praises his book; but he also expresses concrete criti
cisms of him. They relate to four points: I. Ibn Juraxi did not have 
a good memory. When he lectured not from his book or other books, 
but by memory, he made mistakes958 2. He transmitted texts that 
he did have permission to transmit, but which he had neither heard 
nor read aloud. As an example he names IbnJurayj's traditions from 
(Api' al-Khuras3.m.959 3. He transmitted from written documents mate
rial which he did not know by heart960 4. Ibn Jurayj occasionally 
concealed discontinuities in the isniid or suppressed informants.961 

This predominantly positive evaluation of Ibn Jurayj, which nev
ertheless does not conceal weaknesses, continues with the scholars of 
the third/ninth century as well. AJ:tmad ibn I,Ianbal, for instance, 
on the one hand speaks of him enthusiastically,962 but on the other 
hand warns against his ~adiths introduced with "qiila X" and "ukhbl1-tU," 
i.e. those only aquired in writing or transmitted while concealing the 
informant, and against those transmitted by memory,963 and names 
sources from which he transmitted texts without having heard them 
himself.96' He is similarly evaluated by YaJ:tya ibn Ma'fll (d. 233/ 

956 ai-Baghdadi, Ta~iikh, vol. 10, p. 404. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404. 
957 On envy among colleagues cf. also Juynboll, Muslim Tradition, p. 165. 
958 Ibn abII:iatim, Taqdima, p. 238. al-Baghdadi, Ta>nkh, vol. 10, pp. 404-405. 

Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhlb, vol. 6, p. 404. 
959 Cf. aI-BaghdadI, Kifiiya, p. 258. Ibn I.i~ar, T ahdhfb, vol. 6, pp. 404, 406. 
960 aI-Baghdadi, Kifiiya, p. 258. 
961 al-BaghdadI, Ta>nkh, vol. 10, p. 406. 
952 Ibn abi I.iatim, Jar/t, vol. 2/2, p. 357. ai-Baghdadi, Ta'iikh, vol. 10, p. 402. 

al-Dhahabi, Tadhl,:-ira, vol. 1, p. 169. Ibn I;iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404. 
963 ai-Baghdadi, Ta'nkh, vol. 10, p. 405. al-DhahabI, Mfziin, vol. 2, p. 151. Ibn 

.I:Iajar, T ahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404. 
96+ al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 170. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 405. 
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847-8),965 'All ibn al-Madlnl (d. 234/848-9),966 and al-Dhuhll (d. 
258/872)967 Exclusively positive statements are recorded from al-'Ijll 
(d. 261/874-5),968 AJ:tmad ibn ~aliJ:t al-Mi~rl (d. 248/862-3),969 Abu 
Zur'a (d. 264/877-8), Abu I:Iatim (d. 227/841-2)970 and others. This 
ambiguous evaluation-thiqa, but mudallis-also runs through the later 
riial works, while his tadl,s occasionally-for instance, by al-DaraqU\l11 
(d. 385/995-6)971-is rated as very questionable, in contrast to that 
of others, e.g. that of Ibn 'Uyayna.972 

The critical evaluation of Ibn Juraxi as a muhaddith is based on 
facts, specifically, on traditions about the manner in which he col
lected and then presented his material. Ibn Juraxi is recorded, on 
the basis of biographical traditions, to have reccived texts in five 
forms: I. He attended the lectures of his informants or questioned 
them and recorded what he heard in writing'73 and/or learned it by 
heart. 2. He copied a manuscript which he had obtained from the 
transmitter or one of his students and read it aloud to the former. 
3. He obtained written notes which the transmitter had prepared 
himself as a gift, without having heard them from him or read them 
to him. 4. He copied a tcxt from the informant and got permission 
to transmit it, without hearing it or reading it aloud. 5. He came 
into possession of a manuscript or copied it without getting formal 
permission to transmit it further, be it that the ovvner in question 
was no longer alive or did not meet him, or be it that he refused 
him the iji1;:;a. 

Type I occurs in his tradition from his teachers 'Ala' ibn abl 
Rabah and 'Amr ibn DInar, and sometimes from Nafi' and others. 
These' texts, even later, were considered JaiJfi:z and above all criticism. 
Already in Ibn Juraxi's time, type 2 was considered equal in value 

965 Ibn abI Ijatim, Jar/1, vol. 2/2, p. 357. al-Baghdadi, Ta>nkll, vol. 10, pp. 402, 
405, 406. Ibn J:Iajar, TaJufhfb, vol. 6, pp. 404, 405. 

966 Ibn abr I:Iabm, Jar/l, voL 2/2, p. 357. al-Dhahabf, Tadhkira, vol. 1, p. 70. 
967 Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdkrb, vol. 6, p. 405. 
962 al-Baghdad" Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 407. 
969 Op. cit., p. 405. 
970 Ibn abI I:Iatim, Jarb, vol. 2/2, p. 358. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 405. 
971 Ibn J:Iajar, op. cit. . _ 
972 Ibn Hibban Mashahfr, no. 1146. Idem, Thlqiit, vol. 7, p. 93. al-Dhahabl, 

Mf:::,iin, vol.' 2, p. 151. Idem, TadhJ."iTa, vol. 1, p. 170. 
973 He is supposed first to have done this on the large leaves of the ~ushar tr:e 

and later to have made a fair copy on other material (papyrus, parchment?--m 
the text: fll-bllJiir/.). al-Fasavvl, Ma<rifa, vol. 2, p. 26. C£ also Azami, Studies in EarlY 
JfaJith Literature, p. 113. 
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to the first. He himself expressed this view to his student al-Waqidr: 

Mul)ammad ibn 'Umar [al-WaqidiJ: I asked Ibn Jurayj about reading 
lJ adfth aloud to the mubaddith. He answered: Someone like you is ask
ing something like that?! The scholars (aI-nilS) are in disagreement about 
notebooks (5a1;ffo) which someone takes and says: "I am transmitting 
(ubaddithu) what is in it" without having read it aloud, but if he has 
read it aloud, it is equal (sawii)) [to hearing it]."974 

In this form Ibn Jurayj received, for instance, some of his material 
from Nafi' and probably from Ibn abi Mu1ayka. In the case of Nafi' 
this emerges from his statement, "Nafi' gave me a saddlebag. It con
tained what I had read [aloud] and asked."975 

Type 3 occurs, for instance, in Ibn Juraxi's tradition from Abu 
Bakr ibn 'Abd Allah [ibn MuJ:tammad] ibn abl Sabra (d. 162/778-9 
or 172/788-9, mlffil in Medina, later qiirjf in Baghdad). Al-Waqidf 
reports that this Abu Bakr related to him the following: 

"Ibn JuraY.i said [to me]: 'Write me sunan-(zadfths 976-variant: some of 
your good ~aduhs!'977 [Abu Bakr]: I wrote him 1,000 badUhs and then 
sent them to him. He neither read them to me, nor I to him." 
Mul)ammad ibn 'Umar [al-WaqidiJ: Later I heard Ibn Jurayj trans
mit many badfths with the words: "Abu Bakr ibn abl Sabra transmitted 
to us (!laddathanii)"-variant: "Later I saw tbat Ibn Jurayj had included 
many of his hadUhs in his book with the words: 'Abu Bakr ibn 'Abd 
Allah-i.e. Ibn [abl] Sabra-transmitted to me!"'978 

Of type 4 are the traditions from Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl, Hisham ibn 
'Urwa, Aban ibn abl 'Ayyash and 'Ala' al-KhurasanL Ibn Juraxi's 

974 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361. C( also Ibn Qutayba, Ma<iirif, p. 167; Sachau, 
"Zur altesten Geschichte," pp. 721-722 and F. Sezgin, Geschichte, p. 74 (his trans
lation of "sawii"" with "fine" ("in Ordnung') is not correct. \'\That is meant is shown 
by Ibn Qutayba's variant: ''fo-huwa wa-l-samii< wiibid." Clearly, Ibn Jurayj consid
ered even the transmission of a notebook that had not been read aloud to be ''fine'' 
(see below). 

975 al-Baghdad'L, Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 406 (source: Yal).ya ibn Sac'Ld [al-QattanJ). 
C£ also Abu Khaythama, 'Ilm, p. 117 (no. 34) (source: Ibn 'Uyayna). On Ibn ab'L 
Mulayka's transmission cf. Ibn ab'L !:Iatim, Taqdima, p. 241 (source: Ya4ya ibn Sa''Ld 
al-Qattan). 

976 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361. 
977 Ibn Qutayba, Ma<ari!, p. 167 (biography of Abu Bakr). The version in Ibn 

Sa'd, as a lectio difflCilior \vith the meaning of sunan \vhich was customary before al
Shafiey (c£ Schacht, Origins, pp. 2, 3), is probably more authentic. 

S7S Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361. Ibn Qutayba, op. cit. The statement "many 
fwdiths" is probably exaggerated. In the section of the text of the MUfannqf studied 
here I found none. 
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student YaJ:tya ibn Sa'ld reports that he could get from him no 
confirmation that he had "heard" ~adiths from al_Zuhrl. 979 IbnJurayj 
himself is supposed to have admitted this: "I did not hear from al
Zuhrl, rather, he gave me a book [or: notebook] (juz'), I copied it, 
and he permitted it to me [to transmit]."'"o Various eyewitnesses 
report similar things about the acquisition of his texts from Hisham 
ibn 'Urwa: The latter had lent a notebook (,aJ;f{a) with his ~adzths 

to someone. Ibn Jurayj first got assurance from Hisham that it was 
actually his notebook. When the latter confirmed this,981 he clearly 
copied it, but then returned to him with the copy and said: "These 
are your ~adZths--variant: This is your ~adzth. I would like to trans
mit them from you!" [Hisham]: "'Yes! [You may].' He went and 
asked me nothing more."982 Nevertheless, IbnJurayj later cited Hisham 
ibn 'Urwa with the formula "haddathana" as well.'83 Such a proce
dure is also known in the case of Ibn Jurayj's transmission from 
Aban ibn abl 'Ayyash.'M In this way he is also supposed to have 
gotten hold of the material from 'Ata' al_Khurasanf,985 and also to 
have passed on his O"\VIl work.986 

His tradition from Mujahid seems to be based on type 5. At least, 
this is asserted of his material from the latter's tafsZr and is proba
bly true of other material from him, since it is conspicuous that in 
the MlJjannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq he introduces him almost exclusively 
with the formula "qala Mujahid." He is supposed to have gotten the 
tafsZr from a manuscript of al-Qasim ibn abf Bazza, a student of 
IVIujahidls who "heard') it from him,987 whom, however, he does not 

979 Ibn abf I:Iatim, Taqdima, p. 245. 
980 al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, vol. I, p. 170. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, pp. 405-406 

(source: Quraysh b. Arras, d. 202/817-8, Basra). Cf. also Sez~, C.eschichte, p. 65. 
This statement of Ibn Jurayj's probably applies only to badiths, SInce m the MUJannaf 
Ibn Jurayj transmits a few of Ibn Shihab's responsa to his own questions. 

981 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat, vol. 5, p. 362 (source: <Abd al-Ral)man ibn abi 1-Zinad, 
d. 174/790-1, Medina). Ibn Qutayba, Ma'arij, p. 167 (incorrectly: 'Abd al-Ra~man 
ibn abi I-Ziyad). Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdJiib, vol. 6, p. 405. 

982 al-BaghdadI, Kifliya, p. 320 (source: Hisham ibn <UIVla, d. 146/763-4, fol
lowing Yal)ya ibn Sa'id [al-QaganJ or Shu'ayb ibn Is~aq, d. 189/805). 

983 See note 981. 
984 aI-BaghdadI, KifO),a, p. 320 (source: YazId ibn Zuray', d. 1821798-9 or 183, 

Basra). Ablin is categorized by Ijadlth criticism as unreliable. ~f Ibn J:Iajar, Tahd~fb, 
vol. I, pp. 97-101. IbnJurayj does not seem to have transmItted much from hIm. 
In the section of the text studied here he does not appear. 

985 Ibn J:Iajar, T ahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 406 (source: YaJ:tya ibn Sa<id). 
936 Ibn I:Ianbal, 7lal, vol. 1, p. 349 (source: I:Iaijaj [ibn MuJ:tammad al-A<warJ, 

d. 206/821-2). See also p. 274, note 933. . 
987 Ibn I:Iibban, Mashiihfr, no. 1153. Cf also G. Stauth, Die {}berliiferung, pp. 71 f. 
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name as an informant, evidently because he did not have permis
sion for transmission from him. Perhaps he also got the other Mujahid 
texts from him. 

The last three of the enumerated types of transmission used by 
Ibn Jurayj were met by scholars of the second half of the second/ 
eighth century and later with shaking of heads and derisive com
ments.'88 However, from the fact that people like Ibn Sbihab, 'Ata' 
al-Khurasanl, Hisham ibn 'Urwa, Ibn Jurayj and other transmitters 
of the first half of the second/eighth century used such forms of 
transmission it can be inferred that they did not evaluate them neg
atively. This means that it was ouly from about the middle of the 
second/ eighth century that the view began to assert itself that ouly 
transmission of ~adzths by hearing or reading aloud was acceptable. 
That this requirement was already familiar to Ibn Jurayj is shown 
by his remark that the transmission of a notebook that had not been 
read aloud was a subject of controversy among the scholars.989 

The situation is similar-and this is probably related to the still
undecided question of the types of transmission-with respect to the 
terminology of transmission. In the first half of the second/eighth 
century it was not yet attached to specific forms of reception, even 
if certain customs were beginning to establish themselves. Students 
of Ibn Jurayj like al-Waqidf and YaJ:tya ibn Sa'ld registered with 
suprise or displeasure that he cited materials which he had neither 
heard nor read aloud with the formula ~addathanl, which they already 
understood as a technical term for samac or qirif a. 990 They report 
that Ibn Jurayj himself indicated that what he reported from 'Ara', 
he had in every case heard, even if he said "qala 'Atam and not 
"sami'tu 'Ata\l)991 and that, for instance, Ibn Juray-j's texts from Ibn 
ab! Mulayka were "fabfl/l even if he had only "'an" as an intro
duction instead of "baddathanr."992 vVhat is astonishing is that a crit
ical student of Ibn Jurayj's like YaJ:tya ibn Sa'fd, even though he 
was familiar with his undifferentiated terminology of transmission, 
sometimes acts as if it conformed to the later standard. He notes, 

9B8 Cf BaghdadI, Kifaya, p. 320 (source: YaJ:tya ibn Sa'Id). Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, 
vol. 6, p. 406 (source: the same); and see the documentation in note 956, p. 277. 

989 See p. 279. 
990 Cf. Ibn Sa<d, Tabaqaf, vol. 5, pp. 361, 362. Ibn Qutayba, Ma<lirif, p. 167 

(source: aI-vVaqidI). al-BaghdadI, Ta'rikh, vol. 10, p. 406. Ibn J:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 
6, p. 404 (source: Yal:tya ibn Sa<id). 

991 Ibn I:Iajar, T ahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 406 (source: YaJ:tya ibn Sa'id). 
992 Ibn ab] J:Iabm, Taqdima, p. 241 (source: the same). 
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for instance, that one can accept as trustworthy (;aduq) what Ibn 
Jurayj introduces with "f:zaddathan't' and "akhbaranf" as a sign of samac 
or qirii)a, but that when he says "qiila" it is-since it is a purely writ
ten reception-worthless.993 Obviously he wanted in this way to sal
vage the credibility of at least a portion of his tradition. Other 
contemporaries of Yal].ya's, such as Malik ibn Anas and Yazld ibn 
Zuray', judged him more rigorously and seem to have categorized 
his traditions en masse as untrustworthy,994 whether because of some 
of his methods of reception, because of his inconsistent terminology, 
or because of the reception of many texts from persons whose cred
ibility was later put in question. However, the position of Yal].ya ibn 
Sa'Id largely asserted itself: that only the texts of Ibn Jurayj's which 
clearly are based on wijiida, i.e. written reception "\'\Tithout permission 
for transmission, or those which are perhaps heard but in which the 
informant remains anonymous, are to be avoided, but his traditions 
identified with the formulae of samac and qira' a can generally be 
accepted. It was advanced by A1Jmad ibn I:Ianbal.995 Occasionally 
individual traditions, like those from al-Zuhri, are excluded from this 
positive evaluation.996 

Ibn Juraxi lived in Bi'r Maymun, about three miles outside of 
Mecca.997 He seems to have spent most of his life exclusively in the 
I:Iijaz. Only as an old man did he undertake trips to the Yemen 
and Iraq; he is attested to have sojourned in San t a), Basra and 
Baghdad in the caliphate of al-Man!ur (136-1581754-775).998 He is 
supposed to have had a brother Mul).ammad, a son by the name of 
'Abd al-'Azlz and a grandson called al-Walld999 A few intimate 

993 Ibn Bajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 404. 
994 See pp. 276 f. Further study is in order to determine how the many infor~ 

mants from whom Ibn Jurayj has only a few reports are evaluated in /fadzth crit
icism, and whether some of them can be put into the context of larger textual 
complexes in other sources. As long as these are not available, it is scarcely possi
ble to reach a conclusion about these reports' authenticity beyond the level of Ibn 
Jurayj's infonnant on the basis of the texts themselves. 

995 See p. 277. 
9% See p. 278, note 965. 
997 fun I:Iibban, 7hiqiit, vol. 7, p. 94. 
998 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 361 (in Basra in the year 1451762; source: 

11ul:lammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-An~arI, d. 215/830-1, Basra). a1-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh, 
vol. 10, p. 400 (source: AQ-mad ibn I:Ianbal, d. 2411855-6, Baghdad). al-Dhahabi, 
Tadhlrira, voL 1, p. 170 (in Yemen in the year 144/761-2) See p. 63. 

999 Ibn I:Iibban, Thiqat, voL 7, pp. 93-94. al-BaghdadI, Ttirfkh, vol. 10, p. 400 
(no sources). 
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details are also known about Ibn Juraxi. He had a reddish-brown 
skin color,IOOO colored his hair with black dye and scented himself 
with ghaliya,1001 a perfume made of musk and amber. He is supposed 
to have been married to a pious woman lO02 but also to have con
tracted mut'a alliances, i.e. temporally limited relationships similar to 
marriage. Jarlr [ibn 'Abd Allah al-:QabbI] (d. 188/804, Kufa) gives 
the number of his mut'a "marriages" as 60,1003 and al-Shafi'I (d. 204/ 
819-20) as 70-variant: 90. In old age he injected himself-accord
ing to al-Shafi'f-with an ounce of sesame oil as a stimulus to his 
libido.1o", The discrepancy in the numbers transmitted by al-Shafi'I 
is probably based on a misreading of sab'rn as tis'rn, a confusion which 
is often to be observed. The divergence between al-:QabbI's state
ment and al-Shafi'f's is to be explained by the fact that the numbers, 
which probably derive from Ibn Juraxi himself, are not bookkeeping 
data but estimates, in which-despite his obviously great sexual vital
ity-exaggerations are not out of the question. 

Information of this kind may seem unimportant to many, and 
their reporting unnecessary. This is not by any means the case, for 
the transmitters of the second/eighth century dearly did consider 
them noteworthy. Their motivation results less from a love of detail 
or of delicate subjects than it is to be understood in the context of 
learned debates of the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries in 
which the questions of dying the hair,lo05 of perfuming and of muta 
alliances were subjects just as significant and passionately discussed 
as that of divine predestination. Aside from this, for the the histo
rian the information about Ibn Jurayj's mutCa practices, for instance, 
is valuable for several reasons. The fact that they are mentioned in 
the biographical sources at all can be regarded as an indication that 
reports about a person were not suppressed even if they were unpleas
ant and detracted from the evaluation of his reliability, which is pre
dominantly positive. The conflict emerges clearly from a comment 
of al-Dhahabf's: "There is agreement on his reliability, although he 

1000 Ibn Qutayba, MaCari{, p. 167 (source: Abu Hilal). 
1001 al-Dhahabi, Tadhkira, voL 1, p. 171 (source: 'Abd al-Razzaq). 
1002 al-DhahabI, TadhJcira, vol. 1, p. 170 (source: Abu <~im [al-Oa4I)ak], d. 2121 

827-8). 
10(13 al-DhahabI, op. cit. 
1001 al-Dhahabi", op. cit., pp. 170'-171. Idem., Mfzan, voL 2, p. 151. Ibn I:Iajar, 

T ahdhfb, vol. 6, p. 406. 
1005 C£ Juynboll, "Dyeing the Hair." 
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contracted mut'a alliances ,'\lith 90 women. He was of the opinion 
that it was pennitted."1006 Since the instition of mut'a was accepted 
only among the Shl'a and was rejected by the Sunnl legal school;, 
one might be tempted to think that the statements about Ibn JuraY.) s 
mut'a practices were perhaps invented in order to discredit him or 
to claim him for the Shi'a. Such an assumption is, however, not 
very probable. Some of the informants for the report do c~me from 
Kufa but since it is also reported by al-Shafi'l, who IS neIther sus
pected of Shf'ism nor in principle hostile to Ibn Jurayj, was a stu
dent of two students of Ibn Jurayj's and as a .Meccan well mformed 
of the situation in his home town, it probably describes a historical 
fact. For the history of mut'a as a juridical problem and a social prac
tice, the statement about Ibn Jura)j's mut'a alliances is a very impor
tant piece of information. From it, it can be concluded that the 
question was still open in the first half of the second century and 
was not a specifically Sunnl-Shl'ite controversy. Rather, It represents 
a Meccan school tradition which was already advocated by Ibn 
'Abbas and established by 'Ata', IDO) and which was actually prac
ticed in the first tvvo centuries-at least in Mecca and its environs
although 'Umar had forbidden it during his caliphatelOO8 

55% of the reports on which the biographical literature about Ibn 
Jurayj is based are derived from contemporaries and students of Ibn 
Jurayj's, and thus from persons who knew him themselves, 45% from 
indirect informants-from about 40 people altogether. In the first 
group of sources dominate the materials of Ibn Jurayj's students 
Yal:>ya ibn Sa'ld al-Qattao (33%), Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna (14%), 'Abd 
al-Razzaq (10%) and al-Waqidl (6%), in the second group those of 
the scholars of the end of the second/eighth and the first half of the 
third/ninth century, who were students of the students of Ibn Jurayj. 
They are above all A1:>mad ibn I:Ianbal (35%), YaI:>ya ibn Ma'ln (\06%), 
and 'All ibn al-Madlnl (9%). Altogether, they proVIde over 80 Yo of 
the indirect information. The rest comes predominantly from scholars 
of the second half of the third/ninth century-such as Ibn Kharrash, 
al-'Ijll, Mul:>ammad ibn Isma'll, al-BardljI and al-Bazzar-, and very 
little from those of the fourth/tenth century, such as Ibn I:IIbban 

1006 al-Dhahabf, Mfl:.iin, vol. 2, p. 151. 
1007 See pp. 142-145. 
101)8 See p. 143. 
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and al-Daraqu1nl. Since the knowledge of the second generation after 
Ibn Jurayj probably also derives largely from his immediate students 
and auditors, one can say that ahnost the entire biography of Ibn 
Jurayj is based on sources which may be classed as eye- and ear
witness reports. The little that later sources contribute adds next to 
nothing that was not already known from earlier ones. 

4. The source value if the biographical material 
about the three legal schaum 

The study of the biographical reports about the three leading foqaha' 
of Mecca in the second half of the first/seventh and in the first half 
of the second/eighth century has been carried out, for methodolog
ical reasons, within the genre. The question was and is whether indi
cations of forgery-e.g. internal contradictions, anachronisms, and 
so forth----or of unreliability resulting from an excessively large remove 
between the sources and the time about which they report, emerge 
from this material itself The results can be summarized as follows: 

l. The biographical literature of the third/ninth to ninth/fifteenth 
century which has been studied contains scarcely any traditions rec
ognizable as conscious forgeries whose motives and originators could 
be identified. There are mistakes, inaccuracies, errors in transmis
sion, exaggerations and topoi. These can usually be identified as such 
with the aid of the transmitted variations. The credibility of some 
individual pieces of information whose provenance remains obscure 
is thus still in doubt. However, by and large the biographical mate
rial, although a conglomeration of heterogeneous reports of different 
provenance, is internally consistent. Possible biases which may have 
determined the selection of the biographical traditions reported in 
some works are neutralized by other, more complete collections. The 
fact that even negative facts about the persons in question which 
were visibly uncongenial to the compilors were not suppressed, and 
that often the texts of later authors can be documented word for 
word in earlier ones, speaks for the assumption that they did not 
falsify the materiaL 

2. The biographical literature's information about the three Meccan 
foqahii' largely goes back to persons in contact with them or the lat
ter's students. It thus derives from the second/eighth century, was 
gathered in biographical and other works in the third/ninth century, 
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and was also probably transmitted for a time in instruction, outside 
of closed compilations. Already from the middle of the third/ninth 
century, however, the sources begin to dry up. Reports that go back 
to informants of the second half of the third/ninth century are rel
atively rare, and they rarely report facts not already known from 
earlier sources. That is, the biographical material consists mainly of 
primary sources (statements of eyewitnesses) with a smaller propor
tion of secondary sources (reports at second or third hand). 

3. The biographical traditions in later works are generally no worse 
than those in the earlier ones. They frequently report the earlier 
material-usually correctly-, which speaks for their general reliability, 
but also contain pieces of information from works which have been 
lost or have not yet reappeared. lOo9 V\'here they name the source of 
their reports, these texts-until the opposite is proven, in individual 
cases-are to be considered just as credible as those for which early 
parallels are attested. The general distrust towards reports in the bio
graphical literature about persons of the first/ seventh and second/ eighth 
centuries which is vvidespread among non-Muslim scholars seems to 
be based on' unjustified prejudices and the anecdotal material of the 
adab literature. This source is probably better than its reputation, 
which is not to say that all reports communicated in it are reliable. 

The verdict reached from the investigation within the genre of 
the biographical traditions about 'Ala', 'Amr and Ibn Jurayj about 
their extensive authenticity and credibility is confrrmed by the results 
yielded by the analysis of the traditions from them, The two genres 
of tradition are-despite occasional identical transmitters-to be 
regarded as two fundamentally different historical sources. The bio
graphical tradition consists-from a source-critical point of view
primarily of deliberate, intentional testimonies which consciously aim 
to give information about the persons in question. In contrast, the 
traditions about their teachings and legal opinions, when one uses 
them-as I have-as a source for biographical questions, are largely 
to be classed as involuntary and unintentional testimonies. IbnJurayj's 
intention in transmitting CAta)'s teachings was surely not to com
municate something about the latter's teachers, students, style of 
instruction and so forth, but to report their content as accurately as 

1009 C[ also Juynboll's comments on Ibn I:Iajar's Talzdhlb and its sources in: Muslim 
Tradition, pp. 134-136. 
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possible. However, used in this way, divorced from their original 
intent, they are an especially reliable source. ''\There the knowledge 
gained from them corresponds to the statements of the biographical 
literature, the latter's historicity is certain, On the other hand, their 
meaningfulness-as is usually the case with "residues"-is limited. 
For this reason, conclusions of biographical nature can be drawn 
from this material only with great caution and with reservations. The 
actual biographical tradition is thus a welcome supplement and check 
for the biographical information drawn from the Mw;annaf of 'Abd 
al-Razzaq. Many suppositions are confirmed by it; many connec
tions which remained unclear become more distinct in its light. The 
two genres of sources complement and mutually support each other.· 
Errors and forgeries in one source can sometimes be uncovered and 
corrected through the information in the other. 

F. A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

After this preliminary work it is possible to draft a sketch of the his
torical development of Islamic jurisprudence of Mecca from the begin
nings to the emergence of the classical schools of law which is based 
on secure facts, that is, on sources whose authenticity is assured. 

I. 77ze beginnings 

Meccan fiqh has its roots primarily in the juridical efforts and teach
ing activities of 'Abd Allah ibn al-'Abbas. This latter was not the 
eponym, i.e. the fictitious authority, of the Meccan foqaha', as Schacht 
assumed;lOIO rather, he was really the teacher of a number of schol
ars who later became famous and who were active primarily in 
Mecca, like 'Ala' ibn abl Rabal;, Mujahid, 'Ikrima and Ibn abl 
Mulayka. From Mu'awiya's assumption of the caliphate Ibn 'Abbas 
lived withdrawn from the political stage on which he had played a 
role under 'All, in the city of Mecca, which he had to leave only 
under the caliphate of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr, whom he refused 
to recognize. 101 1 In the quarter-century of his residence in Mecca 

1010 C[ Schacht, Origins, pp. 249 f. Idem, Introduction, p. 32. 
1011 C[ L. Veccia-Vaglieri, '<CAbd Allah ibn al-'Abbas," in: Enryclopaedia qf Islam 

Second Edition, vol. 1, pp. 40 [ , 
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(c. 40-65/660-685)-he died in 68/687-8 in al-Ta'if-he undoubt
edly laid the foundations of Meccan scholarship through his teach
ing activities in the religio-legal area, especially in questions of Qur'anic 
exegesis and the definition of an Islamic way of life. As far as can 
be determined from his students' citations of him which have been 
ascertained to be reliable, in his legal opinions (fatiiwii) and his legal 
teachings he often supported himself with the Qur'an, but generally 
not with traditions from or about the Prophet or older Companions. Wl2 

His legal teachings are completely raj. This observation should for 
the moment not be generalized to the conclusion that Ibn 'Abbas 
knew or transmitted no traditions at all. Should it be confirmed by 
further focused investigations of the traditions from direct students 
of Ibn 'Abbas contained in the sources of 'Abd al-Razzaq's MUfannqf, 
it will be possible to establish through a comparison between the 
Prophetic i}adlths of Ibn 'Abbas in them and those in later sources 
where the latter come from. One person who spread hadUhs of the 
Prophet in the name of Ibn 'Abbas can already be named: 'Ala' al
Khurasanf (d. 133/750-1), who in all probability did not himself 
study with Ibn 'Abbas, and the origin of whose Ibn 'Abbas tradi
tions is obscure. 1013 

2. The last third if the first/seventh century 

After the death of Ibn 'Abbas, his students continued the tradition 
of teaching in Mecca. In the area of fiqh, Mujahid and 'Ata' ibn abf 
Rabal). particularly distinguished themselves-both were mawiilz, and 
thus not Arabs. 'Ala', who lived the longest, is best known through 
the sources as a faqlh. Based on the extensive tradition of his stu
dent Ibn Jurayj in the MUfannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq, the already rel
atively developed level of legal thinking and the breadth of the 
subjects treated, which extend to many areas that later formed part 
of the standard repertoire of the fiqh works, can be seen. It is char
acteristic of 'Ala"s legal instrnction and that of other students of Ibn 
'Abbas that they primarily express their own opinions and cite author
ities for them only to a limited extent. Among these sources of 'A;a"s, 
the Qur'an and the legal views of his teacher Ibn 'Abbas play a 

1012 See pp. 141, 192. 
1013 See p. 233. 
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dominant role; but there is also a small number of haduhs of the 
Prophet, rulings of the caliph 'Vmar and traditions from other Com
panions. Since the important legal scholars of Mecca at the end of 
the first/seventh century were all students of Ibn 'Abbas, on many 
questions there was a consensus among them, and they also seem 
to have consulted with each other.1014 Thus, in this phase it is already 
justified to speak of the beginning of a local school of legal schol
arship. It gained a certain public recognition through the caliphal 
administration, which filled the post of muftz of Mecca from its 
ranks.1015 The school of Ibn 'Abbas was not limited to Mecca, even 
if this was its bastion. Important students of Ibn 'Abbas lived and 
taught, among other places, in Basra (Abu I-Sha'tha'), Kufa (Sa 'fd 
ibnJubayr), ~an'a' (Tawils), and al-Ta'if(Ibn abf Mulayka). 'Ikrima 
was a restless soul who moved from city to city.lOl6 Ibn 'Abbas him
self had at times also stayed in Medina, Basra, Damascus and al
Ta'if. Since, in addition to this, Mecca was regularly visited by 
pilgrims from the four corners of the Islamic oikoumene, some of whom 
took the opportunity to slake their thirst for knowledge, the seeds of 
Islamic jurisprudence sown by Ibn 'Abbas and his students will have 
sprouted in other places as well. If it is true that there was a "com
mon ancient doctrine"-as Schacht claims lO17-one -will rather have 
to seek its roots in the I;!ijaz, in Mecca and Medina, than in Kufa 
and Basra. 

3. The first quarter if the second century 

In the first decade of the second/eighth century 'Ala' was still 
the doyen of Meccan fiqh, but younger scholars like 'Amr ibn Dfnar 
(d. 126/744), AbU l-Zubayr (d. around 126), Ibn abf Najfl). (d. 132/ 
749-50) and Ibrahfm ibn Maysara (d. 132)IOIB-four mawiilz-fol
lowed him and continued the tradition of the school of Ibn 'Abbas. 
Quite a good picture of 'Amr ibn Dfnar's teachings can be obtained 
from the traditions of his students Ibn Jurayj and Ibn 'Vyayna. He 
depends on traditions to support his legal views more than 'A;a' and 

1014 See p. 172. 
1015 See p. 248. 
J016 C£ aI-Shirazi, Tabaqiit, p. 70. 
WI7 Cf. Schacht, Origins, pp. 214, 222 f. 
1018 See pp. 208 fE, 215. 
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his teacher Abu I-Sha 'tha', a trend that is already discernible with 
'Ara' .1'19 As his authorities function above all Ibn 'Abbas from the 
category of the Companions and the latter's students, who were also 
'Amr's most important teachers, but he also has-like 'Ara'-a lim
ited number of Medinan traditions. fjadfths of the Prophet play only 
a modest role as sources of law, and 'Amr's use of the isniid is very 
imperfect, measured by the later standard. Legal scholarship in Mecca, 
despite a consensus on many questions, was not uniform. There were 
different views and justifications even among the students of Ibn 
'Abbas. At the beginning of the second/eighth century in addition 
to 'Amr ibn D,nar there was teaching, for instance, Abu I-Zubayr, 
who was indeed close to the school of Ibn 'Abbas but based his 
teachings primarily on those of his teacher, the Medinan Companion 
of the Prophet Jabir ibn 'Abd AIIah.1020 In addition, from time to 
time people in Mecca could hear scholars from other centers such 
as Nafi' or Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri from Medina or Iraqis like 'Abd al
KarIm al-Jazan or Ayylib ibn aM TamImaw21 

4. The second quarter qf the second century 

Mter the death of Ibn abi NajII,t, Ibn Jurayj-a mawlii, like almost 
all important Meccan foqahii' after Ibn 'Abbas-became the central 
figure of Meccan fiqh, which he studied and recorded in writing pri
marily with 'AW ibn abi Rabal,t and 'Amr ibn Dinar. Ibn Jurayj 
was even more strongly oriented toward traditions than 'Amr ibn 
Dinar and also collected legally relevant traditions of other centers, 
especially from Medina.1022 Nevertheless he was above all a Jaqfh, in 
contrast to his younger colleague Ibn 'Uyayna, a pure muhaddith. 
Unfortunately, only a small amount of his ray has been preserved, 
but in compensation all the more of his traditions, which make it 
possible to trace the history of Meccan fiqh from the beginnings into 
his time. He was one of the first Muslim scholars of the second/eighth 
century who put a portion of the knowledge he collected into the 
form of a book organized according to juridical criteria and used it 

1019 See p. 186. 
1020 See pp. 208 fT. 
'"'" See pp. 136, 217-220, 229, 232. 
1022 See pp. 207 f. 
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as the basis of his lectures1023 Ibn Jurayj's activities as a collector 
provided Meccan fiqh with a mass of source material which could 
serve to shore up its practice with older authorities. He collected 
especially large quantities of material from Ibn 'Abbas and his stu
dents, including those who were not active in Mecca. Hadiths of the 
Prophet comprised only about 14% of the collection of texts pre
served from him in 'Abd al-Razzaq's MUfanntif. How many of them 
he considered as binding sources of law is difficult to say. Surely not 
all of them; presumably only those that were compatible with the 
Meccan legal tradition. Thus, even in the first half of the sec
ond/ eighth century ~adUhs of the Prophet played only a subordinate 
role in Meccan fiqh. However, from the first/seventh century their 
share grew constantly: in the first century there seem to have been 
no, or only a very few, traditions of the Prophet from Ibn 'Abbas 
in circulation; with 'Ata' ibn ab. Rabal,t traditions of the Prophet 
comprised 5%, with 'Amr 10%, and by Ibn Jurayj 14% of the texts 
they transmitted. Ibn Jurayj's isniid technique is very under-devel
oped: not even half of his hadUhs of the Prophet have continuous 
chains of transmitters, and with the traditions of the ,~aba the pro
portion is even smaIler. 1024 

5. The second half qf the second/eighth century 

The foregoing study of the tradition of Ibn Jurayj, on the results of 
which this sketch of the history of Meccan jurisprudence has been 
based to this point, can actually contribute nothing more to the ques
tion of its subsequent fate. However, one fact that Oile can draw 
from it allows a view beyond the first half of the second/ eighth cen
tury: The development of Meccan fiqh from the end of the first/ 
seventh century as I have described it on the basis of 'Abd al
Razzaq's MUfannaf corresponds in its main points, specifically, in thc 
persons involved, to the picture that the Muslim "legal historians" 
already drafted in medieval times on the basis of biographical reports. 
The material for it is already present in the first {abaqiit works from 
the first half of the third/ninth century.102S A biographical work 

1023 See pp. 274 f. 
1024- See pp. 240-242. 
1025 Especially in Ibn Sacd. An overview of the school of Ibn 'Abbas is also found 

in Ibn al-Madrnf, 'llaI, pp. 47-49, 54. 
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composed specifically from the point of view of the development of 
fiqh, the Tabaqiit al-juqahii' of Abu IsJ.>aq ai-ShirazI (d. 476/1083-4), 
is most appropriate for a comparison: in the chapter on the foqahii' 
among the Companions of the Prophet one finds Ibn 'Abbas and 
his most important students. 1026 The section on the legal scholars of 
Mecca begins with articles on 'Ata' ibn aM RabaJ.>, Mujahid, Ibn 
abl Mulayka, 'Amr ibn DInar and 'Ikrima; the second generation is 
represented by Ibn abf NajfJ.> and Ibn Jura)j.1027 According to al
Shfrazf, the series of m~fiiln of Mecca is continued after Ibn Jura)j 
by his student Muslim ibn Khalid, with the epithet al-Zanjf (d. 179/ 
795-6 or 180).1028 As the last important foqzh of Mecca he names 
MuJ.>ammad ibn Idrfs, known as aI-Shafi'f. He was born in the year 
in which Ibn Jurayj died and at an early age associated himself with 
Muslim ibn Khalid, from whom he learned fiqh 1029 al-Shafi'f is sup
posed to have been such a successful student that his teacher Muslim 
already allowed him to issue legal opinions at the age of fifteen. He 
studied If adzth with Ibn 'Uyayna. After he had mastered the Meccan 
tradition of scholarship, he learned Malik's Muwa!!a' by heart and 
went to study with him. 1030 

The proportion and the importance of Meccan fiqh in the work 
of aI-Shafi'f has not yet been properly appreciated by research. Until 
now it has always been assumed that the decisive influence on al
Shafi'l emanated from Malik and Medinan jurisprudence. One of 
the reasons for this assessment is probably to be sought in the fact 
that almost nothing was knmvn of Meccan fiqh. This has now changed, 
and a comparison of the sources Ibn Jura)j and Ibn 'Uyayna in the 
Mu,anncif of 'Abd al-Razzaq with aI-Shafi'f's Kitiib al-Umm might solve 
the question and perhaps lead to a new evaluation of his work. 

The old Meccan legal tradition probably did not survive the activ
ities of al-Shafi'f, which took place primarily outside of his home 
town, for long. Two of his students, 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr and 

1026 Ed. Ib-san 'Abbas, Beirut 1970, pp. 48 f. 
1027 Op. cit., pp. 69-70. 
J02B Op. cit., p. 71. Cf. also Ibn Sacd, Tabaqiit, vol. 5, p. 366. al-Bukhan, TaJrfkh, 

vol. 4, p. 260. Ibn abI I:Iatim, Jar~, vol. 41l, p. 183. Ibn I:Iibban, 1hiqiit, vol. 7, 
p. 448. al-Nawawi, Tahdhfb, vol. 2, p. 92. Ibn I:Iajar, Tahdhfb, vol. 10, p. 128. al
DhahabI, Mfziin, vol. 3, p. 165. Idem., Tadhkira, vol. 1, pp. 255 f. 

1029 al-ShIrazI, op. cit., p. 7 J. 
Hl30 Op. cit., p. 72. 
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Ibn aM l:Jarud, established his fiqh in M ecca1031 Thus the old Meccan 
jurisprudence flowed into the madhhab of aI-Shafi'f, and was super
seded as an independent school of law. The Shafi'fs were later still 
quite aware of their origins, as the following observation of aI-Nawawf 
(d. 676/1277-8) shows: 

Al-Shafi'f received his legal knowledge fi'om several [teachers], among 
them Malik ibn Anas, the imam of Medina. IVlalik['s teachings are 
based] on Rabr<a from Anas and Nafi' from Ibn 'Vmar, both from 
the Prophet (eulogy). Al-Shafi'f's second teacher was SWiin urn '[}yayna. 
[He had his knowledge] from 'Amr ibn Dlnar, [and he] from Ibn 'Umar 
and Ibn 'Abbas. Al-Shafi'f's third teacher was AbU Khalid Muslim ibn 
1t1ziilid, the mzifti of Mecca and the imam of its residents. Muslim['s 
teachings] go back to AbU l-Walid 'Abd ai-Malik ibn 'Abd al-'Azfz ibn 
Jurayj, and [those of] Ibn Jurayj to Abu MuJ.>ammad 'Alii' ibn Aslnm 
AM Rabah. 'Alii"s fiqh is based on AbU 1-'Abbas 'Abd Alliih ibn 'Abbas, 
and Ibn 'Abbas obtained [it] from the Messenger of God (eulogy), 
from (Vmar ibn al-Khattab, (Alf, Zayd ibn Thabit and numerous 
Companions, [and these] from the :rvfessenger of God (eulogy).1032 

]03] Op. cit., pp. 99-100. A similar overview ofthejUqahii' of Mecca, v\t}uch con
tains a few more names--e.g. Tawils and Ibn T~hvils, 'Dbayd ibn 'Dmayr, 'Amr 
ibn Shu'ayb and others-is also given by his contemporary Ibn I:Iazm (d. 456/1064) 
in "A~biib aI1ir!),ii min al-Ja};iiba wa-man bacdahum," p. 324. 

1032 aJ-Nawawf, T ahdhfb, voL 1, p. 19. Emphases minc. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE BEGINNINGS OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE 

It would surely be a mistake to generalize the development of Meccan 
fiqh and to postulate that the situation in Medina, Damascus, Kufa 
or Ba,ra followed the same schema. Nevertheless, I believe that on 
the basis of the foregoing study it is possible to correct, or at least 
to place in question, a few of the ideas taken to be established in 
Islamic studies. 

1. It will not be possible to shake Golclziher's and Schacht's the
sis that the classical theory of "fill in Islamic jurisprudence, accord
ing to which Qur'an, Prophetic sunna and the consensus of the 
community constitute the roots of the law, does not represent a 
reflection of the historical development of Islamic law and its jurispru
dence, and that the foundations were laid through the theoretical 
and practical efforts-i.e., the ra'y-of the first Muslim jurists. But 
the conclusion drawn from this, that the "roots" played a completely 
or largely secondary role-in Schacht's words, that "the legal subject
matter in early Islam did not primarily derive from the Qur'an or 
from other purely Islamic sources"l-is false at this level of gener
alization. Schacht's representation of the beginnings of Islamic law 
is a historicization of this anti-u,l'l"il theory which, however, is just as 
little in harmony with the historical truth as its opposite. The truth, 
as is often the case, probably lies in the middle. The present study 
has offered some e\~dence for this. Thus it was to be observed that 
already in the first/seventh century people consciously resorted to 
the Qur'an and to rulings of the Prophet as sources of the law, if 
not as extensively as in later times.2 

2. Schacht's assumption that "two generations before al-Shafi'l ref
erence to traditions from Companions and Successors was the rule, 
to traditions from the Prophet himself the exception, and it was left 
to al-ShafJ<r to make the exception his principle"3 is accurate, at least 

J Schacht, Origins, p. v. 
, See pp. 114-116, 125, 131, 135 £, 156 f., 167, 204. 
3 Schacht, Origins, p. 3. 
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for the leading Meccan foqaha'. The conclusions he draws from this, 
that "generally and broadly speaking, traditions from Companions 
and Successors are earlier than those from the Prophet,"4 and "wher
ever the sources available enable us to judge, we find that the legal 
traditions from Companions are as little authentic as those from the 
Prophet,'" are too generalized and too absolute. Authentic traditions 
from the Prophet and the Companions can certainly be detected. 
The whole theory of an originally anonymous "living tradition" which 
was retroactively projected back first onto the Followers, then onto 
the ,aMba and finally onto the Prophet, is a construct which is not 
tenable in this fonn. Certainly there occurred many projections of 
opinions onto the Prophet and the ,aMba, but this is a phenome
non which set in rather late, not the manner in which traditions 
generally originated. 

3. In view of the conditions ascertained for Mecca the following 
assumptions made by Schacht must be revised: that for the better 
part of the first/seventh century there existed no Islamic law "in the 
technical meaning of the term;'" that the foundations of what later 
became Islamic law were laid by the qar/zs and governors of the 
Umayyad dynasty, who in the first/seventh century were for the most 
part complete juristic parvenus; 7 and that the process of the Islamization 
of the "popular and administrative practice of the late Umayyad 
period," aside from "modest beginnings towards the end of the 
first/ seventh century') was driven forward by the "ancient schools of 
law" only in the first decades of the second/eighth century.' The 
rulings of judges and governors or caliphs of the Umayyad period 
played-at least in the area of "private law"-a very marginal role 
in the fonnation of the opinions of the early foqaha'. In the sphere 
of criminal and "public" law the situation was probably somewhat 
different, but here too one must not underestimate the influence in 
the opposite direction. The beginnings of a law that was Islamic in 
the true sense of the word and of theoretical occupation with it are 
placed too late by a good half to three quarters of a century. Regional 
schools of legal and religious scholarship can already be discerned 

4- Ibid. 
5 Op. cit., p. 169. Cf. also Schacht, Introduction, p. 34. 
6 Schacht, Introduction, p. 19. 
; Op. cit., pp. 24-26. 
, Op. cit., pp. 27 £ 
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III the last three decades of the first/seventh century, even if their 
differences probably were consciously recognized as dependent on 
"schools" only at the beginning of the second/eighth century. 

4. The development from a jurisprudence primarily articulated 
through ray to one based on Tradition was a process that began 
already at the end of the first/seventh century within the schools, 
and which-at least in the I;!ijaz-is to be understood as the result 
of the collection, not merely of forging of traditions. The collection 
and transmission of texts was carried out not only with the inten
tion of supporting particular opinions of the school, but also inde
pendently of this, as is shown by the example of Ibn Jurayj or Ibn 
'Uyayna: both of them certainly transmitted on several problems 
contradictory ~adiths of the Prophet or opinions of Companions that 
were opposed to their school tradition. The growth of the stock of 
traditions within and outside of the schools is not necessarily to be 
laid at the door-as Schacht assumes-of forgers opposed to the 
ancient schools and counter-forgers within the schools. Although cases 
of intentionally incorrect attributions of opinions can be demonstrated 
as early as the first century,9 it has been possible to demonstrate that 
"typical commmon links" like 'Arm ibn DInar, Ibn Jurayj and Ibn 
'Uyayna are not generally to be considered as forgers or propagators 
of contemporary forgeries, as Schacht identified them. 'o This is not 
to say that the entirety of the material they collected is authentic. 
The age-the texts are mostly earlier than Schacht dated them
and provenance of the traditions is, however, in many cases deter
minable. The prerequisite is that one rely whenever possible on those 
collections whose chains of transmission are still in their original state 
of the first half of the second/eighth century. A comparison of the 
early stocks of traditional material, as they appear, for instance, in 
the Mu;;annqf of 'Abd al-Razzaq, with the later collections could con
tribute much to answering the question of how the If adzth of tl,e 
Prophet grew and acquired its continuous isniids. II 

9 See p. 119 (beginning of the second/eighth century), 144 (before 68/687-8). 
W C£ Schacht, Gnpns, pp. 146, 160, 174. 
II Some examples of Prophetic ~adIths from 'Ata' which were forged later or had 

their isniids improved are found in Ibn ab} I:Ia:tim, 'llal, Vol. 1, pp. 401, 429, 431, 
432 and in Ibn al:Jawzl) Kitab al-Mawr/flcal, passim. Iv1. Muranyi has already demon
strated with some good examples how older traditions of the fa/:laba become /;.adfths 
of the Prophet and martisil become maifU'at in ~s commentary on a fragment. of 
the Kitab al-lfqjJ of al-Majishun. Cf. Muranyi, Em altes Fragment, pp. 40-84 paSSIm. 



AFTERWORD 

The present study deals primarily ,vith the problem of how the early 
history of Meccan jurisprudence can be reconstructed, what sources 
are available for this reconstruction and how reliable and significant 
these sources are. A completely dllferent question, which is no less 
important but is meaningful only after such preliminary work, is that 
of the substantive development of Meccan fiqh, which one could fol
low through specific thematic complexes such as marriage, divorce, 
fasting, ~qj;; and so forth. As a further perspective for further research, 
one might compare the substantive state of development of legal 
studies in various centers in specific periods in limited legal subject 
areas, e.g. in Mecca, Medina, Kufa and Basra at the end of the 
first/ seventh or the beginning of the second/eighth century. Through 
this it would be possible to come closer to a solution of the prob
lem of a supposedly originally common doctrine which later devel
oped into separate branches, the question of mutual influences, of 
the protagonists for specific kinds of traditions, and so forth. The 
prerequisite is that preliminary work, like the one which has been 
done here for Mecca, follows for the other important legal centers. 
I believe that I have shown not only that, but also how it is indeed 
possible to make definite statements even about the legal teachings 
and traditions of individual tiihi'un and ,a~iiha. 
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292 
juqahii' 240 
jurists 10 
school/s 27, 133 
source/s 151,217,219 
traditions 145, 154, 290 
tradition material 207 

menstrual period 91, 114-, 133--135 
menstruation 91, 120, 126, 133-134-
Mesopotamia 207 
:Mis'ar ibn Kidfun 265 
al-.Miswar ibn Makhrama 221, 266 
al-Mizzl 25 I, 255 
Mu'adb ibn Jabal//Mu'adh 4, 31 
rm{allim (teacher in a primary school) 

252 
Mu'awiya ibn abf Sufyan/IMu'awiya 

140, 142, 144, 147, 159, 166, 209, 
211,227,250,287 

mudabbar (slave who becomes free -with 
the death of his ovmer) 56 

muV __ al (isnad lacking two transmitters 
before the Prophet) 184, 203 

mudallis See ladlfs 266, 278 
mtifassir (exegete) 276 
mt.{tf, pI. m1ffiiin ~egal advisorls) 63, 

248, 258, 263-264, 279, 289, 293 
Mughfra 61 
mufwddith, pI. muiJaddithun (traditionist/s) 

106, 205, 267, 278-279, 290 
Mul:tammad See Prophet xi, 2, 6, 17, 

33,35,41, 113, 129-130, 136, 143, 
146, 157-158, 166, 235 

Mul:tammad ibn 'Abbad ibn Ja'far 
192 

Mul:tammad ibn 'Abd al-Ral:tman ibn 
Thawban 218 

MUQammad 'Ajjaj al-KhatIb 36 
Mul:tammad ibn 'All ibn 

I:Iusayn/IMul:tamrnad ibn 'Alf 151, 
195, 226, 234 

11ul:tammad ibn 'Ali aI-Najjar 56 
Mul:tammad ibn Bishr 161 
11ul).ammad ibn al-l:iasan ibn Ibrahfm 

ibn Hisham al-Tusf 56 
Mul;lammad ibn I~ma 'i1 284 
Mul:tammad ibn Muslim 203 
MUQamrnad ibn Muslim ibn Tadrus 

See Abu l-Zubayr 208 
Mul:tammad ibn $uhayb 89, 167 
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Muhammad ibn 'Vmar al-\Vaqidr See 
al~Waqidf 254, 269, 274 

Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Hudhaqi 57 
muf:z~n, muIJ.~an (someone who must 

refrain from illegal sexual 
intercourse) 116 

Mujahid ibn Jabr 13, 77-78, 97, 174, 
188, 201, 208, 210, 214-215, 227, 
230, 236, 238, 247-248, 272-273, 
280-281, 287-288, 292 

al-Mujalid 161 
mukiitab (slave who has been given a 

contract to buy his freedom) 56 
muniiwala (handing over of books) 

103 
Murad Mulla 55-56 
Mmji'a 247 
mursal, pI. mursaliit (without transmitter 

at the Companions' level) 184, 203, 
249-250 

muril'a (masculin pride) 260 
Musa ibn Badhan 262 
M-o.sa ibn 'Uqba//Milsa 78, 217, 

224-225, 234-236 
mUJannaf See a;nlif 16, 51-54, 57, 65, 

161, 163, 274-275 
MU$annaf: of 'Abd al-Razzaq xii, xiv, 

xv, 42, 51, 54, 58, 61, 64-66, 68-
69, 72, 74, 77, 89, 94, 96, 100-101, 
120, 123, 127, 131, 138, 145-146, 
156, 173, 178-180, 187-189,223, 
225, 228, 237, 243, 260, 273, 275, 
280, 287-288, 291-292, 297 

Muslim 51, 69 
Muslim ibn Khalid al-Zanji 77, 292-

293 
muta (marriage of "pleasure") 

142-146, 148, 171, 190-192, 261, 
283-284 

Mu'tazila 9 
al-Muthanna ibn al-~abal:t 184 
al-Mugalib ibn I:Iantab 192 
mutun See matn xvii, 73 
Muwalladf IJanad 246 

nqfaqa (financial support) 126, 163 
Nafi" mawlii of Ibn <Vmar 29, 37, 

78, 133-137, 147, 149, 164,217, 
224-225, 230, 232, 234-235, 
240-243, 272-273, 276-279, 290, 
293 

Nahrawan 197 
nasab (descent) 62, 127 

alwNasa'r 67, 265, 267 
niisikh (abrogating) See mansukh 156 
naskh (abrogation) 112 
al-Nawawi 4, 7, 15, 266-267, 293 
nikii/; See marriage 56, 74, 101, 117 
N6ldeke, Theodor 1 
Noth, Albrecht xii, xvii 
Nubian 246 

orthodoxy 8 

Paret, J. 28 
paraphrases: of Qur'anic verses See 

Qur'an 109-110, 145, 153 
parallels: of traditions ISO, 159, 180, 

182, 286 
paternity 126, 128-30 
penalty: 116, 148, 152, 170 

hadd 84, 149, 169 
Qur'anic 170 

polytheists 110, 113 
Powers, David S. 46 
pregnant 143, 153-154, 190, 195 
pre-Islamic: legal practices 129, 130 
projection Is: 81-82, 86, 89, 93, 133, 

168,173,176, 178, 185, 189,219, 
296 
thesis of 83'-84, 91, 175, 201 

Prophet: See MUQammad xi, xiv, 4, 6, 
8, 12-/3, 16, 20-21, 24, 30-31, 33, 
41-43,48, 75-76, 80, 91, 107-108, 
110, 112, 117-123, 125-129, 131, 
133-135, 140-141, 147, 149-150, 
155, 157-161, 166, 170-171, 176, 
184-185, 187-188, 198, 200, 202-
204, 207, 209-215, 218-224, 226, 
229-231, 233, 235, 239-240, 242-
244, 258, 276, 288, 293, 295-296 
acta of the 157 
decision of the 212 
dictum of the 91, 126, 128-129, 

215 
fatwii of the 134, 136, 215 
hallithls of the 19-20, 51, 140, 

158, 163, 165-/66, 184-185, 187, 
202-204,209,211--213,216,218-
221, 223-224, 226, 230-233, 235, 
239, 241-244, 249, 256, 267, 275, 
288-291, 297 

pronouncement of the 126 
suaaa of the 26, 39, 42-43, 48, 127 
tradition/s of the 10-11, 19-20, 

22, 25, 27, 31, 33, 44, 51-52, 76, 
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91, 106, 124-125, 131, 135-136, 
141, 150, 157, 166-167,202,204, 
209-210, 212, 215, 218-219, 232-
233, 241, 243, 251, 291 

wive/s of the 124, 127, 158, 160, 
225 

Prophetic: I, 37-39, 100, 127, 129-
130, 136, 158-159, 212, 295 
/;adfthls 17, 19, 21, 37, 39, 76, 91, 

158, 164, 288 
punishment 84, 105, 130 
purity 133 

QabIsa ibn Dhu'ayb 159, 203, 218, 
232 

qildl (judge) 4, 31, 33, 42, 56, 63, 
139, 167, 169-170,279,296 

qiifa (physiognomists) 84, 130 
al-Qasim ibn abr Bazza 273, 280 
al-Qasim ibn Mul;mmmadil al-Qasim 

162, 214-215, 223 
Qatada ibn Di'amallQatada 59, 261, 

265 
Qays ibn Sa'd 249, 251, 261, 264, 

272 
q;,;a (story) 127-130, 142 
qirii'a, pI. qirii~iit (mannerls of 

reciting the Qur'an) 103, llO-III, 
144, 152-153, 156, 191, 281, 282 

qiyiis (analogical reasoning) 3, 5, 7, 
11,43,85 

Quean: ix, 2-3, 6-7, 11,26-28, 32-
33,40-41,43,46,95,107-117, 
123, 127, 129-130, 133-134, 137, 
140-141, 144-147, 149, 152-155, 
159, 162-163, 166, 170, 187,200, 
212, 239, 271, 276, 288, 295 

Qur'linic: 46, 85, 108-109, III, 
114-117, 119, 130, 134-135, 145, 
153-154, 156-157, 248 
exegesis 7, 288 
legislation 115 
passages 155 
penalty 84, 105, 149, 169 
references 152 
regulations 33, 130 
sciences 156 
verses 110-111, 114-116, 139, 

152, 191 
Quraysh 247 

Rabfa ibn abr 'Abd aI-Rahman 27, 
134-135, 293 . 

Rafi' ibn Khadfj 250-251 
Rahman, Fazlur 38-39 
Raja' ibn I:Iaywa 232 
al-Ramhurmuzr 36 
al-lliishidiia ("the rightly guided", the 

first four caliphs) 33 
Rawafiq 68 
ray (legal opinion): xiv, 11, 13,21, 

43, 80, 91, 114, 121-122, 156, 171, 
179, 186, 190,206, 216, 219, 222, 
229, 234, 239-240, 252, 257-258, 
288, 290, 295, 297 
alii al- 12 
llfMb al- 7 
concept of 3 
personal xiv 

al-Rayy 258 
renunciation 93, 108, 119 
responsum, pI. responsa (answerls of a 

scholar) 79-80, 82, 86-87, 90-91, 
93,96,98, 102-104, 107, 110-111, 
113-115,117-122,124-125,130, 
134-135, 137-142, 146, 148-149, 
152, 154-155, 167, 169-170, 172, 
174-175, 179, 186,201,209-211, 
213-217,219-220,230-232 

rijill works 36, 250, 266, 278 
Ritter, H. 27 
riwiiyals (transmission/s) 38,55-57, 

65 
Robson, J. 28, 30 
Roman xv, xvii, 9, 17, 129-130,268 
Rotter, Gernot xiii 
Ryckmans, G. S. 28 

sabab al-nuziil (cause of revelation) 
112-114, 157 

Sachau, Eduard 2-9, 12-13, 16 
Sa<d ibn ahf V\raqqa~ 127-128 
Sa'd ibn Salim 77 
al-~afadf 65-66 
~afiyya (wife of the Prophet) 89 
Safiyya bint abI 'Ubayd 225 
~afWan ibn Ya'lall~afWan 142, 190-

191 
~a}Jiiba: See Companions xiv, 3, 6, 11, 

24, 52, 80, 107, 117, 121-123, 127, 
148, 151, 155, 158, 181, [88, 197-
198, 204, 209, 213-214, 219-221, 
224, 229, 232, 235, 243-245, 
250-251, 266, 296 
anonymous 188 
generation of xiv, 22, 166, 249 
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traditions of 123, 140, 200, 207, 
211-212,216-217,222,229,231, 
243, 291 

iabifa (notebook) 37, 213, 279-280 
,al!fh (authentic) 67, 69, 256, 267, 

278, 281 
Sah! ibn Sa'd 218 
al-Sa'ib ibn Yazid 266 
Sa'fd ibn abf 'Aruba 5, 15, 275 
Sa'rd ibn Jubayr 23, 194, 202-203, 

210, 214, 230, 239, 242, 247, 267, 
289 

Sa'id ibn Man~Gr 180 
Sa'fd ibn al-Musayyab See Ibn 

al-Musayyab 13, 137, 163-164, 
166, 213, 222, 231, 240, 242 

Sa'rd ibn Zayd 160, 164 
faliih (the compulsory prayer ritual) 

252, 276 
Salama ibn al-Akwa' 203 
Salama ibn Kul:tayl 161 
Salama ibn Mul:Ibiq 203 
Salama ibn Umayya ibn Khalaf 

190-191 
Salim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar 138, 

218, 225 
Salim ibn abr l:Ja'd 230 
Salman al-Faris! 242 
samiic (hearing of traditions) 76, 103, 

ll7, 142, 179, 189, 197, 208, 256, 
266, 281-282 

~an'a' 56, 63, 68, 239, 282, 289 
Sassanids 262 
Sawa'a 215 
Sawda' bint Zama'a//Sawda' 126, 128 
Schacht, Joseph xi-xv, 18-49, 52-54, 

74-77,90, 115-116, 123, 128-129, 
131-133, 135-136, 138, 145-146, 
149, 154, 156-158, 164-165, 167-
169, 173, 183, 219, 222-223, 245, 
257-258, 287, 289, 295, 297 

SchaeIer, Gregor xiii 
3cho01l3: xvi, 32, 44, 132, 172-173, 

207, 238-239, 289-290, 296 
ancient 19-20,39, 156-157,296-

297 
legal ix, 284 
Medinan 133 

schoolls of law: 7, 18-20, 26-27, 33, 
44, 75, 77, 124, 131, 168, 293, 296-
297 
classical 2, 287 
historical 7 
Kufan 26 

local 173 
Meecan 173 
Medinese 173 
Sunm 31 

scholarls: SeeJuqahii' 5, 30-31,43, 
58, 62, 64, 67-68, 72-73, 75, 77, 
79, 81, 93, 106, 112, 117-ll8, 122, 
137-138, 155, 172-173, 179, 186-
187, 193-194, 198-201, 205, 213, 
217,223,227,229,231-232,240-
242, 245, 249, 256, 258-259, 261, 
263, 265-266, 270, 272, 275-276, 
279, 281, 284, 287, 290 
Ba~ran 231, 253, 275 
circle/s of 213 
critical 67, 249 
Damascene 232-233 
European 52 
/fadith 69, 249, 255, 265-267, 276 
J:Iijazf 230 
legal 12, 75-76, 83, 86, 92, 170-

171, 199-200, 206, 216, 239, 245, 
248, 285, 289, 292 

Meecan 76, 79,99, 174, 214, 229, 
239 

Medinan 61, 99, 218, 223 
Muslim 20, 35, 37-38, 76, 90, 290 
non-Muslim 45, 245, 286 
pious 33 
seven legal 8, 26 
usiil 48 

sch~larship: xv, 18, 34-35, 78, 105, 
120, 122, 153, 158, 173, 185, 198, 
238, 240, 258, 275, 290, 292, 296 
centers of 138, 172,201,217,277 
Islantic legal 172 
local school of legal 289 
Meecan 288 
western 26, 30, 35-36 

Schwally, Friedrich 1 
sexual abstinence 119 
sexual relations: 85, 116, 260 

illegitimate 84, 91, 126, 128, 130, 
170 

Sezgin, Fuat xii, 35-37 
al-Sha'br 26, 138, 161, 163-164,242 
al-Shafi'f xii, xvi, 3, 8, 10, 14, 18, 

22, 28-29, 32-33, 43-44, 75-77, 
128, 131, 156, 158, 180, 261, 283, 
292-293, 295 

al-Sharastani 3 
sharica (the Islamic law) 30 
al-Shaybanf xiii, 5, 8, 14-15, 19,32, 

53, 75, 154, 168 
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,lwykhl s: 61 
Medinan 213 

Sh1'a 67-69, 284 
Shi'ite 266, 284 
shighiir (marriages between two families 

without bridewealth) 105, 209 
Shu'ba ibn al-J:Iaijaj 265 
Shu'ayb ibn ahl I:Iamza 38 
Shuray~ 26, 167-169, 200, 230, 242 
al-Sibil'I, Mu~taIa 36 
~iddrqr, M. Z. 36 
$iffin: battle of 196 
sfm (the "life" of the Prophet) 28-29 
sisters 156, 190 
slave Is 85-88,92-93, 105, 116, 120, 

127-128, 130, 138, 149, 169, 195, 
259-260, 268 

slavery 4 
Snouck Hurgronje, Christiaan 9, 

12-13, 18, 31 
sonls 69, 89, 108, 113, 127-128, 

144, 149, 190-191, 214, 234-235, 
243, 247, 252, 260, 263, 265, 282 

source/s: 
bibliographical 4, 6, 8, 58 
criticism 8, 14 
historical 4, 52, 72, 167, 286 
Iraqi 226 
juristic 49 
Kufan 151, 230-231 
legal 99, 127, 156, 171-172, 187 
Medinan 151,217,219 
references to 155 
Syrian 232 

source-profiles 236 
Sprenger, Alois 9, 16 
Stauth, Georg xii 
stepdaughters 111 
stoning 93, 169-170 
Successors: See tab{fln 3-5, 8, 19-21, 

128, 131, 202, 204, 220, 231, 295-
296 
traditions of 19 

suckling: 123-124, 156, 18l 
period of 113 

iUfta (a bleaching agent) 253 
Sufyan al-Thawri See al-ThawrI 5, 63, 

73, 89, 106, 178, 259, 275 
Sufyan ibn <Uyayna See Ibn <Uyayna 

64, 162, 252-253, 259, 264, 274, 
284, 293 

Suhayl ibn abf $iilil). 37 
Sulayman ibn MusallSulayman 78, 

106, 118, 232-234, 240-241, 273 

Sulayman ibn Yasar 137, 162, 
192--193, 218, 242 

sunna (exemplary conduct): 2-4, 6-7, 
11,15, 17, 19,38,41-43,96, 163, 
168, 295 
of the Prophet 2, 9, 11, 33, 39, 

42-43, 48, 127 
sunan: books, work/s 16, 64, 203, 

274--275, 279 
SunnI: 31, 47, 52, 284 

legal schools 284 
surals: 110-112,143,156,253 

names of 112, 152 
Syria xv, 12, 19, 62, 160, 167, 169, 

239-240 
Syrian: 169, 207, 231-233 

!abaqiit (generations) 227, 245, 250, 
292 

aI-TabarI 9-10 
al-TabaranI 69 
tab{, pI. tab{fln: See Successors xiv, 

5-6, 47, 52, 80, 107, 142, 187-188, 
198, 200-202, 204, 206, 210, 216-
217,221, 229-232, 235, 242-243, 
245, 251, 255, 258, 266 
generation of 13, 242 
Kufan 230 
Meccan 183 
Syrian 232 
traditions of 22, 209, 230, 255 

tadlfs (suppression of faults in iSlliids) 
185, 250, 278 

a1-T;m 142, 212, 215, 239, 263, 
288-289 

tqjsfr (commentary of the Qur'an): 65, 
80, 273, 280 
literature 112 

al-TahanawI 4 
taliiq See divorce 168 
Tail:m 197 
Tariq ibn <Alqama al-JVfuraqqi< 183 
Tawils ibn KaysanllTawUs 77, 188, 

190-192, 199-201, 210, 214-216, 
220, 230, 234, 238-240, 242, 244, 
260, 263, 265, 267, 272, 289 

testament 151, 194-197 
al-Thavvri See Sufyan al-Thawrl 5, 13, 

26, 58-59, 61-62, 64, 73-74, 100, 
106, 161, 178, 222-223, 227-228, 
259 

tha)yib (married before, widow or 
divorcee) 93, 120 

al-TirmidhI 267 
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tradition/ s: See &adffhl s 
anonymous 78, 140, 170-172, 186, 

242-244 
An~ar 134 
authentic 33, 296 
authentication of 8 
bibliographical xv 
biographical 62, 245, 248, 267, 

278, 285-287 
citation of 122 
collections of 8, 26, 155, 206, 237 
complex 187 
counter- 124, 145 
common local legal 187 
clifferent forms of 175 
divergences from 88 
exegetical 140 
fabrication of 8, 10 
family 226 
fictive 54 
forged 175, 246 
forging of 11, 31, 297 
genuineness of l42 
growth of 21-22, 26 
indirect 87, 241 
instruction 198 
Iraqi 154 
Islamic 31, 34, 36, 101 
isniids of 24-25 
juristic 131, 204 
legal 21-22, 25, 62, 90, 131, 187, 

206, 213, 245, 293, 296 
legally rcIevant 198, 205, 290 
Meccan legal 291 
Medinan 145, 154, 290 
Medinese 164 
narrative 159, 210 
Prophetic 21, 37, 39, 100, 130, 

136, 157-159, 213 
provenance of 203, 255, 297 
qi;sa 142 
relevant 101 
role of 173 
,aI;aba 121-123, 134, 140, 148, 

151, 158, 198, 200, 214 
scholarly 51 
tiibi'iln 198 

Tradition: See lfadfth 7-8, 22, 30, 
167, 186-187, 249 
collections 21, 37 
different kinds of 19 
discipline of 6, 35, 208, 255, 256 
legal 186 

material 49, 170, 205, 207-208 
scholars of 12 

traditionist/s See muJ:wddithlfln 22, 27, 
124, 131, 133, 156, 173,237 

transmission: See imiidl s xiii, xiv, xvii, 
24, 45, 51-52, 54-55, 57, 66-69, 
81, 88, 90, 95, 97, 99, 103-104, 
120, 132, 136, 151, 165, 173, 175, 
178-180, 182, 185-186, 191, 205, 
222, 224-225, 230, 237, 241, 257-
258, 281-282, 297 
branches of 45 
chains of xiii, 8, 24-25, 29, 128, 

203, 235-237, 244, 297 
defective mode of 152 
errors in 253, 270, 285 
formulae of 182, 222 
ljadfth 14 
history of xiii, 14, 54-55, 267, 271 
indirect 61, 120, 141, 193 
oral 33, 36, 66, 69, 81, 236 
paths of 127, 172 
process of 25, 70 
state of 163-164, 256, 267 
statements of xii, 212, 255 
structure of 59, 61, 103, 236 
technique Is of 95, 122, 244 
terminology of 95, 101, 236, 281 
textual 69-70 
tradition of 86 
written 5 

transmitterls: 24, 36-37, 53, 70, 79, 
81, 89, 122, 124, 164, 183-185, 
194, 196, 201, 233, 236-237, 241, 
248, 258-259, 261, 265, 272, 278, 
281, 283, 286 
chains of See imiidls 25, 52, 193, 

291 
common 25 
criticism of 52, 228 

Tyan, K 168 

'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Utba/l'Ubayd Allah 159-161, 163, 
218 

'Ubayd Allah ibn abI Rafi' 195 
'Ubayd Allah ibn abI YazId 86, 106, 

261 
'Ubayd Allah ibn 'AdI 167 
'Ubayd Allah ibn Maldtiyya 215 
'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Umar 64 
'lJbayd ibn Mu4ammad al-KashwarI 

57 
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'Ubayd ibn 'UmayrllTJbayd 84, 92, 
122-123, 142, 148-150, 152, 216 

Ubayy [ibn Ka'b] 145 
cu/amii' (scholars) See (iilim 49, 64, 172 
'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Azlz 15, 201, 

218, 232, 242 
'Umar ibn al-Khagab/I'Umar 42, 88, 

92, 117, 120, 125, 132, 135, 140, 
142-146, 148-150, 152, 158, 162, 
168, 183-184, 188, 190, 192-194, 
206, 209-211, 213-215, 217-219, 
221, 223-225, 229-230, 232~"233, 
239-240, 242-244, 247, 255, 284, 
289, 293 

'Umar ibn Sa'Id 259 
'Umarids 225 
Umayya ibn Khalid ibn AsId 268 
Umayyad/s xv, 15, 19, 23, 26, 

32-34, 39, 43, 128-129, 164"~165, 

169, 211, 232, 248, 263, 268, 296 
umma (community) 143, 252 
Umm HabI 89 
Umm IfabIb bint JubayT 268 
Umm I:Iakfm bint Tariq 183 
Umm Kulthum bint abI Bakr 124 
Umm Maktlim 159-160 
Umm Salama 216, 250-251 
Umm t;;ali4 bint 'Alqama 183 
Umm Shank 160-161 
Umm Uraka 144, 190, 192, 194 
umm walad (slave woman who has born 

a child to her owner) 84-85, 89, 
167, 195 

'Uqayl ibn Khalid 38 
'Urvva ibn MughIra 168 
'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr//'Urwa 89, 124, 

127-129, 137, 150, 161-162, 164, 
210, 218, 220-222, 224, 232, 234, 
240, 242-244 

'Utba ibn abI vVaqqa~ 127-128 
'Uthman 188,211,213,217-218, 

221, 227, 233, 240, 242, 247 
'Uthman ibn abI Sulayman 177 
Usama ibn ZaydllUsama 159-160, 

250-251 
11}ul ("sources" of law): 4, 10, 12-13, 

28, 47, 155-156, 295 
development of 9 
doctrines of 12 
theory of 39, 295 

verdicts, legal See aqtjiya 33, 117, 148, 
151, 157, 167, 194, 223, 233 

Vesey"Fitzge,ald, S" G" 30-32 
virgin See bikr 120 

waiting period See cidda 85, 88, 90, 
98, 109, 120, 129, 132-134, 138, 
154, 159-160, 163, 165-166 

walii' See custody 101 
watt (mamagc guardian) 143 
vVansbrough, John 38 
al-\VaqidI, Ivful).ammad ibn 'Umar 

254, 261, 263, 267, 270, 276, 279, 
281, 284 

al"Wasi, 265 
\VaU, Montgomery 28 
war 4 
wedding night 137 
\'Vellhausen, Julius xii, 128 
\Verkmeister, \\Talter xii 
whipping 170 
vvidow/s 113, 154, 164 
wifiida ("finding", adoption of ,.vritterr 

material without permission of the 
author or transmitter) 215, 282 

"vme 148, 152 
vvives 8,87,105, 108, Ill, 113, 

124-125, 158, 160, 171, 209, 216, 
225 

women 85,112-113,116,132,134, 
138, 143, 149-150, 152, 159, 169, 
171 

Yahya ibn 'Abd al-Ra4man ibn 
Khatib 221 

Yahya ibn abI KathIr 232 
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